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PREFACE.

•

BECHSTEIN'S "Chamber Birds" have for many years en
joyed a world-wide reputation, having been translated
into every language having a literature, and into our
own language it has been translated many times. The
present edition has had the advantage of being revised
by Mr. Bamesby, one of the most eminent of our'
breeders of fancy birds and judges of their merit, whose
own remarks we append.

"What can be more interesting and innocent," he says..
" than a love for cage-birds "? As a domestic enjoyment,
a fondness for these sweet warblers often assists in
developing kindly feelings and habits of watchful atten
tion in the members of a family, which not only tend to
embrace a wider range and a higher scope, but culminates
in the formation of that which renders home both cheerful
and happy." "To me," says Wilson, " it appears that of
all inferior creatures Heaven seems to have intended
birds as the most cheerful associates of man." What
ever tends to direct the attention and to employ the mind
in providing for the pleasure and enjoyment of others,
is useful discipline. The care of birds does this in a
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remarkable degree. What joy Wordsworth must have
felt when he wrote-

II The birds around me hopped and played,
Their thoughts I cannot measure;

But the least motion which they made
It seemed a thrill of pleasure."

That there is much delight to be derived from the
~tudy of cage-birds, which of late years has become
more of a science, especially so far as the treatment and •
moulting of them are concerned, there is evident reason
for believing. To gain a thorough knowledge of bird
keeping, breeding, and general treatment, practical ob
servation and love for the birds are requisite.

Twenty-five years' attention and devotion to the bird
cause-no short period in one's lifetime-have furnished
me with varied experience respecting the Canary and
other song-birds. Of late years much more attention
has been paid to this portion of the bird creatio,?,
judging from the vast number of exhibitors who have
patronised the numerous exhibitions held in various
parts of the country. The increased and still growing
interest taken in the charming songsters that grace our
homes, has led to the desire for still greater reform and
improvement in the mode of judging their merits. Bird
fanciers, especially, have felt the desirability of forming
ASsociations for the purpose of watching over all
matters tending to advance the Canary cause in parti
oCular, by establishing rules, and also proper classes m. .
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which the birds could be entered for show, by the adop
tion of standard points for the respective breeds to be
judged, and the appointing of authorised and acknow
ledged men of experience to adjudicate thereon. The
bird cause thus far has not received the attention it
deserves. Having for the past twelve years been called
upon to officiate as a judge of birds at many of the
most important shows, and having some few years back
also published a pamphlet containing, besides other in
fonnation, the" Points of Excellence of different breeds
of the Canary and Mules," I venture to hope the issuing
of the present treatise, relating to the treatment, breed
ing, general management, moulting, the points of excel
lence, and other valuable infonnation suitable to Canary
fanciers, will assist and guide them in their endeavours
to further advance the cause I have at heart.

A PLEA FOR THE BIRDS.

Tmi: merciless sIn.ughter of birds whioh takes place annually, C&UBed in

a grea.t measure through poisoned grain and the freab or "hedge

poppers," demands some attention. I will just advert to the obliga

tions we are under to our winged inhabitants in helping us to rid our

irees, gardens, and crops, of insects and weeds; for many birda have

IpeCial fancies ror them. The Gold1inch has a liking for the thiItle ; other

birds devour the seeds of plantain, groundsel, chiokweed, and shepherd'.

pIIne, with avidity. The Linnet baa a great taste for charloclt or

l1r:elly, which, in the north especially, groWl thickly. Some idea of the

benefits they confer on the husbandman may be gained from the folloW'o
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iIIg lllIDU'kI :-" We reaollect, one Deoember, obeening two large

loeb of Grey Linne., of abo.,. 200 each, frequent.ing for &everal dall

lOme tumi~llelda, which were ftr.Y full of oharlock. ruu to seed, and

the ripe pods of which lnlre jut bllllltiDg to CIIlIt forth their graiL

The Linnetll were indefatipbl1 eDpged in picking up the seeds of this

troublesome weed; if each bini devoured only 100 BeedI daily, then
their united foroe destroyed each day 40,000 charlook. seeds.-

The m7rlada of in.&ectll devoured by birds ia really utounding. A

writer in the Jrnwnal oj .Agricvlture, remarb that :-" The Hedge

Sparrow ia a. noted foe to insecta, and mBn'ellowy clea.rll orchards and

thickete of ca.terpillarB, rids plantll of the aphid" which suc.k. their sap ;

and, during winter, eatll millions of their eggs. The German naturalist

GlOger eatimate& that it mUit deatroy 200,000 in a year. And K.
Girardeau, by direct experiment, baa proved that in twenty-one days, the

period required by the Hedgo-Sparrows to rear their young, a brood 01

these birds consumed 45,000 caterpillarB; and t.hia bird, fortunatel,'

for agriculture, breeds thrice &-year."

The pleuure and benelU deriTed from birds in other respecte ought

to convince us that by sparing their liTllll we are prcviding for our own

enJoyment.

GEO. J. BARNESBY.
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~..... SEOTI N I.
It," •

Y OJLUUlER BIRD wo understand
such aa are kept in rooms for plea

sure and amusement, usually selected for the charms of their
song or the beauty of their plumage, although it is not to be
denied that both naturalists and fanciers are likewise induced
by other causes to cherish these feathered creatures; their
.vivacity entertains him, and he delights in the study of their
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INTRODUCTION.

peculiar habits. For both purposes it is especially desirable
that he should be able to distinguish the sexes, as the male is
greatly preferred for his powers of song. I shall, therefore, in
sketching this history of chamber birds, note particularly the
characteristics which distinguish the male from the female.
As all birds are not suaceptible of beiJic tamed, and do not
harmonise with the attempt, U1e D1IIIll8' of birds which C&D

be enumerated in this work, must n.-mily fall far short of
the agregate number of the entiN r-.

SmrlON II.-OF TIDIl VOICE Al!tD 8oJIO 01' ....

Evwy species of bird has its own peculiar notes, iIIe 'Rri:rr
tiona of which conspicuously distinguish them from all other
animUi j they are thereby capable of communicating to eMIl
other, if not indi8criminately thIoughout t1Ile entire race, ,.
within the compaa of their own geuers, Oli at least, of tar .
own species, the e:qnssion of all their tlIDOIiions and waut&

.AJJ.y person but aJ.i&htq familiar wi\i'b the Btudy of D&t1lre
is aware that the expression of fear an. proximate d&nger
is a cry univeraally comprehended; for if eveD. 1Itltiered by
the Wren it is uucMstwd by the Turkey, uad. if proceeding
from the latter, the former takes alarm. 'DI.e bird which
first perceives a bird of prey excites, by its own peeufi&r
accent of warning, the attention of all oIihem ia its imaedia.te
vicinity, cautioning them to be on the alert and to conOllll
themselves as speedily as possible. As soon as the TitmOlllle
utters its timid Iss! (and this it frequently does in mere
mockery, as may be observed when in confinement,) that
instant the whole wood is suddenly stilled, and every bird is
aroused to detect ita approaching enemy, or hastens, if this
warning indicates distress, to yield its succour. This is an
observation which bird-catchers take material advantage of:
they construct a hut, and place in front of it an owl, or other +

--~---'--



DITBODUCTIOli. a
bird of prey, smearing every twig and branch in ita vicinity
with birdlime, and then imitate the anxious cry oflOme other
bird-for instance, that of the Jay or Pie, these being the
most universally distributed-knowing that every bird, both
great and small, which hears it, will 40ck to its aasistanoe,
and thus be caught.

Equally comprehensible, if Dot to. all, yet to the ma.jority
of birds, are the accents of joy and pleasnre whereby they
excite in each other sensations of enjoyment. This delight
is not only expressed in the orQinary lOng of the bird, stimu
lated by which, 8. whole wood or aviary is sometimes obeerved
to strike up its jubilant notes j it is also excited by mllllDll of
the solitary and peculiar toDe8 of several species.

In the autumn and. the early spring we meet with multi
tudes of birds, in hedges and bushel, diiisring COBIiderably
in ge~ and spooiElll, which seem to delight each other by
their universal chirp. Within a chamber my noiM, loud
spea.king, or instrumental ml1Sic especially, will excite birds
to sing j but in the woods and fields this has a contrary effect.
for it then becomes the means of scaring them.

Many different genera appear to have a fa.cility of commu
nicating together. ThUB, for instance, Ravens, Crows. Daws,
and similar birds have their various ca.lla, and approach each
other when necessa.ry,-&s during their migratioDlL A bird
catcher may thus secure, by the call of the Yellow Bunting,
either the Foolish Bunting, Ortolan Bunting, Bnow Bunting,
or Reed Bunting. He may also capture the Mountain Finch
by the call of the Chaffinch j as well as the lesser Redpole
and the Citrilby the call-noW of the Siskin.

Lastly, every bird is endowed by nature, if not with an
aptitude for song, at least with some distinct notes whereby
it can express its desires, not merely to ita own, but to the
opposite sex also. This is accomplished either by meBnll of
Bingle notes, or by one or & sw:cession of several melodies j

B2



INTRODUCTION.

the one is named the call-note of the bird, and the other its
song. In many the call-note varies according to the varying
emotion or want, in others it is uniform. Thus, the Chaf
finch in its migrations calls lIaclc I '!Jack I In the expression
of joy, a solitary jim,k I .fink I When excited with anger, a
rapid fink ! fink I jim,k I And in sorrow or in tenderness,
tree.! I treef I Whereas the Carrion Crow at all times utters
only graJlh I graJlh I and expresses the difference of its emo
tions in the slow or rapid succession only of this cry.

The song of birds is always, if not the expreBBion of love,
at least that of pleasure. Thus, the Nightingale sings only
as long as pairing time or hatching lasts, and is silent as soon
as it is compelled to feed its young; whereas, the Starling,
Goldfinch, and Canary sing throughout the year, and· only
cea,se when moulting dejects them.

Song appears to be the especial privilege of the male,
whereby it either attracts the female or seeks to obtain her
love, for there are but few females which produce notes simi
lar to the song of the male, and these are almost exclusively
bound to be in· a state of widowhood. They listen attentively,
in fact, to the greater or leBBer perfection or charm of the
song of the male, to bestow upon that one their love whom
they esteem the most accomplished singer. Thus, the most
sprightly hen Canary selects the best singer; and the Chaf
finch, when at liberty, will choose from among a hundred
males the one whose song best pleases her.

Chamber birds, as I have before remarked, delight us
chieHy by their song, and this is divided into the natural
and the acquired. The former usually differs from the latter
as much as the birds themselves; and I cannot recall to
mind any native bird which has completely acquired the
peculiar song ofany other species, excepting the three species
of Shrikes described: these birds, in consequence of their
very retentive memory, can imitate faithfully the song of all
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the birds in their vicinity; but with these they BO peculiarly
intermix their own discordant notes, that a connoisseur at
once detects whether it is the Skylark itself that is singing,
or the Wood Chat imitating it.

The acquired BOng of chamber birds consists partly of the
borrowed BOng of other birds, which young birds, especially,
learn in aviaries; or of such as are whistled or played to them
upon flutes and organs. Almost all singing birds, if not
transferred too young from the nest to the chamber, acquire
some bars of such melodies when daily played or whistled to
them, but only such as are very tractable wholly abandon
their native notes, to sing, purely and without any inter
mixture, those which they are taught. Thus, the young
Goldfinch will learn BOme of the bars whistled to the Bull
finch; but he is never able to pipe the BOng BO perfectly as
the latter. The reason does not lie, as many suppose, in the
greater or leBBer ductility of the organs, but in their powers
of memory. Those which have not a cleft tongue like singing
birds, but are furnished with an entire broad fleshy one, by
which they are enabled to imitate articulate BOunds, are IlILid
to speak. Thus, many kinds of Parrots speak; the Jay, also,
and several others utter articulate words.

Bird-eatchen and bird-fanciers classify the BOng of birds
thus :-The bird warbles or fJUOID6f'B, they say, when it
repeats the strophes, or BOlitary notes of its BOng, in the same
order of succeBBion; such is the BOng of the Nightingale and
the Chaffinch. Birds Bing when, without respect to any
particular order, they carol out their twittering or chirping
notes, intermixed with louder ones; as is the case with the
Siskin and the Redbreast. And lastly, they pipe when their
BOng consists of distinct round flute-like tones; the Linnet
pipes, and a.lso the instructed Bullfinch.

Some birds sing the whole day, othflJ:ll only in the morning,
and again others only in the evening, or, indeed, during the
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night. Some like society whilst singing, others, on the con
trary, desire solitude. The Nightingale, for instance, quavers,
by preference, during the stillness of the evening or in the
night, and is comparatively silent during the day; and it
would seem, in fact, that the queen of singing birds, aware
of her pre-eminence, does not wish her beautiful song to be
drowned in the b1l1lY clamour of the day and the mixed carol
lings and cries of other birds, as if her instinct taught her
thus the better to feel and enjoy it. It is remarkable that
all birds, which do not· sing uninterruptedly the whole year
through, as the Redbreast, the Siskin, the Goldfinch, &c., must
be taught their songs again after moulting, or if it be merely
the song of love and pleasure, upon the renewal of spring.
But this, according to my observation, is no distinct learning,
btrt only a softening of the organ so as to render it again
efficient for the reproduction of its usual notes. This record
ing, as it is called, consists properly only of a kind of twit
tering and chirping, which has no sort of affinity to the
ordinary notes of the bird; and whoever observes attentively
will. find, that by this exercise, the throat is, by degrees, en
abled to reprodnce the notes which form the distinct song of
the species. This, therefore, does not imply any deficiency
of memory; but, if we may hazard the expression, a seasonal
defect of the larynm. The Chaffinch thus chirps for almoBt
two months-sometimes longer-before it is able to repro
duce its note perfectly; and the Nightingale modulates
indistinctly the bars of his song for a sim;ilar period before
he warbles forth his exquisite tune.

The reMon why one bird sings stronger and better than
another is to be dednced from the relative size and strength
of the larynx; from the same cause females do not usually
sing, their larynx not being so powerfully orga.n:ized as that
of the male. The Nightingale has, of all singing birds, the
most muscnlar larynx. But as the organization of the human
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body may be perfected by exerciJe and practice, so is it also
in birds; and birds of the same species may, by means of
nutritious food and care, Bnd the clamour in which they are
brought up, have the larynx BO distended and strengthened
by the practice thus continually given it, that their BOng
will be considerably improved. This is daily observed in
Chaffinches, Linnets, and Bullfinches which a.re kept in an
aviary.

I must not omit one remark made already by Barrington,.
that the wild or natural BOng of a bird might be improved
by more mixing with different species; for instance, if
Linnets and Sparrows were reared with such as Nightingales
and Canaries, and then set at liberty, their BOng would pal'
'fake of some of the excellences of their companions. Birds
ilia brought up with care and a.ttention have nothing to
attend to but their singing, which iDduces them to exe"
themselves to obtain a partner. We might also teach such
birds as can bear our climate BBODg different from their own,
by 8Ilc1osing them with wire gauze in an open place, and
8118pe'11ding near them uncoapled Canary birds and Nightin~

gaJes which Bing at all times; but that this can be done in a
chamber, as is BBBerted by Dr. Gainborg,t is opposed to my
own experi~nce. For, in the first place, it would be po8llible
only with such birds as winter with us, and dwell in the
vicinity of our houses, as Sparrows; but theBe, usuaJIy, are
10· deficient in capacity as to learn DO BOng thoroughly.
8econdly, birds, if intended to acquire the peculiar BOng of
any other species, ,mould be removed as early as poasible out
of the nest, that they may not have learnt to chirp their
native notes, when their sophistication, by the peculiar food
and atmosphere of the chamber, would render them unable

• In the PhiL Trans., vol. 63; 1773.
T HWJ can we i1Tlop1"O'VB t1le Song of Our Wild Birds , Copenhagen,

1800.
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when afterwards enlarged. to support themselves, without at
all adverting to their inadequacy to the labour of migration.
Thirdly, did we cause such birds to be bred by Canaries,.in
large and extensive copses, there would, it is true, be no dif
ficulty as regards their food; but when winter came, being
tOtally unaccustomed to, and ignorant of the call of thei.'
parentage, they would not join the flock, and consequently be
left behind when these migrated, and destroyed. The surest
way to perfect the native wild note of such species, would be
to hang out cages filled with accomplished singers, either in
a garden, or other place to which Larks, Chaffinches, and
their congeners resort and breed. The young which had a.
good memory would thus acquire, not merely the native
song of their parents, but also the improved song of the
others. Such an universal improvement, or rather confusion
of songs is, however, neither desirable nor practicable. U ~.
is, therefore, best to retain birds with an acquired note within.
the chamber, and there to keep them.

Colonel Montagu, who paid great attention to this subje~
was of opinion that t~e note was innate in each species.
"That birds in confinement," he says, "will learn the song
of birds they are constantly kept with, there is no doubt;
but then it is constantly blended with that peculiar to the
species. In the spring, the very great exertions of the male
birds in their vociferous notes are certainly the calls to love,
and the peculiar note of each is an unerring mark for each to
discover its own species. If a confined bird had learned the
song of a.nother, without retaining any part of its natural
notes, and was Bet at liberty, it is probable it would never
find a mate of its own species; and even supposing it did,
there is no reason for believing the young of that bird would
be destitute of its native notes; for if nestling birds have no
innate notes peculiar to their species, and their song is only
learned from the parent bird, how are we to account for the
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invariable note each species poBBeBBell, when it happens that
two different species are bred up in the same bush, or in the
contiguous one, or when hatched or fostered by a different
species 1 The males of BOng birds do not in general search
for the female, but, on the contrary, their business in the
spring is to perch on some conspicuous spot, breathing out
their full and amorous notes, which, by instinct, the female
knows, and repairs thither to choose her mate. This is par
ticularly verified with respect to summer birds of passage.
The Nightingale, and most of its genus, although timid and
shy to a degree, mount aloft, and incessantly pour forth their
strains, each seemingly vieing in its lone love-laboured BOng
before the female arrives. No sooner does the female make
her appearance than dreadful battles ensue-their notes are
ohanged j their BOng is sometimes hurried through without
the usual grace and elegance; and at other times modulated
intoa. soothing melody. The first we conceive to be a pro
vocation to battle at the appearance of another male; the
last, an amorous cadence or courting address. This variety
of song only Wits till the female is fixed in her choice, which
is in general a few days after her arrival; and if the season
is favourable, she soon begins the task allotted to her sex.

"The male no longer eXpotles himself as before, nor are
his BOngs heard so frequently, or so loud j but while she is
searching for a secure place in which to build her nest, he is
no less assiduous in attending her with ridiculous gestures,
accompanied with peculiarly soft notes. When incuba.tion
takes place, the song of the male is again heard, but not so
frequently as at first; he never rambles from hearing, and
seldom from her sight, and if she leaves the nest, he accom
panies her with soft notes of love.

"The continua.tion of song in caged birds by no means
proves it is not occasioned by a stimulus to love; indeed, it
is probable that redundancy of animal spirits from plenty of
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food and artificial heat may produce the same result, where&8
wild birds have it abated by a commerce with the other &ex;
-but even in their natural state, birds may be COl'eed tlG

continue their song muoh longer than usual. A male Re<t
start made his appearance near my house early in· Spring,
and soon commenced his love-tuned song. In two days
after a female arrived, which for several days the male was
continually chasing, emitting 8Oil; interrupted notes, aeeom
panied by a chattering noise. This sort of courting lasted Cor
several days. Soon after, the female took JlOIIIlell8ioa. 01 a
hole in a wall close to my house, where she prepared &. nest
and deposited six eggs. The male kept at a distance froa
the nest; sometimes sung, but not so loud nor- 80 frequently
as at first, and never when he approached the D8llt. When
the eggs had been sat on a few days, I caught the femal&.
The male did not miss his mate immediately; but on the
next day he resumed his vociferous calls, and his song became
incessant for a week, when I discovered a second female j

his note immediately changed, and all his actions as before
described returned. This experiment has been repeated on
the Nightingale with the same result; and a Golden-crested
Wren, who· never found another mate, continued his song
from the month of May till the latter end of Angust. On
the contrary, another of the same species, who took possession
of a fir-tree in my garden, ceased its notes as BOon lIB the
young were hatched."

Mr. Rennie, commenting on this paper, is of opinion that
birds sing most freqnently from joy and buoyancy of spirits,
and not unfrequently in triumphant defiance of rivalry or
attack. " I have a Redbreast," he says, Ie who will sing out
whenever I snap my fingers at him j and the Sedge-bird
sings when a stone is thrown into the bush where he
may be." Syrne remarks, "that the notes of soft-billed,
birds are finely toned, mellow, and plaintive; those of the
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hard-billed Speeillll sprightly, cheerful, and rapid. This dif
terence proceeds from the construction of the larynx: as
& large pipe of an organ produces a deeper and more mel
low-toned note than a small pipe, so the trachea of the
Nightingale, which is wider than that of the Canary, sends
forth a deeper and more mellow-toned note. Soft-billed
birds also sing more from the lower part of the throat than
hard-billed species, which accounts for the soft, round, mellow
notes of the Nightingale and other soft-billed birds, as com
pared with the shrill, sharp, and clear notes of the Canary
and other hard-billed birds." Syme proceeds to diTide the
song of bir8s into six separate sounds :-first, the call-note of
the male in spring; second, the loud, clear, and fierce DOtes

of defiance; tMlI'd, the soft, tender, full, melodious, love
warble; .fowrth, the notes of fear or alarm when danger ap
proachllll the Dest; fifth, the note of alarm, or war-cry, when
8. bird of prey appears; Bizth, the note the parent birds utter
to their brood, and the chirp or note of the young. The
note of the young he also divides into two,....:..that which they
utter while in the nest, and the chirp after they have left it ;
to which he adds the 110ft murmuring kind of note emitted
by the male while he is feeding the female in the nest, and
also by her while receiving the food; all which notes he
considers as intelligible only to birds of the same species,
although very significant even to a casual observer. " All
the notes," he adds, "comprised in the Bong of birds convey
delight to the lover of nature; but the bird-fancier only
prizes their love warble and notes of defiance; these notes,
and these only, he considers to be their song."

M'Gillivray, who enters largely into the anatomical struc
ture of the organs of tune in birds, describes the trachia as
an elastic tube, extremely flexible and contractile, covered
with layers of cellular tissue, and accommodating itself to all
the motions of the neck. It commences behind the tongue,
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extending to opposite the first rib, where at the syrirIm, as he
caJJa it, or inferior~ it divides into two lwoot:hii. In
man and in quadrupeds, the }J&rts are proportionally larger
and more complex,-the voice, with all its varieties of tone,
being produced by the muscles and cords of the larynx;
while in birds it is produced at the lower extremity of the
windpipe or BV"ina:, and modulated into notes by the con
traction and extension of the laIryna:. In the human larynx
the 'IJOCal cordB, which vibrate under the impulse of the air,
and thus produce sound, are placed in the laryna; j but in
birds there are no traoes of them there, the vibrating mem
brane being placed in the s'!J'l'ina: or lower larynx. Such is
the apparatus by which the voice of birds is attuned. The
air contained in the lungs and air-cells, passing through the
bronchii, causes the vocal membranes at their anterior ex
tremity to vibrate, and thus produces sound, which is rendered
grave or acute by the relaxation or tension of the parts; and
the stream of air thus thrown into vibration is divided,
narrowed, or suffered to pass free, by the muscles of the
larynx. " The modification of these organs," he adds, "pre
sented by the different species, are slight, the parts in all I
have examined being the same, and with the same number of
muscles. The peculiar song of different species must, there
fore, depend on circumstances beyond our cognition j for
surely no one could imagine the reason that the rook and the
hooded crow require as complex an apparatus to produce
their unmusical cries as that which the b1a.ckbird .and night
ingale employ in modulating their voices, so as to give rise
to those melodies which are so delightful to us; and yet
the knife, the needle, and the lens, do not enable us to detect
any superior organization in the warbler over the crow."

...
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SECTION IH.-HABITATIONS OF CILUDIER BIRDs.

The sp~ allotted to chamher birds varies according to
the object in view, and will also differ according to their
nature. All indeed thrive best in an open space, for instance,
in a room fitted for the purpose, having small fir trees placed
around for their accommodation. These trees should he cut
during the winter, or at the latest in March, before the rising
of the sap, that they may not cast their leaves. But in so
large'8. place some birds will not sing so well as when their
motions are confined within a narrower space, where they
have nothing to entertain or occupy them but their song.

Birds which are kept only on account of their beauty, or
for their animation and vivacity, are, therefore, kept best in
a room where they can run or fly freely about, and where
they can resort at night for repose, to a large cage of many
compartments,· or to one or more fir trees. But larger birds,
Thrushes for instance, should have an apartment expressly
appropriated to them, as their fmces smell unpleasantly in a.
dwelling-room, whence also they require constant cleaning.
Smaller birds may be allowed to run freely about, having
a small tree or a cage hung up for them to roost in. With
this degree of liberty, many birds, such as the Hedge
warbler, and the Blue-throated Warbler, sing better than
when confined in a cage. But it would be dangerous to
enclose a Titmouse or a. Shrike with them, for these, although
kept constantly supplied with an abundance of food, will
frequently take a malicious delight in destroying their com
panions, for the sake of regaling upon their brain and
viscera.. Such birds as require to be closely confined that we
rosy thoroughly enjoy the pleasure of their song, also exact
care'in the choice of their cage, which will materially depend
upon the vivacity of their tempemment. A Lark must have
a. larger cage than a Chaffinch, and care must be taken to
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observe whether the bird dwells upon the ground, or settles
upon a perch. Thus Skylarks require no transverse perch,
which is absolutely indispensable to the Nightingale j but I
ahall note under the several species the cage beat ada.ptecI
to each.

Cleanliness is in every respect very important in keeping
birds, for they are not only thereby preserved for many years,
but it keeps them constantly healthy and cheerful j cou.se
quently, it is necess&l'y that the cage should be cleaned at
least once &-week, and birds which run about upon the
ground, like Wagta.ils and Skylarks, should have the II&Dd
renewed frequently; the perches also of such 8B use thea
should be carefully cleaned. If this be not attended to, the.
birds will become sickly, and will suffer from lame feet, gout,
and other maladies, terminating in the loss of their toes, 8B

all must have experienced who have been accustomed w
keep birds, and have neglected cleansing them. In cleaning
their feet it is very requisite that the bird should have them
dipped in water before the dirt is removed ; for if this be
not done, the skin, to which the dirt closely adheres, coms
oft; with it, which renders the bird not merely lame, but aJao
attracts to the part all the unhealthy humours gewnted by
their unnatural mode of living.

It is in the feet indeed that chamber birds chiefly sufier,
and they must be daily examined to see that nothing gets
twisted about them, as hair thus twisted will frequently cut
very deep, and in the course of a few days that portion of
the foot or toe so tied up will dry np and fall of[ Very
great attention must be paid to this particular ciroumstsnce,
as scarcely a bird can be preserved fur any 1eIlgth of time
with all its toes uninjured. It is not to be denied, however,
that many birds keep themselves exceedingly clean, whilst
others, even of ilie same genera., are so uncleanly, that they
are not only always soiling themselves, but never clean eithel'
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their feet, beak, or wings. It is remarkable that to some
species of birds cleanline8ll is habitual, and I have always
found the Yellow Bunting, Reed-Bunting" Bnllfinch, and
~r Redpole, and especially the latter, quite models of
ole&Dliness. Many other birds, especially the Larks and
wal'b1erB, have their feet always covered with dirt, and will
rather let their toes rot off than take the trouble to clean
them.

Some bird-fa.nciers take delight in making birds so tame as
to be taken upon the hand into the open air, or to be allowed
to 11y away and come back again upon a calL One of my
friends, who has tamed birds as well as otters, adders, foxes,
~ and martins, so th&t they would follow him upon a
sign given, adopts the following easy and oel'tain method to
efilct it:-When he wishes to accustom a bird to ily abroad,
or to go out with him perched upon his Dugar or his shoulder,
he first teazes it with a soR feather in its cage, which stands
open. The bird soon snaps a.t the feather, and theu. at his
finger, and it will then come out of the cage, and perch upon
the enended finger; he immediately strokes it, and lays a
few choice morsels before it. These the bird will soon ts.ke
out of the hand itsel£ He then commences by fa.miliariaing
the bird with some peculiar call or whistle, and he carries it,
as soon as it permits itself to be grasped in the hand, placed
upon liis hand or shoulder, from chamber to chamber, taking
care to close the doors and windows; he then sders it to
6y, and calls it back again. As soon as it &ttends to this
call witJiout beWg scared or frightened, he takes it cautiously
iIlto the open air, and thus the bird becomes gradually so
8lllllI8tomed to him that he can carry it abroad or imo com
pany without its offering to flyaway.

Care, however, must be taken not to carry adult birds
which have been thus tamed, into the open air, where they
QlI,1\ hear their fellows, in the spring or at pairing time, which
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are usually the periods when they show indications of re
suming their native wildness. Young Linnets, Bullfinches,
and Canary birds, may be thus tamed.

The following is a certain method, which I have only
wry recently become acquainted with, of making all kinds
of chamber birds so tame in one or two hours, that they
will sit upon the hand, jump from one finger to the other,
fly off and come back again, and eat out of the mouth.

A Siskin, Goldfinch, or Chaffinch, is taken (either of which
admits of being tamed in half an hour), or a Bullfinch or
Nightingale, which it is more difficult and takes longer to do,
and in proportion to its wildness, more or less of the inner
web of the pinion-feathers is cut away, taking care that the
bird shall have sufficient power left to fly from the hand
without injury, and the natural shape be not affected. It is
then smeared near the nostrils with essence of bergamot (or
with any other powerful essential oil), by which it 'is 'ren
dered for 8 short time so insensible, that it can be subjected
to the training, which consists chiefly in accustoming it to
sit tranquilly upon the finger, in teaching it to hop from one
finger to the other, and in preventing it from flying away.
It may, it is true, flyaway a few times; but this it will not
continue to do, especially if taken into a dark place behind a
curtain, and it is thus also secured from the mischance of
flying against the walls or window frames, and injuring
itself. If it at once sit quiet, the finger of the other hand
is held beneath it in front, and it is made to step from one
to the other; when, the distance being gradually increased,
it will speedily hop to it. This being accomplished, the
chief difficulty is over; for if once the bird hop quietly from
one finger to the other, it will, on recovering from its insen
sibility, upon observing that its trainer does it no harm,
speedily familiarise itself with all kinds of tricks, such as the
firing of pistols, and flying to and fro. H it is wished to
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teach it to eat out of the mouth, it must be kept for a time
in the cage without food, and then, when sitting upon the
finger, its favourite food must be held to it upon the tip of
the extended tongue. Hunger soon teaches it to peek.
Such tame birds learn also speedily to sing upon the finger.
To accomplish this, nothing more is necessary than to induce
it by certain tones, motions, and fondling. The Chaffinch
will do so, if at its singing time yack, yack, is piped to it,
and its neck stroked j and the Bullfinch also, if Btimulated
by friendly looks and a motion to and fro of the upper part
of the body. But it is still further requisite to observe in
this process of taming, that to be effectual it should be con
tinued for a longer time than is here laid down. May we
not presume that -the bird will in the course of a few weeks
do that freely which has been taUght or rather forced upon
it in this short space of time W

SECTION IV.-FooD.

In selecting the food of birds in confinement, it is requi-'
site to do so as far as is practicable, in accordance with the
Dature of their food in a naturaJ state. This, indeed, is fre
quently difficult, if not wholly impossible; for who in
Europe can fur,nish' us with the seeds which East Indian
birds require W . Great caution, therefore, must be observed
to accustom the birds we keep, or rather their stomachs,
by degrees, to the food we are' compelled to supply them,
although it may not be deni.ed that there are birds also, such
88 Chaffinches, Yellow BuntiDgs, Thrushes, Wax-Chatterers,
&c., wJ,Uch 8B soon.as. they are placed in the aviary, eat any
thing that is ~ven to .th~m. But others are more delicate,
and will noti eat at all, partly from grief at the 1088 of their
liberty, and paIily from not findiDg the food they have been
8CClIBtomed to., Grea.t care must, therefore, be taken of

o
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these. If such as are known to be delicate-the majority
of singing birds-for instance, commence greedily eating as
BOOn as they are placed in the chamber, it is a bad sign., for
they will certainly die, as it implies an unnatural inilifl"erence
to the lOBS of their liberty which is almost always deducible
from sickliness. Those which creep into corners and seem
for some hours to pine, it is less necessary to be anxious
about j but they must not be disturbed until their ill-humour
subsides.

Dr. Meyer, of Offenbach, communicated as follows upon
this subject :-" An almost unfailing mode of accustoming
birds to their food, which is known to be extremely difficult
in many, is thus :-Let the bird be placed in a cage in the
room where it is purposed to be kept j give it freely appro
priate food and drink in open vessels j leave it thus undis
turbed for several hours, then catch it and dip it in fresh
water, and again place it in its former cage. It will now sit
for some moments thoroughly exhausted, but will soon
recover and begin preening itself, and in the course of a few
minutes become extremely animated, and then it will cer
tainly eat the food put before it. Doubtless the same cause
produces an appetite in birds after bathing as in man."

That I may generalize what it is necessary to observe upon
the food of birds, I will class the subject under four heads.
CHAJmER BIRDS are,-l. Those which live exclusively upon
seeds, as Canary birds, Goldfinohes, Siskins, Linnets, Bull
finches, &0. 2. Those which eat both seeds and insects, as
Quails, Larks of all species, Yellow Buntings, the various
kinds of Wrens (although some of these eat berries). 3.
Suoh as feed upon insects and berries, as Nightingales, Red
breasts, Thrushes, Blaokcaps and other of the genus 8'!Jlma.
4. Suoh as feed upon insects exclusively, as the Wagtail,
the Whitetail, the Blue-throated Warbler, &c. The latter
class of birds are the most difficult to rear, and certainly do
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not reWlU"d us by the melody of their song for the trouble
they give; but they may be trained in the following
manner :-In the spring flies are collected, which are then
found in multitudes in the windows of old buildingll; dry
these and preserve them in a pot. When no living insects
8J:e to be procured, they may be mixed up with the following ,
kind of food, which is to be considered as the general food
or delicate birds like the nightingale-ants' eggs, or meal
WOl"Jllil also being occasionally given to them :-A quantity of
rolls made of unsalted paste, proportionate to the number of
birds, is baked, sufficient to last for three months. These
the baker must again rebake, leaving them to grow cold with
the oven, when they are easily pounded in a mortar into
crumbs, which may be preserved a quarter of a year without
acquiring any unpleasant taste. Of these crumbs a large
tes.-spoonful is taken daily for each bird; about thrice the
quantity of warm or cold, but not boiling milk, is poured
upon it; this is then mixed and formed into a thick paste,
which is chopped fine upon a board. This food can be pre
served a long time, even during the hottest weather, without
becoming sour; it is never clammy, but remains always dry
and crumbly, and is very nutritious. When delicate birds
are obtained, dried flies and chopped-up meal-worms are laid
Over this food, to which the birds speedily accustom them
selves, and it is a diet that will preserve them from sickness
or premature death.

In tending the First Class of birds, experience has ehown
that Canary birds feed most freely upon a mixture of Canary
seed and crushed hemp and rape seed; the Goldfinch and
Siskin, upon poppy seed, occasionally mixed with crushed
hemp seed; Linnets and Bullfinches, upon rape seed only,
which is prepared by putting as much as will suffice for a
day's consumption into a pipkin, covering it over with water
in the morning, leaving it to simmer on the hob in winter,

02
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or in the sun in B1lDlJD.er; on the following morning it will
be fit for use. All birds require occasionally green food,
such as cabbage leaves, BBlad, or water-creSBeB, as well as
white sand, which it is only necessary to sprinkle on the
floor of their ~e or other dwelling-place. This is often

.absolutely indispensable to assist $em in their digestion.
Of the Second Class, the Wagtails require wheat-meal, and
crumbs of roll and bread j the Larks, barley-meal and
chopped cabbage leaves and water-creases, poppy seed, mixed
with bread crumbs, and oats in winter j the Chaffinches,
IiUlIlmer cabbage seed, mixed occasionally in summer with
hemp;* the Yellow Bunting, the food of the Lark, but with
out the admixture of green food j the Titmice, hemp, the

, seed from the cones of pines, bacon oats, meat, bread, roll,
. the k.ernels of hazel nuts and walnuts j and the same may be
: given to the blue Titmouse, and the Ooal-tit. All birds of

the first and second class, which feed at large upon seeds, or
upon t.hese. and insects, can be preserved without difficulty
in a chamber, unless .they are confined at pairing time; in
that case they will pine and starve through dejection at the
1088 o( their liberty.

U~iversal specifics always appear to me highly suspicious,
nevertheless, I can, with a certainty derived from the experi
ence of my childhood upwards, recommend the use of two
kinds of universal food for birds. I call these universal,
because all my birds, excepting only those which I keep in
cages on account of the excellence of their song, thrive well
upon it. This food recommends itself by its cheapness and
simplicity, but more particularly by a great saving of time in
feeding. The first is thus prepared :':""'Take a stale and
thorougbly-bak6d roll, dip it in water until completely satu-

• Too much hemp Beed is prejudicial to &11 birds, and mUBt therefore
be given them Bp&l'ingly; for, when too frequently fed upon it, they
become hoane and blind, and frequently die of ooDBUmption.
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rated, then press out the milk. poured over it, aDd mix it
with more or leBll, say a proportion of two-thiJ:ds of coarse
barley-meal, freed entirely from the husk, or iu prefere"lC8
coarse wheat-meal. The seoond kind is this :-Take a Swedish
turnip, which CaD be kept fresh the whole year through, by
burying it in sand in the cellar, grate it upon a flat grater,
moisten a little roll in water, preBS the water out again, add
to this about two handfuls of the above barley or wheat-meal,
and mix altogether with a pestle aDd mortar.

I have nothing further to observe upon these kinds of food,
except that they must be fresh made every day, otherwise they
become sour, and the first especially is higbJy injurious in that
state. I use in feeding my birds a long earthenware trough,
at which there is room fOl' at least half of the birds of my
aviary; and of earthenware, from its being more easily
cleansed than wood, aud also because wood accelerates the
food getting sour. My birds, of which I have always from
thirty to forty at large about me, thrive so well upou the
first kind of food, that they are not only plump, but also so
fully feathered, that their confined mode of living is not ob
servable in them. Almost all birds consume seeds aDd insects
freely, and therefore in my room may be seeu Chaffinches,
Linnets, Gold6nches, Siskins, Canary birds, Warblers, Red
breasts, Larks of all kinds, Wagtails, Yellow Buntings, Orto
lan Buntings, Blue-throated Warblers, Redstarts, &0., eating
altogether at the same trough. As an espeoial:treat, hemp,
POPPY-seeds, and rape-seeds, crumbs of bread and biscuit, as
well as ants' eggs, may be given them ocoaaionaJly. ThAt
same food may also be given to birds of the third and fourth
claaees.

Chamber birds of all kinds should be supplied e>ery morn
ing with fresh water, not only to satisfy their thirst, but, for
the majority, to bathe in also. When a great number are
confined together in the same apartment, an earthenware
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vessel, eight inches long by two inches broad, and as many in
depth, formed into several compartments, should be given to
them. They cannot get entirely immersed in a vessel of this
description, which proteots the chamber from dirt and wet.
A similar vessel, but without the divisions, may be used, in
which to place the general food. In bathing, Larks and Wag
tails alone require a floor of sand.

Those birds which devour everything thrown to them,
must be protected against the possibility of having any food
given to them that contains pepper, and especially against
plltrid meat. This is a universal rule of precaution. I will
also further observe, that to birds in cages no more must 'be
given than they can eat during the day, otherwise they will
accustom theID8elvea to scatter their food out of the vessel,
and eat the best first, leaving the worst for subsequent fare';
and are consequently to-da.y well, and drooping to-morrow.

There is but little to be said of the breeding of birds in
confinement, as in the majority of cases it is difficult to
accomplish, excepting in such as, like Canary birds; can be
thoroughly domesticated. It is chiefly requisite to supply
birds that are to breed with a still, solitary, and spacious
abode j and if possible an entire room in which fir trees are
placed that have not lost their leaves. Above all things, it
is desirable to make this abode as nearly resemble their
natural dwelling-place as possible, that they may be excited
to pair. With every care, however, to render their breeding
place like the natural one, it is difficult to supply them with
the necessary materials for their nests. This deficiency shQuld
be supplied by nests artificially formed of woven cotton,
willow, straw, or turned wood, into which they will only have
to convey appropriate linings j for this purpose they must be
supplied with the halr of animals, and raw silk and cotton
wooL Especial care must be taken to furnish them with
requisite food, which partly contributes to fit old birds for the
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function, and which must be also suited to the varying ages
of the reared young.

The precaution requisite to be adopted in the different
species of birds, I shall indicate when I treat severally of
them.

It is still necessary that I should give here Bome general
directions about the time at which it is desirable to remove
young wild birds which it is intended to rear, from the nest.
This is when the tail-quills shoot forth, and when all the
feathers begin to expand, aDd before the birds can yet com·
plete1y 0p«:ln their eyes. If they are removed earlier, theil."
stomachs are too weak to endure the food of the aviary, and
if it take place later, it is usually extremely difficult to induce
them to open their beaks to receive food with which they are
unacquainted. But there are species of birds which can at.
all times be easily fed and tamed.

SECTION V.-DISEASES 01' CAGE BIRDS.

Like all tame animals, birds that are kept i.n confine
ment are exposed to more maladies than those which live at
large; * and especially as they are frequently so closely con
fined in cages that they have scarcely room to move. These
maladies are, however, considerably increased by their having
all kinds of delicacies, and pastry, sugar, &0., given them,
which spoils their stomachs, and usually produces a slow
consumption.

The following are the chief maladies which affect birds,
and their remedies, the efficiency of which I have proved

* It ha.tJ been frequently lISSerted that birds in their natural state are
never ill; but this is unfounded, as I shall have the opportunity of
8ubBequently showing, in many instances. Thus, I have very frequently
found the Hedge Warbler thickly covered with~, especially upon
the naked part around the feet and beak.
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upon my own. Indeed the variety of birds, as well as the
variety of their foods, require also a difference of treatment
in their ma.ladi.es ; and in speaking of each species I shall have
occasion to notice how their peculiar diseases may be cured,
when the general remedies are not suitable to their nature.

1. THE PIP.-This is properly a cold, in which the upper
skin of the tongue becomes hardened by fever, and the ori
fices of the nose are stopPed. In large birds, therefore, this
skin is separated from the tongue, and in doing this it must
be commenced beneath and behind. Thus the pores of the
tongue are re~pened and the secretion requisite for digestion
can be reproduced, and taste and appetite made to return.
A pill, consisting of butter, pepper, and garlic, generally
frees them from this complaint. They may also be made to
drink pectoral tea made of speedwell. To remove the stop
page of the orifices of the nose, a small feather is drawn
through them.

This malady may be detected by the yellow colour at the
root of the beak, the rufiled feathers of the head, the frequent
opening of the beak, and the dryness of the tongue.

2. FOB RHEUM, which is indicated by frequent sneezing
and shalring the head, I have found no better remedy, espe
cially when the bird has been valuable to me, and I have not
desired nature to work alone, than giving it some drops of
pectoral elixir in pectoral tea; or, when it would not drink
of its own accord, to drench it with it. To a sick chicken I
have given twenty drops in half a pint of tea.

3. CONSUMPTION.-It is usually the result of unnatural
food, which interrupts the function of digestion, and it is
recognised by the bird inflating and distending itself: The
feathers are rufiled, and their flesh dwindles. As yet I know
no better remedy than to give to such birds a common spider,
which purges them, and to lay in their water a rusted nail,
which strengthens .the stomach. They must, at the same
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time, be fed with the best description of their appropriate
food. In birds which will eat vegetables I have always
found this, and especially water-eresses, the surest remedy
against consumption, or 'WBBte. Usually, birds suffering from
this maJady have a voracious appetite for green food. I fed
a Siskin, which had already completely 'W88ted, for three suc
cessive days with nothing but water-cresses, and on the fourth
it recommenced singing.

4. CONBTIPATION.-This malady is detected by observing
the birds every moment bending the venter to evacuate, and
being unable to do so. If a spider does not cure, the smooth
head of a pin must be dipped in linseed oil, and gently
thrust into the rectum : such a clyster is usually effective.
In birds which eat meal-worms, constipation is removed by
squeezing the inside of a meal-worm and filling it with lin
seed oil and saffron. The bird thus willingly swallows the
la:u.tive, and the effect is certain.

/5. DYIENTEBY.-Birds frequently suffer from this before
they become accustomed to the food of the aviary, and then
generally die. They evacuate at every instant a chalky sub
stance, which usually hangs about the feathers of the vent,
and is so acrid that it inflames the rectum and anus. In such
caaes, occasionally, the internal application of the rust of
iron, by placing it in the drinking vessel, and a linseed oil
clyster have been serviceable. But I know no positive remedy
yet, and have only found that ailing birds may sometimes be
saT'ed when food is supplied them which is most appropriate
to their nature. Many persons pluck away the feathers of
the tail and vent, and rub their hinder parts with fresh
butter, and mix the hard-boiled yolk of eggs with their food.
But this remedy I have found rarely followed by a succeBBful
result.

6. THE SToPPAGE oJ' THE FAT-GL.A.lmS, OR THE PIMPLES.

-Every bird has above the rump a gland, whioh secretes the
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oil required by the bird to smear its plumage, to retain them
supple, and to prevent moisture passing through. In can.
finement, birds neglect the frequent pressure of this gland,
88 they are more rarely exposed to getting wet than when at
liberty, and it consequently becomes hardened or inflamed.
If the bird is seen sitting and drooping, the tail bending
downwards, or if the feathers upon the rump are observed to
be ruilled, and that the bird frequently pecks at it, it must
be examined to see if the swollen gland be not the cause.
This may frequently be softened by the application of very
fresh butter, mixed up with a good deal of sugar, the aper
ture being enlarged by gently distending it with So needle, or
a small knife; but So lead salve or rather a salve of litharge
of silver, white lead, wax, and olive oil, which must be
ordered at an apothecary's, opens it best. The usual remedy
is to pierce it with 0. needle, or to cut off the hardened
gland. But this. process, whilst it removes the stoppage,
it destroys the gland, and birds thus healed usually die at
moulting, from wanting the oil requisite to smear the
feathers.*

7. EPILEPSY.-A very usual malady of birds. The abun
dance and goodness of food, and the want of exercise, whereby
much and thick blood is produced, are the chief causes of
this. I have found no better remedy than to dip birds when .
thus suffering frequently into ice-cold water, and to pare their
nails so olosely that some drops of blood start. Also a few
drops of ~live oil given internally have been serviceable.
Large birds may be bled in the veins at the ~ides of the feet.

* Tseheiner has the following observations upon this malady :_Cl If
this evil have not yet too severely affected the health of the bird, it may
be sought to be remedied by punetnring the gland, compressing it
frequently, bathing the bird with a syringe, and plucking out some of
the feathers of the tail. The accnmulated fat is ablOrbed in the renewal
of the feathers, when the gIa.lld resumes ita natural funcu'OIlll." ~

I
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But usually birds which suffer from this sickness, die even
tually of it.

8. MOULTDTG is also a malady. At this period it is requi
site to attend to them very carefully, and to change their diet
without giving them delicacies.

9. Birds in confinement a1IlO suffer much in their foot.
These m1J8t be constantly 80 carefully cleansed, that the Bkin
is not at all ruptured. The large thick scales in front of
the legs m1J8t also be removed once a-yea.r, but with great;
precaution.

10. TnlpAlfY.-At one part of the body, or frequently all
over i4·the skin is puffed up as tense often as a drum. A
small puncture must be made with a needle, whereby the air
escapes, and the bird 1J8uaIly bElcomes sound again. I have
had Skylarks which suffered from tbis malady, and in the
next quarter of an hour, when freed from the air, resumed
singing, although previo1J81y they had been sick to death.

11. TWIRLING.-This is properly no sickness, but yet a.
very generaJ evil, and a habit acquired by seed-eating birds in
cages, where they turn and twist their head and neck 80 far
back 88 to overbalance themselves. There is no. better mode
of breaking them of this evil habit than, as soon as it is
detected, to put a cover over the cage, and so prevent their
seeing anything above them; 88 this is the C81J8e of their
twirling themselves.

12. PARASITll'S.-Ifbkds are sometimes restless, especially
of a. night, and if they are observed to be frequently feeling
with their beak about the abdomen, back, or wings, they
must be examined to see if no small yellow insects (lice or
mites) may be discovered upon the body, or between the
feathers. If this be the case, they m1J8t be sprinkled by
means of a small syringe with water, in which quicksilver
has been steeped, or with a greatly diluted infusion of to
bacco, for severaJ successive days, whereby these vermin are
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destroyed, or chased away. Another mode of getting rid of
the lice is to bathe the birds frequently, and to give them
daily fresh, or dry sand, and to be very particular in keeping
them exceedingly clean.

13. H it be found that the birds become unnaturally fat,
which is often the case, especially during autumn in some
species of warblers, their too nutritious food must be changed
and Swedish turnips be mixed in it, and dry ants' eggs put
into their drink, which much checks their corpulency.

14. Birds in confinement are subject to another malady,
which I may call the amatory fever. It occurs usually in
the month of May when the sexual impulse is strongest.'
Birds that are attacked by it usually cease to sing about this
time, droop, raise their feathers, waste away, and die. Birds
that are confined in cages are first attacked by this malady.
The cause appears to me to be the unifonnity and tedious
ness of confinement as well as their desire for a female. I
cured several suffering thus, merely by hanging them fre
quently at the window. They were almost immediately
cheered, and seemed to forget their sorrow, as well as their
desire for freedom and pairing, in the general hilarity peculiar
to singing birds.

SECTION Vr.-AGE.

The age of birds in confinement depends peculiarly upon
the care bestowed upon them. Parrots are mentioned as
having attaIned the age of a century, and Nightingales,
Chaffinches, and Goldfinches, are known to have lived for
twenty-four years in cages. The age of birds in confinement
and tamed is rendered the more interesting from its being
the only means whereby we may arrive at an approximation
to a knowledge of the age of birds in general; and confined
birds, consequently, both in this and in other respects, are t

I
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· of great importance to the natura.liat. It is remarkable that
· birds, while they grow more quickly, also attain a far greater
· age than the mammaUa.; in the latter, life lasts six or seven

times longer than the period of growth, where&'l in the
former it extends to fifteen, twenty, and even thirty times
longer. The reason given is the structure of the bones, tho
substance of which is looser and lighter, and consequently
remains longer porous and unhardened than in the mllIIUllals.

SECTION VII.-MoDE OF OAPTURE.

Birds are obtained chiefly by means of bird-dealers and
bird-ca.tchers.: the former supply us with foreign birds, and
the latter with our native wild birds. The latter must not
only possess a knowledge of the different modes of capturing
birds, but must also be familiar with the various decoying
notes whereby they may be attracted, as well as the notes by
which the sexes may be a.llured. It is well known that the
call-notes of birds, especially of those which are sought for
keeping, differ according to their passions and instincts.
This language the bird-catcher must be familiar with if he
wish to be sure of his capture.

As almost every species of bird requires to be treated in
a different manner, if its capture be made the special object
of attention, I can only give in the particular history of each
the mode by which it is to be obtained. Here I can speak
bot genera.lly.

In the first place, it is necessary to know when birds ought
to be caught. If migratory birds, which are forced to resort
to warmer climates both on account of food and temperature,
they are best sought for during their autumnal and spring
journeys. Submigratory birds, which not cold but the deti-

. clency of food drives hither and thither, may be found in
spring and autumn, as also sometimes in winter. And, lastly,
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resident birds, which are not driWD from the country by
eitker of these causes, may be caught at all times of the
year, but more readily in the winter, when they usually as
semble in IlIJlBll flocb.

In autumn they are generally caught in large numbers by
fowling nets j some which are allured by call-birds and bait
in nets upon the fowling floors, and others which will not be
decoyed, 88 the species of Lark, are driven into open bird
nets. Spring is the time when all ca.",ae birds are e88ily
caught, following the call-note of the bird-catcher or of the
call-bird concealed in a cage, to seek here a mate with which
they can pair. Thus are those northern birds caught which
only p888 through the country, and which thex:e is no oppor
tunity of capturing in winter, as they winter further to the
south. This is also the period when the sexes of cage birds
can be best distinguished. For it is confirmed by experience
that in migratory and submigratory birds the males arrive
some days, indeed sometimes a whole week or more, earlier
than the females. Thus bird-catchers take in the first flocks
nothing but males, and in the latter ones only females. The
peculiar time for these captures is March and April, and
from daybreak until about .nine of the morning, for after
this time the birds are seeking their food and will not listen
to the call.

As almost all the seed-eating birds are thus captured, I
will more particularly describe a simple mode practised in
Thuringia for this purpose.

Some strong branches of oak or beech are taken, such as
have the faded leaves still adhering to them, and they are
cleared to within a foot or a foot and a half of the summit;
the upper-topped twigs are then slit so that the bird-limed
rods may be inserted. These bushes, which are called decoy
bUllhes, are placed upon some elevated spot which the birds
pass in their course: for birds have in their migration so

I
•
I
I
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determinate a. road by which they almost invariably pass,
that at So distance of from four to five hundred paces from
this track they are seldom to be met with. In mountainous
countries migratory birds take their course chiefly over
valleys; therefore the decoy-bushes must be placed on eleva
tions which adjoin valleys. On the summit ot these bushes
the limed sticks are stuck in, somewhat obliquely, and under
them upon the ground the various call-birds in their cages
are placed, being covered with branches of fir that the call
birds may not be seen by those migrating, nor the latter by
the former: for, if so, the former would not perch, nor would
the latter call them. Suoh birds are used for call-birds B8

have been caught adults, in preference to those which are
reared from the nest; the latter being so denaturalized B8

either not to know the can, or not to call so earnestly for a.
mate B8 the others, or they may possibly have acquired
strange and scaring notes.

One of the best places 'of capture is the place whither they
resort to drink. Birds of all kinds are there caught, and
there may be selecte4 precisely any species that is wished.
Nothing is more agreeable than to watch, upon sultry sUIrimer
days, the capture in a dark place where a brook flows. A
small olap-net is cast, three, four, five, or tIix feet long,
tWCOrding to the size of the place, and from three to four feet
broad, over a small ditch, into which water is turned by
means of a. channel In this ditch, sticks, an inch thick, are
placed j parallel with the water, and over it arched pieces
are placed, to prevent the fowling-net from getting wet when
cast. All neighbouring water is covered with twigs. In a
well-selected place the whole day long you are surrounded by
a variety of different speqies in multitudes. Early in the

. morning, and in the' evening after sunset, the best captures
are made, and this commences from the 24th of July, and
continues until fur on in October. When the drin.king-
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placee are so situated as to lie between a large wood and a
copse which consists of oak, beech, ash, hazel, &c., and to
which other hedges and gardens adjoin, the capture may com
bine both fOTeBt and field birds ; otherwise two drinking re
sorts must be selected.

Of the other modes of capture the Gm is one of the easiest,
and also one of the most interesting: I will, therefore, par
ticularly describe it here, giving at the same time a repre
sentation to c.onvey the idea of it the more distinctly.

In woods and bushes many kinds of large and small bt'lTY
eating birds, such as Thrushes, Redbreasts, &c., are caught in
autumn, especially for about a fortnight before and a fort
night after Michaelmas, in springes of thread, yarn, or horse
hair, which are placed in many ways, in straight or serpen
tine passages ; and this mode of capture and passage is called
a gin.

For this purpose nooses and springes are specially made use
o£

1. NOOSES.-It will suffice to indicate here the most.ie
sh'Sble nooses, of which there are a great many kinds used in
different parts of Germany.

A.. Rind N00861 (fig. 1, p. 35).---,These are made of lime
tree rind, stripped off in July. The noose consists ora three
fold plaited band, five inches long, into which three loops,
made of from four to six horse hairs plaited together, are 80

inserted that the knot of the loop is fastened in the rind band,
and the remainder hangs loosely out. At one end of the
rind band there is an eye (an open loop), an inch long; but
at the other end there remains, plaited or unplaited, strips of
rind for the purpose of fastening. For setting the noose, a
little stem is selected of about the thickness of the little
finger, from which a small branch grows straight out; a hole
is bored in a thick or thin tree, the noose with the eye is

. hung to the twig; the opposite end is then fixed to the tree,
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and the three horse-hair nooses which hang attached to the
rind band are then opened. The baiting food, consisting of
service berries, is hung up in slitB cut in the little stick, and
placed conspicuously.

B. Twig Noosy (fig. 2, p. 35).-For these tough rods of
willow are used, and holes or slitB are made in the tree, into
which the two ends are inserted, at a distance of about four
inches apart, and forming a bow or semi-oval, which extends
about six inches from. the tree. Into the upper side of this
are inserted from two to three hanging nooses of hOJ.'BEl.hllir j

and in slits of the lower part service berries are hung.
c. Hanging Gin (fig. 3, p. 35).-The best consistB of a rod

of willow bent into a triangle, which is six inches wide at the
bottom, but almost three times as high, and has the service
berries fixed at 'the -bottom, and one noose at each side.
They are useful to fix to trees, to shrubs, and in hedges, and
are hung by the upper acute angle to a twig.

But whoever has used a noose-perch, as such gins are
usually called, will have found that the service berries are
frequently carried off; this is done sometimes by mice, and
sometimes by the birds themselves. The la.tter, if not urged
by extreme hunger, will make every possible endeavour to
get at the berries without perching upon the gin. Most of
them 1riIl snap them away flying: carry off a couple or so,
and then perch on the ground to eat them. This the Song
thrush does very expertly. The Redwing Thrush perches
frequently at the side, or climbs on the outside of the gin.
Others will also often fly upright through, passing over the
noose, and sometimes bending downwards, whereby it passes
beneath it; and thus the gin is deprived of itB berries. To
avoid this inconvenience the following gin is useful :-

This may be called the Entire Twig Gin (fig. 4, p. 35).-You
take a stick of tough willow, of about the thickness of a little
finger; cracking it eight inches from the thick end, bend it

D
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over the knee or in the hands into a long oval; cut the thin
end into a wedge, and at two inches from the thick end make
a slit, sticking the opposite end into the slit, so that it pa!l8eS

slightly through it: the bow is thus made oval The upper
bowed part is pierced through with a sharp-pointed knife,
and the nOOHeS are passed through these with the berries
hlUlging at the bottom. Beneath, near the berries, towards
the side, two other nooses are inserted, and so fixed that the
berries lie between them, but rather sideways; and it will be
found that more birds are captured in the lower nooses than
in the upper ones. The breadth and heighth of these gins is
similar to the preceding.

In fixing all these kinds of gins particular care must be
taken that the hair noose stands straight, which may be
effected by dipping them frequently in boiling water whilst
making them; further, that they exactly fit each other, and
have no vacant space through which the birds can pass with
their heads.

These gins can be nsed for several years if taken care of
after the close of the Seallon, and the nooses folded round in
a large circle, or hung up lengthways extended.

2. OF SPRIlfGES.-With these birds are caught by the leg,
and not by the head, as in the noose. There are two kinds
which are preferred :-

Cenuine Springss (fig. 5, p. 35).-A hazel or willow rod. is
taken, a half oval notch cut In the thick end, and a hole
bored through, and to the thinner end a horse hair or thread
is attached, and passed through the hole so that the notch is
in front; a peg of wood of about half an inch, or a bit of felt,
is fixed to it that it cannot escape. In setting it the thread
or ha.ir is passed through the hole for about eighteen inches,
and into the hole is put a peg, which holds a knot tied in the
thread, spread it over the nooses, and fix them firmly in a
slit on account of the wind. This springe is hung by a little
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slit in a thick twig, 80 that it cannot oscillate, and in front
of it is pla.ced a sprig with berries, which must be service
berries if it is wished to catch large birds, but elder berries
if annaller ones. When the bird steps upon the springe it
falls down, the legs get into the :BOOBe, the springe 1li.es back
and holds it firmly fixed.

.As thread nooses frequently haug limp, especially after
rain, which prevents the bird's leg from getti~ __ the
springe; to remedy this, a blade ef grass is tabD, fixed
between, and thus they are kept open.

The so-called Up-Sp~ (fig. &, p, 30), is made like ordi
nary springes, excepting that they are not all of one piece.
Thus a piece of stick, of the thickneBB of the thumb, or
thicker, and varying in length, is stuck into the ground, or a.
similar stem growing in the ground .. used j you then cut
the notch and bore the hole as before dDected j the slip-knot
is plIBIHld through the hole, and fastened to a BDapper 01'

spriDg, which is drawn down from a neighbouring hedge,
bush, or tree, ud the noose is fixed as before. The springe
is usually set in this way in Thuringia 8Ild other parts of
Germany.

When the season is past the nOO88B are taken out, and the
latter kind cau be used again the following year, when a
fresh BDapper or spring must be selected j but tile springe
itself cannot be again used, 8!'l it 800n lOOll8l its elaaticity.

Not to be troubled with too much baggage, aDd the bettE-.r
to COJlYey the captured birds, bird-cages are 80 made that
they an be folded together and carried in the pockeli. But
only lIUCh birdII an be 10 treated 8& IIl'e not of a wild
c~ aa GoWfinc~ SiskiDs, LinDetB, &c. Others, for
inB~the Common Finch, Larks, &0., are very wild when
caught, and must be placed either in a linen bag or in a. bag
of net, into which a. cover of felt is inserted. When arrived
at home the wilder kinds should be hung up in the dark, and
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covered over with branches of leaves, or a cloth, to prevent
their injuring themselves or spoiling their plumage. A litile
observation, however, will show the best practice to adopt,
which is not the same in its application to every species.

SECTION VIII.-SYSTD OF CLAssmCATION.

In giving the history of cage 1Iirds many modes of arrange
ment might be proposed. I coald take them in the order of
their size, or Ai 'ing to the object of their being kept. In
this view I m.II necesaarily have to speak first of those
birds which ..... 118 by tIaeir soug, .... &ben of those which
deIigJ& the .,. 1ly'" '-nty. dMir I' ge: following
this~ .. ho&p ....w peoeae tIM! natives of
Europe, _I...6as Iuml to tIIb ..sa as may be
tamed aduli, sud ths those which must 1te traimll young.
But 88 nc:.ll of these methods of II.lTlI8gement present any
especial advantage, I prefer adopting an easy and simple
classification for their succeSsive description. This has fur
ther, I conceive, the advantage of admitting of easier com
parison with other ornithological writings and systems. I
beg to remark here, that several species of birds, possessing
characters in common in the structure of their legs and feet,
are united into a genus, and several genera which have col
lective characters into an order. Thus all the species of
Owls belong to one genus, and the Owls and Hawks to one
order, which is called Birds of Prey.
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1. THE KESTREL FALOON.

J'ALllO Tnnmr01lLUS• .u.n. Byat. Nat.-LatA. IDd. OrD.-XUftKL.
Mooe. Om. DlDt.-FAucoN CaISUULL.. Temm. Man. d'Orn.
-KJamw.. FALCO TIIllrolravLtlS. BelIJ. mUltr.-Du TBvax
J'ALQ BIlJ"'.

DESORIPrION.-I. about the size of the Turtle-dove, namel~~~
fourteen inohes long, six of which comprise the tail; to two
thirds of the length of which the folded wings extend; beak
bluish black, ten lines long, with a large curvature or tooth.
The irides, as also the feet, and the cere, yellow; tsni, two
inches high.

Males and fema.les are not only conspicuously different in
size like almost all birds of prey, the female being about one
third larger than the male, but also in colour. They are, 811

I have before said, handsoUle birds. In the former, the ver
tex and tail are of a beautiful light grey; the end of the
latter marked with a broad black bar; the back and coverts
of the wings of a browniah red with scattered black spots
the under part of the body of a rusty rosy red with black
longitudinal spots; legs and rump of the same colour j the
tail feathers dark brown spotted white within.

In the female, the back and wings are of a beautiful rast
colour interspersed with many transversed black stripes. The
head is bright red brown with many transverse stripes, the
tail also equally striped, and towards its tip is a black bar
similar to that of the male, and the tip itself in both is very
pale.

HABITAT.-It is found thronghout Europe, especially in
mountainous and wooded distriots, where rocky precipices
and old ruins oconr. As a. migratory bird, it goes away with
the Larka in October, and is then only to be found in pairs,
sometimes hovering in the ail' over a. Lark or a. mouse. It
returns in February and March.
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When captured adult, it should be placed in a. wire cage.
But if reared from the nest it may be allowed to roam about
the house, and even sit at the window and be suft'0I'ed to Hy
out, for it will not quit the house or wood-Btack, to which it
is accustomed, especially when it has been habitaated to dogs
and cats.

FOOD.-This oonsists chiefly of small birds and moe; but
it will also feed upon beetles and grasshoppers. If snpplied
with fresh birds and pigeons, and sheep's lights or liver, it
soon becomes very fil.milia.r, and does not pine for iUs liberty
even when caught adult aDd tamed.

BREEDING.-Its nest, or, lIB gamekeepera call it, its eyry, is
found in the fissures of high towers, castles, rooks, and upon
the high stems of old trees. The female lays from four to six
yellowish-red eggs sprinkled with red and brown spots.. The
young are oovered only with a white down, and should be fed
at first with bits of fresh mutton and birds. They readily
perch upon the hand, become speedily acquainted with their
feeder, and Hy after him when he calls them.

MoD. 01' C.&.PTUBE.-AduliB are caught at the time of
feeding their young, by meaDIJ of thick limed sticks; and
places wlUch they frequent or sport about, can have what i.
ca.lled 8. hawkbag-net set for them, baited with a Lark or a.
mouse. This trap stands upon four legs, and somewhat re-
sembles a safe. The four legs are planted at distanoes equal
ling the size and width of an ordinary table; they are fixed
to the ground by a plank, and to the four sides by a cord or
wire; above on two sides, a. couple of iron rods are placed,
to which a. cord with rings may run to the roof like a.
shutter; in the middle ~ere is a woodfall which ia bound to
a piece of wood to which a. corresponding weight is attached.
As soon as the Kestrel observes the bait it dashes into the
trap, treads down the spring, the weight f&lls, dragging tbe
cord over him till he is caught.



COmtENDATORY QUALITIEB.-His bell-like nnglDg voice,
ce Kli! kli! kli ," which he often repeats in rapid succession,
8B well as his colour and manner, make him agreeable. But
it is not advisable to keep several together, otherwise their
incessant cry will become tiresome. It may also be trained,
like other speciEJI!Jof FalCOJHl, to the chase of birds and animals ;
and, brought up young and fed in the manner prescribed, it
is early accustomed to fly in and out even in the largest cities.
But care must be taken in September and October-the
period when these birds migra~otto allow him to roam
a.t large far any length of time, otherwise he may be tempted
by his ClODU'IIdes to migrate with them.

This Falconisverygenerally distributed throughout Britain,
from DevODShiDe to Oape Wrath and the Outer Hebrides.
It is supposed to migrate, as in the autumnal months it is
greatly diminished in numbers. The Kestrel builds no nest
for itself, generally appropriating the deserted nest of the
Crow or Magpie to ita own use, laying four or five pale
reddish eggs. When pinioned it will climb up a. cage-side,
like the P&rl"Ot, BoWing 00 by the bill. They are easily tamed
when taken from the nest, and frequently trained to pursue
6IIUI1l birds, snoh lIS Quails, Snipes, and Larks.

Mr. Waterton is of opinion that a large proportion oftbose
bred in England leaftl it in llhe autumn to join the immense
flights of Hawke which are seen to pass periodically over
the MediterraDaaD, towards the African coast.
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2. THE WHITE OWL.

8TBn: Fr.AlnBA. Litm.-ClIOUET'1'B EFJ'B.AIBlL BvJf. 0is.-ST1UX

l!'LAJDB4. LatA. Ind. Ord.-BABN OWL. JlOfIL Om. Dict.
ClIOUB'!'l'B EnJwu. STBIX FuJoou. .2'.... :Man. d'Orn.
BABN or WJDTJ: OWL. STBIX l!'L&xJmA. &1JJ. muatr.-Dm
WBI88EULE. Bech.

DE8OllJPTI0N.-This beautiful Owl is of the size of a Rook,
fourteen inches l()lO.g, five of which form tbe tail The beak

is ODe inch long, and white; the legs
U'e covered. with sbort feathers; the
foot two inches high; the nails blackish,
that upon the middle toe internally
toothed. Its face is inclosed within a
heart-shaped veil of white and chest
nut feathers; the irides bright yellow;
the upper part of the body reddish ashy
grey, as if watered and crossed with

beads, baving small black and white spots like pearls; the
under part of tbe body of a pale reddish yellow, with blackish
spots; the pinion and and tail feathers are of a rusty yellow,
with blackish grey stripes, sprinkled with ashy grey; the
~rst pinion feather is strongly tootbed externally.

HABITAT.-In Germany this Owl dwells in the lDost popu
lous cities and villages, in old castles, in churches, barns, and
other recesses; but, as it will fly at small birds, it must be
fettered to a perch or placed in a large cage.

FooD.-It feeds chiefly upon mice, and when caught must,
therefore, be fed witb mice and small birds. At first it will
not feed freely, and at pairiDg time they are difficult to rear.
At other times only mice and birds need be placed in the
cage, which they will certainly devour at night when they are
unobserved.

Coogle
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BREEDING.-Tbe nest is found in the fissures of old walls.
The yonl'.g are more easily tamed than the old.
C~URE.-Tbey are caught sometimes in barns, especially

in winter, by means of a bag-net being placed before the venti
lators. They sleep in barns, and resort thither to catch mice.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIEB.-They are handsome birds, but
utter a plaintive cry, and have the reputation, with the
superstitious, of betokening death.

Mr. Waterton, who has domesticated this species, informs
us that it carries off rats, and occasionally fish, dropping
perpendicularly into the water for that purpose, and rising
out of it with a fish in its claws. The nest-usually
some obscure nook in an old building, church steeple, or
tower-is composed of twigs and straws loosely arranged.
•, Watching near one of these haunts," says M'Gillivray,
"one may dimly see it advance with silent and gliding
flight; skimming over fields, shooting along the hedge bank,
deviating this way or that, without causing the slightest
sound by the flapping of its downy wings. On perceiving an
object, it drops to the ground, secures its prey in a moment,
and, uttering a shrill cry, flies off with it in its claws." The
eggs, from two to five, l\D.d !l6veral broods, seem to be pro
duced annually by the same pair.

3. THE LITTLE OWL.
STBIX PASBBBINA. Lin7l.-CnBVEOHE, ou PETITE Cnotrrrl'lL Evjf.

Cis.-CnoUETTE CHEVEOHE. STBIX PASSEBINA. Temm. Ma.n.
d'Orn.-LITTLE OWL. NOOTUA NUDIPE8. Gottld. Birds of Europe.
LITTLE NIGHT-OWL. STBIX PASBEBINA. ..tud. Om. Biog.
LITTLE NIGHT-OWL. NOCTUA PAS8EBINA. Belb. IllUBtr.-DIB
ZWBRGEULB. &ch.

DEBCRIPl'ION.-It is not much larger than the Rock Thrush,
but its thick head and dense plumage make it appear 80. It
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is about eight inches long, three of which comprise the tail,
to almost the end of which the folded wiDgB extend j the beak
is nine lines long, brown at the base, and bright yellow at the
point j the irides pale yellow, in winter sap green j the ta.rsi
an inoh and a haJf high; the cla.ws blackish j the upper part
of the body is light brown, rib round white spots, those
upon the soapulars and the back being the largest i the under
part of the body is white, spotted "With dark browD, inter
mixed with a rusty colour i the pinion feathers are dark
brown, "With round white spots j the tail light brown, with
large round bright rust-coloured spotB, which run together
almost into bands.

The female is somewhat brighter in -colour.
lLunTAT.-This Owl, like moet of the species, dwells in

old buildings, towers, in church walls, and in hollow trees in
fields, where the nest is also to be found. In the aviary this
bird should never be allowed its liberty, or permitted to fly
about where there are other birds, for it will certainly attack
them. It is best to hang it out at the window in a large
kind of wag-tail cage, so that it may be seen from within.

FooD.-HoUBe and field mice, beetles, and grasshoppers,
constitute their food. I h&ve also found in their pellets-the
indigested refuse of their food, ejected by birds of prey
multitudes of the stones of the com", 1IOIIfgUinea, which tbey
must consequently also eat. Both young and old may be
kept easily for many years upon dried mutton, from which
the skin, bones, and fat have been separated, two days before
it is used. The mutton should be soaked in water. This
kind of food checks the otherwise offensive odour of their
flilces. One bird will consume daily an ounce and a half of
dried Hesh, and occasionally mice or bi.rds j the latter hl'
devours, pi.nions, feathers, and all. He can eat five mice at
a meal, and may be fed from two in the afternoon, after
which hour he becomes quite animated
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THE LITTLB OWL.

BREEDING.-The nest is formed in the fissures of walls, and
also in hollow trees in woods. The female lays, even in con
finement, a couple of round white eggs. The young are
easily reared upon fresh flesh, especially that of pigeons.
Before their first moulting, instead of their light brown pre
vailing colour, they are reddish gny i woolly III the head,
and slightly clouded i the large round white BpotII upon the
back are distinctly jpdjrated, aad \h. JeddiIIa 'White under
part of the Dody_ DUmW' pey longituctinaI sbilJea upon
the b1'888f; aDd .....

MALADIa.-H tlley are DOt occasionally supplied 'With
mioe and -.II biIlIs, the hair &D&l feather.a of Wich cleanse
the...,.die fI atrophy-

Cu'ruu.-H their place of reIIIft .. bown, it is only
necessary to _g .bag-net 1le1Ore it,; ..,. Me sure to be

caught at twilight 'When tll81 fly abroad.
COJDlENDATORY QuALITIES.-This ir a very cleanly bjrd,

placing their falces all upon one spot. Their strange grimaces
are very &musing, and it is to be regretted that their shriek
and their restlessness at pairing time are somewhat annoying. \ "

ThisOwl is rare inBritain, although instances are mentioned
ofits occurrence. Like others ofthe tribe, it haunts old houses
and deserted ruins, feeding on mice, small birds, and_insects.
The female lays two eggs, on which she sits alternately with
the male till hatched j and British authors speak of its thriv
ing well in confinement. Its ordinary cry, which it repeats
flying, is "Poupou, ·poupou;" but when it settles down it
emits a louder and clearer cry, like II Aime, heme, ~smi"



SECTION IL-CORRACES. THE CROW TRIBE.

SUCH is the name given to this tribe; they have a somewhat
compressed, more or less curved beak, convex above, usually
of the shape of a knife, and of moderate size, but short;
generally strong, widely spread feet, adapted partly for climb
ing and partly for walking. Their food consists of insects,
worms, the flesh and refuse of other animaJs, and also of seeds
and fruits. A few delight us with their song; the majority
by their capability of articulating sounds, and by their beau
tiful colours. Bechstein includes in this section Ravens,
Rooks, and some others, which, though occasionally treated
as pet birds, can scarcely be called chamber or cage birds.
These are omitted in this edition.

Coogle



THE OBBAT cnrEBEOUS SJIlIJJtE.

4:. THE GREAT OINEREOUS SHRIKE.

JrOtl'BTAm JlAOPIB. JUT'l'IGES. WIBB.UfGLB. JU1BDEBINGPIB.

811BDJ[ OR SBBID.

L.um1s Exat1BlTOB. 1Ama.-Pm-oBIBCBll GBIU. Buff. Ois.-CIlnr:
)mOUS BBBJD. MOfIc. Om. Dict.--Ga:U'l' CmEBEOu8 SHBID:.
LA.1m18 ExCl1B1'1'OB. &l1J. IDustr.-Du GlIJDIDlU WUBGEB. Beck.

DE8CBIPTION.-As large as the Red-wing Thrush but some·
what longer, being about nine inches long, of which the tail
occupies three and three-fourths, and the beak eight lines.
The folded wings extend to one-third the length of the tail.
The beak, as in all the Shrikes, is straight at the base, slightly
curved at the point, and furnished with a small tooth j it is
black, and at the base beneath, yellowish-white; the irides
are black-brown; the feet black one inch high; the whole
of the upper part of the body is of a beautiful bright ashy
grey, the rump, above the eyes, on the forehead, and on the
shoulders, merging into whitish j from the nostrils a broad
black stripe extends, passing through the eyes beyond the
white temples; the under part of the body is white, with
evanescent dark brown undulations, which are more distinct
in the female than in the male, the large coverts of the wings
are black, the smaller ones ashy-grey; the pinion feathers
black and white at the base and apex, which thus form upon
the wings two white spots; the wedge-shaped tail bas the
terminal feather white, and the middle one rather black.

HABITAT.-It remains in Germany both summer and
winter, and inhabits small coppices and the skirting woods of
large forests; it is also found in fitllds where there are bushes
and solitary trees. It sits always upon the summit of the
tree. It is very courageous and predatory, therefore can
not be allowed to occupy freely the same apartments with
other birds; but is best placed in a large wire cae"E'.
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FOOD.-In summer this Shrike generally feeds upon beetles,
field and mole crickets, blind worms, lizards, and ouly devours
mice and small birds when it cannot obtain these creatures.
But in winter it will seize the YelloW'B~ the SiIlkiD,
moles, &c. In flying doWR upon ita PIeY it always makes 80

peculia.r curve, to enable it to seize it at the side, but it is'
often obliged to oontent itself with & beak full of feathers_
from not being pronded with talons like the other birds of
prey. If captured when old it should be supplied with live
birds, mice, beetles, and crickets; but will not feed whilst
watched. When the first cravings of hunger are satisfied it
will eat fresh meat; but it may be accustomed to the general
food, particularly that made of roll crumbs. They eat &

great deal at ona time, in proportion to their ~, two ounces
of meat at the least. They like a perch with forked branches,
or these may be placed. transversely. They are also fond of
bathing.

BREEDING.-The nest, which is made of heath, blades of
grass, wool and. hair interwoven, is found on the branches of
trees, and the female lays from five to seven eggs, which at
the obtuse end 8I"e often spotted with olive-green or violet
grey. When the young is removed it should be fed with
raw flesh, which indeed is the· best mode of taming all the
butcher birds. It soon learns to take the food from the
hand.

CAPTURE.-This bird is caught on fowling-floors, and in
gins, enticed by the call-bird placed beside them; also with
birdlime placed on a branch, beneath which a nest of young
birds is suspended; when the latter are hungry, and begin
crying, the Butcher-bird is speedily at hand. In autumn
and winter he will dash at birds hanging in cages about
windows. This may be made the means of his capture if the
cage be hung in one of the traps, where, by means of the
fall, as soon as he pounces upon the door of the cage the trap
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closes. A cage of this kind is requisite for those who keep
birds which are allowed to fly about.

COJDIENDATOBY QuALlTIEll.-His call-notes resemble thOlle
of the Lark, "Gihr! gihr I" Like the Nutcracker, he imi
tates many sounds, but is not very successful in mocking the
BOng of other birds. His own flute-like note is very beauti
ful, and very much resembles the piping of the aah-eoloured
Parrot, whilst he distends his gorge like a green frog. It is
to be regretted that he sings only during'pairing time, which
is from March to May, and also that he frequently inter
mixes with his beautiful notes some harsh and discordant
BOunds. Both male and female are vocal.

He might perhaps be taught to speak, for some of his
notes resemble the articulation of the human voice.

Whoever wishes to catch Falcons and Hawks should have
one of these birds on the spot. Its 'Watchfulness perceive8,
and its demeanour indicates, the approach of the Hawk when
still afar, and when so near as to strike, he creeps 8uddenly,
with a cry, into his cage or house, which must be placed near
the trap. As be utten the same cry, when at liberty, as
BOOn as he perceives a bird of prey approaching, he is re
puted thus to warn sma.Il birds from the presumed selfishness
of wishing to reserve all for himself.

Although only an occasional, or rather accidental, visitant
in this country, and that chiefly in autumn and winter, it
bas been found in almost every part of Scotland and England.
Its prey-much the same as is described above-it kills by
repeated blows of its bill on the head, affixing it to a thorn,
or jamming it into the fork of a branch, that it may have a
purchase by which to tear it into pieces. What remain.
after it is satisfied, it bangs on a thorn, and this habit has
obtained for it the name of the Butcher-bird. Solecting a
station from a twig or decayed branch, it sallies forth in pur-

:I
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BUit of any insect that may Jl8III; and it is probably fimn
this habit of remaining perched for BO long a time that it has
obtained the name of Excubator, or the Sentinel Its flight
is undulating; and when searching for its prey it hovers
oocasionally, like a Hawk. Professor Rennie, in a paper
publisbed in the" Naturalist," says, "I can testify to the
power aBlligned to it by BOme naturalists, of varying its notes~

or mther imitating thOse of other birds. Not exactly, in
deed, for my first acquaintance with the Butcher-bird was
occasioned by hearing notes not entirely familiar to me,
though much resembling those of tbe Stonechat. Following
the BOund, I soon discovered the utterer, and whilst listening,
to my surprise, the original notes were discarded, and others
adopted of a softer and more melodious character, never, how
ever, prolonged to anything like a continuous song. Its
grave asb-eoloured garb, with its peculiar black patch on the
cheek, BOOn convinced me that my unknown friend was the
Butcher-bird, that petty tyrant of its neighbourhood, carry
ing on incessant warfare all.d wanton waste of life amongst
the small fry of the Passerine Order, and whose war-cry was
wont to set a host of minor warblers to flight."

M'Gillivray describes it as an occasional or accidental
visitant only; and Yarrell doubts if it ever breeds here.
Knapp assures us that it is not uncommon with us, and
breeds annually near his dwelling. "It is one of our late
birds of passage," he adds, "but its anival is soon made
known to us by its croaking unmusical voice from the sum
mit of some tree. Its nest is large and ill concealed; and
during the season of incubation, the male bird is particularly
uneasy at any approach towards his setting mate, though
often, by his clamorous anxiety, he betrays it and her to
every birds-nesting boy. The female, when the eggs are
latched, unites her vociferations with those of the male, and
facilitates the detection of the brood. Both parents are very

--------~----- ---~ -- -- --
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BBBiduous in their attention to their offspring, feeding them
long a.fier they have left the nest j for the young appear to
be heavy, inactive birds, and little able to oap1ar:e the winged
insects which constitute their principal iood. I could never
observe that this bird d~troyed others smaller thani~ or
even fed upon flesh. I have hung up dead young birds, and
even pa.rta of them, near to their nests, but never found that
they were touched by the Shrikes. Yet, it appears, that it
must be a butcher too,and that the name'Lam,iU8,'bestowed on
it by Gesner two hundred and fifty years ago, was not lightly
given. My neighboUr's gamekeeper kills it as a bird of prey,
and tells me he has known it draw the weak young pheasants
through the bars of the breeding-coops j and others have
assured me that they have killed them when banqueting on
the ca.rcase of some little bird they had captured. All small
birds have an antipathy to the Shrike, betray anger, and utter
the moan of danger when it approaches their nests. I have
often heard this signal of distress, and cautiously approaching
to learn the cause, have frequently found that this Butcher
bll-d. occasioned it. They will mob, attack, and drive it away,
as they do the Owl, as if fully acquainted with its plundering
propensitiea."

6. THE LESSER GREY SHRIKE.

L.umrs llIliOB. Linn.-PIZ-GBIlI:CHlIl D'ITALIJL Buf. Ois.-Do
GBAllBB Wl1BGEB. Beck.

DESCRIPTION.-Is about the size of a Skylark, being eight
inches long, of which the tail occupies three and a-half; the
folded wings extend to one-third the length of the tail; the
black beak is seven lines long, is straight at the base, and
curved at the tip, where it is furniahed with a small tooth.
It is of a bright shining black; the irides are of a coffee
brown; the feet black, with a leaden reflection, and one inch

II: \}
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and & third high; the forehead black; a broad black. stripe
p8IIIMlII through the eyes; head, neck, back part and sides ofthe
throat, the back and upper coverts of the tail, are ashy-grey,
the latter brightest; the whole of tbe und8l' part of the body
is white, the breast and the belly with a rosy tinge; the
covertiB of the wiDga black, the BJD&11est with a m&rgin of
uhy-grey ; the pinion feathera black; the anterior ones from
the hue half-way along white, whence a white spot is formed
upon the folded wiDga; the tail is 1Rldge-6haped, the two
extem&l feathers white, with a black sbaft,-the third and
fOlll'th black, with white base and tip,--&Dd the 1i1l.h aDd
IIiDIa entirely black.

The female scarcely clliFerB from the male, with the excep-
tien of being a little smaller, with a shorter aDd somewhat
DBft'l)wer stripe upon its cheeb, and 1IIIU&lly she has but one
white feather in the tail

lIAmTAT.-It is a migratory bird, leaving Germanyat the
beginning of September, and returning at the commence
ment of May. A favourite resort is gardens in the vicinity
of large woods or forests, thOle especially which adjoin
meadows and cultivated fields; where he UBU.Blly sits on the
top branch of a tree, more rarely upon solitary shrubs in
fields, where he watches insects. It is necEll!l!&lY in confine
ment to p:Iaee him in a large wire cage, such as is used for
Larks, with three perches : for it is not adviBible to give him
his liberty in a room with other bird&, (Greven without being
hungry he will frequently attack and kill his comrades, either
from sanguinary instinct, or malice, or to show his strength.

FooD.-He feeds chiefly upon May bugs, dung-beetles, the
carabidm, and other beetles; upon the gad fly, and upon
field and mole cricket&, and only during a continuance of wet
weather will he seize upon young birds.

If captured adult, as BOOn as he is placed in the cage, birds,
cockchafers, dung, and other beetles, should be given to him ;
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1le will affmowards feed upon raw and cooked meat. It is,
indeed, very difficult to rear him, and demands coDBidemble
iiime and trouble; for eight d&ys IJIlOCelIIIively he must haTe
nothing given him but beetles aud other insects, especially
meal-worms; but when onee accustomed to be fed, be soon
'becomes 80 tame that he will take it from the hand, and
even, when the cage is opened, fly upon the finger, and there
eat it. I had one that would eat the first kind of general
fOOd deBCll'lDed in the introduction; but those captured in the
adult state cannot uuaHy be kept longer thau a couple of.
years, B8 they generally die of atrophy. Those reared from
the nest require lelll attention, aud are soon habituated to
all kinds of food.

BJlBIIDING.-The nest of this Shrike is uaually found in'
gardens, or upon the margin of woods, in a tree; it is
8pLcious aud irregularly constructed of roots, green plants,
and wool intermingled, aud lined inside with wool and large
and small feathers. The female lays from five to six round
greyish-white eggs, with violet grey aud bright brown spots.
in the middle; aud she hatches them, BSBisted by the male,.
in from fifteen to sixteen days. The young grow very~
and fly 80 soon that, notwithstanding the late arrival and
early departure of this bird, if fair weather prevail it has
usnally two broods during the summer. The young are fed
exclusively upon beetles aud grasshoppers. Until the first
month, they are destitute of the black baud on the temple;
the upper portion of the body is of a dark ashy grey, with
scarcely distinguishable reddish undulation; the under
side of the body is white, with yellowish tinge upon the
breast, aud with reddish undulation at the sides. If it
is wished to rear them, they must be removed from the
nest B8 soon B8 the feathers begin to shoot, and fed at
first with auts' eggs, and then with roll, moistened with
milk.
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CA.PTURE.-They cannot be caught alive, otherwise than
by placing limed twigs upon the sprig or bush which they
frequent, for the purpose of watching for insects. They are
as imprudent as they are capable of instruction, for they
unhesitatingly fly upon the twigs limed for them.

COmtBNDATORY QUALITIES.-The male is a bird of
admirable capacity for instruction; the female, as in the
majority of birds, does not sing. This Shrike does not
merely imitate, like the other singing Shrikes, the solitary
strophes of the songs of other birds, but it mocks their whole
song with the most deceptive skill: indeed, it appears not to
have received from nature any peculiar song of its own. It
will perfectly imitate the entire song of the Skylark, and
other birds, and even that of the Nightingale, only somewhat
weaker, for it has not the round strong voice of that songster.
Thus, confined in the cage, it affords much amusement to the
amateur, by these powers of imitation. I have particularly
noticed that it imitates with much pleasure to it selfthe call
of the Quail. I possessed one that, zealous as he usually was
in his ordinary song, as soon as he heard the Quail, he would
entirely cease with his own, and imitate that of the other.
The Quail, until it became accustomed to it, would out of
jealousy earnestly seek around the room to discover its rival.

6. THE WOODCHAT SHRIKE.
L.urW8 EBYTHBOCEPIULUS COLLUBIO BUI/US ET POII:XEBANUS. IAnn.

Pm-GBIBCHB BOUIl8lL Buff. Ois.-LANW8 B=U8. Lath. Ind.
Orn.-WOODCRAT. Mont. Om. Diot.-WOOD8HllIXB. &pp.
Pm-GBIBClIB BOUMB. Bu,ff.-LAlrrus BUPU8. Temm. Man. d'Om.
-WOODCHAT. LA!nus BUPUS. &l1J. lllWltr.-DEB BOTHKOl'l'IOB

WUBGEB. BecA.

DUCBIPTION.-This is somewhat smaller, at least more
slender, than the preceding i being seven inches long, the tail
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is three and a-half inches, and the folded wings extend one
third of it; the beak is eight inches long, has a strollg tooth,
and is blackish blue; the irides yellowish blue; the feet are
one inch high, and, as well as the toes, of a black blue; the
forehead is black, and there is united with it a black stripe,
that passes through the eyes, extending beyond the ears ; the
back part of the head and neck are of a beautiful reddish
brown, the middle of the back reddish ashy grey, the upper
covertB of the tail yellowish white; some la.rge white feathers
on the shoulder form, as in 'the Magpie, a la.rge white spot on
each side of the back; the prevalent yellowish white colour
of the under part of the body commences in two white dots
above the nostrils; the sides are somewhat redder, and indis
tinctly mixed with grey; the small coverts of the wings are
blackish blue, with a yellowish w1rlte margin; the larger ones,
as well as the pinion feathers, are black, pla.ying into brown;
the anterior pinion feathers have a white base, which in the
folded wing forms a white spot; the tsil is bla.ck, merging
into brown, the external feathers are white with a black spot
in the middle, the rest are white at the end, and with a
graduaJIy decreasing white base; the two middle ones are
entirely black. The female exactly resembles the male, but
the colours, especially the reddish brown, are paler.

HABITAT.-This is a migrstory bird, arriving towards the
latter end of April, and going away again about the middle
of September. It lives among the mountains, in woods, or
in wOoded plains, and resorts in large numbers to spots and
pastures, where horses are kept. It must be confined in a
wire cage.

FOOD.-It feeds upon beetles, dung-beetles, lind also upon
grssahoppers, gad1lies, and other insects. When impelled by
necessit.y, it will attack young birds and lizards. It requires
the sameattention as the Less er Grey Shrike, but it is still
more delicate, and therefore it should, if possible, be reared
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from the nest. Even when young it ahould be fed at; once
upon raw meat.

BUBDIlfG.-Its nest, consisting o£ the stems of plant&,
mOIlS, grass, briBtlea, wool, and hair, is built in the thick
branches of lofty trees; the female lays twice &-yeaz ax
reddish white eggs, which are sprinkled all over, especially at
the 1arger end, with distinct bright red, and indistinct bluish
grey spots; in fifteen days the young are hatched. The nest
is rarely found in fieldBt but upon the blackthorn and other
buahee. The young, until the first moult, are above dotted
with dirty white and dark ashy grey; beneath clouded with
dirty white and grey, and the feathers of the wings margined
strongly with a mat colour i the tail and pinion feathers are
bIackiah. grey.

0APruu-1f a person is inhuman enough to capture if;
upon the nest, this mey be easily effected by means of limed
twigs, as it is the leaat timid o£ all the Shrikes. Like the
Flusher it is fond of bathing, therefore it can frequently be
caught aboutnoon at watering-places when these OCCIU' near
its haunt&. This habit may &OCOunt for the numbers of theM
birds that are often found drowned in 1arge poola.

CoJODl:NDATOBY QUALlTIES.-Although apparently as ca
pable of being taught as the preceding bird, yet ita ecmg is
not so agreeable, for in the first pIaoe it has not the same
pleasant voice, and in the next, with all the lOngs it imitates,
it intermingles ita own harsh and discordant note. It imi
tates the Nightingale, the various w8l'blera, the Goldfinch,
and the Redstart; but its beautiful colours are the sole attrac
tion that renders it so agreeable a pet as the preoeding
bird.

M'Gillivray lays, J' O!I1y & few instances of the 0ClllIU'!'eD.08

of this speciel in Engllmd are recorded;" lmd Yarrell
enumerates several specimens, killed,or seen in Kent, Norfolk,



Su1fulk. York, 8Dd Worceaterahim The latter naturalist
also tells us that, to in size, in most of its habits. and in ita
mode offeediDg. the Woodchat reIlllmb1eB the COlDBlon Bed
hacked Shrike, and, like that species, is uid to imitate the
voice of several different small bUds."

The Woodchat can only be CODaidered 88 a viaitant in this
OOWlWy. and that a rare one: not more than five or six
individuals having been taken or killed. Mr. Hay, a writer
m. Loudon's MagNriDe of Natural History. mentioWl, that it
uestlea invariably in trees, preferring the oak j hingits nest
in the fork of a projecting branch. The nest is oomposed
O1ltside of .ticka and wool, mixed with DlOll8 from. trees, and
lined with fine lP'lWI and wool The eggw, foar or five in
number. are rather smaller than thOle of the Flusher, varying
comiderably in their markings; the ground-oolour is pale
blue in some. in others a dirty white, with a zone of rust
coloured spots near the larger end; in others, spin, the
colours and spots are disperaed over the egg.

7. THE RED-BACKED SHRIKE.

BJD..uogm BBBWIl. MOIl&. &lb. yflntl. JI'~.-LMn.TIS

CoLLURIO. LW..-L'EooBllBBUB. lItif.-RomBTIOEmD WD1l
QBB. Bd.

DB8CJUP1'IOli.-Length° more than six inchea j beak six
liDes j tail, three inches and a quarter; folded wings extend
ing one-third its length j feet ten lines high; beak: black,
stout, slightJy curved at the tip only j irides hazel j feet and
toea black, inclining to blue.

M.u.&-Head. neck, upper coverts of the tail and knees
uhy blue, rather brighter above the eyea than onthe fore
head; .. broad black stripe extends from. ihe notrils across
the eyea to the e&.1'II; back and wing coverts bright reddish
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brown j pinion feathers blackish, the posterior margined with
deep red brown j under Bide of the body of a beautiful white,
with a rotJY tinge upon the breast, Bides, and abdomen j tail
alightly conical, the two middle feathers black, the besal half
of the rest white, gradually increasing, and with white tips.

The I'DALB differs almost entirely &om the male: the
upper part of the body being dirty rusty brown; neck and
tail coverts verging towards ashy grey j back and wing
coverts indistinctly undulated with white j forehead and above
the eyes yellowish white j cheeks brown; throat, abdomen,
and anal plumage dirty white j neck, breast, and sides,
yellowish white, with dark brown transverse undulations;
pinion and tail feathers dark brown, the latter inclining to
reddish; the external primary feather margined with white,
the rest, exeluBive of the four middle ones, white at the tip.

The YOUNG resembles the female bird, the upper part of
the body and breast being greenish grey, with dark brown
undulations, and the abdomen dirty white.

HABITAT.-This bird, from its peculiar qualities, appears
to form the connecting link between the Crow kind and
songsters. It is migratory, and one of the latest which
arrives, coming in May, and taking its departure in flocks in
August, before the young have moulted. Although found
in the valleys of forests where pastures occur, it seems to
prefer hedge-rows and busbes in the open country, especially
wbere cattle graze. Its food consists ofin.sects, chiefly beetles,
field crickets, and grasshoppers, and it resorts to the vicinity
of pastures in pursuit of gadflies, which constitute its favourite
repast. During rainy weather, when insects are scarce, it
will feed upon anything it can catch, as field mice, lizards,
and young birds, and in accordance with its remarkable habit
of impaling its prey upon thorns, it transfixes these also j I
but the assertion that this is done to allure other insects and

b~..._iSl"'!!"'!nl!l0!l!t=:r..o=un=d=e""d.....in_fi_ac_t~._I_t_h_OI_do _h_ig~h _ra_nk_ u~~
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sedulous and agreeable songster, for, perched upon a bush or
the lower slender branches of a tree near its nest, it warbles
its song, composed of a mixture of the notes of a.Il the birds
which frequent its vicinity, aa the Goldfinch, Blackcap, Robin,
Wren, Nightingale, Skylark, Titlark, &c., with the occasional
introduction of its own harsh tone. If it happen to imitate
the ca.Il of BOme bird casually passing, it ill done merely in
the wantonness of its mimio powers. But the articulate
song of the Chaffinch and Ye1low Bunting it cannot imitate,
probably from the peouli.ar structure of its larynx. It prefem
the hawthorn to oonstruct its nest in, whioh is large, and
formed externally of roots and the coa.rse stalks of grasses,
interwoven with a la.yer of moBS and wool, and lined inter
nally with the delicate fibres of roots; the female lays from
five to six eggs of a greenish white, sprinkled with ashy and
rusty grey spots, especially at the thick end; she is &Ilsisted
by the male in incubation, which occupies fourteen days; in
favourable seasons they rear two broods.

MODB 01' CAP'l'UlI.E.-They are easily caught by placing
limed twigs upon the bush or shrubs they are observed to
frequent, and are readily attracted thither by fixing a beetle,
grasshopper, or gadfty, attached by a thread or horse hair
with sufficient liberty to flutter. When captured, it is
necessary to handle them cautiously, for. like all the Shrikes,
they bite very severely.

IN CONFDJBJD:NT.-This bird must be placed in a cage by
itself, for if allowed its liberty amongst others in a room, it
will commit great havoc. A few years since I caught one,
which fasted for three days, refusing a.Il the food I offered it,
whether dead birds, beetles, or other insects. On the fourth
day, thinking I might then accustom him to the food given
to the other birds, and that he was too weak to do them
injury, I let him loose in the room; but the instant I had
done so, he flew at a hedge sparrow, and slaughtered it before
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I wu able to Pl'8V1lJlt it.. Thia I allowed him to eat, and
~ replaced him in the C888> where, .. if he had exhavsted
his ep1eeD, he sublequently * anythiDg that W8II given to
him. If placed in a room fqll of dies, he llp8lldily clean it,
catd>ing them most readily OIl the wiDg, 8Ild if then supplied
with a twig, having needles p881I8d through it, he impales
them in his U81J81 manner, with a very peculiar and grotesque
mien. They are eBlIily reared, when t.ken youug from the
Dll8t, being fed at first with antll' eggs, then with cooked
meat, and M lMt may be &OClWItomed to eat roll steeped in
milk, on which it can. alwaya afterwards be fed. The adult
bird mUBt be treated like the preceding species j insects may
be given, together with the food of NightiDgales, for which
it IOOD acquires a taite, and then oocaaionally a piece of raw
or cooked meat.. It is difficult to teach these birds to pipe,
for although quick in learning, they forget a8 rapidly, taking
up something new: but they speedily acquim the BOng of
the birds placed constantly near them, and have besides the
further recommendation of being exceedingly animated, and
very beauillUL

This bird is common in Burrey, Kent, and BD8IIex, about
London, and in the Western Counties of Wiltshire, part of
Gloucestershire, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Herefordshire, and
Worcestershire, but it diminishes towards the North, and
has not been traced further than Yorkshire and Cumber
land, and it does not occur in Sootland. It is a double
moulting bird, as Mr. Blyth observes. The yOUDg are at
first closely barred upon the upper pa.rts with a darker
oolour, each feather exhibiting two transverse bars j this
plumage is replaced shortly after leaving the nest by another,
closer and more rufous, the upper feathers of which have
each one dark bar aaroes-the primaries not being shed till
the spring, when the birds assume the adult male and female
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CIrees, the latter much resembling that of the young, but
without the barring. In autumn they moult again, at which
time both sexes assume the plumage last described, and the
following spring both acquire that which. baa been hitherto
considered exclasively chara.eteristic of the adult male, !avera!
fertile females having, to :Mr. :Blyth's knowledge, been killed
in this dress, differing in sppearance only from the male, in
being leBl:'l bright. These changes have 811C&ped the notice of
other naturalists. It arrives in May, and what is peculiar,
both sexes at the same time j it leaves again in September,
and is very regalar in its visits. It frequents open downs
and commons where furze abounds, and enclosed moist situa
tions ; but it prefers maple and hawthom hedges, and alwaytl
sits in a conspicuoaa position on the topmost or outermost
Wig or branch, or "UJOD some post or railing, whence it may
ooD1JD8lld a wide range of sight. Its flight ill quiok and un
dulating, aad it will hover OTe!' a spot h"ke a Whin CJJat,
and then adTa1lOO 8. few yards and hover ag&in, and it UIIU&1ly
hovers for some time above and around the branch or post
where it intends to alight. Whilst flying the tail is kept
straight out, its feathers being held very close together, and
appearing to consist of but one ; on alighting it gives a pecu
liar jerk with its tail, like the Robin or Magpie. In spring
it devours great numbers of the large female wasps, which
then abound, and thus cheeks the increase of these injurious
insects. It seizes Chafers by the bill, and then Hying to a
perch transfers them to the foot, and holding them up, like a
parro~ picks them to pieces. It bas great power of clutch
ing with its toes, and in holding its prey it rests upon the
tarsal joint of the foot, unless when it bas fastened it to a
thorn, and it then pulls it to pieces in a contrary direction;
and this it does when satiated, eating then only the abdomen
and softer parta. In autumn, when it feeds a great deal upon
grasshoppers, it captures them with a loud snap of the bill,
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like the fiy-catcher. It has been observed pursuing a
Blackbird, and has been frequently caught in the nets of
the bird-catcher when endeavouring to seize the brace-birds.
It attacks a bird only on the ground, or on a branch beneath
it, when, pouncing doWD, it bears it to the ground, seizing it
with both bill and claws, and spreading over it its expanded
wings and taillike a Hawk, and despatches it by striking it
on the head, and picking a hole in the skull, and it then
carries it to the horizontal branch of a tree, where, if undis
turbed, it completely devours it. Itwill eat meat, fur, bones,
feathers, &0., and disgorges the refuse in pellets, like the
Hawk tribe. It is frequently beset with great clamour by
Titmice and other small birds, which thus combine to annoy
their common enemy; and although thus universally repu
diated by the smaller tribes, aild very ferocious itself, it is
very social with its own species, young and old frequently
assembling together, and betraying themselves by their per
petual clamour, especially when their nest is approached,
thus guiding the seeker to their haunt. Their ordinary note
is a sort of chirp, not unlike that of a House Sparrow,
although they have also a short modulated song, and their
power of mimicry is noticed above. The Cuckoo is reputed
to deposit occasionally an egg in their nest.

8. THE J ACKDAW.

CORVUS MONEDULAo Linn.--JAcKDAW. Mom. Om. Dict.-CHOUCA.

Buff. Temm. Man. d'Om. - JACKDAW. M'OilJMlray. - DIB

DOHLE. Beilt.

DESCRIPTION AND PECULJARITIES.-This bird, from con
structing its nest in old buildings, houses, castles, towers, and
churches, is half domesticated, and becomes wholly so if
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reared from the nest, when it will remain in the coun-yard
with the domestic poultry. It lays from four to seven green
eggs, spotted with da.rk brown and bla.ck. It is kept, not so
much for the purpose of being taught to speak (for it learns
but few words, and then only with a great deal of t.rouble),
but for the sake of the amusemeDt produced by ita tameness,
and its Hying to and fro. It is often so tame that it will~
company Ii person, in his promenades, observing everything
which transpires in the house, more especially all that con
cerns eating and drinking. At the sound of the diuner-bell
it resorts to the dining-room. Even old ones, caught in the
autumn, whose wings have been cut, and plucked out in
spring, so that by degrees they again learn to Hy, may be
taught to return at a certain call, and on the return of winter
they will again resort to the court-yard. The Jackdaw is of
about the size of a pigeon, thirteen and a half inches long j

the back part of the head is light grey, the rest of the body
is black, rather lighter beneath.

During the winter they eat wild ga.rlick in the fields,
sometimell smelling quite offensively of it, and they retain
the odour even for a week after their return to the house.

In form the Jackdaw is more compact, and in action more
lively, than anyother;British bird ofthe genus. The plumage of
the head and neck is soft, elongated, and blended, excepting on
the forehead, where it is of ordinary length, and glossy. The
rest of the plumage is rather full and soft, the feathers in
distinctly defined, their ma.rgins loose. The wings are rather
long, rounded, very broad at the commencement, but sud
dewy tapering towards the end.

Of this bird M'Gillivray says, II He is a remarkably active,
pert, and loquacious little fellow, ever cheerful, always on the
alert, and ready either for business or frolic. If not so
respectable as the grave and sagacious Raven, he is at least
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of BOCiety, for not content with having 8. Bock of his own folk
about him, he often throsta himself into the midst of a gang
of Rooks, and in winter BOmetimes takes up his abode en
tirely with them. His flight is Bimilar to that of the Rook,
somewhat more rapid, generally extremely wavering, the bird
frequently Ilhifting its direction, now daBbing downwards,
then curving up again, shooting obliquely to either side, and
performiltg lIB many evolutions 88 if it could not follow a
direct line, which, however, it sometimes does when in great
h~. It is also extremely clamourous, and its note being
loud and clear, resembling the syllable b or CCIID, variously
modulated, the noise emitted by a large :flock, although in no
degree musical, is far from being unpleasant.

"Jackdaws inhabit deserted buildings, steeples, towers,
and high rocks, especially those along the coast. Sallying
from thence at early dawn, they betake themselves to the
pastures, meadows, or ploughed fields, to search for la.rvm,
worms, insects, and in general the same sort of Cood as the
Rooks, with which they often lISllOOi.ate on their excursions.
They walk gracefully, and much more smartly than the
Rooks, often running under excitement, and frequently
quarrelling together, although without any serious results.
They do not despise carrion, and on the shore will occasion.
ally feed on shell-fish, crustacea, and fishes, being nearly &8

omnivorous as the Hooded Crows, although giving a decided
preference to larvre. They are scarcely less vigilant than
the Rooks, at least while in the fields, so that it is not always
easy to get within shot of them; but in the breeding season
one may readily procure specimens by concealing himself in
the midst of their haunts.

"This is one of the few birds that habitually or occasion
ally reside in the heart of cities, where it selects a steeple, a.
church tower, or any other high building in which it can
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find a sufficient number of secure retreats. In Edinburgh,
for example, it frequents Heriot's and Watson's Hospitals,
the University, the IDiirmary, the Chapel of Holyrood
House, and the Castle, although in the latter it is chiefly in
the rock that it takes up its abode. In the country, ruinous
castles are its favourite places of resort, and it is found, for
example, at Dunotiar, Rosslyn, and Tantallon Castles, and
the buildings on the Bass. It also not only unfreqoentlr finds
refuge in high rocks, as at the Cove, near Aberd«n, aud
in other places along the coast; and in defect of more agree
able lodgings, will sometimes settle in a wood.

.. A gentleman residing near Chichester informed White,
the naturalist of Selborue, that many of these birds built
their nests every year in the rabbit burrows under ground.
'Another very unlikely spot,' White adds, 'is made use of
by Daws as a place to breed in, and that is Stonehenge.
These birds deposit their nests in the interstices between the
upright and the impost stones of that amazing work of anti
quity ; which circumstance alone speaks the prodigious height
of the upright stones, that they should be tall enough to
secure those neBts from the annoyance of shepherd boys, who
are always idling around that place.'"

.,
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9. THE JAY.

CORVUS GLANDARlUS. Linn. Lath.-LE GEAL Buff'. Temm. Man.
d'Om.-JAY. Mont. Om. Diet. Selb. Illustr.-THE BLUE
WINGED JAY. M'Gillivray.-DEB HOLZHEHER. Bech.

DF.'lCBlPTION.-ThiB is a handsome bird, which, in my
youtb, was frequently kept in cages as a chamber bird, in the
forest villages of Thuringia, and taught to speak. It is about
the size of a pigeon, and is thirteen and a halfinches long. Its
beak is like that of a crow, and is black; its legs, however, are
brownish, inclining to flesh colour. All its smaller feathers
are soft like down, and feel like silk. Its entire botly is of a.
purple ashy grey; the throat whitish; the eyes reddish white;
and the vent and rump quite white; the long loose feathers
in front of the head, which look black ashy grey and purple
red, can be raised like a crest; from the lower mandible a.
black stripe on each side runs down nearly half the length of
the neck; the pinion feathers are blackish j the middle ones
edged with white, which form a white spot upon the wings;
the coverts of the anterior pinion feathers have externally
no.ITOW, glittering, bright blue and blue black transverse
sk.pes, which contribute to -render the bird extremely beau
ti:ul, and, like the colours of the rainbow, gently blending
in.o each other. The tail feathers are black, grey at the base;
mlU"ked towards the point with diluted stripes like the abo\e
described beautiful coverts of the wings.

The female is not very easily distinguished from the male.
In the neck only she is greyish, whereas the male at this
part is more inclined to red, which colouring extends to the
back.

HABITAT.-It is found in the forests, both of the moun·
tains and plains, and most frequently where fir tees are inter-
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mingled with other forest trees. In confinement it must be
kept in a. large wire cage, formed in the abape of a house,
tower, &C.

FOOD.-It subsists chiefly upon acorns and beech-mast,
and if these are not to be obtained, on aJ.l kinds of insects,
worms, and berries. In the cherry season it is one of the
most injurious birds to gardens. H kept in a cage, or aJ.lowed
to run about the room, it is easily accustomed to feed upon
bran steeped in milk. It will also eat bread, curds, cooked
meat, and almost everything served at table. Acorns and
nuts are then delicacies to it. In keeping it, much attention
must be paid to its cleanlineBB, otherwise the plumage be
comes soiled and unsightly. It is, however, best to accustom
this bird to eat merely wheat, for then it does not soil itself
so much, and its excrement is not so fluid and offensive. It
can be kept many years upon this diet; but it constantly
requires fresh water, not merely for drinking, but also for
bathing.

BREEDING.-They build upon beeches, oaks, pines, .and firs,
both high and low, and lay from five to seven ashy grey eggs,
merging into grey, and sprinkled with minute dark brown
spots. The young, which are taught to speak, must be re
moved from the nest when a. fortnight old, and fed with
curds, biscuit, bread, meat, &c. They are easy to rear and
to tame.

The adult birds are not easily tamed. They always try to
hide when they see a person, and will often fast for a whole
'.lay rather than come ont of their hiding place.

CAl'TURE.-Whoever finds amusement in adult birds of
this kind may most readily catch them in the following man
ner: in the autumn, from Michaelmas to Martinmas, a place
is selected in a fir wood, which these birds are seen to fre
quent numerously, especially where a single fir or pine tree
standR, but it must be at a distance of from three to six paces

11'2
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from any adjoining tree. From thiI the Il1per:flUO\J8 branches
should be removed, and only some left in the form of a spiral
staircase, each branch about five or six spans in length.
These branches must commence at about from ten to thirteen
feet from the ground, and extend to with.in six feet of the
summit; they must be covered with limed twigs. BenMth
the tree a hut ill made. covered with green branches, which.
should be sllited in sise to the number of pe1'llOQS it is to eon
tain. Upon this a liYing or a dead Owl, or one moulded of'
clll.y, is plaeed, or not having ~h, even a hare-skin will
render the Ilame service, onI)'" it must be atta.cbed to BOme
thing, 80 that it may be mom. To attraot the Jay, it is
neceseary to have a pipe made of a bit of wood. The cry of
an Owl, the hereditary enemy of the Jay, is then imitated;
as soon as it is hea.rcl, the Jays ftock from all quarters crying
and chattering, the bird-<:atcher shrieking in imitation of
them; when they soon perch themselves upon the limed rods,
remain attached to them, fall down, and are captured. If
the upper roof be covered lightly with pine twigs, the birds
will fall through it. A multitude of other birds are attracted
by the same deceptive call; they wish to save their friends
from a supposed enemy, but are caught thetnBelves, and thua
in the COUl'lle of a few hours a multitude of Jays, Magpies,
Woodpeckers, Thrushes, Redbreasts, and Titmice, may be
obtained. This mode of catching begins at daybreak; but it
may be followed &1110 in the twilight.

They likewise frequent the watering-places, where, in July,
young birds with only half-grown ta.il.s are captured. These
also may be rendered tame, and be taught to speak.

COKllENDATORY QuA.LITIES.-As I have before said, the
tractability of this bird recommends it, for it easily learns tG

speak, especially if its tongue baa been loosened; uttering,
however, nothing but 8Olitarywords. They learn to imitate also
the fanfare of & trumpet, and othel' melodies of single bars, as
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well as little airs, and the DOtes of many birdll. Their colours
also are induoempnt enough to make them desirable chamber
birds. They may be accuatomed to fly in and out; but this
is not so easily effected in towns as it is with Ravens and other
kinds of Crows; in the country, near woods and fields, how
ever, itO may be accomplished.

The Jay is prettygenerallydistribated in England and the
lIOuthern and middle divisions of Scotland, occulTing chiefly in
parts that are well wooded. Its flight in an open place is some
what similar to that of the Magpie or Missel Thrush, being
direct, and performed by quick beats, with short cessations at
intervals. It glides through the woods iloDd thickets with great
cue and dexterity, flits along the bedges, and rarely approaches
the habitationa of man, except in searoh of food for ita
young, its affectionate concern for which will induce it to
brave dangers from which on ordinary occasions it would
abrink.

"Its oommon notes," Montagu lays, "are various but
lJarsh. It will sometimes in the spring utter a IOrt of song
in a 10ft and pleasing manner, but 10 low as not to be heard
at any distance; and at interva1JJ introduce the bleating of a
lamb, mewing of a cat, tbe note of a Kite or Buzzard, the
hooting of an Owl, and even the neighing of a hone. These
imitations are 10 exact, even in a natural wild state, that we
bave frequently been deceived."

Its nest is oommonly built in high coppice wood or hedges,
and sometimes against the side of a scrubby tree. It is
formed of sticka, lined with· fibrous roots, and the bird lays
five or six eggs of a light brown colour, not very unlike tbose
of the Partridge, but smaller, and obscurely marked with a
darker shade of brown. Mr. Waterton describes the nests
as compact and well put together. The Dest is never seen
near the tops of trees, like those of the Magpie and Crow.
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He who feels inolined to study the nidification of this bird
must search the lower branches of the oak, or inspect the
woodbine mantling round the hazeL

10. THE NUTCRACKER.

CORVUS CABYOOATACTE9. Linn.-CASSE-NOIX. Buff. Ttmm. Ma.n.
d'Orn.-NuTORAOKBB. Moot. Om. Diet. BtUJ. lliustr.-DEB
TANNEHEHER. Btch.

DESCRIPTION.-In size it resembles the preceding; it is
twelve inches long, of which the tail occupies four inches and
three-quarters; the folded wings extend to about its middle;
the beak is one inch and a half long, straight, compressed
laterally, curved in front, and black; the iris is nut brown ;
the legs black, one inch and three-quarters higb. It is varie
gated like a Starling. The body is blackish brown, above
lighter, beneath darker; head, neck, and rump, uniform; a
white spot in front of each eye; the cheeks and sides of the
neck are sprinkled with a multitude of white small oval
spots; on the back BOme larger ones, or only some scattered
stripes; on the breast many large oval white spots, which
are less numerous, but larger, and almost triangular, on the
belly; the upper coverts of the tail a1'6 black, the lower ones
white; the coverts of the wiugs blackish, the small ones
having single trilingular white tips; the pinion feathers
black; the tail feathers are also black, but these have white
tipL

The female is mo1'6 of a rusty brown than of l\ black
brown.

HABlTAT.-It dwells in the profoundest forests, especially
when they consist of firs and pines, intermixed with other
forest trees, and if there are meadows and springs in the
vicinity. Although apparently a permanent bird, yet it flocks
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in numbers about October to those districts where acoma
beech-mast, and hazel nuts are to be obtajned. In winter it.
is even found in the highways, which it frequents to examine
the horse droppings. In confinement it must be treated like
the Jay.

FooD.-The Nutcracker, by means of its strong beak,
breaks the fir and pine cones, and cracks with ease acorns,
beech-mast, and hazel nuts. It devours, also, all kinds of
berries, or indeed anything that it can obtain; but it chiefly
enjoys animal food and insects.

It must be fed like the preceding; but it is much easier
tamed, and more easily accustomed to any kind of food. It
will eat wheat, but prefers meat. If a live Jay be put into
its cage it will be killed and devoured in a very brief space of
time; aOO shot squirrels given whole, which other small
birds of prey avoid, he devours without hesitation.

BREEDIlfG.-Its nest is formed in hollow trees. It con·
tains from five to six eggs, which, upon a dark olive grey
ground, have widely separated dark brown transverse stripes.
The young is reared upon meat.

CAPruRE.-It is caught in the noose baited with service
berries in autumn; but a better bait consists of hazel nuts
It also frequents the watering-place.

CoJOlENDATORY QUALlTlEll.-In its comportment it is as
amusing as the Shrike. It imitates the voice of various ani
mals, and is as great a chatterer as the Jay. From the pecu
liarity of its voice and the structure of its tongue, it may be
taught to speak, but it must be caught young in order to be
instructed thoroughly.

The Nutcracker being merely a rare straggler in this
country, few opportunities ofstudying its habits have occurred.
Montagu states that "it is rare in England; two instances
only on record: one shot in Flintshire, the other in Kent."
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Mr. Selby Rdds another, an individual having been seen by
Captain Robert Mitford, in Netherwitten Wood, in Northum
berland, in the autumn of 1819. There is a specimen in the
Museum oftheUniver:sityofEdinburgh,said to have been shot
in Scotland; another in that of Mr. Arbuthnot at Peterhead.
M. Valmont Bomare informs us that it prefers living in the
pine forests of mountainous regions, and feeds chiefly on fir
seeds. and nuts. N otbing, he says, is more curious than to see
it eating one of the latter. Having taken it from its store

in the hole of a tree, it fixes it in a fissure, splits it open
with a blow of its bill, and' then extracts the kernel Crows,
J ayB, and some of the Titmice, it may be observed, act in the
l18JDe manner.

11. THE MAGPIE.

CoBVDB PICA. Lin",-LB Pm. Buff. T_. :Man. d'Om.-MAGl'IB
Moot. Om. Diet. 8e1JJ. lliustr.-Dm ELSTER. Bd.

DESCRIPTION.-This bird is about as robust as a Pigeon,
but from the length of its tail is eighteen inches long. It iE
everywhere sufficiently well known, from its frequenting thE
vicinity of houses, and is, in fact, a handsome bird, notwith
standing the simplicity of its colouring. It is variegated black
and white, but both colours are exceedingly beautiful, and it
is still further ornamented by its wedge-6hape tail, which
shines with a purple reflection at its extremity, merging into
steel blue.

FooD.-At large this bird feeds upon insects, worms, all
kinds of roots and fruits; in the bird-cage, or in the chamber
or house, it will feed upon bread and cooked meat, and indeed
upon anything that comes to table; and if well trained, it
will come in at the window at meal times, to receive its
food.
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If more be given to it than it can eat at once, it will hide
what it does not want for another meal. This peculiar in
stinct exhibits itself also in the young, as soon as they can
eat alone.

COJDrIDDATOBY QuALITIES.-This is, perhaps, of all birds,
that which is most easily and thoroughly tamed. The nest
is built opon trees, in the vicinity of villages, towns, and farm
houses, and therein are laid from four to six whitish green
eggs, coTered With aahy grey and olive brown dots and
streaks.

The Magpie imitatee alI striking sounds, and will learn to
speak more readily than any other of the Crow tribe; but to
eJfeet this it most be remoTed early from the nest and trained.
Plutarch makes mention ot' a Magpie, kept by a barber at
Rome, which imitated the voices of men and animals, and the
sounds of instruments which it heard, at ooce, and without
any instruction, and, in short, spoke and sang 80 well, that
throughout the quarter of the city where the barber dwelt it
WBB the UIJIJlll topic of conversation. This bird may easily be
made as tame as the domestic Pigeon, by accustoming it to
fly to and fro about the house. It is so excessively fond of
raw meat, bread and other delicacies of the table, that they
rarely wander far off at meal time. In order to accUlltom
the bird to this kind of life, it should be taken from the nest
when only a fortnight old, fed on bread, soaked in milk or
water, and by degrees with chopped meat, and lastly upon
anything that is found in the kitchen, even rotten apples and
peara. When 80 far ft.edged that they can ft.y to a neigh
booring tree, they may be allowed to go, when completely
Ilatiated with a full meal; they are then called back to the
hand or to the place where it is intended they should remain;
this is repeated until they are fully fledged, then the wings
are slightly cut, until the winter, a season in which they may
be plucked out. They soon become 80 familiar with their
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attendant, and the house where he dwells, that they may be
allowed their liberty for half a day at a time. When in
addition they are taught to speak, they are still more amusing.
Adult birds, which are easily caught in winter by means of
limed sticks to which bits of meat are attached, can be thus
accustomed to the courtyard-the wings being cut in summer
and allowed to grow again in the autumn. They then return
without hesitation and associate with the other birds of the
courtyard, and will also hatch their young in summer, at II.

little distance from the house, on the kitchen of which they
are constant pensioners. But nothing that is shining should
be left in the way of these visitors, for they carr; oft' all metal
or glittering things and hide them, as well as all their super
fluities of food.

One of my friends writes to me: "I reared a Magpie which
became so familiar as to rub itself against me until I stroked
it. It learned to fly about by itself, and would follow me for
hours, and it was sometimes with the greatest difficulty I
could make it keep from me; I was obliged to shut it up if I
did not wish to take it abroad. Towards other persons it
was wild, but it would observe in my eyes every change
of temper or caprice. It would fly off to a distance with
its wild comrades, but never attempted to escape with
them."

"The Magpie," says M'Gillivray, ccis generally distri
buted in Britain, being more or less common in all the
cultivated wooded districts of England and Scotland, both
in the interior and along the coast, although nowhere
numerous, on account of the hostility of gamekeepers,
gardeners, and sportsmen of all degrees. In the Outer
Hebrides, the Shetland and Orkney Islands, it is never
seen, and in large tracts of the central regions of Scot
land is rarely ever met with, because its habits are such
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'is to induce it to remain at no greater distance from human
habitations.

" There, on the old ash that overshadows the farm yard,
you may see 8 pair, one perched on the topmost twig, the
other hopping among the branches, uttering an incessant
cla.tter of short hard notes, scarcely resembling anything
else in nature, but withal not unpleasant, at least to the lover
of birds. How gracefully she of the top twig swings in the
breeze! Off she starts, and directing her flight towards the fir
wood opposite, proceeds with a steady, moderately rapid, but
rather heavy flight, performed by quick beats of her appa
rently short wings, intermitted for a moment at intervals.
Chattering by the way, she seeIDll to call her mate after
her; but he, intent on something which he has espied below,
hops downward from twig to branch, and descends to the
ground. Raising his body as high as possible, and carrying
his tail inclined upwards, to avoid contact with the molilt
grass, he walks a few paces, and spying an earth-worm half
protruded from its hole, drags it out by a sudden jerk, breaks
it in pieces, and swallows it. Now, under the hedge he has
lOund a snail, which he will presently detach from its shell.
But something among the bushes has startled him, and
lightly he springs upwards, chattering the while, to regain
his favourite tree. It is a cat, which, not less frightened
than himself, runs oft' toward the house. The :Magpie again
descends, steps slowly over the green, looking from side to
side, stops and listens, advances rapidly by a succession of
leaps, and encounters a whole brood of chickens, with their
mother at their heels. Were they unprotected, how deli
ciously would the Magpie feast, but alas, it is vain to think
of it, for with.fury in her eye, bristled plumage, and loud
clamour, headlong rushes the hen, overturning two of her
younglings, when the enemy suddenly wheels round, avoid
ing the encounter, and flies off after his mate.
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CI There again, you perceive them in the meadow, as they
walk a.bout with elevated tails, looking for something eatable,
although apparently with little success. By the hedge afar
off are two boys with a gun, endeavouring to creep up to a
flock of Plovers on the other side. But the Magpies have
obserTed them, and presently rising, fly directly over the
field, chattering vehemently, on which the whole flock takes
wing, and the disappointed sportsmen sheer off in another
direction.1t

Jesse, in his cc Gleanings," remarks, that this bird ill fond
of butterflies. As he was passing a considerable length of
wall one day, he noticed flve or six. Magpies perched upon it,
from which they eagerly darted at the butterflies as they
came near them, making a short and elegant circle, and
alighting on the wall again to feed on their prey. The
imitative powers of the Jay and Magpie are well known, and
many amusing anecdotes are told of them in our popular
books on Natural History.

12. THE GARRULOUS ROLLER.

COB.\llIAB GABBULA. Linn. Lat1l..-RoLLmB D'EUBOPE. Bv§.-RoL
LIlI:B VULGAIBIL Temm. Man. d'Qm.-RoLLEE. Mont. Om.
Dict.-RoLLEB. SiIJJ. lliustr.-DIE MANnELKRAHE. Bee1&.

DESCRIPTION.-I formerly thought that this bird could
not be tamed, but have been convinced of the contrary by
Dr. Meyer, of Offenbach, and M. von Clairville, of Wintel'o
thur, who have frequently reared its young.

In size and figure it resembles the Jay; it is nearly a. foot
long, of which the tail occupies four and a half inches and
its expansion is two feet. The beak. is one inch and a quarter
long, very like that of the Magpie, blackish and with naked
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nostrils j the mB, grey; the feet rather more than an inch
high, and, together with the toeB, of .. dirty greyish yellow ;
head, neck, gorge, throat, breut, and vent, and large coverts
of die wiDgs, &DO all the lower covert.s. are of .. bluish gJ:een;
the b.ck, shoWdan, and the thl'l:le last pinion feathers, of a
liver colour; the coverts of the tail, the smaller coverts of
the wings, a.nd the concealed 'Web of the pinion feathers, on
the inner margin, are of an indigo blue; the extema.l 'Web
of the pinion ..then is black, from the base half way down
bluiah green; tlnl straight te.il is of a dirty blue green at the
base, beooming purer and lighter towards the tip, the two
centnl feathers being entirely brownish green, the mat black
at the tip, and the second to the fifth, having on the inner
web a large blue spot, rih a brownish tip, and all these
colours shine also beneath.

The female is reddish grey, tinged with bluish green OD

tbe head, neck, breast, and belly ; the back and tile posterior
pinion feathers are bright greyish brown; the rump green,
with & tinge of indigo blue; the tail blackish, tinged with
green and blue, in other respects like the male.

HABITAT.-This bird inhabits Europe and Northern
Africa, but not throughout the entire width of this latitude.
It is found in but few spots in Germany, chiefly in the oak
aDd pine forests of the plains, especisJly those having a sandy
soil, but not in the mountainous districts. In its migrations
it is frequently found in other districts. When caught it
should be a.llowed to run about with clipped wings.

FOOD.-This consists of insects a.nd frogs, and, it is said,
also of the knotty roots of plants, acorns, grain. and similar
things; but in my chamber I have never seen them pick up
and eat any vegetable substance, and I therefore doubt if
such be the case.

BREEDING.-The nest is built in hollow trees, &ud is
formed with twigs, blades of grass, feathers, ar.td hair. It
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contains from four to seven eggs, very obtuse a.bove, and
beneat.h very point6d j they are white, and hatched by the
parents conjointly, in from eighteen to twenty days. The
young birds do not acquire this beautiful bluish green colour
before the second year, but they have the head, neck, and
breast, covered with a greyish white.

The following is Dr. Meyer's mode of training the Roller:
_u The bird should be taken half fledged from the nest, and
fed with chopped bullock's heart, beef, or offal, until they
can feed themselves. They are continued to be fed with the
same food, or with half-grown living frogs. It is amusing to
observe how they kill and devour these, throwing them fre
qnently up, and catching them again in tlleir open beaks as
they fall j they will then t8.ke them by the bind legs and
strike their heads violently against the ground. This round
of throwing up, catching again, and beating against the
ground, continues until the frog is nearly quieted, and they
then devour it. In my opinion, this is done that the frogs,
of which they will eat from three to four successively, should
not move about in their crop.

"When these birds have been fed for some time in this
manner, barley-meal is mixed with their food. Indeed, by
degrees, I have induced them to eat bread, roll, vegetables,
and barley-meal, the latter somewhat moistened; but bul
lock's heart continues their favourite food. I have never
seen them drink.

" They become familiar with their attendant: upon a call
or whistle they will come to him, and will take their food
out of his hand, but without allowing themselves to be
touched. They are never thoroughly tamed, but Bnap about.
Excepting at meal times, they Bit constantly upon the Bame
spot, aud if they chance to hop up and down the room, from
the shortness of their legs this appears to be done painfully.
They must not be left completely to themselvp.B to fly about
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in a room, nor are they to be entirely confined in a cage, as
they are exceedingly shy birds, and often strike their heads
&ga.inst the bars, BOOn destroying themselves. It is best to
clip their wings and let them run about. They are very
quarrelsome together, and bite each other violently; but
comport themselves towards other birds very amicably. For
a time I have allowed them to :fly about in a large breeding
room, in common with diff~rent sized birds, and have kept
them also, for some time, among those of my pigeons which
did not :fly out. They remain as healthy and cheerful alone
as in society, but I nlllla.lly allow them to run about the
chamber with other birds."

I have since seen two of these birds at M. von Clairville's,
and I also possessed one myself. These were all reared upon
bullock's heart. As they could feed themselves, they had
it cut into small pieces, and placed in-a trough with water.
Carrion beetles and other ground beetles are, however, their
favourite food.

COJOl.ENDATORY QUALITIEB.-Beyond their beautiful plu
mage, there is not much to recommend them; yet Madame
von Clairville had tanght one to :fly into her lap to receive its
food and be fondled; but no one durst look on. They almost
always sit upon one spot, but are restless, especially at night;
and when confined in a cage, will batter their plumage.
Those which I saw were not quarrelsome, but sat tranquilly
beside each other" during the process of digestion. Their
voice consists of a disagreeable cry, resembling that of the
frog or the Magpie.
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13.-THE GOLDEN ORIOLE.

OmOLUS GALB1lLA. Li-. Lath.-LoBlor. Buff. :2'_ Man.
d'Orn.-GOLDElJ ORIOL£, Moat. am. Diet. Se1JJ. nIustr.
DEB PlBOL. Beck.

DESCRIPTIOlli.-The male of this beautiful species ls about
the size of a Blackbird, and is nine inches long, of which the
tail occupies three inches and a hal£. The flesh-coloured,
brownish beak is an inch long, strong, roundly convex. and
curved at the upper end, sharp, and somewhat excised at the
point j the nostrils are open; the irides greyish brown; the
feet are an inch high, and, as well as the toes, are of a dirty
lead oolour. Head. neck, back, throat, under side of the
neck, breast. belly, sides, and lower DOvertB of the wings are
of a beautiful golden yellGW, slightly paler OIl the throat and
belly, and upon the romp verging tOwards green j between
the angle of the beak and the eyes there is a bla.ck spot; the
eyelids are margined with yellow; the wings black; the
coverls of the large pinion feathers fringed with pale yellow,
which produces a yellow spot upon the wings. The two
central feathers of the Rtraight tail are entirely black; the
rest, from the base half-way upwaa-ds, also black, becoming
then of a golden yellow, yet so an"8.IJ8Cd that the external
ones have more yellow than those within, and are upon the
narrowest side entirely black.

The female is not so beautiful: she is somewhat smaller.
and the golden yellow colour exhibits itself only at the ends
of the olive green tail feathers, and on the lower coverts of
the tail and of the wings; the 'upper portion of the body is
of the colour of the Greenfinch, and the under side of a dirty
whitish· green, intermixed with dark stripes; the wings are
blackish grey.

HADITAT.-They inhabit coppices in fields and the skirt-
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iug woods of large fore., where thick: a.nd high treeB are
found, giving a preference to thoae where there is a.n inter
mixture of fir and pine trees. It prefen treeB of the denaest
mI.iage, BO that it is rarely to be Been on a naked branch:
dnriDg the cherry Be&IIOn it alBo mta gardens. It comes to
Germany in May, when the trees are full of leaves, a.nd again
quite in August in flocks. If not allowed to run or fly freely
ahom, it should be placed. in a large wire cage, made usually
like a Nightingale cage or a.n ordinary birdhoUBe. At night
it is always very restless, even when covered closely with
So thick clotla, frequently injuring ita plumage by its violence.
Like the Roller, it hops obliquely and awkwardly about the
room,a.nd is quarrelsome a.nd snappishwith all its neighbours.

FOOD.-H feeds upon cherries, berries, and insects. If
an adult male is caught by means of the Owl, it should be
placed in So large cage in a.n unoccupied room or chamber;
it may sometimes be preserved fQ1" a time alive, by giving it,
at first, nothing but fresh cherries, mixing these by degrees
with roll and dried ants' eggs steeped in milk, or with the
ordinary Nightingale food. Dr. Meyer preserved one of
these, which he kept in So Titmouse trap for two years a.nd a
half. At first he fed it upon the usual Nightingale food,
afterwards upon biscuit a.nd milk, and at last it would eat
anything that came to table.

BBEBDING.-The Golden Oriole breeds but once a year,
and exhibits considerable dexterity in building, skilfully
hanging its purse-llhaped nest in the fork of the bushy branch
of So tree or shrub. The nest somewhat resembles a baaket
with two ha.ndles. The female lays from four to five white
eggs, which are sprinkled a.nd marked with blackish dota and
spots; and the young resembles the mother until the second
year. If it be wished ~ resr them, which requires much
labour a.nd attention, they must be taken from the nest
half-fledged, and at first fed with fresh anta' eggs and bul-

a
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lock's heart, beIng by degrees accustomed to the usual Night
ingale food, or roll steeped in milk. They may thus be
preserved for four years or more. It is to be regretted that
they never acquire the beautiful yellow and black colours of
the male in confinement, but always retain the plumage of
the female.

COHMENDATORY QUALITIES.-I ha,e seen two males reared
from the nest, one of which, in addition to its natural song,
which sounds like hidahaya goigaia, &0., or, as children say
in Pntssia, "If you have drank, so pay the reckoning,"
imitated the flourish of a trumpet; and the other piped a
minuet. I must confess that the round, full, flute-like tones
made the song of this bird exceedingly agreeable. It Wll8 to
be regretted that it had cast its golden yellow plumage,
which always takes place in confinement, especially when
the bird is kept in a room where tobacco is smoked, or where
the chiJllney smokes. Its call-note, whereby in June it
distinguishes itself so much from all other birds, is yo, or
pewhloh.

The Golden Oriole, the only species of the genus that is
ever seen in Europe, is said to arrive in Spain, France, and
Italy, about the end of Spring, and it is not uncommon in
many parts of Germany, but is rare in the northern countries,
and in England is not a regular visitant, a few individuals
only having been seen there at long intervals, so that it
ranks among the accidental stragglers. The young are diffi
cult to rear, and do not thrive well in captivity, otherwise

. creatures so beautiful would no doubt be great favourites
as cage-birds, although their natural notes are loud and harsh
and their song unpleasant. .
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14. THE HOOPOE.

83

UPUPA Epops. LVAn. LatA.-HupE, or PunT. BuJf.-LA HUPPF.
Temm. MAn. d'Orn.-HoopoB. Mont. Om. Di~. Stlh. mustr.
-TBB EUROPJWr HooPOB. M'GillifJf'GlI.-DD GBJI:BINB WlEDB
BOPI'. Btch.

DESCRIPl'ION.-In size it resembles & Misselthrusb, and is
a foot long, of which the tail occupies four inches. The beak
is black, two inches and a half long, thin and curved; the
legs are short and black, and the form of ita tarsi and claws
would indicate it to be a climbing or creeping bird; the
irides black brown. Its crest consists of- a double row of

~
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feathers, of which the longest is about two inches; the tips
are black, and the lower ponion orange: head, thruat, neck,
breast, and the Cfl'9Ut8 at ... lower wings, are reddish
brown; the belly white, in yoaag birds marked with dark
brown naml'W' lines which :nm upwards. The upper part of
the back and the small eoverts of the wings are reddish
grey; the lower part of the back, the scapulars, and wings,
black, banded with yellowiah white; the rump white; the
tail, eonsisting of ten black feather!!, having about the middle
a transverse broad ..~ bmd, externally bent into an
obtuse angle.

HABITAT.-During IIlID1mer it inhabiis woods adjacent to
cattle pastures ud aead0'WS. In Augus~when the meadows
are cut, it, ...... in flocks to the plaiDs. It goes away in
September, .. returns towards the ad of April. It fre
quents the ground more than trees, and: should not be placed
in a ~"'6, but allowed to run freely about ihe chamber. It
is exceedingly chilly, and therefore likes WUIIdA; at least it
oonstantly sits near the fireplace, and, froa illIr love of
warmth, will rather let its beak be shrivelled. ~ dan re
move from its position.

FooD.-Theyeat all kind.'! of beetles and insects, for which
they may be seen searching among the dung heaps, and they
are sometimes placed in granaries to catch the beetles, spiders,
and other insects, in which they are very expert. But the
lI88ertion that they eat mice is unfounded. They are easily
fed upon meat and roll steeped in milk. They must, how
ever, have occasionally a ,few meal-worms given them.

BRnDING.-They make their nests in high trees, and lay
from two to four eggs. The nest is formed of eow-dung and
the fibres of roots kneaded into the form of a hemisphere.
Although adult birds may sometimes be reared with much
trouble, it is rarely snccessful In rearing the young from
the nest they should be removed and fed with the flesh of
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young Pigeons until full grown, sa ~ey cannot feed them
selves for Bix weeks. They feed with difficulty at all times,
having So heart-shaped tongue, of the size of half a bean,
which is too short to turn the food into the throat. They
are therefore obliged to throw their food up in the air, open
the beak, and catch it in the gullet sa it &lls.

CAPl'UIlE.-To catch them, iG is DOOeBBary to obeerve So

place where in Auguat they run about in the meadows; a
piece of wood eight inches ICIDg is lIUleared. with birdlime, a
thread of the length of a fingm' iI tied to it, and to the end
of this some meal-worms are fastened; this piece of 'Wood iI
loosely stuck into a molehill As soon sa they obBerve the
worms they pull at the thread; the limed stick thus falls
upon them, and they remain fixed to it.

COlUfll:NDATORY QuA.LlTIES.-The Hoopoe is pleasiag, not
only from its beauty, but ita grotesque grimaces are also very
amusing. It diIltinguishes itself peculiarly by a eonstant
movement of its head, every time tQuohing the ground with
its beak; and at the same time jerking its crest fol'Wal'd and
giving a catch with ita wiugs and tail; when thus advanoing
onwards, it looks aa if it were walking by the aid of a stick.
I have kept several in my chamber, and amused myself with
their strange demeanonr. When looked steadily at· they
immedistely begin their pantomime. M. von Sch.anroth
writes to me sa follows:-" Two young Hoopoes which I
had taken from the summit of a lofty oak. I reared with
difficulty. They would follow me everywhere, and if they
only heard. me at a distance they made a twittering cry of
joy, and would spring towa.rds me; they did not Hy much,
bnt with apparent facility ",hen they did 80; if I IllI.t down
they climbed up my clothes, especially when I fed them,
and would seize the milk-jug, eating with great zest its sur
face of cream. At other times they climbed higher and
higher.till they reached my shoulder or head, ClLl'esling me
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very affectionately, but I had only to say a word to free
myself from their importunity; they then usually retired
beneath the stove. They always looked in my eyes to see if
I WIUl at leisure, and would suit their conduct accordingly.
I fed them with tbe food given to Nightingales, and at the
proper season with beetles, May-bugs and dung-beetles being
their favourite food j earth-worms they would not eat, but
they would strike at them with their pointed beaks until
they had separated the legs and elytra, and nothing but the
soft parts remained j this they would throw up into the air,
and catch it so that it fell longitudinally into the gullet j if
it fell transversely, they would repeat the operation. They
do not bathe in water, and only dust themselves in the sand.
I took them with me into the neighbouring meadows to let
them catch insects, and then observed their instinctive fear
()f birds of prey. As soon as a Raven or even a Pigeon was
'Seen fiying, they would throw themselves down upon the
ground, spread out their wings so widely that the outermost
pinion and tail-feathers touched each other, and the bird was
surrounded, as it were, by a glory of pinion and tail feathers;
turning their head back, and holding the beak upright in the
air. In this position they looked like a great clod. As
soon as the bird was out of sight they would jump up with
cries of joy. They basked and stretched themselves with
delight in the sun. When pleased they would cry wek, welc,
wek, in a fioating tone j in anger they had a shrill voice, and
the male, which is the reddest, would cry a couple of times
llup, hup. The female often carried her food about the room,
rolling around it feathers, small threads, or dust. This
formed a ball in the stomach, of the size of a hazel nut, and
tbe consequence was that she died of indigestion. The male
survived the winter, and sat always upon the warm stove,
which cansed its beak to shrivel so, that it gaped an inch
asunder, and it thns died very miserably."
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This bird has been met with in most parts of Britain,
and even as far north as the Orkneys, although Dot on the
western coast. It seems to make its appearance irregularly
-more frequently in the autumn than in the summer, but
mrely breeding. The form of its claws would lead us to
suppose it to be a climbing or creeping bird; but although it
resides chiefly in the woods, it is said also to betake itself to
the fields in. their vicinity, and to walk about in search of
food, which consists of insects and larvre. It breeds in
bollow trees, forming its nest, according to some, of dry
cow-dun~ and roots, or, as other authors assert, of decayed
wood, grass, and feathers. It reaembles the King6sher in
the construction of its bill, and especially in the form of the
tongue; but the shortness of the latter organ does Dot render
necessary a diet of fish or frogs, as has been asserted, for
other birds with short tongues can pick up small insects and
larvlIl with ease.

The bird derives its name from the crest of tuft (huppe, as
tlre French term it) with which its head is adorned. Some,
however, derive its name from its peculiar cry, which is said to
resemble the sounds up, up, or pu, pu. It is said to be shy,
although it su1Iers one to approach within gun-shot.

M. Necker in his Birds ofGeneva, states, that the Hoopoes
fight desperately, and leave the ground covered with feathers;
and a correspondent of the Magazine df Natural HistO'l"Jl
thus describes a favourite locality for these birds on the
Continent :-" On the Bordeaux side of the Garonne, and
near the city, are large spaces of marshy ground, intersected
by broad ditches and creeks terminating in the river, where,
from the advantage derived from the water, many poplars
and willows are planted for the sake of the twigs, which are
much used for tying vines. These trees being topped at
about ten or twelve feet from the ground, so as to induce
them to sprout much, become very thick, and in the course
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of a few years, gradually decayiDg at the oentl'l', are attacked
by numerous insects, particu1&dy the jet-llIlt, }I'urmica fidi
gi'M.a. In these retired places, which are frequented only
by a few cowherds and country people, Che Hoopoe, which is
a very shy bird, may be freqIlently oble:rved examining the
rotten wood, and feeding on the insects with which it
abounds. The Hoopoe flies low and seldom, UB1ess when
disturbed, its food being so abundant 88 to require little
search. It breeds in a hollow willow about the end of May.
The young come Ollt in June; bllt I could not aAcerta.in the
exact time reqllired for hatching."

Instances of the bird's breeding in this country are on
record; JeBBe, in his Gleaning" mentioIU! a pair which built
their nest and hatched their young in a tree close to the
house at Park End, near Chichester; Dr. Latham had a
young bird sent him on the 10th of Kay; a.ud Montagu
speaks of a pair in Hampshire which begun a nest, but left;
it unfinished.

la.-THE CUCKOO.

CuCULUS CAlIIOBUB. Lin". .LaU&.-COUOOU. Bvff.-Couoou GBIS•.

TefMft. Ma.n. d'Orn.-COJO(Oli CUCKOO. MOIIL Om. Dioli. &lb.
mustr.-THE GREY CUCKOO. M'Gillivra,.-DBB GEMEImI: Ku
KUelL Beeh.

DESCRIPTION.-1t is of the size of a Turtle.dove, is fourteen
inches long, of which the tail measures seven. The folded
wings extend to three-fourths its length; the beak is an inch
long, gradually curving, it is black above, beneath bluifih, at
its angles saffron yellow, and in the gorge orange red; the
forehead and edge of the eyelids are yellow; the nostrila are
margined; the higs yellow, and one inch high; two toes in
front and two behind form climbing feet. Head, back of
the neck, back, rump, and coverts of the wings, dark ashy
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grey; the back aDd the ooverts of the mgt have an iri
desoent re1lection; the UDder part of the body, 88 far as the
breast, ashy grey; thence white, with blackish grey undu
lating lines; the pinion feathenl dark: brown, with white
spots on the inner web: the tail fea.the1'8 wedge-ehaped aocI
black, with an oval white spot in the middle, which, upon
the centre one, is BCal'Ce1y diBtinguiahable.

The female is smaller, above dark grey, with dirty brown
diluted spots; beneath the neck ashy and yellowiah, mingled
with dark brown traoavel'8e stripes; the belly is dirtyw~,
striped obliquely with dark broWD.

HABITAT.-As a migratory bird, it arrives in Germauy
about the end of April, and goes away again in September ;
aDd it may be either allowed to 1I.y about the chamber, or
placed in a la.rge wicker cage.

FOOD.-Many kinds of inBectB. They collect great quan
tities of caterpillars from the trees. WheA caught they
must have meat and the general food of biscuit crumbs, 4w.

BREEDING, AJl]) OTBEB PEOULIABITIES.-It is the only
bird which does not hatch its own eggs, but deposits one, or
at most two, eggs in the nests of insect-eating birds. It
must be reared from the nest. This I have never done
myself, but several of my acquaintances have. As in every
respect it is a remarkable bird, and possibly many amateurs
would like to have one or two in their rooms, I shall insert
IlOme observations M. von Schauroth has communicated to
me about it. " The Cuckoo possesses scarcely any qualities
to recommend it as a chll.Dlber bird. Adult, it is too per
Vel'8e 8l1d voracious: its general character is obstinacy and
faooci.ty, or else it sits quite still and melancholy. I have
reared several, and the last I found in the nest of the Yellow
Bunting; it was still blind, and yet attacked me with great
fury when I removed it. It had scarcely been with me six
days, when it would eat, apparently out of rage, all the food,
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chiefly birds' flesh, which I offered to it; it was, however,
very long before it learnt to eat out of its trough, and 80

violent was it, that it upset all the vessels. The tail grew
'VerY slowly, and the bird never was thoroughly tame-
BIl&pping at my hands and face, and indeed at everything
that approached too closely, as well as at other birds that
chanced to be in its way. It devoured the first general
food, and in great quantities, which made it eject a great
deal, and it is in many respects a foul feeding bird. It is
extremely awkward with its small climbing feet, cannot
absolutely walk, making at most great jumps, but it flies
with the greatest facility."

Colonel Montagu had a young Cuckoo brought to him in
the month of July, jnst as it could fly, and by great care, he
kept it alive till December. For two months after it was
caught it never attempted to feed itself by picking j and
even to the last moment seemed to prefer being fed by the
hand of its mistress rather than have the trouble of picking
up its food, of which it Wll.'l extremely choice. Of strangers
it was very fearful,. fluttering in its cage to avoid their
attentions; but it would suffer itself to be caressed by a
young lady who hRd been its kind benefactress.

The Cuckoo arrives in the south of England about the
20th of April, in the south of Scotland towards the end of
that month, and in the northernmost parts of Britain soon
after the beginning of May. The periods of arrival, how
ever, vary considera~ly according to the character of the
season, and as the birds do not always announce their return
by emitting their well-known cry, they may sometimes be
met with at a time when their presence is not suspected.
There seems to be hardly any part of the country which they
do not visit: for while some remain in the southern counties,
others settle in the remotest islands of the north j and
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although they are met with in the most cn1tivated districts,
they also frequent the valleys of the wildest of our hilly and
mountainous tracts. Perhaps the most favourite resorts of
the species are parks and plantations bordered with field
and pasture-grounds, or the woods and thickets of the upland
glens: but on the rocky hills of the most treeless regions,
and the bleak moors or ferny braes of the interior, it is
found often in great numbers, although never in flocks, for
if gregarious during its migrations, as some suppose, it mani
fests no social disposition during its residence. Whether it
be more numerous in the south than in the north seems
doubtful, for while it is stated" that they abound in the
Malvern Hills, making the whole circuit of them resound
with their note," they are as plentiful in the wooded valleys
of the counties of ROBS and Inverness.

.. In the maritime Highlands and Hebrides," says M'Gil
Iivray, .. every one is on the look-out for the Cuckoo, which
is a great favourite with the Celts, with whom, however, it
may be the harbinger of evil as well as good, for should the
Cuckoo be first heard by one who has not broken his fast,
some misfortune may be expected. Indeed, besides the
danger, it is considered a reproach to one to have heard the
Cuckoo while hungry, and of such a one it continues to be
said that the bird has muted on him, •chac a chuaig air.'
But should the Cuckoo be heard when one has prepared
himself by replenishing his stomach, all will go well. The
lover of nature, however, whether Saxon or Celt, gladly
hails the bird of summer,

• Cuckoo ! Cuckoo I 0 welcome, welcome notes I
:Pieldl, woods, and waves rejoice
In that recover'd voice,

As on the wind its Buty musio Boats.
At that elixir strain,
:My youth re8umes ita reign,

And life's :lirIlt spring comes blossoming again.'
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CC Early in the sunny mornings of May, and towards the
close of day, he who wanders along the wooded valleys will
be sure to hear the ever-pleasing cry of the Cuckoo, unvaried
though it be, as the bird, perched on a rock, or lichen-clad.
block, or baJancing itself on the bra.uch of some tall tree,
cooes aloud to its mate. Let us pause and listen: the bini
is not far distant, and we may describe his song, such as it
is. You hear nothing but the same hu-hu, or if you please
so to syllable it, coo-coo, repeated at short intervals j but if
you attend better you will find that these two loud and
mellow notes are preceded by a kind of churring or chuck
ling sound, which, if you creep up unseen, you will hear to
ooIUlist of a low and guttural inflection of the voice, during
which the throat seems distended.

cc The Hight of the Cuckoo is swift, gliding, tJven rapid on
oocasion, generally sedate, usuaJIy at no great height. In
the hilly parts it may be seen skimming over the ground,
alighting on a stone or crag, balancing itself, throwing up its
tail, depressing its wings, and then perhaps emitting its
notes. In woody districts it glides among the trees, perches
on their boughs, and makes occasional excursions into the
thickets around. On the ground I have seldom seen it
unless when cooing, and there it can scarcely walk with
more ease than a Swallow j but on trees it alights with
facility, clings to the twigs with firmness, glides among the
foliage, and by the aid of its tenacious grasp and ample tail,
throws itself into various and always graceful postures, as it
searches for its prey. Its food consists of coleopterous, lepi
dopterous, and dipterous insects-in procuring which it
must visit a variety of places---and very much of hairy cater
pillars, which it picks from among the grass and heath,
where, however, it cannot Beal'eh by walking, like a Plover'
or Curlew, as its feet are too short, and its toes mis
placed for such a purpose. Yet it ClUJ. hobble round
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a bush to pick the worms from it, 88 well 88 cling to its
twigs."

Whether the Cuckoo ever does take a share in the per
formance of the parental duties, bas been, and still is, a
disputed question; ornithologists have generally inclined to
the negative side, but from some very positive assertions
recently made by J. M'Intosh, in TM NaflMaJiat, it would
appear that they have yet much to learn on this subject.
He states, that with a pocket telescope, he distinctly saw the
female Cuckoo feeding its young in the nest of a Hedge
Aecentor, constructed in a holly.bllBh about two feet from
\he ground. Mr. Kidd also asserts that such a fact bas been
witnessed by a friend of his, whose veracity he could not
~n; the foster-parent in this case being a Redbreast,
which was assisted in the work of procuring food for the
yoUBg Cuckoo by the real parent. According to Lisle
Bowles, this bird, of all the songsters of the woods and fields,
is \he only really ICMntifie performer; his notes being the
fifth and third of the diatonic scale, and therefore strictly in
accordance with musieal numbers. Wordsworth's beautiful
lines on the Cuckoo, and the pleasing ode by Logan, have
been too often quoted to need a repetition here.

Coogle
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16.-THE LESSER GRAKLE.

GUCCULA BELIGIOBA. Liflft.-MINO OU MAINATB. Buffo-DBB MINO

ODD PLUNDBBJIB.-BeM.

DEBCBIPTION.-This bird is about the size of a Blackbird,
being ten and a half inches long. ItB beak is slightly con
vex, knife-shaped, naked at the base, one and a half inch
long, of an orange colour, and bright yellow at the apex;
itB legs are orange yellow; the nostrils longitudinal, and
placed in the middle of the beak; the iris nut brown; the
feathers at the side of the head are short, like shorn velvet.
excepting in the middle, towards the back of the head, where
they resemble those of other birds; at each side of the head
there is naked skin, which commences beneath each eye and
extends to the back of the head, where, however, they do
not unite; it is of unequal width, broad near the margins of
the eyes, and yellow. At certain seasODS of the year, how
ever, and in certain humours of the bird, whether angry or
plessed, it somewhat changes it!! colour. The chief colour of
the plumage is black, with a purple, violet, and green reflec
tion, varying according to the light; there is a white stripe
upon the pinion feathers; the straight tail is three inches long.

PECULIABlTIES.-This bird is found in several parts of the
East Indies, in the Island of Jamaica, in Java, and in almost
every island beyond the Ganges. They feed upon >egetable
SUbstances, and those which are brought to Europe are very
fond of cherries and grapes. When cherries are shown
them, and are withheld for a time, they scream and cry like
disappointed children. They become exceedingly tame and
confiding, pipe and sing admirably, and chatter better th~n

any Parrot. In China they are frequently kept in cages,
being conveyed thither from Java, and sold for ahout five
shillings a-piece. In Central Germany, where too distant
from the coast, they are rarely to be met with.



SECTION IIL-LEVIROSTRES. LARGE-BILLED
BIRDS.

IN these birds the bills are large, but generally hollow, and
therefore extremely light; convex above, and hooked in
front; feet short, robust, and in those I shall here describe,
chielly formed for climbing; the tongue is large and lIeshy,
resembling that of man, and on this account they easily
learn to speak. They are all foreign birds, and must be
tamed young if they are to be taught to articulate words.

I shall only mention here the ordinary Parrots which are
brought from the East and West Indies, and distributed
throughout Europe by the bird dealers. Ifit should happen

Googe
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tbat one is acquired not described here, it may be treated
like those to which it has the greatest affinity.

This family of birds is most commonly ranged under six
divisions, but for the purposes of the present work, the fol
lowing tbreeclasses are sufficiently distiIictive :-Tbe Macaw,
inclu~ the Cackatoo and Tucan j the :&not, including
tbe Pa.rakeet j and the Lory.

In the gracefulness of their forms and the richness of
their colours, the MACAWS are among the most beautiful of
these Vf!6Y showy birds. Their prineipal. distinguishing
characters are--tbe cheeks naked of fee.thers, and the tail
very long. Their attitude :ill graceful, aDd the colo1ml of
their plUIDB.ge and al80 of the metallic re1lections, are in
tensely bright. 8cneching is their .'murite sound, in the
exercise of which they occupy a considerable portion of their
time; in otber respeciB they are more sedate, less given to
mischief, and do not so habituaHy tear tbings to pieces as
the Parrots; while tbeir large size, handsome form, rich
colours, and graceful deportment, render them favourites in
spite of their noise. .

They are all inhabitants of the warmer parts of America. j

and, like the rest of the family, seek their food and spend
most of their time upon trees, in the holes of which the
majority of them nestle. Some are said to excavate decay
ing trunks like the Woodpeckers, though one species at least
is mentioned as burrowing in the elevated banks of rivers
and streams. Their food is the seeds of large forest trees,
rather than the succulent pericarps of fruit, whether wild or
cultivated j but they attack with gree.t avidity the smaller
cultivated fruits, such as coffee. They are not so BOCial as
most others of the family; being found in pa.irs, or at most
two or three pairs together, more in jux.ta.-poaitioll than in
society.
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Of the P ARBO'l'B, properly BO called, the greater number
are natives of tropical America, where the trees furnish
them with an ample Bllpply of food. There is one, however,
which is a native of Africa., though there are 80me distinc
tions between it and the Americau ones, in the air of the
body, the form of the bill and head, a certain portion of the
face being naked, the general tint of the plumage, and
several other characteristics. These birds are in some
respects the most interesting of the whole family. They
are by no means the handsomest, either in their forms or in
the colours of their plumage. They are, however, the most
dexterous climbers, and some of them at least are the most
8D8Ollptihie of being taught to articulate words. The general
characters which distinguish them from the rest of the
family are but few ill number, but they are well marked and
easily observed.

The LOR1ES a.re all natives of the east; and many of them
ale birds of great beauty and highly interesting manners.
They are, however, more delicate in their nature than the
Macaws, Parakeets, and Parrots j and, therefore, though
they are abundant in their native countries, thel!e is some
difficulty in bringing them alive to Europe; and a good deal
of lm'6 is necestlll.ry in order to keep them alive after they
are brought. The name" Lory," by which the whole are
popularly designated, is, like the word " Cockatoo," the call
note of BOme of the species; though neither the one nor the
other is the call-note of all the birds of which it" has become
the name.

When in them native forests these birds are exceedingly
noisy j but it does not appear that any of them have much
tendency to attack Any other bird or animal Neither do
they seem to· have any desire to devour eggs or· insects, nor
&re they quarrelsome with each other.

There ill little doubt that the manners ot Parrots in their
H
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native woods differ greatly from those which they display
when kept in a state of captivity by man. Numerous as
they are, they belong to wild nature, and their use to ma.n is
limited. It is true that the young birds generally, and also
the old ones of BOme of the species, are eaten by the human
i.nhabitants of BOme of their localities. But there are few
human inhabitants in such places j and it is no very easy
matter to come at the Parrots, unless when they flock out
upon plantations near the woods j and upon such occasions
their carcasses do not repay the damage they commit.

Many accounts have been given of the loquacity of
Parrots j and BOme of them are very amusing, as showing
the power of imitation and the perfection of execution here
after to be noticed. We shall content ourselves with little
more than a single one, which we give from personal observa.
tion. The writer of this article had a friend who received a
green Amazonian Parrot from a naval officer, who had just
returned from the command of a frigate on the West India
:Btation, during the time when the West Indian seas were 80

llfIluch infested by pirates. This Parrot had been taken from
;8 piratical vessel made prize of by the frigate j and as it was
-docile, and actually communicated BOme useful hints in the
:1lcraps of Portuguese which it repeated, and sung and w'histled
in loud and clear strains, it soon became a favourite on board
the frigate, and was not long in learning all the pipings and
words of command which were most frequently repeated.

On the evening ~f its arrival, its new master had a dinner
party, and the Parrot, being ll. stranger, was placed on a pier
table at the lower end of the room. From the time of its
landing it had continued quite silent j and, as the giver had
not said one word of its powers, it was supposed to be a
dumb Parrot. The party sat down to dinner with a good
deal of glee and hilarity, and the bird began to show more
1\Ctivity. In a. short time it piped the boatswain's whistle,

,
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t.i1l all the apartment rung again j and almost immediately
after the pipe, it called in a hoarse, stentorian voice
"Steady! take in a little there," which somewhat astonished
the party, as they were taking in their dinner and wine.
During the afternoon it kept calling, " One point below I '
Cl Thus." After a while it treated them with a very tolerable
repetition of the Portuguese hymn, and concluded by a
violent fit of swearing in the same language. The age of
this specimen when it came into the hands of the gentleman
alluded to was not known, neither is the writer acquainted
with the sequel of its history, but it was a very amusing
bird, though quite wayward and untractable.

IT.-THE RED AND BLUE MACAW

:P8n'rAcus MACAO. .Linn.-ABA BOUGB. Bu.ff.-DEB BOTHE AlWl.
Bech.

1>JalcIupnoN.-This, as well as all other Parrots, is kept
for the sake of the splendour of its plumage, and its admi
rable poweIB of articulation. Some there are, however,
for instaDce the Ash-coloured Parrot,-which likewise imitate
the song of birds, as well as pipe very agreeably. All birds
which speak, or at least articulate very distinctly, must, as I
h avebefore obsen-ed, have a thick, rounded tongue, the band
of which is loosened, to give it greater freedom. Hence it
is that Parrots, especially the short-tailed ones, are enabled
to speak the most distinctly of any birds, the Ravens, Crows
Jack-daws, and Jays following next in their capacity for
imitating articulate sounds; while, from the peculiar con
struction of the throat and larynx, Starlings, Blackbirds, &0.
articulate the most distinctly of all.

The Blue Macaw is one ofthe largest Parrots, being two
feet eight inches long, about the size of a moderate fowl

H2
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The beak is 80 strong &8 to be capable 01~ the lltofte
of a peach j the upper mandible, ",lrleh is mull emoved, is
",}Uk, excepUng tlte tip and base, "hich ar& black j the
lowell' JIINldible is eo.tirely b1aek j the feeG ale grt1T j the
cheeks naked, and covered with a whitish, :rough skin j the
irides bright yellow; head, neck, 'hre&86, belly, thiglls, the
upper part of the back, and the upJl8l' ooverfls of tlte wiDga
are of a brilliant scarlflt j the lower pari of the backand rump
height Qlue; the scapular feathers and largest coverts of the
wiasa blue, yellow, and green intermixed; the pinion feathl'S
It&Te the external "ee of & bealltifM ultramarine and royal
blue, the inner web is greyish black j the tail is conieal, and
the two middle pinion feathers are scarlet, with bright brown
tips, the next on either side half blue half red, yet inter.

mingled j the four ex
ternal ones nolet, blue
above, and beneath pale
red.

The female scarcely
_ differs from the male.

These colours are not
uniform in. all, differ
ences sometimes occur
ring in the wings and
tail, yet not sufficiently
to prevent the species
being recognised.

HABITAT. - It is a.
native of the Bra.zils,
Guiana, and other parts
of South Ameri~ and
chiefly frequents damp

forests in couples. It is usually allowed to go freely about, and
for a. perch it should be supplied with & smooth~stick, crossed

Googe
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by a tnarverse ODe : like all the P&n"OtI, tbiB is a very dirty
bird, aDd it is belt to place tGeir perches in a wire cage.
Wbeu. e1epace of &ppearmce is dtllired, the cage may be in
bm lib the en«raving, tIIld must be from two and a half to
three feet in dilDletEr ad eight feet high, to prevent injury
to the beautUW tail feMllen, and to give the space neoetllU"Y
for ueroUe.

FOOD.-In ita native foreets it feeds chiefly upon the fruit
of the palm. With WI also it will eat all kinds of fruit j

bat it ia belt to feed it apon roll llt.eeped in milk. .Bilcait
also is not hurtful, but meat, .. well as all kinds of patry
aud sweetmeats, render it unhealthy, and even if it survives
Ilpoll this for Illlveral yean, it becomEll Ilicldy, ita plUlllllge
ce" di.eoI'd.ered, it Creque.tly bites out ita ftlathers, ellpecially
upon the wi8gB, aDd even gaaWB holea in different pL1'tII of
iIle body. It drinb but li~ being alwaYIl mpplied with
succulent food.

BREEDING.-These Parrots make their nests in the holes
of old trees that have beeu partially cut down, or rotted
away; by means of the beak they will extend the cavity,
if not large enough, and line the inside with feathers
The female, like all the American Parrots, lays two eggs
twice a-year, which are in size and colour like those of the
Partridge. With us a.1so the females will lay, but they are
usually unimpTegnated j or if not unfruitful, these birds,
like all the Parrots when domesticated, lose the instinct of
hatching; yet instances have occurred wherein this instinct
bas been 80 strong that they have even hatched the eggs
of pigeons and hens. Those which are brought to Europe
are usually such as have been reared from the nest, espe
cially when they can speak; for adults are not only diffi
colt to tame, but wholly incapable of being taught, and
they then utter nothing but the insufferable shriek, whereby
they express their emotions.
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:MALADIEll.-They are subject to many maladies, and
especially atrophy, or consumption, for which the remedy is
warm appropriate food, such as water-cress, and a rusty nail
in the water they drink. Like all Parrots, they must be care
fully tended whilst moulting, not only that they may be kept
healthy, but also that they may obtain aperfeet plumage.

COJUrENDATORY QUALITIEll.-These Parrots are admired
chiefly on account of their beautiful colours; they learn to
articulate several words very distinctly, know their home, and
follow the least sign of their owners. But their clumsy
creeping movement, by the help of the heak, and uncleanly
habits render them very disagreeable chamber birds. They
are malicious, take capricious dislikes to particu1a.r persons,
and children must not be left in a room alone with them, 80S

they are apt to fly at the face, and injure the eyes. Their
excrement, which is very fluid and unpleasant, must be
removed daily.

18.-THE BLUE AND YELLOW MACAW.

PSITTJ.CUS ARAllAUNA. Linn.-L'ABA BLEU. Bu§'.-Du BLAtm

A1u.s. Beck.

DESCRIPTION.-This Parrot, which is of the size of a Capon,
and two feet eight inches long, is, I collilider, a handsomer bird
than the preceding, although its colours are not so dazzling.
The beak is black; the feet dark ashy grey; the cheeks flesh
coloured and naked, striped with a few beautiful black
lines of the form of an S, consisting of short feathers; the
iris bright yellow; the throat is surrounded by a black
band; the forehead, as far as the vertex, the sides of the
head, and the small coverts of the wings, are dull green; the
rest of the upper part of the body of a beautiful blue; the
nunp sky blue; the under part of the body saffron; tho
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thighs orange j the wings, and the VfJrj conical tail, of a
beautiful blue j of the latter the two central feathers are of

one colour j the others play into violet on the inner margin,
and uearer the base are margined with black. It varies but
little in colour.

HABITAT.-It is brought from Jamaica, Guiana, the Bra.
zila, and Surinam.

Coogle
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PECULIARITIES.-In habits, and the other interesting quali
ties desirable in an agreeable chamber bird, it agrees with
the Red and Blue Macaw: but it does not so easily learn
to speak; does not utter t.1J.e __ ¥acaw so distinctly,
but the word Jacob,.fiae u..tfutc of ..~, the mewing of
cats, and the bar".f6 "'ogJ, it _ I facility, and
very accurately. ,.. custom.of ....,. d1e.evening
appears remarlr.llill&

JJ-.TBE XILI'I'.lBY MACAW.

P8l'I"1'_........ LiRa.-DER GBUlIlIl.l.uL Bd.

DESCRIPIIII)N.-It is rather smailerthan tile fonegoing, two
feet four i.ehes .... Edwardl has described. and ~ured it
very welL rn. heak is large lLnd black ; the lege fleshy
brown; ~ks.d. circle aroand the eyes pale flesh colour,
interspel'lllMl with a few black haired streaks oCfeathers, cmrved
and very delicate. The head, neck, bloCk, ClOvertB of the
wings, and uuder .PJl"t of the body, are grallS groeen; iii some
parts brighter, _ in other merging into dark or olive green.
On the forehead there is a thick band of bright red feathers,
~hich feel like OQIU"SIl velvet j the green anal feathers are in
termingled with red j the pinion feathers are black anteriorly,
becoming gradUAlly blue behind, the last only, with the sca
pulara, inclining more to green; the rump blue; the central
tail feathers are very long, like those of the preceding birds,
and, as well as the rest of the tail feathers, blue, with greeniRh
tips, but bright red at the base.

PEOULIARITIES.-This Macaw is brought from South Ame
rica. It is considered a greater rarity, and is dearer than the
preceding ones, It is extremely docile, and speaks with faci
lity. That which I saw repeated everything- immediately,
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eatled all the elrildrea in tile house by their 1I&IIU!8, 'WU 'VfIr1
patient, obedient, and attaehed, BBd th.. lliatingailbed it8eti"
very advantageously from the preceding.

I.

'.
20.-THE ILLINOIS PABBOT.

PsrrrADUII nBTDI'AL .LiRa.-PRBoon ILLDlOI8. Bvff.-DD
ILLIlIBIltBCBJI 81T'l'ICJI. Bee"'.

DDCRI1'TION.-Thill is one of the most common Parrots
to be lleen at the bird-dealen'. It is nine and a half inches
long. The bmk bright 88h colour; the ey. 81HTOUnded by
a bald grey skin; the iris dark orange; the feet dark grey ;
the prevailing colour green, beneath yellowish grey; the
forehead,- cheeks, and throat of a beautiful orange; the vertex
dark green, behind brighter, mtermingled witb yellow; the
front of the neck ashy green; the abdomen baa some omnge
8pObII; the pinion featben bluiall greea, blaek:ish OIl the inner
web, the fi'f'e laat~ green; the tA&il conical; the middle
feathers of one colour, the others margined partly withatihy
grey aDd partly witll bright yellow.

In the female tile forehllld ill dark yellow, and there ill
DO yellow intermixtare at the back of the head, or on the
abdomen.

HAmTA.'1'.-It is a native of the Brazils, Guiana, and
Cayenne, ....here it inhabit., the Pamfl8ll, and other open
places, building in the gilDgll of the white ants (lwme8jaeali.8).
They are gregarious, and are sometimell found in flocks of
lleVeral hundredll. They are usually kept in pail'B in a large
wire cage. They are constantly caressing each other, and
one will frequently pine to death at the 10811 of the other.

FooD.-Feeding gregariously at large, they plant guards
to apprize them of the approach of any enemy, on whose
appearance they fly oft' with loud icreams. Their food con·
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Bists of caestnuts, acorns, peas, pulse, and other grain. In
confinement we feed them upon roll steeped in milk, and
upon nuts.

COllUNDATORY QUAL1TIES.-Theyare pleasing to the bird
fancier, from the beauty of their plumage, their familiarity,
and especially from the tenderness and affection which they
display towards each other. Tbey speak little, if at all, but
utter inceBBaDtly very discordant sounds.

21.~THE BLUE-HEADED PARROT.

PSU'T.A.CUS OYANOCEPHAI.US. .Li7l7l.-PEBRUOBlIl 1 TET.B BLEll'. Btt;ff'.
DEB BLANKOPFIGB SITTICJL Beck.

DESCRIPTIO:N.-This is a common, but beautiful Parrot,
about the size of a Turtle-dove. It is eleven and a half
inches long, the tail six inches j and the folded wings reach
to its middle. The upper mandible is bright yellow, but of
a bright ashy grey at the tip j the lower one of & uniform.
ashy grey j the circle round the eyes bald and yellow j the
upper part of the body green, the under part yellowish
green j the forehead merging into red; the head is blue j the
throat violet, with an ashy grey reflection j the sides of the
neck d~rk yellow j the pinion feathers green, ashy grey on
the inner web, and at the tip; the two central tail feathers
greenish, passing into blue at the tip; the next the same,
but internally bright yellow j the fOUT external ones green
on the outer web, dark yellow on the inner, but bright yellow
at the tip j the two central feathers almost four inches longer
than the rest j the feet bluish; the claws grey.

PECULIARITIES.-It comes from the East Indies. Its beau
tiful plumage is agreeable, and it is to be regretted that it
does not speak. It must'be treated like the preceding.
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22.-THE ANGOLA YELLOW PARROT.
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PlIl'1'1'AOUS 8OLBTITIALJI8. Linn.-PEBBUCHE JAUliE. BII/'.-Dn
GELDII BITTIOH. Beck.

Dr.scRIPTION.-It is of the size of a Turtle-dove, being
eleven and a half inchee long; the folded wings extend to
OD&-third of the length of the conical tail. The beak and
feet are grey ; the throat, circle round the eyes, and the cere,
bright ashy j the iris bright yellow j the predominant colour
of an orange yellow; the back and coverts of the wings olive
green, spotted j the rump yellowish green j the vicinity of
the eyes, Bidllll, a.nd thighs, red; the coverts of the wings
Dearest the body olive green, with an orange yellow margin j

the anal feathers blue; the large pinion feathers externally
blue, internally yellowish green, and the shorter ones of the
latter colour j the six central tail feathers yellowish green;
the external oneR the same, but blue on the outer margin.

PECULIARITIES.-This Parrot comes from Angola, easily
learns to speak well, a.nd is kept like the others.

23.-LONG-TAILED GREEN PARAKEET. .

PlIl'1'1'AOUS BUTBBOSTBES. Linn.-LE BINCULO. Bv,ff'.-DEB RoTB:.
SCHJJlLIGB SITTICH. Beck.

DESCBIPTION.-It is of the size of a Blackbird, and is
twelve and a quarter inches long, of which the tail occupies
seven inches and a half j the middle feathers are five inches
longer than the outer ones; the folded wings extend to OJ1&

fourth its length. The upper ma.ndible is blood red, black
at the tip, the lower one entirely black; the bald circle round
the eyes, the cere, and the feet, are flesh coloured j the iris
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orange; the predominant colour yellowish green; the mar
gins of the wings brigbtish yellow.

Many are green, with a variety of shades, and *ey some
times have also blue tips to the tail feat'bers.

PECULIARITlES.-It inhabits various parts of America, the
Ialand of St. DcmWgo, Guiana, Brazil, &e. It SCnlllJall and
cries iDcess&ntly, readily learns to speak, pipe, lWd imitate
tke voices of most a.nimals and birds. Confined in a cage
where it has but little freedom to move, it'ClOnstantly .eab
and screems, which frequently makes it almost intoIen.ble.
It requirel the same t.ree.tment 18 the other Parrots, bat; dOE
not appe8l' to be quite 80 cWicate.

U.-THE PAVOUANE PARAKEET.

PSITTACUS GUlAN1tNSlS. Linn.-LJ.. PEBRUOIlB PAVOUANB DB loA

GUUNlIl. Buff-DER PAVUAN ODER GUIAIrn!CRB BITTICK. Bd.

DESCRlPTIOllT.-This bird is the size of the Missel Thr~
twelve inches long, the tail six and a quarter inches, and the
two middle feathers three inches longer than the external
ones. The beak whitish, ashy grey at the point; the cere
whitish; the feet grey; the claws blackish; the upper parts
are dark green, the lower b~hter; the cheeks spotted with
red (in the young not before the fourth year) j the small
lower coverts of" the wings scarlet (paler in young birds) j

the larger ones beautiful bright yellow; the pinion feathers,
as well as those of the back, margined on the inner side with
yellowish green: blackish towards the tip, internally pale
bright yellow, the shaft black.

PECULIARITIES.-It inhabits Guiana, Cayenne, and the
Carribee Islands. Of all the long-tailed Parakeets, this most
readily learns, and speaks also the most distinctly. It is often
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for sale at the bird-dealers', as it admits easily of transport,
and is DOt very delicate. The mode of treating it is the
sa.me as that adopted for the larger parrots.

25.-THE RED AND BLUE-HEADED PARAKEET.

PIm.or..uroB CAMCULABIll. .M1I1I.-PBRBuCBB 1 ho1ft' BovG.. BuI.
Du BousTBBNIGB SI1"J.'IClL B«:A.

DESCRll"!IOl!l'.-Tbis PalTot, which is frequently brotight
110 Germany, is ten inches long, of which the tail occupies the
half, the fOlded wings extending to one-third of the length
of the latter. The upper mandible is bright ashy grey, the
lower darker, often black; the cere bright ashy grey ; the
circle round the eyes dark yellow, orange, or even whitish j

the iris orange yellow; the feet bright ashy grey, with a
ftesby tinge; the forehead is scarlet; the ve~ beautiful
bright blue, brightest behind; the uppel' part of the body
grass green, the under side more brilliant; the large pinion
Mathers blUe on the outer margin, sometimes scarlet at the
base; the tail above dark green, beneath brownish green,
and the two middle feathers are upwal'ds of three and a half
inches longer than the rest. The bird which I consider as
possibly the fem.a.le is reddish yellow on the forehead, and
bright yellow around the eyes.

P!:cuLIARITIES.-1t comes from the southern pal'ts of
America. It is handsome, but does not speak well. Like
t\J.e preceding species, it is easily obtained.
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26.-THE CA1WINAL PARAKEET.

PSI'l"l'AOUS BBY'l'HBOOBl'HALUB. Linn.-L:s PBBBUCBll CABDIII'ALL

BwI--DBB CAlIJ)III'AL BI'l"l'IClL BteA.

D'BllCRIPl'ION.-About the size of the Turtle-dove, being
twelve inches long, of which its very conical tail occupies six
and three-quarter inches, ~d the external feathers are fOIlr
inches shorter than the two narrow central ones. The beak
is of a peach-coloured red j the cere ashy grey j the iris
;yellowish red j the feet grey; the whole head violet, shot
with blue and red j a black ring surrounds the neck; the
throat black j the upper part of the body dark green; the
lower part bright green; the base of the tail bright yellow j

the two middle feathers blue with a white point; the rest
as well as the under part yellowish green. The female has
8. yellow beak, dark ashy blue head, without the ring round
the neck, in lieu of which there is a yellowish tinge indi
cating its position.

In young birds the colour of the head is not distinct, but
varies from rosy red to green, and the neck-ring is wanting.
Three varietiell of the Cardinal Parakeet are described :-

1. THE BLOSSOM-HEADED PABAKEET.-Pet"f'Uche d tete rouge
de Gingi. Buff.-In this, the head is red, shot with bright
blue, especially behind; the black chin narrows into a. thin
line towards the nook; beneath this there is another narrow
bright green line, both forming together a sort of band j the
rest of the plumage is green; the under parts have a bright
yellow tinge; the tail is green above, with 8. bright yellow
inner margin.

2. TH1Il ROSB-HEAlJED Rnm PARAXEET.-PBittactu Ery
throcephal'U8, Benjalensis. Linn.-In which the upper man
dible is bright yellow; thelower one black j the cere brownish;
the apex of the bead and cheeks rose colour, the back of
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the head blue; the throat and the ring around it like tht'
last, as also the red spot upon the coverts of the wings; tht'
two middle feathers are blue; the others olive green, with
blue margiD&

3. BOIUl'BAB PAllAKEET.-Prittacw E~halUB,Bor
MUB. Linu.-In which the upper mandible is red, the lowel
one black; the cere and circle round the eyes uhy coloured;
the whole head of a peach blOBBom red, with a green tinge on
the forehead; from one eye to the other, above the cere,
there is a. black stripe which runs obliquely down to each
side of the nook, becoming wider behind; the uppm.· part of
the body, as far 88 the tail, is bright green, but towards the
middle of the coverts, passing into bright yellow; the whole
of the under part of the body, from the chin, is of a reddish
blossom colour, with a chestnut brown tinge; the feathers
on the thighs, the vent, and the middle of the abdomen,
green, the two middle ones passing into brown; the shafta of
all white.

PECULIAlUTIll'S.-The East Indian bird is chie.6.y distin
guished by its beautiful plumage. It is lively, shy, and
screams a great deal. It will not learn of its own accord,
llnd is taught with much difficulty to articulate words.

27.-PENNANT'S PARAKEET.

P8IftAClllIl PBNlJAnL Lath.-LB PUBPUllJI. Btff.-Dn PBD.ABTSCKll;

BIT'l'IClL Be&..

Dxsc1uPrION.-The male, which is of the size of a hen
spalTOw, has red for its predominant colour, and is called by
bird·dealers the Purple Bird; the beak is strong and curv
ing,. and with a sharp tooth; the under mandible angular at
the sides, merely swollen in the middle, and of a horny blue
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eo!our, fading into wbite at the poi&t; tlw ir.ia. iIJ yellowish
red; the cere da.rk DlllfJ, tbe feet dark Hesb colour, or bright
hrown merging into whiote, and delicately 1lClLled; bead. and
rump are dark crimson; back and scapulars black enclosed
with crimsOn; aU the feathers are blaek atI the base, but on
the head and ramp the bese is coneeaJed, the b.lack tbus. not
beintr aeeu. The th_t, 88 Yell &It the- aaterior small Claverts
of the win~ and the margin.: of the middle pinion feathen,
are of a bright shiniDg sky blue, with some spotJl, as if faded,
upon the wings; the other coYerts, as well 88 the last pinion
feailh81'S, III!e b~k, with IUIlTOW crimson edgellj anll beyond
this internaJly enclosed with gra.'lB green; the pinion faathers
b~k, the II.D.terWr ones, from the base to t1Ie middle, enclosed
with d&lIk sky blue;. the whole of the under part of the body
is of & bright CJ:imBo~ the thighs. incliniDg to bluish j, at the
rump, lD&Dy of theJ fuath.ers are marked, beyond the :ced end,
with a. gnss great bar, glittsing above the black ground
colour; the tail is more than half the length of the body
very conical, dark blue, the external feathers merging upon
the inner '\reb into a sky blue which fad. towa.rds the tip
into· white, the four middle featbera passing into, and tinged
with dark green upon the inner web; the fulded wings cover
the third part of the body; the pinion feathers are angularly
notched upon the external web, the apical portion being
shorter than the basal

The predominant colour in the female, which the bird
dealers treat as a different species, and call the Palm Bird, is
greenish yellow. It is of about the size of the cock Sparrow.
The head, sides of the neck, and half the breast, are of an
intense crimson. The throat pearly blue, with a Bky blue
marginal reflection; the upper part of the neck, the ba.ck,
the scapular, and posterior pinion feathers, of a 'VelVtlt black,
and all the feathers are enclos:ed with greenish yellow; on
the shoulders and neck the enclosure is almost brimstone;
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rump and vent PatTOt green; the long under coverts of the
tail crimson, with yellow green margins; the knee-bands
'merging into sky blue; the under part of the body of •
'beautiful bright yellow, with several irregular red sprinklings
and spote upon the feathers, which at ODce induce the suppo
eition that it belongs to the preceding species; the base of
the tail iridescent, green predominating j the rest of the WI
and the wings as in the male.

PEcuLLuuTIEB.-Theee extremely beautiful Parakeets are
unfortunately wild, shy, and very intractable. They have a
piping voice, which, however, they do not frequently 1IB8.

The feathers, as in the Amboina Parrot, are RO loose, that by
merely handling the bird they fall out. They are brought
from Botany Bay, and are VMY COBtly. Their mode of treat
ment is as in the other Parrots, but being more delioate they
must be very carefully tended.

28.-THE TWO-SPOTTED PARAKEE'l'.
PBl'l"1!ACUS BIJU.CIlLATUI. Bpamnmtll,:M:u Car. Fu.-PBBJI,uCRB 1

:M:ouSTAClDL Do ZWBIJ'LIUIGII Srrnca. BecA.

DBllClUP'l'lolll'.-The length of this beautiful Parrot is one
foot two inabes, of which the tail occupies more than & half ;
it is therefol'e of the size of a Turtle-dove, and is very slender.
The beak is large, orange, or pale blood-red, with brighter
margin and tips, having a deep tooth j the cere lI.esh coloured,
with a bluish re1I.ection; the iris bright yellow, as well &8 the
naked eyelids; the feet ashy grey j the head is of a beautiful
bright ashy grey: the vertex with a greenish tinge; the
narrow band on the forehead is black, the end towards the
eyes Daked and pale lI.esh coloured j the forehead pale yellow j

from the base of the beak, passing over the cheeks, and ex
tending to the throat, there is an almost triangular black
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epot; the whole of the upper part of the body is grass green,
with black shafts to the feathers j in the middle of th~

coverts is 80 yellowish green spot j the pinion feathers are
blackish j upon the external web green, with 80 brimstone
margin j the under part of the body dark rose coloured, the
underwings yellow green; the thigh~ ramp, and vent green;
the tail green; the two pointed middle feathers, only two
nebes longer than the rest, bluish above and dark green at

the tip. There is a variety with a black beak.
The aupposed female is of a pale orange on the forehead,

throat, gullet, and sides of the head and neck j from. the
angle of the mandibles a black oval stripe runs down 1;0 the
throat; occiput, neck, shoulde~ back, ramp, and the
upper side of the tail, are grass green; breast, belly, and
vent, of a beautiful green.

PECULIARITIEB.-It is a delightful, talkative, and very
docile bird, excessively tame, and of a tender and caressing
'.:haracter. Its cries sound like gay / gay / gay /

It comes from the South Bea Islands, and principally from
Botany Bay.

29.-THE ROSE-RINGED PARAKEET.
l'Sl'l"UCUS .AuxANDBI. Linn.-l'sl'l"l'A.CUS MAlIILLENSI8. Bee1l..-

l'ERUCRE .\ COLJIlBB COLBUB DE BOSE. Bufj'.-DEB RoSJIlN1II'ACKIGK

BlTTIOJL Bee"'.
DESCRlPl'ION.-This beautiful species is about twenty

inches in length, but twelve or fourteen of that are occupied
by the tail The general colour of the upper~ is.~n,
varying in different shades 80 as to show off the mdivxdual
feathers; the turns of the wings are bright red, which ex
tends as far lIS the bastard wing, forming a large and. beautiful
spot in the middle of the green; the throat in front has.&
deep black collar which narrows towards the nape, aLd under it
therc is & collar of brilliant red advancing forward nearlyto

--------------- -----
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the throat on each side, but not meeting i the bill allO is red;
the under Bides of the wing and tail feathers, and the tips of
the la.tter, are yellow, and the under part of the bird gene
rally green, but of a muoh lighter tint than the upper parts.
The shape and action of the bird are very graceful, its
manners are gentle, it acquires great docility, and artieola~8

well It is therefore a favourite bird, and there is perhaps
not one more 10 in the Parrot family i because though lOme
of the short-tailed Parrots perhaps speak better, none of them
are 80 handsome or 10 gentle in disposition.

At this dhltance of time, it ia not easy to say which of the
Indian Parakeets WaH fu'Bt introduced into the western world,
or whether several species may not have been brought to
gether. It is well ascertained that long before Alexander'a
invasion, the Egyptians carried on a considerable commerc&
with India; and as the Indian birds and other animala
appear alwaya to bave been great favourites in the western
world, it is by no means improbable that Parrots were intro
duced by the way of Egypt even before the- invasion of India
by Sesostris. Though much nearer in geographical situation,
the Parrots of Asia do not appear to have been introduced
into Europe till some time after the commeIlC6'Il1ent of th&
Christian era; and we accordingly do not find any allusion..
to them in the classical writera, though there are many
allusions to the Indian ones. It is worthy of remark, thaii
those handsome and splendid birds have preserved their
interest for a period of between two thousand and three
thousand yea1'8, and that they continue to be sought after
with as much avidity as ever.

These tame and delicate birds are natives of the Philippine
Islands, especially Manilla. They also 000111' frequently in
Africa. They are beautiful birds, but rarely learn to speak,
and when they do, it i.'I only a few worda. They are treated
like the other delicate Parrots.

I
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SQ.-THE LUNATED PARAKEET.

Fm-ucua LUli'~a. Bc1&.

DlI:BCBIPl'ION.-This bird is a little larger than a Turtle
dove; it is eleven and a half inches long, ofwhich the conical
tail OCCIlpies six inches, and the beak one; the latter is much
curved, and has a Btrong tooth above, and is very obtuse
beneath and whitish, with a horny-coloured tip; the circle
round the eyes sma.ll, bald, and of a greyish flesh colour j the
iris bright yellowish red; the feet dark uhy grey j the fore
head bright red, as well a.s a seIni-cireu.lar Btripe at the 00lD.

menoement of the upper breast, 'Where i~ is wideBt, and
gradually tapering toward. the neck j the whole of the upper
part of the body is dark, or of a leek green, darkeBt upon the
head, every feather having a black shaft; the pinion feathem
dark greeD, with a bluish green reflection upon the external
web:; the colour of the upPer part of the body merging, upon
the tail. and upper coverts of the wings, into Siskin green;
the coverts of the wings bright red; the under part of the
body bright green, with a reddish tinge upon the breast, and
with bright red bees; the wings and the tail, beneath, dirty
golden yellow.

PlilCuLu.RITDI:S.-This Parakeet is very lively, screams
frequeritly, and very loudly, gerr! 9err I and artieuIa.tes dis
tinctly and agreeably. It is fed like the other Parrots, and
appears to attain a very great age in eonfu!.ement, a.s is
proved by the individual of wh.icl1 I have here given the
description.

The Ring Parakeets are held in high estimation for their
symmetry, grace, and elegance, their rich colours, great
docility, and powers of imitation. They are also prized for
their attachment to those with whom they are domesticated.
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31.-THE GREY-BREASTED PARROT.
Fs1T'rAClUS JroB}NUS. .LiMl.-LA PBBBtlOJlB SOOJLIS 00 .1 POl'fBID

GBISB. Buj'.-Du GB~l1BBtlSTIGIIISITTIOK. Bd.

DESCRIPTION.-This pretty Parrot, which is distinguished
by its grey colour, is of the size of a Turtle-dove. From the
feathers of its head, and especially the grey onlll of the
cheeks, being somewhat puffed up, its beak small, and very
obtuse, and the neck always considerably withdrawn, it has
greatly the appearance of an owl. It is ten inches long, of
"Which the conical tail occupies the half; the beak three
fourths of an inch long, considerably and unusually curved
downWlU'ds with four sharp angles on each side of the upper
mandible, and the under mandible truncated, and of a bright
greyish, or rather a bright fleshy colour; the iris brownish
grey; the small hollow circle around the eyes a.nd· the feet
b.right ashy grey; the forehead, half way up to the vertex,
cl1eeb, throat, breast, and half the belly, bright silver grw,
clouded with white upon the breast, which lLt lL distance
appears transversly sLriped, and is on the belly tinged with
yellow; the upper part of the body is of a beautiful shining
Biskin green, somewhat brighter upon the head and shoul
ders, t~erefore merging into a yellowish green; the rest of the
under part, as well as the rump, ofan a.pple green; the anterior
pinion feathers blue; the tail Siskin green, with blue shafts;
the apex merging into greenish yellow; the two centl'8l
covered feathers bluish green.

PECULIARlTIES.-This bird is very tame, and likewise
speaks, although but little, and appears to be of an exceed
ingly melancholy temperament. Its call is a high toned,
sharply sounding keirBh. It is the Parakeet of which Par
netty speaks in the Travels of Bougainville. It was found,
he says, at Monte Video, where the sailors bought them for"'0 piastres a-piece. They wel'e very tame and docile, and
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readily learned to speak, and were soon so fond of society
that they were never easy when away from the men. It is
generally thought, that confined in a cage they mily live a
year; but this assertion is contradicted by the specimen
whence this description is taken.

8.2.-THE CAROLINA PARROT.

PIlITTAOllB COBOLINENBIB. .'unfl.-LA. I'EBBucm:l TiT. JAUl'lB.

BuJ!.-{J,uOLINIBCHB SrrrIclL Bech.

DESCRIPrION.-It is of the size of a Turtle-dove, and is
thirteen inches long. The beak is yellowish, which, as well
-as the eyes, is surrounded by a bald bright grey skin; the
iris is bright yellow; feet and claws moUldy grey; front of

-the head orange; back of' the head, neck and throat, bright
'yellow; the ~t of the neck, the back, the breast, the belly,
·t1l.e sides, and the upper and lower coverts of the tail, are
-green j the thighs are also green, but orange towards the
.'joint; the margin of the wings orange; the pinion feathers
of the wings green above; beneath, the smaller also green,

.but the larger ones brown; the anterior pinion featheJ'!! brown
-on the inside; on the outside, at the base, bright yellow:
-thence towards the tip, green, merging into blue; the pOB-
-terior pinion feathers green above, internally and beneath,
'tlrown; the tail very conical, and green.

PECuLIARITIES.-This Parrot is a native of Guiana, and in
the autumn migrates in flocks to Carolina and Virginia,
where it also breeds. When the fruit is ripe in autumn, it
is very injurious to those upon the trees, as it eats away the
kernel, and leaves the rest. It is frequently brought to
Europe, where it is fed upon hemp seed. It screams a great
deal, and speaks but little. But the beauty of its plumage,
and its docility, make it an agreeable chamber bird.
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WilBon, the American Naturalist, relates the following
experiment on the education of one. The specimen which
he used for his purpose was but slightly wounded in the
wing, and readily ate the seeds of cockle-burn almOBt 8B

IIOOJl u it wu taken. In travelling through the woodB,
he bound it up in a handkerc~ which he carried in
hill pocket, but looeed and fed it always when he rested.
He mast, however, be allowed to tell part of hiB own
story :_CI In recommitting it to •durance vile' we gene
rally had a quarrel, during which it frequently paid me
in kind for the wound I had inflicted, and for depriv
ing it 6f liberty, by cutting and almOBt disabling seve
ral of my fingers with ita sharp and powerful bill The
path through the wilderness between Nashville and Natchez
is often bad beyond description. There are dangerous creeks
to swim, mileR of mOraBB to struggle through, rendered
almOBt u gloomy as night by a prodigious growth of timber,
and an underwood of caneR and other evergreeIlll, while the
descent into these sluggish streams iB often ten or fifteen
feet perpendicular into a bed of clay. In BOme of the worst
of these p1aceB, where I had, 8B it were, to fight my way
through, the Parakeet frequently eBCaped from my pocket,
obliging me to dismount and pursue it through the worst of
the mOraBB before I could regain it. On these Occasi.ODB I
was BeTeral timeR tempted to abandon it, but I persisted in
bringing it along. When at night I encamped in the woods,
I p1a.ced it on the baggage beBide me, where it usually 1I8t,
with great composure, dozing and gazing at the fire, till
moming. In this manner I carried it upwards of a thoUBand
mileB exposed all day to the jolting ofthe horse, but liberated
at meal-timeR and in the evening." On arriving at the
bouse of a friend, WilBon placed it in a cage under the
portico, and its call-note speedily attracted a number of its
fellows. One of these was wounded, and placed beside it,
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and the attachment which they showed to each other was
truly wonderful; when the last-caught one died. the other
appeared quite disconsolate for some days. We must again
refer to Wilson for the (l8,taBtrophe of this most interesting
tale of animal history :-" On reaching New Orleans," says
he, "I placed a looking-gIBBs beside the place where she
usually sat, and the instant she perceived her image all her
former fondness seemed to return, so that she could scmely
absent herself from it for a moment. It was evident that
she was completely deceived. Always when evening drew
on, and often during the day,. she laid her head close to the
image in the glass, and began to do~ with great composure
and satisfaction. In this short space she had learned to
know her name-to answer and Come when called on-to
climb up my clothes-sit on my shoulders--and eat from
my mouth. I took her with me to sea, determined to per
severe in her education; but, destined to another fate, poor
"Poll, one morning, about daybreak, wrought her way through
the cage while I was asleep, instantly "flew overboard, and
perished in the Gulf of Mexico."

S3.-THE AMBOYNA PARROT,

PSITTAOUS AIIIBOINENBIB. Linn.-LE LORY PERnuCHB TBIOOLOB.

. Bu,ff.-DBB Al!BOINIBORE SITTIOR LoRY. Bch..

DESCRIPTION.-It has Borne resemblance to the Ceram
Lory. The French 'therefore call it L'Aurore. It isaixteen
inches long, half of which is occupied by the tail,'which is
consequently long, but ronnded. The beak is three.fourths
of an inch long, very much curved, and pointed; the cere is
wanting; the nostrils are seated near the forehead; the base
of the upper mandible is orange yellow; the middle brighter;
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the point and under mandible black; the iris golden yellow;
the feet ashy grey; the scales merging into dark brown;
the head, neck, and whole of the nnder part of the body,
dark vermilion red; the upper part of the neck is 1IUl"

rounded by an indistinct, narrow sky blue band; the whole
of the upper part of the body is of a beautiful green, with a
delicate margin of a dark or bluish tinge to the feathers;
rump dark blue i the tail black, slightly tinged with blue
and green stripes upwards, and merging:into green at the
base; sometimes the whole of the tail is entireq dark
brown; the anal feathers black, with a bright r~rgin to
each; the pinion. ~thers blackyish blue, with gr~ edges j

the edge of too wiDgs encloll8d:with shining light green i the
under wings bluish black.

The femal~ is green em. the head; the throat, gullet, and
breast, the same, with a reddish tinge; the anal feathers
dark green, with a red margin; tbe tail more tinged with
green; the. beak horny brown, having both above and
beneath a reddish .tinge.

PECULIA.lUTIES......It comes from Amboyna, is wild, shy,
screams gedc, and pipes shrilly, but it does not speak. It is
treated similarly. to. the other parrots. It is remarkable that its
feathers are so loose sa to come oft' when the bird is handled
but they speedily grow again.

3.4.-THE COCKATOOS (pLycTOLOPBIN.£)

Are natives of the Indian Ialands and Austra.lia., where they
live in the woods, and feed upon seeds and soft and stony
fruits, which their powerful bill enables them to break with
ease. In a state of nature they build their nests in the
hollow trunks of decayed trees. When taken yonng they
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are easily tamed, become familiar and attached, but their
imitative powe1'8 are limited, seldom exceeding a few words
in addition to their natural call, cockatoo.

TheWhite-crested Cockatoo, P. gakritus, is called Car'-

away, and also CI Curriang" by the natives, and, according to
Mr. Caley, is met with in large flocks at the conflux of
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Grale and Hawkesbury rivers, and in the long meadow near
the Nepean river. It makes its neBt in the decayed hollowS
of trees, forming it of the decayed vegetable mould. Ii lays
~wo eggs, which are white, without spot. The natives find
the nest by the birds making " cotom,"-that is, bark
stripped off the smaller branches of trees in the neighbour
hood, and cut into small pieces.

36.-THE GREAT WHITE COOKATOO.
l'!m'ucus CBmrAT'OB. Li"".-KA.Ju.TOES.t HURl: JlUNOJD:. BtJI.

DB GDJ:In KA.Ju.TU. Jhc1I,.

D.IllCllJPTION.-It is of the size of a common fowl, being
lI8VeD.teen inches long. The beak is blackish; the cere black;
the irides dark brown; the circle around the eyes bald and
white. The entire bird is white, with the exception of the
large pinion feathers, and .' . y

the outermost feathers of
the tail, of which the basal
half on the inner side are
brimstone colour; the crest
is five inches long, and is r
raised or depressed at will .,

IUmTAT AND PECULI
AlUTIES.-It is a native of
the Moluccas. We usna1ly
keep it, like the rest of ~
large Parrots, in a wire
bell-shaped cage, arched
above, and furnished with-
in with two transverse
perches, and above these a moveable ring of wire-in this
ring they are fond of sitting; or it may be chained to a

Googe
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perch, 88 in the engraving, and on a WanD. 81UlIll day be
suffered out in the open air. They require the same treat
ment as the rest of the Parrots; but this, as well as the
following Cockatoo, is very fond of all kinds of nuts, mealy
seeds, and pastry.

Buffon gives the following account of its habits, which
.render it a desirable chamber bird. He says" the Cockatoo
Parrots (of which there are about nine species, and all of
which are distinguished by the crest) learn with difficulty
to speak, but they are easily tamed. Thus, in BOI!le parts of
India they have become tractable domestic birds, making
their nests upon the roofs of the houses. The facility with
which they may be reared, appears to result from their
docility, in which they surpass almost all the Parrots. They
listen more atlientively, Understand better, and obey at a
sign. But they endeavour in vain to repeat that which is
said to them; and this defect, it would seem, they strive to
compensate by other expressions of feeling, and by. tender
fondling. Their beauty is much enhanced by their agreeable
and gentle demeanour. In May, 1775, there was exhibited
at Paris a couple, male and female, which, at the command
of their master, raised their crest, saluted with the head,
touehed objects mentioned with the beak and with the
tongue, answered questions in the affirmative or negative, by
~taiu signs, and by a repetition of signs indicated the
number of persons in the room, the hour of the day, and the
colour of clothing, &c. They exhibited a strong affection for
each other. Although Cockatoos, like the rest of the Parrots,
mll.ke UBe of their beaks in climbing, yet they have not the
same awkward motion; on the contrary, they are quick,
bold, alert, and make small and lively jumps."
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3fJ.-THE LESSER WHITE COCKA.'roo.

Parrr.&oua 11lLl'JIUUUB. .Liftfl.-lU..uroll8 1 Jrol'PB UU1flL BttI
Do~ lULU'v. .&M.

DEsc1uPrION.-It is fourteen and a half inches long. The
beak, cere, and feet are blackish j the irides reddish; the
eyes are placed within a bald white &kin; the predominant
colour is white, having a brimstone tinge beneath, and upon
ita head a similarly coloured pointed crest j beneath each eye
~e is a brimstone spot j the lower half of the external
pinion feathen ia on the opposite side, similarly coloured, as
'Well as the pinion feathers, two-thirds of their length from
the base.

It inhabits the Moluccas, and when tamed is exceedingly
agreeable; it plays, fondles, and is fond of being caressed.

There are reputed to be two varieties, differing only in
siz.e. -

37.-THE GREAT RED-CRESTED COCKATOO.

Psrrucus HOL17OCDllIII. LiflfI.-XAnTOlI8 1 HtIPPJI B01JGIL Buf.
Do :BcmIJul7BIllJl lUxuo. &cA.

DEIlCBIPTION.-This is rather larger than the common
Cockatoo, being of the size of the Red and Blue Macaw.
The beak is bluish black j the cere black; the ba.ld circle
around the eyes pearl grey; the irides dull red; the feet lead
coloured; the claws black j the predominant colour is white,
with a pale rosy red tinge; the crest upon the head very
large, some of the feathers being six inches long; its lower
part of a beautiful orange j the side feathers of the tail, from
the base to the middle of the inner barb, brimstone j the
under side of the wings have also a similar tinge.

PECuLIABITIEB.-It is a bird of handsome and :majestic
comportment, but without the same caressing character as
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the common species, although capable of being as much
tamed. It Bhrieks it own name, OockoJoo, like most of the
species, and calls very loudly, in a trumpet-like tone, Derdenll.
It imitatee the cries of all animals, especially those of the
domestic cock and hen, but it rarely learns to artie_late
words. When it screams it likewise claps its wings.

It is a native of the Moluccas, and is easily reared, lIS it is
not a delicate bird.

S8.-THE RED-VENTED COCKATOO.

Psrrr,ulUs l'mLIPPIlIIABUJI. Linn.-LB PETIT KAxATOBS DB PBILIP
PIlIBII. Buff'.-DBB RoTmu.tJClIIGB KAxATtJ. lJec1&.

DESOBIPTION.-It is of the size of the Aeh-coloured Parrot,
and is thirteen incbes long. The beak is white, or pale flesh
coloured, gray at the base; the circle around the eyes
yellowish red j the feet of a mouldy grey; the predominant
colour is white j the head is adorned with & crest, in the
form of a muscle shell; which is not however observed until
it rises j the feathers of this crest are ecarcely one inch aud
a half long; brimstone at the base, white at the tip; some of
the under feathers are bright red, but are only visible when
the crest is raised j the two central tail feathers are white,
the rest, from the base to the middle, on the inner web,
brimstone j the under belly and coverts of the tail are red,
with white tips.

PBctTLIAlUTIBB.-It is a native of the Philippines. W6
must be contented with the beauty of its plumage, for it
never learns to speak, but becomes very tame, and appears
to be eJ:oeedingly envious when it observes other Parrots
treated kindly. It Bhrieks horribly aga and myM, and not
Cookatoo. It must be treated similarly to the other kinds.
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39.-THE BANKSTAN COCKATOO.

PSITTACUS :BAlfUIL Lath.-LJ: KuATOEB NoIB. Ruff.-Do
BANKllCIIE KuATU. Bech.

1>EscB.IPTION.-Thia is undoubtedly the handsomest of the
Cockatoos, but it is alao the rarest and the most I'A>IItly. It
is about the size of the Red and Blue Macaw, being from
twenty-two to thirty inches long. Its thick beak is yellowish,
with a black point; the irides red j the feet black; the pre
dominant colour is black; the feathers of the head are
tolerably long, but lie quite fla.t in repose, as in the Red
Tented Cockatoo; upon the tip of each there is a yellow
spot j the coverts of the wings have similar spots; the
feathers of the upper part of the breast, and on the arms,
have yellowish margins; the under part of the breast and
the belly are striped with dark and bright yellow; the tail
is tolerably long, somewhat rounded at the end; the two
middle feathers are black j the rest, upon the ba.se and on
the tip, are alao black, but the middle, for about one third
of their length, are of a beautiful dark crimson, merging into
orange, crossed by five or six black bars, which are about
one-third of an inch wide, and a little irregular, especially on
the external feathers, where they appear abruptly terminated.

There are several varieties of this beautiful species.
Go Has the beak lead coloured; the crest moderate black,

but intermingled with yellow feathers; throat and gullet
yellow; the sides of the neck black and yellow spotted; the
entire body, as well as the wings, black, without any
markings beneath the tail, as in the above.

b. Has the beak bluish grey j the predominant colour is
olive, or rusty black; the sides of the head have a yellow
tinge, but Done of the feathers are yellowish at the tip, nor
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has the belly any such stripes. The tail long, rounded: the
middle feathers black, and dark crimson for a third of their
length. Perhaps this is a younger bird.

c. Has ~e beak of a bluish hom colour j head, nook, and
under side of the body, of a dirty dark brown; ~e feathers
of the vertex and the neck margined with olive j the upper
part of the body, the wings, and the tail of a shining black ;
the middle tail feathers of a uniform colour j the rest scarlet
in the middle, but without transverse banda. Perhaps this is
the female.

PJ!:CULWUTIES.-A superb bird j rare in England, amcl
still more rare in Germany. It is found in different parts of
New Holland In its comportment and mode of treatment
it resembles the Great White Cockatoo in its movements.

It is generally understood, of all the Cockatoos, that they
nestle in holes of trees, and have only two eggs in a hatch,
which are white without any markings. They are vep
table feeders, and flock together after the young are hatched,
at which time they levy pretty severe contributions upon
the crops of the colonists inland from Sydney. They an
Wary birds, and place sentinels, 88 appears to be the oaae
with all the ranging members of the Parrot family; bo,t the
colonists shoot the young of various species in great numbers,
and hold them. in considerable estimation 88 game. The
nest of the Crested Cockatoo, P. gal6rittuJ, is generally found
in the black-butted gum tree, into the hollow limbs of
which they sometimes enter 88 far B8 two yards. So few
particulars are known, however, with regard to the general
habits of this interesting division of the Parrot family, that
there are not materials sufficient for fonning even a gUelE

at their use in the economy of nature, or the kinds of locali
ties for which they are peculiarly adapted.
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40.-THE ASH-COLOURED PARROT.

129

PmTTACU8 EBrmA.CU8. Lmn.-P!mBoQUlIT CDDBA ou LJ: JAOO.
Bujf.-DEB A8IJHGIlA.VJ: PAPAGBL Beck.

DESCRIl'TIol'i.-This and the following are the most com
mon and the most tractable of a.ll the Parrots with which
we are acquainted. It is of about the size of a Pigeon, and
is nine inches long. The beak: is black; the cere and circle
round the eyes of a mealy white; the feet ashy grey; the
irides yellowish white; the predominant colour ashy grey;
the feathers on the head, neck, and under part of the body,
margined with white; the rump and under part of the body
whitish grey, with ashy grey margins, whence the whole
body has a scaly or mealy appearance; the short tail scarlet.
The male and female closely resemble each other, and have
both the same capacity.

HABITAT.-It is usually brought from Guinea, whither it
is conveyed for sale from the interior of Africa. It is found
also on the Congo, and on the coast of Angola. When
tamed, it is usually kept, when we caunot allow it its liberty
in a room, in a handsome large trap wire cage, with a ring
in the centre.

FOOD.-In its native land it lives upon almost all kinds of
fruits and grain, and it becomes fat upon the seeds of the
saffron, wbich is a beating purgative for man. In confine
ment it will devour anything eatable. But it is kept best
upon roll steeped in milk, and fruit. Meat, which it likes,
as do all the Parrots, makes it laxative, and it then pulls out
its feathers and becomes bald. If carefully attended to it
has been known to live for sixty years.

BREEDll'iG.-In its native land it builds in hollow trees,
.and is the species of which solitary instances occur, even in
Europe, of its having hatched its young in a tame stae

II:
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According to Buffon, M. Ill. Pigeonierre of Marmande had a
pair that for five or six years in succession formed a nest>
every spring, and hatched their young. Every brood con
sisted of four eggs, one of which W8S unfruitful. To induce
them to breed, a small barrel with one of its ends out was
placed in an apartment appropriated to the purpose, and
both on the outside and inside perches were fixed, whereby
the male could conveniently climb out and in, snd be always
with the female. It was necessary to enter the spartment>
with boOts to defend the legs from the bites of the jealous
male, who snapped at everything which approached too
closely to the female.

Both adults and young birds of this species are easily
tamed, but the young, which are fresh from the nest-and
these constitute the majority brought to Europe-are the
most capable of instruction.

They are liable to almost all the maladies of birds, and
more particularly 110 when they are indu.lged with all kinds
of dainty food. Swollen and gouty feet is one of the
oommon evils with which they are attacked. Specific
remedies for its cure are as uncertain as in mankind. But
these maladies are best prevent.oo by cleanliness, and a.

privation from all animal food and delicacies.
COMMENDATORY QUALITIEs.-This Parrot and the Lories

not only readily learn to speak, snd to pipe, but also acquire
alllrinds of actions, grimaces, and tricks; they are especially
distinguished by a pleasing and fondling comportment
towards their keeper. These are preferred to the Lories, as
they do not utter the unpleasant wild shriek of the former,
which, when excited or angry, makes them almost immffer
able. It takes considerable delight in imitating the voices
of children, and therefore children are its best instructors.
The extent of its powers of imitation is shown in the
inataDces mentioned by Buffon, who says, cc that one of these
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Parrots WlIIl instructed by a sailor on the voyage from Guinea,
whose hoarse voice and cough it imitated so naturally, that
the crew were often deceived, and thought they heard the
sailor when it waa his mimio. He was afterwards taught
by a young man, and although he then heard no other voice,
he still did not forget the iustruction of his old ID88ter, and
it WII8 amusing to hear him pBSS from the soft and agreeable
voice of youth to the hoarse accent and rough voice of the
old sailor. This bird had Dot merely great capacity for
imitating the human voice, but it even exhibitied great
desire for the attainment, which could be recognised in the
attention and trouble he took to imitate voices; he W88
incessantly chattering Bome of the syllables be bad heard,
and even BOught to prevent his memory from being dis
tracted, by crying louder than any of the voices he heard
around him, and which might ha,e interrupted him. Even
in sleep-and to this I can myself bear testimony-he
dreamt aloud, so deep an impression did the lessous make
upon him." If iustructed young, the memory of this species
is so great that it will learn entire verses, and even axioml1.
Rhodiginus relates of one of these ash-coloured Parrots that
it repeated the Creed without interruption, for which r6880n
a cardinal purch88ed it at the price of a hundred dollars.

4:I.-THE CERAM LORY.

l'Sl'rUCl'lIIl G.AllJWLUS. lAnn.-LOIlY Di: CDAK. Buff.-Do
GESClIWATZIGB LollY, Bed/"

DESCRIPTION.-This is about the size of a Pigeon, from
ten to eleven inches long; and they vary considerably in
colour. It has usually the following markings: the beak is
orange; the cere and bald circle round the eyes 88hy; the

x2
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irides dark yellow; the predominant colour is scarlet, ex
cepting the smaller and under coverts of the wings, which
are green and bright yellow intermixed; the large pinion
feathers are dark green, scarlet on the inner ..eb, and ashy
grey at the point; the two middle tail feathers RiD green
above, then dull red, and green at the tip, the next on each
side more than half red, then green, and the four external
ones scarlet at the base, then violet, and dark green at the
tip; the knees green.

PECULIARITIEB.-It comes from the Moluccas, is tractable
like the preceding, and requires the same treatment.

42.-THE PURPLE-CAPPED LORY.

PSl'l'T.a.cus DOXICELLA. Linn.-LoBY 1 COLLD:B. Buff,-DJm
PUBPUB K.a.l'l'IGE LOBY. Beck.

DE8CRIPTION.-A magnificent bird, both with respect to
its plumage and its comportment. It is of the size of a
Dove, and is ten and a half inches long. The beak is
.orange j the cere blackish, as well as the circle around the
eyes; the irides of a dull reddish brown; the feet dark ashy
grey; the claws black; the predominant colour is red, darkest
upon the back, and brightest upon the neck; the upper part
of the head is purple black or black, merging towards the
back into bluish purple; at the gullet there is a more or less
distinct crescent-shaped bright yellow mark; the edge of the
wings and· their small coverts are dark blue, passing into
bright sky blue, the remainder of the wings grass green,
with a bright yellow reflection; the large pinion feathers of
a beautiful blue; the smaller ones yellowish green; the tail
rounded, very slightly conical at the tip, of a bluish purple
colour, with a reddish brown tinge; the knees blue, slightly
tinged with green.
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The female is smaller. The ring at the neck is wanting,
or is merely indicated; the bluish glittering colouring of the
head occupies less space; the edge of the wings blue, inter
mixed with green, and the rest of the blue upon the wings
wanting. Varieties of this species are found, having the
lower part of the back, the rump, the under part of the
belly, and thighs, white and rosy coloured; the upper and
under coverts of the tail red and white; the coverts of thfl
wings green, intermixed with bright yellow; the beak bright
yellow; the other parts as usual.

PEcuLIARITIEB.-In its comportment this Lory is like its
congeners, but it seems to be the most capable of them. It.
is talkative, and is the tamest, most pleasing, and most deli
cate of all the Parrots. It utters Lory, speaks incessantlY-I"
and as hollow as a ventriloquist, pipes everything, and in.
clear round tones. But it requires to be incessantly amused
and caressed. It learns everything rapidly.

This Parrot, from the difficulty of transport, is one of the
rarest and most expensive ones. It requires also to be care-
fully attended to.

It comes from the Moluccas, but is found likewise in New
Guinea.

43.-THE BLACK-CAPPED LORY.

PBl'l"l'ACUS LoBY. IMin.-LORY DES PHILIPPINES. Bu§.-DD
BCHWAllZ KAPPIGB LoRY. B«h.

DESCIUPTION.-This Lory is smaller than the preceding,
but the difference is scarcely perceptible. It is ten and
three quarter inches long. The beak orange; the cere and
circle round the eyes dark flesh colour; the irides orange
red; the feet blackish; the vertex black, with a blue tinge;
neck and body scarlet, excepting a blue spot between the
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neck and back, and another at the lower part of the breast,
both of which are interspel'8ed with red feathers; the wings
green above, the inner web of the pinion feathers yelloW',
excepting towards the end, where they become dark broWD,
and tbe middle pinion feathers towards the margin yellow;
the edge of the wings yellowish; the lower part of the
thighs, the belly below, and the Tent, of a beantiful blue;
the upper Bide of the tail blue, the central feathers d&rk
green, the inner web of all the other feathers yellowish,
whence tbe tail beneath loob yellow.

PECULlARITIES.-These birds inhabit the Philippines.
They are lellB frequently brought to Europe than the pte
ceding, and are coDBequently de&rel'. They are reputed to
be I&Il capable, tame, and attached.

«.-THE WHITE-FRONTED PARROT.

PSITTACUS LEUCOOEPHALUS. Linn.-AKAzoNE 1 TJhTE BLANCHE.

BujJ'.-Do WEISZKOPFIGE AKAZONEN PAPAGEI. Becn.

DESCRIPTlON.-This Parrot is of the size of a Pigeon, and
is one of the common and tractable kinds. The beak is
found sometimes flesh coloured, sometimes bright yellow and
whitish; the irides nut brown; the circle rouud the eyes
white; the feet dark brown; sometimes the head as far as
the vertex is wbite, and sometimes only the forehead; in
the male the vertex, and nearly the back of the bead, is of
a bright blue, but sometimes with red spots, in the female
green; the predominant colour of the plumage is green, the
feathers margined with dark brown. which is peculia.rly
observable upon the anterior portions; the cheeka, the throat,
and anterior part of the neck of a beautiful scarlet; the
belly green, intermixed with red; the 1l.rge pinion feathers
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blue, but black upon the inner web; the posterior ones
green; the two middle fea.the1'8 of the short tail green, the
three next, fOl' one-third of their length from the base, red,
the terminal points green, the external ones the same, but
outwardly bluish; the edge of the wingH in the male red.

PECULLARITIES.-This bird comes from Martinique, Ja
maica, and Mexico, and is also very tame and talkative, but
more trouble is required to instruct it than the preceding,
particularly when it is wished to teach him German words
after he has acquired Dutch or English. The voices of
animals, especially of cats, dogs, and sheep, it imitates imme
diately. t requires the Bame tl'ea.tment as the former.

45.-THE COMMON AMAZON PARROT.

PsrrrACUS lEsrrvus. lAnu.-PEBOQUEr Ax.uoNB. Buf·-DEB

GEJCEINE AldAZONEN PaPAGEL Bech..

DB8cluPrIoN.-This bird is so frequently brought to
Europe that it is to be seen everywhere in England and in
Holland. It is also very cheap, notwithstanding its sile,
which is that of a la.rge Pigeon.

Many varieties of it are seen. The following is a descrip
tion of its ordinary appea.rance: the beak is blackish; the
feet aah coloured; the pupil golden yellow; the forehead,
and the space between the eyes, bluish j the rest of the head
and the throat bright yellow, the feathers with a bluishgreen
margin; the rest of the body light green, merging on the
b&ck and belly·into bright yellow; the margin of the wings
red, the upper coverts of the wings green; the pinion feathers
green, black, bright yellow, violet, blue, and red; the tail
green, but extended; the feathers appea.r enclosed with 8.

black, red, and blue margin.
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PEcULIAlUTIES.-Tbis bU'd comes ftoom Guiana, the Brazil!,
and Mexico, learns to speak with difficulty, but is a. very
social and confiding bird. It must be treated like the pre
ceding.

46.-THE YELLOW·HEADED AMAZON PARROT.

1'IIlTTAOUS OOHBOOEPRALUS. Linn.-Psrrucus NOBILlB. Linn.
L'AJuzon 1 Tll:TB JAUNE. BvJ".-DEB. GELD ]UpPIGE AJuzOl!um
PUAGEL Bech.

DESClUPTION.-It is of the size of a moderate domestic
Pigeon, is one foot two inches long, of which the beak:
occupies an inch and a half, and the tail five; the beak,
which is strong, is at the sides of the upper mandible, and
at the base of the lower one, orange, the remainder dark
uhy grey, or horny brown; the oval spaces round the eyes
are bald, and of a bright ashy grey; the irides golden yellow;
the cere black; the strong feet ashy grey, the claws blackish;
the forehead, back of the head, neck, back, scapular feathers,
coverts of the wings, and hindermost tail feathers, are dark
and leek green; the under part of the body, as well as the
coverts of the under wings, yellowish green; the upper
margin of the wings bright red, intermixed at the anterior
joint with bright yellow; the vertex, as well as a narrow
band round the knees, bright or golden yellow; the anterior
pinion fea.thers black, externally enclosed with green, with a
blue tinge upon the shaft, and towards the interior j the
middle pinion feathers likewise black, the anterior half, upon
the external web bright red, towards the tip tinged with
blue; the posterior pinion feathers green upon the external
web, otherwise like the anterior half; the lower pinions
bluish green; the tail green, greenish yellow towards the
tip, the three external feathers having one half of the inner
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web from the base bright red, laterally intermixed with
yellow. The following varieties occur :-a. The forehead ia
pale bright yellow, and the colours usually brighter. b. Fore
head and Bides of the head bright yellow. c. The yellow of
the head intermixed with green.

PECULIARITIIl&-It inhabits South America.. It would
seem to be deficient in capacity, and that we can derive
plea..ure only from its rarity and beautiful plumage: for the
one I have before me utters nothing but a loud &kriek, and
appears unwilling to learn.

47.-THE BLUE-FACED PARROT.

PIll'1"rACUS AUTUJDiALIS. liinn.-LII emit .1 Tm BLIIlllIl. Bulf.-Dn.
HIIBBST-XmCX PAl'AGIIt. Bec/l.

DEBCRIPTlON.-It is of the size of a moderate Pigeon.
The beak is hom coloured, having, on each side of the upper
mandible, a long orange stripe; the irides orange; the circle
round the eyes flesh coloured; the feet are dark flesh colour ;
the claws black; blue around the front of the head and on
the throat; the lower part of the neck as far as the breast
red; the rest of the body green, excepting the large pinion
feathers, which are blue, but BOrne of them red, with blue
tips; the posterior pinion feathers are likewise green, and
the tail feathers half green, yellowish green towards the tip;
the side feathers, internally towards the base, red.

Three or four varieties of this species occur :-1. Instead
of being red and blue, the head is red and whitish. 2. The
forehead scarlet; the vertex blue, and beneath each eye an
orange spot; the upper margin of the wings bright yellow.
S. The forehead and throat red, behind and beneath the eyes
t!le coloul' is blue; the vertex yellowish green; the lower
margin of the wings red; the tail has merely a pale bright
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yellow tip. 4. The entire upper part of the body blackish,
merely on the breast the feathers dark brown, edged with
red. A very rare variety, which was in the possailSion of
the Duke of Saxe Meningen.

PECULIARITIES.-These birds are from Guiana. They do
not learn much, and scream incessantly gir, gir.

4B.-THE BLUE-THROATED PARROT.

PsrrrACUs MENSTBUUS. Linn.-LE PAPAGEl.1. T~TE ET QQBGE BLEUB

Buff. Ois. Lath. Syn.-DEB BLAUlULSlGE PAPAGEl. Bech.

DESCRIPTION.-Tbia rare bird is of the size of the ABh
coloured Parrot, and has the same character and manners.
The beak is of a dark hom colour, with a red spot on each
side of the upper mandible; the red brown eyes lie in a.
greyish flesh coloured circle; head, neck, and 8. portion of
the breast are of a beautiful indigo blue, with a somewhat
purple tinge upon the breast; on each side of the head is
a black spot; the back, belly, thighs, and wings, are green,
and on the belly the feathers have bluish tips; the coverts
of the wings yellowish green, merging into golden colour;
the vent scarlet, the tips of the feathers bluish; the tail
feathers green, from the first to the third feathers, blue at
the tip, the base of the inner web red j the feet robust and
grey.

49.-THE RED-HEADED GUINEA PARAKEET.

PSlTTACUS PuLLAJUU8. Linn.-PERRUCHE A T~TE RoUGE OU MOINEAU

DE GUlNE& BvJf. Ois.-DEB ROTHKOl'FIGE GUINEISCH PABEIT.

Bech.

DESCRIPTloN.-The bird-dealers call this beautiful Parrot,
which is not larger than the common Crossbill, the Guinea
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Sparrow, and a multitude of them are now met with in
Europe, and are much esteemed on account of their beauty,
sociality, Bald affection. The beak is red, with a pale tip j

the cere and the bald space around the eyCH ashy; the feet
grey; the irides bluish j the predominant colour green,
brightest on the lower parts; the front of the head and the
throat red; the edge of the wings and the lower part of
the back blue j the upper coverts of the tail green, beneath
this a small black stripe, and the tips green, the two middle
feathers entirely green.

The female is nearly similar, but the colours are not so
strongly marked; the red colour of the face is much paler
and brighter, and the edge of the wings bright yellow.

PECULIARITIEs.-These birds inhabit Guinea, Ethiopia, the
East Indies, and Java, and appear to be distributed through
out the southern latitudes of the Old World. Formerly
they seldom reached Europe, but they are now to be met
with at the bird-dealers' in multitudes; perhaps their mode
of treatment upon the journey is better understood. They
are so social that it is requisite to keep them at least in pairs
together, and if one of the pair dies, and it is wished to
retain the other alive, it is necessary to hang a looking-glass
close to the cage that he may see himself, and be thus
deceived into the supposition that he is not alone. The
male is excessively tender towards the female, offers her the
seeds supplied for their foou, and is constantly careBl!ing her
in the most gentle and affectionate manner. At large these
birds do crops considerable injury. With us they are fed
upon Canary seed, and also upon milk and roll. It is to be
regretted thllt they cannot be taught to speak, and that they
also make a disagreeable noise. A couple should be placed
in a tin bell.cage, a little larger than the cage used for
canary birds.
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liQ.-THE LITTLE BLUE AND GREEN PARAKEET.

PSITTACUS PABSBRINUS. Linn.-ETi ou TOUI·llT~. Buff. Ois.-DEB
BpEBLINGSS PABKIT. Ikch.

DESCRIPTION.-It is not larger than a common Sparrow,
only four inches long. The beak, cere, circle around the
eyes, and feet, orange; the predominant colour green j the
rump blue j the small coverts of the wings and the tail also
green.

PECULIARITIES.-This pretty little bird, which lives as
affectionately with its mate as the preceding, is rarely seen.
It comes from the Bruils and Guiana. It is to be regretted
that it does not speak. It is fed with canary and hemp
seed.



SECTION IV.-PICI. THE WOODPECKERS.
llr these birds the beak is usually straight, rarely CI1l'V~

even slightly, generally angular, not thick, and moderately
long; feet short, and adaptell to climbing.

lH.-THE GREEN WOODPECKER.

Plcus VIBIDI8. Linn.-PIO VnD. Bu§.-GRDIf WOODPIIlOKD.
Mont. &Th. YMrel. M'Oilli11t'Gy.-Dn GBtIlfSPEOJlT. ~h.

DESCRIP1'ION.-Abont the size of a small domestic pigeon,
is twelve inches and a half long, of which the tail measures
about four and a quarter, and to the middle of which the
folded wings extend; the beak is one and a balf inch long,
three-edged, sharply pointed, and of a dark leaden colour;
the iris of a bright lead colour, with a bright brown circle

Coogle
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round the pupil; the tongue, as in all the Woodpeckers, is
about five inches long, and furnished with a hard horny tip,
for piercing insects; the feet are of a greyish-lead colour; the
toes adapted for climing; the vertex, as far aa the neck, is of
a brilliant crimson; • black stripe rona down euh side of
the neck, which in adult birds laM • reddiab tinge; the body
above is of • brilliult oIive-green, beoeMh dirty greenish
white, with indiatoiDct traaBteI'Se lines upon the abdomen,
whicll become more ap~tM the sidea.

The female bas 1_ red about the bead, the colour even
approaching to gr.eJ ...hea DOt more tJam CIIIifI year oUl

HA.Brru.-Doring the summer it freqaentll the open
woods, but in winter. when the SDOW is heawy and the tem
perature 8llV8l'e. it resorfll to the gardens in the vicinity of
houses in the COQDUy, flying from one to the other. During
the night it conceals itself in the hollows of trees. When
these are diseased, it hacks with its strong beak deep roUlJd
holes in the wood, to reach the insects within, but it never
touches a sound tree. It is, therefore, a great mistake for
gamekeepers to destroy it as a bird injurious to the timber.
The .Woodpecker often knocks upon 0. tree to attract the
insects beneath, which have as instinctive a. fear of it as the
earth-worm hall of the mole, and this rapping is repeated so
rapidly as to sound like the winding up of a clock. Being
exceedingly wild and refractory, it is necessary to eurb him
by a chain when in confinement.

FooD.-This consists of larvre and insects which live
beneath the bark in the wood of trees; ants, the la.rne of
wasps, and in winter, bees. Besides these, it must be fur
nished, when in confinement, with nuts, ants' eggs, and
meat.
BREEDT~G.-The female lays from three to four white eggs

in a. hollow tree. The young must be removed from the
nest half fledged to be reared. They are not to be tamed in
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the adnlt state, fOr. from my own experience, I know that
they will not ea.t when captured.

CollKKNDATOKY QuALlTlll:S.-Whoever may wish to pos
seI., & rare and unusual chamber bird, which, from its fierce
DlllIlI, intractability, lIDd boisterous deportment, mtm* be
curbed by a chain, D1&y have this, and the rest of U. Wood
peckers, reoommended to him. I have never Y'lt 8lleIl one
which was to be reclaimed. They ever remain wild, and yet
it affords a pleasing variety to have a coupleoHhem chained
up among the other chamber birds.

This bird is not found in Scotland, or but rarely, in its
southern districts, and it it also rare in the north of England,
but it 0CCW'8 throughout Europe, and has been discovered in
the Himalayas. White individuals have been occasionally
met with. In addition to the food already mentioned, it
preys npon ants, and frequents their hillocks for the purpose,
where, thrusting its strong beak: and long tongue-which,
like that of the Wryneck, is furnished with a. glutinous sub
at.a.nce for withdrawing its prey by adhesion-into their nests,
it thus captures them. Another favourite food is the cater
pillar of the C088'UB ligniperda, or large goat-moth, which
usually inhabits the interior of the trunks of pollard willows,
8J1d occasionally, when having fed frequently upon these, it
acquirefl their extremely offensive odour. It Hies in undula.
tions, the last before it alights being the longest. Its mode
of ascending the branches or trunks of trees is vertically 01"

spirally, and by the conformation of its short strong legs, and
hooked claws, aided by the peculiar structure of the feathers
of the tail, it is enabled to do so with facility, the tail being
thereby frequently so worn as to have the apJli&l'ance of
being slit, t'lle barbs extending beyond the tip of the shaft.
It never, however, descends in the same way, as has been
erroneously asserted. Its note resembles a loud shout of
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laughter, from which it derives one of its provincial names,
and this is never varied excepting by its more clamorous

repetition during the spring and early
summer months, and by the peculiar
cry ofplui, plui, plui, by which it is re

- puted to indicate the approach of rain.
The male assists the female in preparing
the place for the reception of the eggs,

; which is a hole dug into a decayed stem,
. and curied obliquely to the depth of a

foot or more, made perfectly round at the
orifice, which is only sufficiently large to admit the bird, but
enlarging below, at the bottom the eggs being deposited upon
~e bare wood, without ~e in~ention of any lining.

52.-THE GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER.
PIous MAJOR. Linn-THE GUATEB SPOTTJID WOODPIIODB. Mont.

Tn Pnm WOODPECItEB. M'GillWrGy.-EPBIOHlIl ou PIO VABIi.

BtJI.-DER BUNTSPECHT. Beck.

DESCRIPTlON.-It is rather larger than the Song-thrash,
being about nine inches long, of which the tail occupies three
and a half inches; the folded wings extend Ii. little beyond
the middle of the latter. The beak is almost one inch long,
and has five edges, it is of a darkish horn colour, beneath
bluish; the feet are thirteen lines high, and of a bluish olive
green; the iris bluish, with a white ring; the forehead yel
lowish-brown; the vertex black, enclosed behind with a
crimson band; the back black; the shoulders white; wings
and tail striped with black and white, and having a yellow
tinge; the under part of the body reddish dirty white; the
vent .::rimson.

The female has not the red bano. upon the neck

Googe
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PECULIARITIES.-This Woodpecker frequents woods and
gardens. Insects, halle-nuts, the mast of the beech, acorns,
the seeds of the cones of firs and pines, constitute its food.
It fixes its nuts in a crevice to break them.

The female lays from three to six eggs, in the hollow of a
tree. The young birds have a red head until they moult, and
they must be removed half grown from the nest to be tamed;
they require to be fed with ants' eggs, meat, and mice. Jn
other respects they must be treated like the preceding.

THE MIDDLE SPOTTED W OODPECKEB.-Picua MediU8. Linn.
-This is a little smaller than the Greater Spotted W 000
pecker, but otherwise greatly resam bling it. The beak is
smaller, much thinner, and e~ceedinglypointed; the vertex
crimson, and the region of the vent rose-coloured.

It is also less common than the preceding species. The
young are not 80 intractable when reared, although they do
not become thoroughly tame; but, like the following species,
it may be placed in a cage, attached by a chain.

53.-THE LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER.
PIous MINOR., Linn.-PBTIT EpIUCHE. Buff,-TIn LESBBR SPOTTBJ)

WOODPECKER. Mm. Om. Diet. Yarrel.-8TRIATED WOOD

PECKER. M'Gi11ivray.-CBAl!IK BIRD. .Rennie.-DER GRAS8PECHT.

Bw..
DESCRIPl'ION.-Is about the size of a Lark, being five to

six inches long, of which the tail occupies two inches, and the
folded wings extend to one-half the length ofthe tail; the beak
is seven lines long, and greenish-black; the feet as long, and
of the same colour. The rump is white; the vertex crimson;
the occiput black; the back white, with blackish transverse
stripes; the under side of the body red, greyish-white,
marked on the sides with a few black stripes.
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The female hu not the ftltex' red, and baa the upper part
of the head white.

PECULIAJU'l'IIB.-n is a rare bird in Gennany, and 0CCU1'8

in woods. Its food. consists chieil,. of insects, whioh it seeks
in the bark and the mOll8 of tree&. n also frequently hops
among the graas-eeekiDg insects. Beareci from the young it
should be placed in a cage, attached by a chain.

Thia specie&, whioh is IlB.id to be more abunda.ut in the
northern parts of Europe than in France and Germany, has
DOt hitherto been met with in Scotland, or even in many
puts of England, although it oocurs in most of the eouthem,
4Ialtern, and midland counties, extending 88 fa.r north as
Derby, and westward to Shrtftrsbury and Hereford. It is
said by several observers to be not uncommon in same
districts. Thus, Mr. Gould, in his beautiful "IllQ,stnJ.tlons
of the BirdtI of Europe," Mys, cr In England. it is far more
abundant than is generally !lUppotled j we haTe Ieldom sougM
for it in vain whe1'e'YeIl' large trees, pa!'tieularly the elm, grow
in sufficient numbers to invite its abode: its security from
sight is to be attributed more to its habit of frequenting its
topmost branohes than to ita rarity.» The Reverend Mr.
Bree states that "it is by no meam of rare OCCUl'Tence in his
neighbourhood, where, however, it is more readily heard
than seen. ItB loud, rapid, vibratory noise-most extra,
ordinarily loud to be produced by 80 small an animal-can
hardly fail to arrest the attention of the most unobserving
ear. Though 1 have watched the bird during the operation,
and within the distance of a few yards, I am quite at a loss
to account for the manner in which the noise is produced.
It resembles that made by the boring of a large augur
through the hardest wood; and hence the country people
sometimes call the bird the 'pump-borer.'" Mr. Dovaston
informs us that it is a very frequent, but unccrtain, visitor to
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the woods near Shrewsbury, never failing in April to utonish
llie Ie with his prodigioosIy I01ld clunT, which may be hea.ni
more than a mile oft It much relllIDbles the snorting of a.
iiightened horse, but louder and longer." He then states
that the bird, in pemrming this sound, "'Yibrates its beak
against the tree j the motion is 10 quick 88 to be invisible,
and the head appe&r8 in two places atonce. It is surprising,
and to me wondrously"pleasing, to obaerve the many varieties
of tone and pitch in their loud ehurry as they c~nge their
place on b01lgbs of different Tibration, as though they struck
~ the several bars of a gigantic IItaooato. When actully
boring they make no noise whatever, but quietly and silently
pick out the pieces of decaying wood, which, lying white and
IICIlttered beneath on the ground, leads the eye up to their
operations. They have several favourite spots, to which
t1l.ey very frequently return. Their note is a. very feeble
tqueak, repeated rapidly six or eight times,~, ee, ee, ee, ee.
They bore numerous and very deep holes in decayed parts,
where they retire to sleep early in the evening j and" though
frequently aroused, will freely return. Whatever be the
purpose of this enormous noise, they eertB.inly do very
nimbly wateh, and eagerly pick up, the insects they br.ve
disturbed by it. They fiy in jerks like their congenel'B, and
always alight on the side of a tree." These notices are
extracted from the earlier volumes of Mr. Loudon's" Maga
zine of Natural History," a work replete with information
rtl!pecting our native birds.

. ~(.-THE WRYNECK.
YlllIX TOBQUILLA.. Li"".-TORCAL. Buj'.-TJIE COJOlO1'l WRYNECI[.

If",.,. YlIrI"d. M~. SeOl.-DJ:RGJiIlEINJ:BWIINDBHALB. lkcA.

DucRIPl'ION.-This "bird is about the size of a Skylark,
being six and a half inches long, of which the tail occupies

L 2
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three and a. quarter inches. The beak is straight, pointed.
and one-third of an inch long-in summer lead coloured, in
winter of an olive green j the irides brownish yellow; the
feet are short, Iltrong, and lead coloured, with two toes in
front and two behind. The head is ash coloured, with fine
black and rusty coloured spots, interspersed with solitary
white dots j the vertex and half the back is divided, longi
tudinally, by a. broad black stripe, tinged with a rusty
colour j the rellt of the upper part of the body is striped and
mottled with a beautiful grey, black, white, and rusty
colour; from the posterior angle of the eye a chestnut
brown stripe runs down half the neck; the cheeks, the throat.
neck, half the breast, and the vent, are of a reddish yellow,
with delicate black undulating lines; behind the angle of the
beak an ashy grey stripe extends, and which is transversely
and delicately marked with black; the lower part of the
breast and the abdomen are yellowish white with scattered
blackish brown triangular marks or transverse spots j the
coverts of the wings and the posterior pinion feathers are
brown, beautifully striped with grey and black, and sprinkled
with white and black spots; the remainder of the pinion
fe~thers are black and rusty, with black undulations on the
outer web; the tail has ten large and two small auxiliary
feathers, is pale grey, sprinkled with black, and having four
broad black transverse stripes.

The female is paler beneath, and the general tints some
what duller.

H.AJUTAT.-This is a bird of passage, which leaves during
the first half of September, and returns toWards the end of
April It is found in coppices and gardens. In August it
descends into the cabbage fields and gardens. It occurs as
abundantly in Thuringia in the autumn of Bome years as
Linnets; but it is not a social bird, flying Solitary. It
cannot be conveniently kept in a small cage, as the action of
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its breast and abdomen, in making its strange motions and
grimaces, would then destroy its feathers. It mnRt therefore
be placed in a Ia.rge cage, or in a separate compartment of a
chamber, or it may be allowed to fly about a room.

FooD.-Its food consists of insects and their larval. It
projects its long round tongue, which is hard and pointed at
the tip, into the crevices and fissures of trees and of tlte
earth in search of its prey. Ants' eggs are its favourite
food. During its autumnal migrations, when there is a
paucity of insects, it feeds upon elder-berries.

It is rather delicate and requires to be fed at first on ants'
eggs, which are then afterwards intermixed with the general
food directed in the introduction, to which it speedily
accustoms itsel£ If it be wished to preserve it any length
of time it must be fed upon nightingale food. It is inte
resting to observe him thrusting his worm-shaped tongue
into the crevices of the room searching for insects, and no
grt'ater pleasure can be given him than to have ants' eggs
placed in such spots. .All food that adheres together he
takes up by the tongue; and it affords much entertainment
to obflerve him when ants' eggs are placed in a saucer or
other vessel in front of his cage; he posts himself directly
opposite, and fetches them out with the greatest rapidity by
means of his tongue. Soft food only, which does not adhere
together, he takes up with his beak. He is also fond of ants
themselves.

BRBEDING.-Its nest is found in hollow trees, and consists
of mOBS, wool, hair, and blades of grass. The female ,lays
eight or nine shiny white eggs. Adult birds are not easily
tamed, but the young are reared very readily upon ants'
eggs, and the general food of crumbled roll.

CAPl'URB.-They may usually be captnred near the nest
by means of limed twigs. But they are so bold that in
spring, when they creep through the hedges, they may even
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be caught by the band. That which is now rmmiog about.
me in the room, was brought to me by a boy who captured
it in this manDel".

COMMENDATORY QUALITIES.-Tbe motions which have
procured for it its name of Wryneck, recommend it strongly
aa a chamber bird. Thus it frequently lengthens the neck.
80 much, and twists the head 80 completely, that the beak
appeal'B in the middle of the back. It uua.ll:y sita upright.
makes frequent slow bows, at the same time spreading its tail
like a fan, erecting the plumage of his head and neck. When
irritated, or when his food vellel is held to him, he bows his
body slowly forwards, raises the feathers of his head, lengthens
and twists his neck, turns up his eyes, bows, spreads his tailt
rolla hollowly in the throat, usually making at the same ti.me
the most extraordinary gestures. His general deportment is
melancholy. In spring he frequently and loudly uttera
gigigigi / which is the call whereby he attracts his mate.
He is also recommended by his colours, which, though DOio
brilli&nt, are beautifully arranged.

M. von Schauroth informs me that the two Wrynecks he
reared became so excessively tame aa to cling to his clothes.
They utter a chirp whenever they hear their maater, or if
they see him even at a distance; and once he W8I so irritated
with one which would not cease chirping, that he threw it
out of the window. But in the evening, when he called i~

it replied, and allowed itself to be caught. When perched
upon a high tree, it WIIB only necessary to hold forward its
food vessel, and it would fiy down.

The Wryneck is abundant ill many paris of Surrey. They
are 80ciable in the early part of the season, and assemble at
the call-note, peup, pe1tp, by imitating which with a sort of
mouth-whistle, the London birdcatchers obtain numbers of
them; they climb in the same style as W oodpeck6l'B, but
not 80 conlltantly; they often leap sportively after each other
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up the boles of the trees. .Wheu a wouDded ODe is taken in
the hand, it raises the feathers of the crown, Battens those of
tile neck, writhes that· part slowly like a BDalre, and occa
sionally hisses. When captured, they show sigDa of pug
nacity, or perbape of fear, but their motioDB are slow and
twining, They C&1l be partially tamed, but do Dot live long
in oonfinemeut. They usually appear in the southern counties
in the :fi.rat week of April, and retire in October. They are
very noisy in the early part of the season, but become silent
toward the latter. Yarrell says, that the Wryneck, when
qui~g the south part of the European continent in autumn,.
goeB to North Africa, IUld the warm parte of Western Asia.

The additions made by British naturalists to the history
of this bird are very few. It reaches this conntry about th&
time named by M. Becbstein-April, generally preceding
the Cuckoo; and is soon disperBed over the country, as far
IIOl"th as Mid-Lothian a.nd Fifeshire, It is Dot uncommon in
the sonth-east and midland counties of England, but, accord
ing to Montagu, it is rare in the western parts.

Mr, Knapp describes it as "shy, and usually timid, as if
all its life were spent in the deepest retirement, away from
man; it remains through the day on some ditch-bank, or
basks with seeming enjoyment, in any sunny hour, on the
ant hills nearest to its retl'eat; and these it depopulates for
food, by means of its long glutinous tongue, which, with the
in8eCts, collects much of the soil of the heaps, as we find 8'

much larger portion of grit in its stomach than is usually
met with in that of other birds.. When disturbed, it escapes
by a flight precipitate and awkward, hides itself from our
Bight, and, were not its haunts and habits known, we should
never conjecture that this bustling fugitive was our long
forgotten spring visitant, the Wryneck."

But although it thus frequents the ground in quest of
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food, it also II8&l'Ches the trunks and branches of trees, and
has been obBerved clinging to wa.lls. "I once," Bays a correspon
dent in the "Magazine of Natural History," vol. iv., p. 450,
"BaW it climb the perpendiCular face of an old tall wall in
the botanic garden at Bury St. Edmunda j it WaB seeking
either insects or grit, and proceeded as if in neither haste
nor fear, but uttered its hawk-like note at intervals." This
note is a shrill cry, which has been compared to the scream
of tIle Kestrel, and which is more frequently heard in the
earlier period of its sojourn with us.

"The Wryneck," Bays M. Manduyt, "is remarkable for the
habit which has given it its name, that of twisting the neck
with a slow undulatory movement, like that of a snake,
turning its head back, and closing its eyes. When caught,
it never ceases this motion, which it also performs when at
liberty, and even the young, while yet in the nest, have the
Bame habit. If one should go near a male Wryneck confined
in a cage, it immediately ruilles up the feathers of its head,
spreads out those of the tail and raises them, advances and
retires, IItriking the bottom of the cage with its bill"

It is said to be generally distributed on the Continent, and
to be common among the Himalayan Mountains.

55.-THE KINGFISHER.

hCEno 1BPmA. Linn.-MABTm PEClIBUB ou ALCYOli. Bv.;!.-H.aL
CYON KmGPISHEIL M'GilUvmy.-DEB EISVOGEL. Been.

DESCRIPTION.-A very handsome bird, but which, when
adult, can very rarely be accustomed to the atmospbere and
diet of the chamber. It is about seven inches long, of which
the tail occupies one and a quarter. Its feet, Rligbtly tinged
with red, are four lines 'high, and adapted for walking, the
external toe being united with the middle one as far as the
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fust joint. The beak it one and a half inches in length,
strong, straight, rather compressed, laterally pointed, and of a

horny brown colour, but within of a saffi:on yellow; the irides
dark brown. The vertex and coverts of the wings are of a
deep green, the first transversely marked with brilliant
ultramarine, and the last with similarly coloured ovate spots ;
a broad orange red stripe extends from the nostrils beyond
the eyes. Behind the ears there is a large white spot; from
the lower angle of the mouth, as mr as the neck, a broad
stripe extends, of the same colour as the vertex; the scapular
and back are of a brilliant sky blue; the throat reddish
white; the remainder of the under side of the body of a
dirty orange red, rather brighter upon the abdomen; the
pinion feathers blackish, the narrow web bluish green; the
tail, above dark blue, beneath blackish.

In the female the colours are darker. and the ultramarine
becomes grass green.

HABITAT.-It is a solitary bird, residing the whole year
through in the vicinity of ponds, rivers, and brooks. During
winter i~ sits near holes in the ice, perched upon a twig,

Googe
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prop, or stone, and there awaits its prey. It neitller walks
nor jumps, but perches or flies. It must, therefore, either
be BUpplied with a grass tuft in a corner of the "Ill, or
branches must be placed about _ .... ii may perch; but
it is better to confine it in a 1&IJIIClIp, fitted up with proper
perches. It sits constantly upoIl one spot.

FOOD.-Smal1 fish, leeahest and perhaps water insects,
constitute its natural food; • aust, therefore, be supplied
with similar things in Cleft .., as also earth-worms, and
it may also be gradaaJIy aoeaJItomed to eat meat. If caught
adult it :mrely SlD"'fiTee. although I haTe seen one 80 cap
tured wIDell woald eat dead fish. It Umud be furnished
with a vessel of water, and the fish or meat thrown into it;
but this must not be a small pan, or he will upset it. It
does not descend from its perch to feed, but stretches itsel
forward to reach its food with its beak. In the chamber it
will not feed whilst it is observed.

BREEDlNG.-The nest is constructed in holes made by
water in banks: it is built exclusively of roots, and lined
with a few feathers. There are usually eight white eggs.
Before the young see, they are enveloped by long unexpanded
quills, and look like hedgehogs. When the feathers begin
to develop, the young must be removed from the nest and
be fed with meat, earth-worms, ants' eggs, and meal-wo~

and subsequently they may be accustomed to meat. They
will live longer if their food be cast into fresh water, than.
when made to pick it up from the ground.

CAPTuRE.-They may be easily caught if the spot be ob
served which they frequent, and which is u8ually where the
water makes an eddy. Springes must be placed upon a pole,
or limed rods may be set upon a branch or pole, provided it
does not hang immediately over the water, as there would
be some risk of the bird falling into the water when en
tangled.
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COJDIENDA'IOllY QuALlTJ1IIl.-Its beauty is n. clUe{ recom
mendation. As a chamber bird its rari~ enhances the
lIIllJIlisibm. They aM clumsy birdl, and boisterous in all,
their actions, and JD.UCh patience, as well as considerable
attachment to iIIe pursuit, is neceBl&l'Y to induce &Dy one to
take the trouble of habituating them to their domicile.

M'Gillivray tho eloquently describes the habits of this
the lIlOIB beautiful of our indigenous birds :~" The woods,"
:he says, "are resuming their green mantIe, &D.d the little
birds chanting their summer songs. From amr comes the
murmur of the waterfall, IIwelling and dying away at in
tervaJs, as the air becomes still, or the warm breezes sweep
along the birohen thickets, &D.d rnfBe the boIIom of the
pebble-paved }1001, margined with alders &D.d willows. On
the 1Io'lFel'Y bank of the stream, beside his hole, the water
rat nibbles the tender blades; and on that round white
IItone in the rapid is perched the Dipper, ever welcome to

the Bight with his dusky mantIe and mowy brellSt. Slowly
along the pale blue sky sail the white fleecy clouds; as the
Lark, springing from the field, flutte1'8 in ecstacy over his
happy mate crouched upon her eggs under the shade of the
long gt'B8B, lUlSUred that no rambling urchin shall invade her
sanetuary. But see, perched on the stump of a decayed
willow jutting out from the bank, stands a Kingfisher, still
and silent and ever watchful. Let us creep a little nearer,
thU we may observe him to more advantage. Be cautious,
for he is shy, and seeks not the admiration which his beauty
naturally excites. There he is, grasping the splint with his
tiny red feet, his bright blue back glistening in the sunshine,
his ruddl breast reflected from the pool beneath, his long
dagger-like bill pointed downwards, and his eye intent on
the minnows that swarm among' the roots of the old tree
that project into the water from the crumbling bank. He
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stoops, opens his wings a little, shoots downwards, plunges
headlong into the water, reappears in a moment, flutters,
sweeps oft' in a curved line, wheels round, and returns to his
post. The minnow in his bill he beats against a decayed
stump until it is dead, then tossing up his head, swallows it.
and resumes his ordinary posture as if nothing had happened.
Swarms of insects ftutter and gambol around. but he heeds
them not. A painted butterfty at length comes up, flutter-
ing in its desultory flight, and as it hovers over the hyacinths,
un8lJBpiclous of danger, the Kingfisher springs from his
perch, and pursues him, but without success. There, swift
as the barbed arrow, darting straight forward. on rapidly
moving pinions, gleams his mate, who alights on a stone far
up the stream, for she has seen us, and is not desirous of
our company. He presently follows, and our watch being
ended, we may saunter a while along the grassy slopes, in
haling the fragrance of the primrose, and listening to the
joyous notes of the Blackbird, who from the summit of yon
tall tree pours forth h. soul in music."

It is chiefly by. the still pools of rivers and brooks that
the Kingfisher is met with, and it is met with in all parts
of Britain. Towards the beginning of May the Kingfisher
prepares a place for its eggs, and in June the young come
abroad. The female makes no nest; the eggs, six or Beven
in number, perfectly white. and rather round, are deposited
in a hole generally in the bank of a stream or fish pond.
The Kingfisher will use the same hole year after year.
and this even when the nest has been plundered.
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BrrrA. EUROPE&. Linn.-SIT'l'ELLI OU LlI: TOBCIIB-POT. Buff'. EUBOo

PEAN NUTHATCH. Mont. Om. Diet. M'GiUWra1l.-DEB GDIII:IlCE

KLUBEB. Beck.,
DESCRIPTION.-The Nuthatch is nearly as large as a Sky.

lark, being six and a half inches long, of which the tail
measures only one and a half inches; the beak is nine lines
long, strong, straight, slightly compressed at the tip; the
upper mandible of a steel 'blue; the lower bluish white j the
irides greyish brown; the feet yellowish grey, and furnillhed
with strong claws for clinging j the forehead of the male
blue j the rest of the upper part of the body as well as the
coverts of the wings bluish grey; cheeks and throat white j

a. black stripe extends from the base of the beak through the
eyes to the back; breast and abdomen of a dark orange, the
side, thigh, and anal feathers cinnamon brown, the latter with
yellowish white tips; the pinion feathers blackish; the two
central of the twelve tail feathers a.Je of the colour of the
back; the lateral feathers lire black, the two external ones with
a. white bar, becoming a beautiful bluish green towards the tip.

HABITAT -They are found throughout the whole year in
beech and oak woods, but most abundantly where there is an
intermixtuTe of pines and firs. In winter they frequently
resort to the villages, or fly into barns and stables. If it be
wished to keep them, they must be placed in a cage made en
tirely ofwire, for they chip and hack all wooden ones to pieces.

FooD.-They feed upon all kinds of insects, which they
seek in the crevices of trees': for this purpose they climb
both upwards and downwards. N u\B and beech mast they
fix in a cre~ice, and thus eat it. In confinement they
are easily kept upon hemp seed and barley meal. They will
also eat bread and oats. The bird will stop up every cranny
with oa.ts, the obtuse end of the grain being placed outwards,
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that it may the more readily be split. If allowed its liberty
in a room, it conceals the major part of the food with which
it is supplied in 8. manner similar to the Titmice, thus most
providently reserving for themselves a subllequent meal.
But from its habit of hacking holes in the wood work, it
cannot be conveniently kept in a room.

BBEEDING.-They breed in old hollow treeB. The female
lays from six to seven eggs, white, beautifully spotted with red.

CAl'TUBE.-They visit the Titmioo tnps for the oats anti
hemr> seed strewlld there, and also the fuwling floor. Their
ea.ll is gre'IIJ, tUck, tUck I uttered so loudly as to be heard at
8. considerable distance.

CoMJI[ENDATORY QuALlTIES.-Their cbeedalness, their ex
ceedingly adroit and active habits, tbe skill 'With which they
oonceal their food, and their beautiful plumage, make them
interesting as chamber birds. A lady put some hemp seed.
and cracked nuts on the window-sill, fur her favoorites, the
Blue Tits. Two Nuthatches came one day to have their
share ill this repast, alld becam.e so fa.miJiar, that they aban
doned their natural food, and ceased to build their neBt in
the wood, set51Utc themselves in the llolIow of an old U'ee

near the house. As soon as their young ones were able to
fly, they brought them to the hospitable window for their
food, and soon after disappeared entirely. It was amusing to
see these two new visitors hang or olimb on the walls or
blinds, whilst their benefactress put their food on the board.
The pretty creatures, as well as the Tits, knew her so well,
that when she drove away the Sparrows which came toO steal
what was not intended for them, they did not ftyaway, but
seemed to know that this WB.8 done to protect and defend
them. They remained near the house for the whole summer,
rarely wandering far, till one fatal day, at the beginning of
the sporting season, on hearing the report of & gun they
disappeared, and were never seen again.
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SmTION V.-PA.SSERES. THE SPARROW AND
FINCH TRIBES.

b these birds the beak is conically pointed, usually strong,
both mandibles being moveable, to enable them to peel the
eeecB. Like the songsters, they have delicate divided feet.
Some feed upon insects as well as grain and seed. Those
which feed upon seeds alone, feed their young from the crop ;
but those which also eat insects, feed them by the beak.
'!'hey generally build very artificial nests, and the females
alone hatch, relieved in some instances by the male for short
periods.

This and the following order contain the genuine chamber
birds, kept for the pleasure afforded by their song. As a
general rule, all seed-eating birds may be tamed. both adult
and young.

Coogle
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57.-THE CROSSBILL.

LoXIA Co1rvmoIlTBA. Mflft.-BECCBOISE. Bujf.-CoXJI.oll EUBOPBAllr

CROSSBILL. M'GiUi.'Df'ay. Mont. Yarrel.-DEB Kmroz SCIlNA

BBL. Bech.

DESCRIPTION.-ThiB is a remarkable chamber bird. It is
about the size of the Bullfinch. Six inches eight lines long,
of which the tail melUlures two and a quarter. The beak is
almost a line long, and hWl this peculiarity, that the upper
mandible curves downwards at the tip, and the lower one
upwards, thus pWlsing each other and crossing; the upper
mandible crosses either to the right or to the left, just as the

• bird may have accustomed it whilst young, when the parts
where pliant and soft j from this peculiarity the bird derives
its name. Its general colour is of a horny brown, brighter
beneath; the irides nut brown; the feet horny brown j the
shin eight lines high. A considerable difference exi'lts in the
plumage of this species at different ages, which hWl led to the
erroneous WlS6rtion that the changes occur in each bird at
leWlt three times a-year. These varieties are WI follows:
The young male, which is grey brown, when it first changes
its plumage, becomes of a bright red, darker above, brighter
beneath, with the exception only of the blackish pinion and
tail feathers. This happens usually in April and May, and
it is only at the second moult that this colour is changed
into its permanent greenish yellow. Red Crossbills, there
fore, are only one year old, and the greenish yellow ones the
adults.

The fema.le is always either entirely grey, intermixed with
some green on the head, breast, and rump, or irregularly
checkered with this colour.

The following description of the adult ma.le is taken from
one caught in the nest in the forest of Thuringia :-The fore-
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head, cheeks, and eyebrows green, spotted with greenish
yellow and white; the back Biskin green; l'IlDlp golden
yellow; the under part of the body greenish yellow j the vent
IIpOtted with white and grey; the thighs grey. But wherever
the green and yellow preTails, the dark grey ground colour
gleaDUI through, making the parts appear mottled, especially
the back: for properly the feathers are all grey, being yellow
or green only on the tips. The wings are blackish, the smaJl
coverts tinged with Siskin green, the two large rows mar
gined at the tip with whitish yellow, 88 are also the J.ut
pinion feathers; all the pinion feathers are, howe-.er,-.err
delicately margined with green, as are also the blackish tail
feathers.

When, therefOl'e, grey or checkered C1'OIlIlbills are spoken of,
they are young ones; red ones are one-year olds, which have
just moulted; crimson red ones are such 88 are about to
moult the second time; red and yellow spotted ones are the
two year olds when moulting. All these changes are fre
quently met with if the birds are not sought for at breeding
time; for as they do not all breed at one season, neither do
they moult at one period, which leads to their presenting
such varieties of plumage: and moulting, it is well known,
powerfully influences the colour of the plumage.

Henco, it appeal'S that Crossbills undergo a change of plu
mage similar to Linnets, and it is their red hue alone, which
they wear for a year, which distinguishes them so remark
ably from other birds.

It is, however, singular that the young, of which many
are reared by bird-fanciel'S in Thuringia, never acquire this
red plumage in captivity, but during the second year either
remain grey, or immediately acquire the greenish yellow
colour of the male which has twice moulted.

HABITAT.-The Crossbill inhabits Europe, Northern Asia.,
and America. It resides in pine and fir woods, and is only

v:
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found where fir and pine cones occur. It requires to be
placed in & wire bell-cage of the form and size of that of a
Canary. It may also be allowed to be at Jarge in a room, if
supplied with a young fir, to roost or sleep in j but it must
not be placed in a wooden cage, as it indulges in a habit of
gnawing away all wood-work.

FOOD.-It consists principally of the seeds of the pine,
whioh it either extraCts from the cones, by means of its
crooked beak, or picks up from the ground. It eats also the
seeds of the fir and the alder tree, and the buds and bloBBODlS
of the pine. In a cage it must be supplied with hemp, fir,
and rape seed, and also juniper berries; but at liberty, in a
room, it will become habituated to the second kind of general
food described in the introduction.

BUEDING.-The time of breeding is perhaps the most
remarkable circumstance FeBpecting this bird, for this takes
place from December to April. They build in the upper
branobes of firs and pines, and make their nests of the delicate
twigs of those trees j within the outer wall of this nest is a

.thick layer of ground-moss, followed inwardly by aJining of
-very delicate coral moss. But it is not paid over with rosin
.as has been asserted. The female lays from three to five
eggs, which are greyish white, and surrouuded at the thick
~nd with a coronal of reddiah brown spots, lines, and dots.
The heating quality of their food protects, at this season,
DOth young a.nd old from the cold: the young are fed from
the crop, like all the kernel-eaters (Loaia). They are reared
~pon roll, steeped in milk, mixed with poppy seeds.

MALADIES.-In confinement all va.pours act injuriously
upon this bird, and therefore in the society of man they are
.always sickly, get bad eyes, and swollen and lumpy feet.
Countrymen, living among the mountains of Germany,
imagine, therefore, that they attract to themselves their
pains and maladies. This induces many to keep them in
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. t'heir cottages. It is also a vulgar superstition that the
Crossbill, whose upper mandible passes to the right side of
the lower one, attracis to it the flux and other maladies ot
men: and that those in which that mandible pllBses to the
left has a similar effect upon the nialadies of the female seL
In other districts, those whose upper mandible bends down to
the left are considered the most available for this purpose.
Simple people also drink daily the water left; by the bird in
its~ vessel, as a remedy against epilepsy.

These birds are also subject to both apoplexy and epilepsy.
MODE OF CAPTURE.-They are very ellBily caught in the

autumn and spring with the call-birds. It is usually effected
by means of the so-called climbing-pole, which is nothing
more than a high pole to which large limed sticks are
attached. These are placed in an open space in forests fre
quented by these birds: a call-bird is then placed near,
which is sure to attract those which are passUlg by its fre
quent gip, yip, yip, yip I

In some parts of the forests of Thuringia the summits of
the firs (for they perch by preference at the summit) have
nooses fixed in them, and a good call-bird is hung in one of
the upper branches. As soon as the first bird perches, the
rest all follow; they are caught, aud fall down: then usually
as many Crossbills are caught lIB there are nooses on the tree,
provided they are so placed that the stepping-board only Pl'D

jects upon which they must perch.
Co)(HElmATOBY QUA.LITIES.-The Crossbill is a simple

bird, but in the cage it uses its beak and feet j uat like the
Parrot, to help itself along. When thoroughly well it moves
its body to and fro like the Siskin, and then utters harsh
shrill notes with but little melody. One bird will try to
surpass the other: and those are most esteemed by the
fancier which repeat frequently a sound like reits or eroits,
and which is called the crowing of the Crossbill. It will

J(Jl
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become BO tame as to admit of being carried upon ~he finger
into the open air, and may also be acouatomed to fly in and
out.

In this country the Crossbill makes ita appeanmce at
irregular periods. Several years may elapse without their
heing heard of, when suddenly they arrive in great flocks.
" In the autumn of 1821, when walking from Aberdeen to
Elgin," says M'Gillivray, "I had the pleasure of 'observing a
flock of several hundreds of these birds, busily engaged in
shelling the seeds of the berries which hung in clusters on a.
clump of rowan treeB. .80 intent were they on satisfying
their hunger, that they took not the leaat heed of me. They
clung to the twigs in allllOrts of postures, and went through
the operation of feeding in a quiet and bUBineso;-like manner,
each attending to itB own affairs. It was indeed a pleasant
sight to Bee how the little t,lreatures fluttered among the
twigs, all in continued action, like so many beeB on a cluster
of flowers in sUDBhine after rain. Their brilliant col~urB, 80
much more gaudy than thOBe of our common birds, seem to
convert the rude scenery around into $at of some far distant
land, where the Redbird sports among the mangolia flowers.
In that year flocks of these birds were observed in various
parts of Scotland j but although I have obtained numerous
specimens in a recent &tate, I have not since had an oppor
tunity of Booing living iudividuals."

A corr6Bpondent of the "Magazine of Natnral History,"
writing in Jannary, 1834, has a. minute d6BCription of the
habitB of thiB bird :~" From October, 1821, to the middle
ofMay, 1822, CrossbillB were very numerous in this country,

. and, I believe, extended their flights into many parts of
England. Large flocks frequented Bome plantationB of fir
trees in this vicinity, from the beginning of Novemher to
the following April. I have seen them, hundreds of times,
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when on the larch, cut the cone from the branch with their
beak, and, holding it firmly in both claws, as a Hawk would
a bird, extract the seeds with the most surprising dexterity
and quickness. I do not mean to assert this to be their
general habit j but it was very frequently done when feeding
on the larch. I have never seen them attempt the like
method with cones of the Scotch or other species of pine"
which would be teo bulky for them to manage. Their
method with these, and, of course, most frequently with the
larch, was to hold firmly on the cone with their claws j and,
while they were busily engaged in this manner, I have cap
tured great numbers; many with a horse-hair noose, fixed to
the end ofa fishing-rod,. which I managed to slip over thehead
when they were feeding, and by drawing it quickly towards
the body, I easily secured them j others I tcok with a limed
twig, fixed in such a manner in the end of the rod, that on
f()nching the bird it became immediately disengaged from it,
adhered to the feathers, rendered the wings useless, and
caused the poor bird to fall perfectly helpless on the ground.
In this manner, in windy weather, I have taken several from
the eame tree, without causing any 8U8pimon of danger. On
warm sunny days, after feeding a considerable time, they
would suddenly take wing, and, after flying round for a
short time in full choms, alight on some lofty tree in the
neighbourhood of the plantations, warbling to each other
in low pleasing strains j they would also fly from the trees
occasionally for the pUrpose of drinking, their food being of
10 dry a nature.

"In captivity they were quickly reconciled, and soon be
came very familiar. As, at first, I was not aware what food.
would suit them, I fixed· branches of the lnrch against the
aides of the room in which I had confined them, and threw
.. quantity of the cones on the floor. I found that they not
only closely searched the cones on the branches, but in a few
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days, not one was left in the room that had not been pried
into. I gave them Canary and hemp seed; but, thinking
the ClOnes were both amusement and employment, I continued
to furnish them with a plentiful supply. I had about four
dozen of them j and frequently, whilst I have been in the
room, they would fly dllwu, seize a oone with their beak, carry
it to a perch, quickly transfer it to their claws, and in a very
short time empty it of its seeds, as I have very many times
witnessed, to my surprise and amusement. .AB the spring
advanced, the male birds in the plantations were frequently
singing on the tops of the firs, in low but very agreeable
notes j yet they continued in flocks, and were lleen in some
parts of the county until the beginning ofJune. I had hopes
of their breeding in confinement, and I accordingly kept
them in different rooms, fixing the tops of young fir trees on
the floor, and against the walls, and supplying them with as
great a variety of food as poBBible j but all to no purpose,
as neither tholle I bad confined in this manner, nor those
in cages, ever showed any inclination to breed. They. are
amusing birds in confinement, as they have some of the habits
of the Parrot tribe j climbing about the cage with both beak
and claws."

58.-THE PARROT CROSSBILL.

LoXIA PYTIOPSITTACUS. Bech.-LoXIA CUSVIROSTBA JUJOlL Lalh.
BEC-<lBOISE PEBROQUET. BtJ$.-PABBm CROSSBILL. Sf1JJ. Yarm..
M'GilU'lJf'ay.-DEB K!EPEBN KBBUZ80HNABELo BecA.

DESCRIPTION.-This Crossbill is usually confounded with
the preceding, and considered as the same bird. This I myself
was induced to do, until I kept both in the same apartment,
and thus had the opportunity of comparing them more closely
together. It is of the size of the common Hawfinch or
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Waxen Chatterer, being about eight and a quarter inches
long, ofwhich the tail compriseH two and three quarters; the
expanded wings extending to thirteen and a half inches. The
beak. is one inch long, horny black, and much thicker than in
the preceding, crOBSed at the top, but 80 that the lower man
dible does not reach higher than the ridge of the upper one
the tip is also much shorter, and not so slender as in the oonl

mon Crossbill; the feet are three quarters of an inch high,
and the middle toe is one and a quarter inch long. Both
head and body, as well as the beak, are more robust than in
the preceding. The majority of the males I have lleen were
either bright or dark vermilion, intermixed with greyish
brown, this being the ground colour of the plumage, the neck,
breast, and rump only are of a pure red; pinion and tail
feathers dark grey, black on the shaft. It would appear that
this bird, as well as the preceding, varies with age, for I
possessed a Parrot Crossbill of an olive green colour which
sang very well, and was, in all probability, an adult male.,
The female is dark grey, with an olive green tinge upon the
back; Siskin green upon the rump; the abdomen and vent
whitish.

PEcuLumTlE8.-Wherever there occurs a succession of
connected pine forests in Germany, there this Crossbill may
be found. If not detected in summer, it will certainly be
found in winter, by the number of cones bitten off by them,
which may be observed beneath the pines with the seeds
removed. They are not often heard, for they sit very still,
eating almost the whole day long; and only when passing
from one tree to another they call almost like the common
Crossbill, only rougher and stronger, gep, gep, gep I They
are usually seen in flocks of from twelve to twenty-four.
They~ not at all shy, for when a flock is~ into tho
rest rarely flyaway, but will allow the shot to be repeated
several times. They prefer sitting upon the highest trees,
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and are caught like the common Crossbill. In eonfinement
they muBt be aupplied with pine cones; but they are also
fed with hemp seed, rape seed, the aeoond kind of general
food, and will eat ahnost everything th&t eomes to table.
But they should not be let at large, for they DibBle books,
shoes, &c.; two of these birds once destroyed fur me s. new
pair of shoes in s. single day.

The males Bing very aBBiduOUIIly, and like the common
Crossbill, but deeper and more intermittingly. The bar grey,
gep, gfJ/fT'l,j8 / are clistiiMtl.y audible. They are not only very
sociable together, but also with the preceding bird, for. they
bill and feed each other incessantly, and whither one flieis
thither follows the other. They are sometimes troublesome
from their incessant call, but so tame that they will allow
themselves to be handled.

I never found their nest; but it is BlIid to be built on the
IlUJIllIlit of the highest pines, and that they hatch in M.ay,
and rear from four to five young ones.

This bird can only be considered lIB a straggling visitor in
Britain, only one or two specimens having been described by
British authors.

59.-THE PINE GROSBEAK.

LoXIA ENUCLBA.TOB. LN"".-DA.BBIIO ou GBOSBBC DB O.UUD.L BvI-
DEB fuKBNKBBUZSCRNABEL ODBB l!'J:CHTENKEBNIIBISDIL Bed/..

DEBCRIPTION.-This bird is allied to the Orossbills in figure
and habits of life; but the lowe!' mandible does not Cl'OSll,

and the upper one has only a large hook which haDgs over the
under. It is the largest Grosbeak in Germany, of about the
size of the Waxen Chatterer, eight and a half inches long, of
which the tail comprises three inches. The beak is six lines
long, short and thick j the upper mandible considerably
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hooked. over the lower one, and dark brown; the feet are
brownish bla.ck, one inch high. Head, neck, breast, and
rump of a bright carmine, with a bluitlh tinge. From the
nostrils, which are covered. with dark brown feathen, a black
line extends to the eyes. The back and the small coverts of
Ule wings Re black, with reddish margins, and the large c0

verts have white tips, which thus form two transverse banda
&eroIl8 the wings. The pinion feathers are black: in the shorter
ones the external edge is white, and the larger ones have grey
margins. Abdomen and vent are ashy coloured; the tail
rather forked, and marked like the pinion feathers.

The female is chiefly of a greyish green, with here and
there a reddish or yellowish tinge, more particularly upon
the vertex.

Whether this bird when at large varies in its plumage,
like the common Crossbill, is uncertain, as more yellow than
red ones are seen; but that it does so in confinement is con
firmed by experience. They become of a deep reddish yellow,
not only after the first moult but even previous to it. This
change commences at the beak, passes down the back to the
breast, nntil all that W88 previously red becomes yellow.
This yellow colour is rather darker than lemon; the plum
age in the yellow varieties, as in the red, is ashy grey at the
base of the feathers.

PECULIARITIES.-This bird inhabits the northern countries
of Europe, Asia., and America., and is therefore often found
in N orthem Germany, in Mecklenburg, and Pomerania, but
rarely farther to the south. It lives in forests of pines and
firs, and feeds upon the seeds of those trees. In autumn and
winter it roams abont seeking berries, and therefore is a bird
of passage. The nest is built in lofty treeg, and the young
have a brown appearance, with 0. yellowish tinge: even
during the first year the males are pale red, subsequently
becoming carmine or Climson. In autumn and winter they
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are caught with the springe, and upon the fowling-Hoor,
by means of service berries and juniper berries j they al'e so
simple that in the north a rounded wire is fixed to the end
of a long pole, within which are placed some hair nooses, and
these are drawn over the heads of the birds. In their native
home they are kept by fanciers in cages, for the sake of their
song and their great tameness j they afford much pleasure,
especially by their habit of singing at night. In this sort
of confinement they Bing the whole year through; whereas,
when wild, this only takes place during the summer months.

The Grosbeak is an irregular visitant in the northern parts
of the island, appearing here and there in various parts of
the country towards the beginning of winter. It is more
frequently met with in England than in Scotland. Montagu,
who is perhaps more to be depended upon than any other
British ornithologist, makes the following statement, as the
result of his observation :-

"These birds usually visit England in the autumn, and
continue with us till the month of April.' They appear in
small Hocks, seldom more than four or five, feeding on the
hawthorn berries, The facility with which they break the
hard stones of that fruit to get at the kernel is astonishing.
It is done apparently with as much ease as other small birds
break hemp seed.

" No instance has been recorded of its breeding with us ;
but Dr. Latham assures us he had one sent to him in the
summer months. What the song of this bird may be in the
season of love, authors are silent about; but it has been
heard to Bing pleasantly, in low plaintive notes, even in winter,
when the weather has been unusually warm. The nest is very
beautifully constructed of lichens, liverwort, and vegetable
fibres, lined with feathers and other soft materials, placed in
the upper branches of a tree. The eggs are from three to five
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in number, of a bluish green, spotted with olive brown, with
a few irregular black markings."

Mr. Jesse, in his "Gleanings," informs us, however, that
it not only stays with us all the year, but breeds in this
country, the nests being frequently found amongst tho Horn
beam pollards in Epping Forest, where the bird may be soon
at all periods of the year. He further states that it has
bred for some yeaI'fl past in the grounds of Lord Clifden, at
Roehampton, where a nest with four young ones was taken
in the BUmmer of 1834. It was built at the extremity or
a horse-chestnut, near the lodge, and 1YaB composed chiefly
of twigs of the privet and birch, and lined with hair and fine
grass.

According to Mr. Doubleday, they are permanant residents
in Epping Forest, and very abundant, although so extremely
shy that it is almost impossible to approach them within
gunshot. " Their principal food," he states, "is the seed of
the Hornbeam, which is the prevailing species of tree in the
forest; but they also feed on the kernels of the haws, plum
stones, laurel berries, &c., and in summer make great havoc
amongst green peas in gardens. About the middle of April
they pair, and in a week or two commence nidification. The
situation of the nests are various, but it is most commonly
placed in an old scrubby whitethorn bush, often in a very
exposed situation. They also frequently build on the hori
zontal a.rms of large oaks, the heads of pollard hornbeams, in
hollies, and occasionally in fir-trees in plantations, the eleva
tion of the nest va.rying from five to twenty-five or thirty
feet." The nest. is said by Latham Cl to be composed of the
dead twigs of oak, honeysuckle, &c., intermixed with pieces of
grey lichen. The quantity of this last material varies much
in different nests, but it is never absent. In some, it is only
vlYrY sparingly placed among the twigs; in others, tbe greater
part of the nest is composed of it. The lining consists of
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fine roota and a little hair. The whole fabric is very loosely
put together, and it requires considera.blecare to remove it;
from ita situation uninjured. The eggs vary in numberfrom
four to six, and are of a pale oli'Y8 green, spotted with black,
and irregularly streaked with dnsky colour."

60.-THE GREENFINCH.

LoXIA CHLORIs. Linn.-GBOSBIIO VUDIIlB. Buff.-GRED~
M'GiUi_y.-GBUlI'J'INOH. MMlt. Om. Diet. Yam:l.---Gtulu
GB08BAAL &lb.-DB GBVNLIIm. BeeA.

DESCRIPTION.-Is rather more robust than the Chaffinch,
and about flix inches long, ofwhich the tail measures two and
a half inches. The beak is fiye liues long, fleah coloured,
darker above, brighter beneath, in winter bright brown; the
irides dark brown; the feet bluish flesh colour, eight lines
high. The predominant colour is a yellowish green, beneath
brighter or Siskin green, brightest on the rump and breast,
and merging towards white on the abdomen.

The fomale is smaller, and differs from the male by having
the upper part of the body more of a greenish brown, and the

under part inclining to an ashy grey. The lower coverts of
the tail rather tend to white.

Gamekeepers and bird-ea.tchers speak usually of three
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kinds:--t.t. The large Greenfinc1J, which is entirely yellow.
b. The middle one, which baa the abdomen, especially, bright
yellow j and t1. The smaller one, which is laid to be more
approeching green. But these differences arise from the age
of tile bird, whellce the body is robust or Blender, and the
plumage more or 1e8B beautifully marked.. tl. The bastard
Greenfinch is remarkable; it IIprings from the intermixture
of a male Greenfinch reared from the neat, and a female
Canary, which produces a bird of a robust frame, green and
grey in coloul.", but which is always a bad Binger.

H.usl'l'AT.-The GreenJinch is met with all over the Conti
nent of Europe, but i$ doee not frequent high northern lati
tudes. In Germany it is one of the commonest birds. In
lIUDlIDer it is found on the skins of woods, in coppices, or
where gardens and willows occur j but in winter it migrates
in flocks of thousands. In:Ma.rch it returns to its old
quarters.

In many woody districts it is an ordinary chamber bird,
and is kept in a bell_pad or &quare gage. Placed in a
room, or aviary with other birds, it is only tranquil when
supplied with abundance of food j otherwise it snaps and
bites, and will allow no other bird. to approach the feeding
trough, biting them severely, and speedily plucking them
bald if they are not removed.

FOOD.-The Greenfinch feeds upon all kinds of seeds,
hemp, linseed, dodder grass, rape, the kernel of junipers,
spurge laurel (Meze'I'f.Im), unripe barley, the seeds of turnips,
thistles, salad, and especially the seed of wolf's milk (EtlJ
plrorbia Helio,oopia), which almost all other a.nimaJs abhor.
When allowed to run about it feeds on the second kind of
general food, and becomes stout and fat upon it: by way of
change, a little hemp and rape seed is occasionally mixed
with it. In the cage it has only the seed of summer cabbage j

and if it is wished to make him sing sharply after moulting,
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this is given him, mixed with hemp seed. To retain him in
health it is also necessary to give him occasionally some green
food, such as salad, chick-weed, cole-wort, and juniper berries.

BREEDING.-It usually constructs its nest upon the thick
branch of a tree close to the trunk, more rarely in a thick
hedge, or at the summit of an old willow. The nest is well
made, externally of wool, coral moss, and lichenB, and lined
with the delicate fibres of roots and hair. The female lays,
twice a-year, from four to five acute, silvery white eggs, with
a few scattered cinnamon or bright velvet dots. The young
are at first of a greenish grey; but the males are at once
recognised by their yellowish tinge. If taken from the nest
and reared, they will learn all the songs of chamber birds,
even when they are very difficult; but as they sing the whole
year through, it is best to let them learn from a Chaffinch.
What they once learn they never forget.
. MALADIEB.-They are of a more robust nature than the
majority of the other chamber birds, and may be preserved
for a dozen years with moderate care.

CAPTURE.-They may be caught until December, on the
fowling-floor, by means of a call-bird. In spring the call
bird is placed upon the decoy banks. They call, when flying,
yack, yack, and when perched sh'Woinz. They allow them
selves also to be allured by Linnets. They readily accustom
themselves to eat, if crushed hemp-seed be thrown upon the
floor to them.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIES.-Although their native song
is not a pleasing one, yet it is not disagreeable, and some
persons prefer it to that of the Linnet, but with this I
certainly cannot agree. The great tameness to which, like
the Bullfinch, it may be reduced, makes it an exceedingly
pleasant chamber companion. It may be accustomed not
only to fly in and out of the room, but may even be brought
to build in a room where a garden or shrubbery is at hand
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To effect this it is requisite to adopt the following course :
The young must be removed from the nest, and placed in a
cage in a hole beneath a tree, placing over it a. trap-cage or a
titmouse-trap. The old ones, wishing to feed the young,
step upon the springe and are caught; both old and young
are immediately removed into a large store-cage, and fed
until the young are nearly fledged. At this stage of training
they are allowed to fly in and out of the store-cage, and even
out of the window. Hunger immediately constrains them
to return; and while the pleasure of trying their wings
induces them to a short flight, when first they fly out, the
old ones are placed at the window to recall them; if they
are accustomed to their trainer at the same time, they will
never flyaway. If this course is not adopted, they may be
kept until the winter, and the windows only opened when it
snows; if they then fly out they can be recalled by placing
some of their fellows in a cage at the window. To adopt a
still more secure course, such arrangements are made at the
window that females with clipped wings may be allowed 00
run in and out. They breed very freely in rooms, in com~

pany with canary birds, and as they hatch well, Canaries'
eggs are sometimes placed under them.

They may also be accustomed, like Siskins and Gold
finches, 00 draw up water.

61.-THE GROSBEAK.
LoXIA COCCOTHRAUSTES. Linn.-GROsBEC. Bvff.-HAWFINOH. Mont.

Om. Dict.-BLACK-THBOATED GROSBEAK. M'Oilli17f'(Jy.-DEB G.

JlEINE KEBN BEISSEB. Bech.

DEsCRIPTION.-None but an ardent bird-fancier would
tp.ink of keeping this bird. It is seven inches long, of which
the tail measures two inches and one-third. In proportion
to its body its beak is very thick, round, obtuse, and conical;
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in summer dark blue, and in winter blackish at the tip,
with that exception flesh-coloured j iris bright grey j the
vertex, cheeks, and coverts of the
tail are of & bright chestnut brown j

the nape and the back of the neck
of a beantiful ashy grey; it has &

mark like a halter, which forma at
the chin a black quadrate,elongation;
the back dark Chestnllt brown, the
abdomen of a dirty fleshy red, mergiDg into white at the
vent j the small coverts of the wings black, the larger ones
white in front, brown behind, whence a white spot appears
upon the wings; pinion feathers black, steel-blue at the tip,
the anterior ones having a Ia.rge white spot upon the inner web,
toLe posterior ones angularly truncated at the tip, 88 well as the
pinion feathers, tenninatillg abrQptly, as if cut 011; the tail
black, the two central feathers becoming ashy grey at the tip,
and all the external ones are white on the inner web of the
terminal half and at the tjp.

In the female the head, cheeks, and upper coverts of the
tail are brown, or reddish-grey; the black colouring of the
tAroat, the wings, and the tail blackish-brown j the white spot
upon the wing!' more of a bright ashy-grey j the under part of
the body reddish-grey, passing into white on the abdomen.

lIABITAT.-It is found thronghout the temperate portion
of Europe and Russia. In many parts of Germany it is very
common, especially in mountainous forest districts, where the
red beech grows. It may be called a bird of passage in pre
ference to a migratory bird, returning in March to its usual
place of resort. It should be placed in a bell-shaped cage,
where it speedily becomes tame. It may be allowed to run
freely about, if it has not too many companions, and is alwajs
plentifully supplied with food, otherwise it is excessively
snappish.
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FOOD.-It is particularly fond of cherries, the stone of
which it breaks by means of its powerful beak with the
greatest facility for the sake of the kernel. It feeds also
upon the &eed of the red beech, hornbeam, juniper, ash and
maple, service berries, and haws, as well as dodder grass,
and the &eeds of hemp, cabbage, radish, and salad. It is
U81I&1ly kept upon rape &eed and hemp; and running about in
the aviary, it will take the second kind of universal food.

BRBDING.-The nest is found in beech woods either upon
trees or high bushes, and in gardens 'and orchards. It is neatly
built, externaJ.ly of sma.Il twigs, interwoven occasionally with
licheDB, and lined inside with tbe delicate fibres of roots. From
three to five eggs are laid twice a-year, of an ashy-grey in
clining to green, spotted with brown, and having blackish
blue streaks. The young are greyish-brown, and appear
spotted with white, from their feathen being edged with
white. In forest districts lads amuse themselves in rearing
them, when they become so tame that they follow their
feeder everywhere, and defend themselves from dogs and
cats with their strong beak. In this state they are easily
accustomed to fly about.

OAPTURB.-These birds eagerly follow the call-bird, and
they are therefore veryes.sily caught in the autumn upon the
fowling-floor, when bated with beech and hemp seed, or with
service and juniper berries, In autumn and winter they
may be caught in the noose baited with service berries, and
they can be caught also near their nest with limed twigs.
Theywill immediatelyeat ifhemp and rapeseed be given them.

COKllENDATORY QUALITIEB.-Of these, indeed, they have
but few. I, for my pa.rt, cannot endure the unpleasant shrill
call of its zip, which it incessantly utters; but its song, which
consists of a light gingle,.with some clearer, shrill,. and harsh
notes like irrr, is agreeable enough to many amateurs. Its
remarkable tameness is its most agreeable quality.

N
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62.-THE SERIN.

FBmGlLLl Bu.nros. Lirm.-LB BDl. VBB'l'. Bu§.-Du GIBLITZ.
Btd&.

DBSCRIPTION.-This pretty little bird is properly a native
of the south of Eurolle and of Germany, and it frequents the
north only during the autumnal and spring migrations. In
the spring of almost every year I have found it in the
gardens of Thuringia, and indeed often in the middle of
summer. It breeds yearly in the gardens and on lofty
beeches and oaks in the vicinity of Offenbach.

It is intermediate between a Grosbeak and a Cha.ffinch,
for its beak is too thin to connect it with a Grosbeak, and
too strong for that of a Chaffinch. It is rather larger than
the Aberdevine, being four inches and three-quarters long,
of which the tail measures one inch and three-quarters.
The beak is very short and stout, brown above, white be
neath; the irides dark ohestnut-brown; the legs six lines
high, a.nd, sa well sa the toes, flesh-eoloured. The plumage
of the male is very similar to that variety of the Canary
which is ca.lled the grey or green. The forehead, circle
around the eyes, a stripe above the eyes extending to the
neck, breast, and rump, are greenish-yellow; back of the
head, cheeks, temples, and 1Ul1lill coverts of the wings, are
Siskin-green, and reddish-grey, intermixed with blackish
longitudinal spots; the two large Illll'ieIl of coverts are
blackish, &ild the superior one distinctly margined with
yellow, but the lower one with reddish-yellow, hence the
wings appear to have two yellow bands; the pinion feathers
are black, margined with Siskin-green; and the tail, which is
slightly forked, is similarly coloured. The spots with which
the plumage is sprinkled are not distinctly separated, but
flow into one a.nother in small longitudinal stripes. The
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head is delicately dotted, and e.en the sides and vent have
distinct black spots and stripes.

The female can be distinguished from the female Siskin
only upon very close examination, and chiefly by the shorter
beak, longer tail, and the generally slighter frame j the colours
are similar, having only a rusty-greJ tinge. From the male
it is chiefly distinguished by having its greenish-yellow breast
striped with black.

PECULlARITIES.-This bird has been usually confounded
with the Citril Finch. The Siskin may be used as a call
bird for it in spring and autumn: it is caught in this manner
in Thuringia.

The following observations upon the natural history of
this bird have been contributed by my friend, Dr. Meyer, of
Offenbach :.-:. Of all the chamber birds with which I am
acquainted, the Serin is one of the most vivacious and inde
fatigable. Its voice is not strong, but melodious, and, ex
clusive of the intermixture of BOme strophes of the song of
the Lark, it has ll: most deceptive resemblance to that of the
Canary. At large it sings incessantly, sitting either upon
the extreme branches of a tree, or just rising into the air and
descending again, or flying from one tree to the other during
its song. Its call-note is precisely that of the Canary, which
bird it also greatly resembles in all its proceedings."

HABlTAT.-It was first observed in the neighbourhood of
Offenbach, abont twenty years since. Every year it arrives
in great multit ndes in March, and leaves again towards the
end of October j yet a great many remain throughout the
winter. In January, 1800, when the temperature was llB

low as 210 of Reaum., several were caught there llB late as
the end of February.

FooD.-It feeds upon small seeds which it finds in the
fields, and it is particularly fond of the seeds of the groundsel,
plantain, and chickweed. In the cage it is best kept upon

lIl2
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rape seed mixed with poppy seeds, but it may sometimes
have hemp seed and shelled oats.

BREEDING.-It generally constructs its nest upon the lower
branches of apple and pear trees, or beeches, and occasionally
upon oaks, but never upon willows or near water. The nest
is made with some degree of skill; externally of the delicate
fibres of roots, interwoven with moss and lichens (especially
of the Lobaria. farinaoea), and densely lined with feathers,
cow hair, together with some horse hair and bristles. The
female lays usually from three to four, rarely five, and never
silt eggs, which in form exactly resemble those of the Canary,
being only a. little less. They are marked with a coronal of
irregular, glittering, reddish-brown spots and dots upon a
white ground, particularly at the thicker end. '!'he hatching
time lasts from thirteen to fourteen days, during which the
male feeds the female upon the nest, and afterwards helps to
feed the young from the crop. In the nest, the young
closely resemble the grey Linnet, remain grey until their
first moult, and only subsequently acquire the plumage of
their parents. The young are easily reared upon soaked
rape seed, but the best plan is to catch the parent birds also,
and put all together in a cage, when the old ones will imme
diately feed the young. In confinement they never acquire
the beautiful plumage which they have at large, and after a
few years' confinement the old birds become pale, or even
white, on those parts which were yellow. They will breed
with Canaries, Siskins, Red-poles, and even Goldfinches.

CAPTUBE.-They are readily caught upon the fowling-floor
with call-birds and limed rods, and are very easily captured
feeding upon plantain. One of these birds which I possessed
died of atrophy.
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6S.-THE WAXBILL.

:LoxIA AsHm. IMm...--8BNlGlllU.Y1i. Buff.-DER GllIIEINB

81lIlBGALIBT. Bec1h

DEBCBIP'l'ION.~This bird is scarcely so large II.'! a Robin,
being about four and three-quarter inches long. The beak
is raised at the bMe, and bright red j a similar bright red
stripe extend. between the eYell, and the middle of the breast
and abdomen are of a beautiful brown. The upper parts of
the body &nl brownish grey, the lower bright ashy grey,
covered all over with the mOllt delicate black undulating
lines, which gives the plumage a very soft and IIi.lk-1ike
appeo.ran.06: pinion feathers and tail brown, the latter coni
caJ, and striped transversely with dark brown lines j. the feet
a1Io are brown.

This bird, like the .Ama.ndavade Finch, changes its colours,
and some are found, therefore, which have a uniform brown
tail.; others are crimson upon the rump, and the rest of the
body brown above, white beneath; others, again, are yellow
upon the abdomen, and spotted with white above j a.nd others
U'8 bluiah upon the Deck and throat, a.nd the rest of the
under part of the body white, mixed with l'1l8ty red, and
blue on the upper part of the body, &c.

PECULIARITIES.-They inhabit the Canary Islands, Ma
deira., Senegal, Angola, the Cape of Good Hope, and India,
and are often brought to Europe. Their pleaaant form and
caressing nature, which is shown not merely by the sexes,
but likewise towards each other, when a dozen or more are
placed together in a cage, make thein exceedingly interesting.
Their song, however, is of no moment. They are fed upon
millet, which they eat also in their native' country, and in
consequence &nl frequently injurious to crops of this seed.
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64:.-THE GRENADIER GROSBEAK.

LoXIA OBIL .LiIm.-LB CARDINAL DU CAP DB BOOB EsPBlWI'CIll.

BuJ'.-DBB GUlUDIBB-DIOOIBII!IIBIL Bt!CA.

DEBCBIPTION.-It is nearly the size ofa Sparrow. The beak:
is black; the irides chestnut; the feet da.rk flesh colour; fore
head, sides of thll head, thin end of the breast, and abdomen
velvet black j rump, tail, throat, neck, and upper part of the
breast crimson or fiery red and velvety; the back and
shoulders more da.rkly clouded than the neck; at the upper
part of the neck the feathers do not lie so close as usual,
hence that part appears swollen; the thighs are reddish grey;
the wings dark brown or blackish grey with reddish white
shafta.

The male takes the same colours in confinement at the
second moulting, but the markings are darker; the plumage
of the upper part of the body being blackish, with broad
reddish grey margins to the feathers, and the stripe a.bove the
eyes is pale brimstone. At large, the male, after pairing time,
which is aft.erJanuary, loses its red feathers, and then resembles
the female, but resumes its beautiful plumage in July, when
pairing time recommences. They are very handsome whilst
moulting, for then, with their variegated head and body, they
have a beautiful red neck and tail.

PEcULIARITIE8.-These birds are as common in all the
colonies of the Cape of Good Hope, and do as much injury to
the wheat blossom and ripening ears, as Sparrows with us.
Upon their return in the evening, in flocks of thousands, from
the cultivated lands, to their resorting pIa.ce among the reeds,
their dissonant chirping JJJJj.y be heard to a considerable
distance. Their caJl is deeb, deeb, somewhat like that of
Sparrows, and their song is in a low weak voice like a Siskin.
They build an artificial nest, composed of small twigs, inter--
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woven with wooL It baa one entrance, but consists of two
compartments, the upper one for the male, and the under one
for the female. The colour of the eggs is green.

These birds should be placed in emall cages, and fed with
Canary seeds. Male and female like to be together j but
there is no instance on record of their having bred in Europe.

65.-THE SNOW BUNTING.

EIOl'IJlDA NlVALIS. Llnn.-OBTOLAlf DB NBIGB. Bf{f.-SNOW·"OWL.

OAT--,owr.. Tu SlII'OW·LABB: BOIm:NG. oa SNOW FLAU. M'(JilU_lI.
-Dn 8oJmDAJooL BecA.

DBSORlPl'IoN.-Natura1iete descn"be the summer and winter
dreee of this bird as differing very remarkably. I will not
vouch for the troth of this (but I fancy that the variation
arillee from di1ferenceil in age, as is the case in many birds), and
ahaJl restrict myself here to a description of its winter dreBll,
and that which it takes in confinement, as we do not observe
it at other seasons, for in summer it resorts to the highest
latitudes far within the Arctic circle. It is about the size of a
Skylark, and is six inches and a-halflong. The beak, as in all
the Buntings, is conical, with a hard ridge on the palate, yellow,
and only black at the tip, but
during the singing season it
is entirely black j the head,
Dook, and whole of the under
part of the body white j the
head sometimes sprinkled
with a yellowish brown
oolour j back and romp black j

the feathers of the back mar
gined with white, and those of the shoulder and romp with
brownish yellow-in spring darker, in summer paler j the

Googe
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.,; tail is forked, the first three feathers white, with a black
stripe at the tip. the following four are black, margined with
reddish.

The female is rather smaller; the heed IloDd upper part of the
Deck white, intermixed with yellowish brown or ciI1D&lDon
brown, and across the white breast a series of similar spots
extend resembling a kind ofbroken band. The young, caught
in winter, are recognisable by their dark brown beak and back,
the feathers margined with greyish white, and the young male
bird is always sprinkled with yellow brown at the back of the
head j but the young female has yellow brown cheeks and a
speckled breast.

PECULIARITIEB.-In severe winters tbia bird is found in
Germany from December to May, especially in the northern
districts, where it even visits villages. If due obSlll'vatiOil be
made in March when snow faJls, it may with certainty be
found on its passage homewards, congregating with Lark» in
the fields and highways. It may then be caught upon the
droppings of horses placed under a tree or covered with limed
twigs; and in the fields also, upon spots cleared from snow and
strewed with oats. I had a couple in my aviary for I!ix years;
but they may be placed in a large bell-shaped cage. They
will feed upon the ordiIlll.lj food j but in the cage they should
have poppy seed, hemp, oats, millet, and dodder grass. They
are fond of bathing. They are restless birds, which hop and
run about during the night. Their ca.ll-note is clear and
strong, lib the loud whi8tle of a man. Their80ng is an
interrupted twittering, with some high noisy tones gr&dua.lly
lowering, intermixed with a long continuous shrill note and
other strong solitary piping tones, and is pleasing enough.
To preserve them any length of time they must not 'be placed
in too warm a room, or too near a fire, which they Q&IlDOt a.t
all endure.

Assembled in large straggling flocks, or scattered in smaJl
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detaohmenta, these birds may be seen flying rather low along
the soore, somewhat in the DI&IlJ1Elr of Larks, moving in an
undulating line by meaD.8 of repeated fia.ppiDga and short
intervals of cessation, and uttering a soft and rather low cry,
coDBiBting of a few mellow notes, not unlike those of the
Brown Linnet, but intermixed at times with a sort of stifled
acrea.m or chirr. When they have found a fitting place, they
wheel suddenly round, and alight rather abruptly, on which
occasion the white of the wings and tail becomes very con
spicuous. They run with great celerity along the sand, not
by hops, like the Sparrows and Finches, but in a DIAJlDer
resembliDg that of Larks and Pipits j and, when thus oc
cupied, it is not in general difficult to approach them, SO that
specimenl are easily procured.

About the middle of April, or sometimes a week later,
these birds disappear, and betake theJDIelves to their 1l\UlUJUl1"

l'eiIidence.
The nellt and eggs of this species are unknown to me,

and indeed have not hitherto boon detooted in Brita.in.
M'(}jJ},;'wGV·

66.-THE TAWNY, OR MOUNTAIN BUN,TING.

EJmEBIZA MONTANA. Lmn.-OBTOLAN DE MONTAGNE. Buf.-DEB
BEBG.urHEB. Bec1l.

DESClUPl'ION.-It is rather smaller' than tlleSnow .Bunt
ing. The beak is short and strong, yellow, but black at the
tip j the head almost flat j the forehead bright chestnut; the
back of the head and cheeks brighter j the back of the neck
and back ashy, the latter spotted with black, causing it to
resemble the Female Yellow Bunting; the gullet white j the
breaBt and eyes rusty red, with a brownish red band acrosa
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the former, but which in young birds is indicated only by a
cloudy tinge; the coverts of the wings blackish grey, mar
gined with white; the feet black.

The female has the head alternately black, reddish yellow,
and white j red mixed with yellowish grey at the back of
the neck; on the belly approaching to white.

PEouLIAJUTIEB.-This handsome bird is a native of the
northern parts of Europe, but it certainly is nowhere com
mon. In Thuringia (as also possibly throughout the rest of
Germany) it is found every year in March, especially when
there is a continuance of stormy weather and deep s,now. It
occurs usually in pairs, upon roads and highways, where
they search for food amongst the dung of animals. Its call
note is zirr, zirr I Its song, which is clear, and not un
pleasant, is, like all the other Buntings, broken and abrupt.
These birds are easily kept either in a room or in a large
cage, and should be fed upon oats, 'poppy seed, bread, hemp. &c.
They are very restless at night, especially at pairing time,
uttering their call-note even during the darkest night.

At times, in a flock of these birds, some are found which
are reddish grey upon the upper part of the body, yellowish
upon the head, and spotted with dark brown upon the back;
these are young ones. They are caught in the same way as
the Snow Bunting.

67.-THE YELLOW BUN1'ING.

E1IJlICRTZA CITBnilI:LLA. Lmn.-LB BnUANT. BvI-YBLLOW HAJDmB.
M'Oill6f1Nl/.-Du GoLDAJOO!"& Bet:l.

DESCRIPTION.-As well known as this bird is, still its de
scription is necessary, as young males and old females are
often confounded with each other. It is six inches and a
half long, of which the forked tail occupies three inches j the
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beak is five lines long, in summer of a dirty dark blue, and
in winter ashy j the irides dark brown; the feet are light
brown, and nine lines high j the head in old birds is of a
beautiful light yellow, having occasionally some dark olive
brown spots upon the cheeks and upon the vertex, and only
in very old ones ·~s the head as well as neck of a pure golden
yellow; the neck is olive green; the back black and greyish
red intermixed; the rump orange red; the throat, the under
side of the neck, and the belly, of a beautiful golden or
light yellow; the breast, especially at the sides, and the vent,
spotted with orange red and yellow; the small coverts olive,
the large ones and the last pinion feathers black, intermixed
with a rusty colour; the anterior pinion feathers blackish,
margined with greenish yellow; the tail feathers blackish j

the two external ones with a conical white spot, the rest
yellowish, and the central ones margined with rust colour.

The female is rather Rmaller j on the head, throat, and
neck scarcely any yellow markings are seen, the head and
cheeks being so much intermixed with brown, and the neck
with olive spots; the breast only is spotted with rusty colour,
and the coverts of the wings alone are marked with reddish
white; it therefore loob more grey than yellow.

Young males in the early spring resemble old females; but
yet they have already upon the vertex a yellow spot, as well
as a golden yellow stripe above the eyes, and another on
the throat; the rusty coloured breast and rump are also
more'of an orange red and without spots.

White and spotted varieties are also occasionally met with.
HABITA.T.-The Yellow Bunting is found throughout

Europe and Northem Asia. In summer it inhabits coppices
and the margins of woods, and in autumn resorts to the
fields; but in winter it frequents the vicinity of barns and
stables. Where it occurs abundantly it is not held in much
esteem, and is usually allowed to run freely about in the
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chamber or aviary ; but in other places, where it is rare, it is
kept in large bell-ahaped cagm.

FOOD.-Its chief food in summer consitts of insects, espe
cially caterpillars, with which, like all the Buntings, it feeds
its young; but in autumn and winter it feeds upon all kinds
of seeds and corn, which, by means of an inner ridge on the
pala.te, it is ena.bled to shell akilfuUy, luch as oats, spelt,
millet, and Canary seed; but poppy and rape seed, and other
BIDall seeds, it swallows whole. Oats is their favourite food.
To preserve them for Bllveral years their diet must be varied,
and they require to be fed with oats, roll crumbs, bread,
meat, poppy seed, bruised hemp, &C. RllDJling about in the
aviary, the second general description of food suits them best.
It is, perhaps, in order to accelerate dig611tion, tha.t they fre
quently eat fresh. black mould. This, at least, I haTe
observed in all that I have kept in my aviary. They are
fond of bathing.

B&EiIDING.-As resident birds they hatch twice in the
year; the:first time very early, toward» the end of March or
the beginning of April. The nest iJl built in hedges or
shrubs, or indeed upon the grolUld in. m08li, and consiats ex
ternally of blades of grass, very artificially interwoven, lined
internally with cow and horse hair. The feJn.&le lays from
three to five eggs Qf a dirty white, sprinlded and edged with
pale and bright brown. Reared from the nest, the young
JJlales will lelll"Il the song of the- Chaffinch~ and also short
strophes of the song of other birds.

MAL.U>IEB.-They are very subject to consumption; and
their moulting is often accompanied with difficulties, as they
always sicken some time afterwards, and frequently die.
To prevent this they mUJit have given to them, as well as to
all the species of Buntings, fresh ants' eggs, which very much
accelerate thilil periodical change.

C.u-ruJlE.-In winter they may be causht in gardens with
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the fowling-net, within which oats are strewn as a bait; they
will often get under a sieve or basket supported by a little
bit of wood, to which a string is attached, by which the sup
porting prop is drawn away when they are beneath. They
also visit the fowling-floor singly by placing a call-bird there,
and in spring the fowling-bushes, when attracted in the same
way.

COllOlE1O>A.TORY QUA.LITIlllB.-It is recommended by its
beauty, although the golden yellow eventually becomes very
pale after it has been kept BOme time in the house, where it
will live :fur about five or six years; and also by its BOng,
which, although it POBBeBS nothing peculiarly distinguish
ing, is yet ..-bl.e; this consists of from seven to nine
clearly rlngiDa IIDtII, te, te, te, te, te, te, twree, all the first
being of one lOUd, _ the last oonstituting a triple notE!.
Though delicate, ,.. S. ClIo1H.ote sounds to a great distance.
But this bird OOIIlporti itlellwq awkwardly in the chamber
and cage, notwi~ 1tl1~ and vivacious habits
when at large.

Towards the beginning of April the winter _ociations
break up, and they choose their partners without the mani.
festation of angry feelings, they being less addicted to
quarrelling than most small birds. When vegetation has
advanced, they repair to bushy places and willowy sides
of brooks and streams, and commence the construction of
their nests, which are bulky, composed externally of
coarse grasses and small twigs, and neatly lined with fine
grass, fibrous roots, and hair. The nest is usually placed
on the ground, under a bush or among the twigs close
to the ground, or sometimes in a clump of thick graB8 or
herbage.

These Buntings evince much anxiety about their charge,
and when deprived of their eggs or young continue' some
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days about the place, chanting at intervals their dolorous
ditty, which, though unaltered in its notes, must doubtle811 be
meant as an expression of their grief.-MlGillivray.

68.-THE COMMON OR CORN BUNTING.

EIlBJI;BJZA MILUJlIA. Linn.-PBOYD. Bujf.-CoBN BUBTING.

Y'GiJlivray.-DE3. GllllTENAJD[E]l. Beeh.

DBllCRIl"l'Iox.-This bird, which is found throughout
Europe and in Northern Asia, is even le811 adapted to inhabit

the chamber than the precedin6, being neither distinguished
by its song nor by its plumage. It is larger than a. Skylark,
which it resembles in its plumage. It is seven inches and a
half long, 'of which the tail occupies three. The beak is
short and &"trong, six lines long, and grey brown like the
feet. In summer the lower mandible of the former is yel
lowish; the feet are ten lines high; the whole of the npper
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side of a pale reddish grey; and the under side yellowish
white, spotted all over, like the Lark's, with blackish brown,
rather coarse above, but delicate beneath. The pinion and
tail feathers are dark brown.

The female is rather paler.
HABrrAT.-In several parts of Germany it is very abun

dant throughout the whole year. In the more northern
countries they only occur during their migrations, being un
able to endure the winter in their native home. In March
they are found with the Larh in the fields. They prefer
plains to wooded districts, and therefore they may be ob
served in meadows, or on cross roads, perched upon a willow
or a rail-post, a lal1dmark, or a clod of earth. They are
usually allowed to mix with the other birds in an aviary, or
they may be placed in a large Lark's cage.

FooD.-Their food is similar to that of the Yellow Bunt
ing, and they may be fed upon oats and millet, and the usual
bird food. They are more delicate than that bird.

BBEEDING.-They usually build among the high grass
under overhanging bushes, but do not place their nest upon
the ground. It consists of dry blades of grass, and is lined
with the hair of animals. The eggs, from four to six in
number, are ashy grey, with reddish brown spots, and striped
with black.

C.A1'TUB&-In autumn they are caught upon the fowling
lloor by means of the call-bird. In spring they are attracted
to the fowling-bush by the call of the Yel10w Bunting; and
in the winter they may be captured in the vicinity of barns
by means of nets and limed rods.

COXllENDATORY QUALITIES.-The song of the male is
aborter and rougher than that of the Yellow Bunting, and
may be noted by the following syllables-tye, tye, tye, terity I
The last note rattles, and it is therefore called in some dil..
tricts the stocking-weaver.
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MCGillivray, who appears to have given close attention to
the habits of these birds, Mys :-" When surprised in a field,
or roused from a corn-yard, they fly oft' with a direct rapid.
motion; but o£ren when an individual, which has been rest
ing on a twig or wall-top, starta away, it allows its feet to
hang for a short time before it commences its bounden flight.
I believe there ia no other bird of the order, with us, that
baa this hBbit.

" Although lIOID.ewhat similar to the BOng of the Yeiloy
Bunting, it is by no means so lugubrious j but if not sufli
ciently melodious to call forth exclamatioDll of delight from.
him whose delicate ear is hurt even by the jingle of the
lArk,yet to those who lave to Btudy nature in all her variety,
it forms a pleasing oounterpart or contrast to the sweet notes
of the yellow-throated warbleI'll.

"To the ornithologist the serellm of the Heron and Eagle,
the croak of the Raven, the wail of the Kittiwake, the
chatter of the Magpie, and the chirp of the Sparrow, are 8.8

interesting as the clear, mellow, a.nd modulated Bong of the
Thrush, filling the lone valley at eventide with its soft;
echoes. .

"The song of the Bunting, such as it is, may be heard
occasionally at aJ1 seasons, especiaJly in calm weather j but
during the breeding time it is more frequent, and then the
male, perched on a wall, a stone, a twig, or a tall herba
ceous plant, especially a dock or a bur, continues to utter
at short intervals his singular cry, which, although not loud,
extends to a great distance."
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69.-THE ORTOLAN BUNTING
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EJmDIZA HOBTULElU.. Linn.-L'OBTOLAN. Buff.-GBUN·H:uDED
BU!lTIlfG. Mont.-OBTOL.l1f. Sdb.-l'u GJJlTEl'l.uoo:B ODU

OB'1'OLAJr. Beck.

DEBCBJPl'ION.-An accurate del'Cliption of this bird is
rendered the more necessary, because naturalists and bird
dealers call different species of birds by this name, and the
latter make no scruple to sell them as Ortolans.

It is about the size of the Yellow Bunting, but is rather
more robust in the breast, and has a thicker beak. It is six
and a half inches long, of which the tail occupies two and a
half. The beak is thick at the base, long, and of a yello'Yish
flesh colour; the irides dark brown; the legs are flesh
coloured, and ten lines high; head and neck are asby grey
olive; the throat bright yellow, and a stripe of the same
colour extending from the angle of the lower mandible down
the neck; the back and shouldel'B reddish brown, spotted
with black; the rump dirty greyish brown; the upper part
of the body reddish yellow; the tail feathel'B blackish, the
two external ones with a conical white spot; all the rest
edged with reddish yellow.

The female is rather smaller, the head and neck passing
into ashy, and marked with small blackisb lines; the breast
is a130 less brown in hue, and the whole body paler.

The young male before the first moult has the tbroat of
a light yellow, with an intermixture of grey, and the brell6i
and belly are reddish yellow sprinkled with grey. They
are, therefore, not very dissimilar to the young Yellow
Bunting; but the connoisseur may distinguish the differences

. of sex even in the nest. There are also white, yellotoiB"
white, variegated, and, occasionally in the chamber, black
varieties of this bird.

HABITAT.-This bird inhabits the southern and temperate
o
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parts of Europe, and is not rare in BOme of the provinces of
Germany; but, if due care be taken, it it to 'be found in
every direction during its migrations, even although it
should not remain during the summer; for it stops 0cca

sionally in its course, and does not fly over entire districts at
once. If the spot be observed where it has been once met
with, especially in spring, it will certainly be again found
there at the same period, so invariable is their route. They
travel in families, rather than in flocks. In Germany they
are met with towards the end of April or the beginning ot
May, and they may be found in gardens or in fields where
there are insulated bushy spots or coppices, and, at breediDg
time, in gardens and skirting woods, especially in the vicinity
of millet crops. In August, they visit the fieldli in families,
and quit us after the oat harvest in September. As a cele:
brated and well known bird, it should be placed in a-hand~

BOme cage, but it may be &l1owed to occupy the a.viary, as ia
usuaJIy the case where it occurs a.bundantly.

Foon.-It ea.ts not merely &l1 kinds of insecta, but alBG
millet, oats, buck wheat, hemp, &c. If placed in a cage,- it
must be fed with millet, poppy, and shelled oats; at large in
the aviary, it feeds upon the WlUa1 general food. But it is a
delicate chamber bird, and can rarely be preserved for more
than four years.

MALADIEB.-lt is subject to all the ordinary ones, and
frequently dies of atrophy and consumption. To cure or
prevent this, great care is necessary in affording the bird
a supply of animal and vegetable food properly varied.

CAPTuRE.-In the spring it is caught upon the fowling
bushes, where a c&l1-bird of its own species, or merely a
female Yellow Bunting, is placed to allure it.

In August 80 8IIllIol1 fowling-floor, like that made for
Finches, is formed upon BOme green spot in the vicinity of
bushes, and is surrounded with a low hedge, and bunches of
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oats aresca.ttered around. In the vicinity of the floor ODe

or several call-birds of its own species are placed, one being
tied up-that is to say, its wings are placed within a band,
to which a string with a little peg is attached, by means of
which the bird can be pinned down to prevent its straying
beyond a certain spot. This has also food and drink given
to it, that the att1'lUlted birds may the more readily reson
to the floor, perhaps thinking, "Yonder is one of my fellows
enjoying bimseli I" Birds thus tied up are called runner.,
and they are often more necessary than the caJ.l-bird itse1£

ColDlEliDATORY QUALITIEB.-Its beautiful form and colour
render this bird agreeable, and it is made still more so by
ita flut&1ike, mellow, and pure song, which has some resem
blance to that of the Yellow Bunting, whose notes, however,
are deeper.

This bird baa long been a fin'ourite dish with epicures ;
and to gratifY their pampered taste, much care is bestowed
in fattening them. For this purpose they are placed in a
room lighted by lanterns, that they may not observe the
difference between night and day; they are then plentifully
fed with oats, millet, and milk rolls, intermixed with spices,
speedily becoming so fat that they must be killed at the
right time to prevent their being suffocated. Ortolans thus
fed become mere lumps of fat of about three ounces in
weight.

70.-THE CIRL BUNTING.

ElmKBIZA CIRLUS. Linn.-BBUANT Dill fun. BvJf_Do
ZA.UlIfAlOlJlB. Bec1l..

DI'SCJUP'l'ION.-This bird is nearly the size of the Yellow
Bunting, five and a-haIf inches long, of which the tail mea
sures two inches. The small and much-compressed beak

02
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is brownish blue above, and beneath bright brown; the feet
are flesh coloured, eight lines high; the vertex and upper
part of the neck olive green, with small black stripes from
the upper angle of the beak, and golden yellow stripes ex
tend beneath the eyes to the middle of the neck, and trans
versely through these a black one crosses, which beyond the
under yellow eye-stripe inclines downwards, and unites itself
with the black throat j the back and the small coverts of
the wings are cinnamon brown, intermixed with black and
greenish yellow j the rump feathers are olive green, with
hlackstripes j the large coverts of the wings and the pinion
feathers blackish grey, the former as well as the posterior
pinion feathers margined with brownish, and the anterior
pinion feathers with greenish yellow j the tail slightly forked,
the two external feathers black, with a white conicaJ spot,
all with a greenish yellow edge j a golden yellow spot upon
the lower part of the neck j the breast of a beautiful olive
green j at the sides, and towarda the belly, of a bright
chestnut brown j the reat of the under part of the body of a
golden yellow.

The female is much duller in colour. The head and upper
part of the neck olive green, and more striped with black j

the back is bright brown j the rump is olive with black
.strem j the tail more of a blackish grey than black j above
and beneath the eyes there is a bright yellow stripe, which
crosses a blackish line which is united to the black margin of
the cheeks j the throat is brownish j at the lower part of the
neck a bright yellow spot j the breast bright olive, with
brownish side spots; the rest of the under part of the body
bright yellow.

The young before the first moult are bright brown, spotted
on the upper part of the body with black, Imd ben~th bright
yellow, striped with black; the older they become the breast
inclines the more to an olive green tinge.
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lIA.BITAT.-'fhe southern and temperate parts ofEul'ope are
its native dwelling place. It is found in gardens, coppices,
and the skirting woods of large forests. They are migratory
birds, which withdraw in November, and return in April,
and are theu often to be found &BBociating with the Chaffinch.
They must be treated, 88 regards food and habitat, like the
Ortolan.

FOOD.-During summer they feed principally upon the
caterpillar of the cabbage butterfly, and upon the insects upon
ripe wheat and barley, and upon oats, millet, and rape-seed.

BREEDING.-They build in hedges and bushes by the road
side, and deposit in their nest, which is made of blades of
grass, and lined with the hair of animals, from three to five
greyish eggs, which are sprinkled with reddish brown spots.
Towards the end of July whole families are met with in the
fields, especially in rape fields, where there are willows in
the vicinity.

Their HODE OF CAPTURE and HALADIES are the same as the
Ortolan.

CoJOlENDATORY QUA.LITIE8.-The male is very handsome
-more so than the Ortolan j but his song is of no moment.
It has some resemblance to that of the Yellow Bunting.
These birds are easily tamed, and may be preserved in the
cage for five or six years.

Colonel Montagu, an indefatigable naturalist and observer
of the habits of British birds, was the first to discover that
the Oirl Bunting was a visitant of Britain. In the winter
of 1810, he procured several specimens, killed in the neigh
bourhood of Kingsbridge. Tracing their flight with great
perseverance, he was at last rewarded by soon afterwards
discovering their nest. Devon and the BOuth-western
COUllties seem their more peculiar residence, and they breed
and remain there throUihout the year.
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71.-THE FOOLISH BUNTING.

ElmERlZA CIA. Linn.-LE BRUANT Fou. Bujf.-DxB ZIl'AIDIElL

B~h.

DESCRIPTIOli.-It is rather smaller than the Yellow
Bunting, six. inches long, including the tail, which is two
and a half inches. The beak is five lines long, sharply
pointed, the upper part dark ashy grey; the irides blackish
brown; the feet browniBh fiesh colour, nine lines high; the
head ashy, sprinkled with red, having at the side &D. indis
tinct black stripe, and marked in the middle with delicate
blackish stripes; the cheeks are bright aah.y grey, and there
extends from the nostrils and over the eyes a dirty white
stripe; a black stripe passes through the eyes., which unites
itself with another of the same colour that commences at
the angle of the lower mandible and encloses the cheeks;
the back is brownish red, spotted with black; the rump
bright brown; the throat bright ash colour; the under side
of the neck, half way down the breast, IIBhy; the rest· of
the under part of the body rusty, brighter on the abdomen j.

the tail feathers slightly forked, the two first bla.ck witha
white conical spot upon the inner web, the two central onea
tipped and edged with a dark rusty colour.

The female differs but little. The head is ashy grey, with
a reddish tinge, sprinkled with black, and has all the stripes
of the male, but more indistinct, dirty white, and dark
brown; the IIBhy grey throat is also striped with black, and
has a reddish tinge, and the under part of the body paler
than iu the male.

HABITAT.-These birds are fond of solitude, and commonly
inhabit mountainous districts in the south of France, in
Italy, and Austria. They do not every year remain through
out the winter in these districts: they also occasionally
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migrate in flocb. They OOOIlr in mountaiuous districts, in
central Germany, about March and April They are kept
sometimes in cages, aud are also occasionally allowed to run
freely about. The latter suits them best, especially when
they have a large enclosed place where they can sleep and
rest•.

FooD.-Like the rest of the Buntings, they feed upon
seeds and insects, and require the same treatment as the
Ortolan. They may be preserved in perfect health for about
six years. I possess two of this species, which I have had
for that IlJllIOO of time.

MODE OF CAPrURE.-'fhey are easily attracted to the call
bUBh and the fowling-floor by the Yellow Bunting; indeed
they are 80 simple that they derive their name from the
facility with which they allow themselves to be decoyed into
any noose.

CoXMENriATORY QUALITIEB.-They are handsome, active,
and cheerful birds. Even during the winter they are inces
II8.1ltly uttering their shrill call-note, and sing very like the
Yellow Bunting, only shorter and purer. Their song con
tinues from spring to autumn. They live very familiarly
with their allies, the Yellow Bunting, in the aviary; wher
ever one goes the other follows, and what one eats the other
also picks up.

72.-THE REED BUNTING.

'EJonmIzA SClLBNlLUIl. Litl7l.-OBTOLAJr DB ROSEAllL lJvI'.-B.mG

BUNTING. M'Gillivray.-Du ROHBAIOI:BB. Bech.

DB8CR.IPl'ION.-It is of the size of a Tree Sparrow, and is
five inches and three-quarters long, of which the tail occupies
two inches and a half. The beak is four lines long, above
black, beneath whitish; the irides dark brown; the feet
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dark flesh colour, nine lines high; the head is black, here
and there sprinkled with reddish; from the lower mandible
a white band extends, running all round the head, and whioh
is broadest beneath the cheeks, and narrowest at the neck,
the back of the neck ashy grey; the back black, spotted
with rust colour and white; the rump alternately grey and
yellowish red; the gullet and throat black, sprinkled with
white; the rest of the under part of the body dirty white
on the breast and sides, with solitary brown spots; the
small coverts rust coloured; the larger ones black, with ru~

coloured and occasional whitish shafts; the pinion feathers
dark brown, with bright rusty coloured shafts; the forked
tail blackish, the two external feathers with a large conical
white spot, and the two central ones with a yellowish brown
edge.

In confinement the head of the male, after moulting, never
becomes so black as when it is at large, but at each change
turns browner, and becomes clouded with reddish white

In the female the head is rusty brown, spotted with black;
the cheeks are brown; above the eyes a reddish white stripe
extends and unites itself with another, which passes from the
angle of the lower mandible around the cheek; on each side
of the throat a black brown stripe extends downwards; the
throat and under side of the body are reddish white, thickly
striped with dark ~rown upon the breast; the colour of the
back is paler, and not so bright as in the male.

HABITAT.-It inhabits the whole of Europe as far north
as Sweden, and also Northern Asia. In October it migrates
in small flocks, but returns in March in very large bodies.
The females migrate separately from the males, but it is an
erroneous notion, possessed by some, that the males only
migrate. In winter they are also occasionally met with,
associating with the Yellow Bunting. They frequent marshy
places by the side of rivers and Donds, amongst the rushes
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and reeds, and climb up and down the stalks of these water
plants, but are rarely seen upon trees. I allow them to run
freely about in the room; but they may also be kept in a
cage.·

FooD.-They feed upon the seeds of aquatio plants and of
grasses, as well 88 upon insects j and they will freely eat the
first general food, and poppy seeds, and remain in a healthy
condition from four to Bix years. They usually die of con
sumption, or, as I have frequently observed, of a scald head.

BJwmING.-It builds its nest among reeds and in bank
bushes, and lays from five to six dirty greyish white eggs,
with lome blackish brown waving lines and spots rather
indistinctly marked.

CAPl'URE.--In autumn it is caught with the Chaffinch
trap, and in spring, during snow, it frequents barns and
dung heaps, in company with the Yellow Bunting, and may
then be easily captured there, as well 88 upon open places
in fields, and on hedges, with nets and limed twigs.

COIDfENDATORY QUA.LITIES.-Its song is variable, soft,
and somewhat hurried. The simple notes te, te, tu, te, and
the occasional discordant ruytsh, distinguishes it from all
other singing birds. It sings all through the summer, and
even at night. It becomes the tamest of all the Buntings,
and is particularly attached to music, and will approach.the
instrument unhesitatingly, as I have observed in several,
exhibiting its delight by opening and shutting its wings
and tail feathers like a fan, and so strongly and so fre
quently that the webs become quite worn off. The female
also singa, but not BO loudly as the male.

" This bird may be seen perching on willows, reeds, sedges,
and other aquatic plants. .Although shy, it is easily shot,
as it seems to consider itself safe at the distance of thirty
yards or BO. Its fiight is rapid and 'undulatory, like that
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of the Yellow Bunting, and it alights abruptly, like it,
expanding its tail to break the descent, when the white 0

that part becomell conspicuous. Although stationary in
England, this species is migratory in most parts of Scotland,
departing in October and reappearing about the beginning
of April. In winter these Buntings form small loose Hocks,
which break up towards the end of March, when the diil"e
rent pairs betake themselves to their summer haunts."
M'(}iUiwCl'!l.

73.-THE PASSERINE BUNTING.

EJlIlEBIZA PA.8SBBIBA. LiRR.-ORTOLAJi PAllSEBIN.B~-S1'1IRLIlfG

IWlI4EB. Beck.

DESCRIPTION.-This bird has certainly been confounded
with the preceding, otherwise it would be better known in
Germany, where it is not rare in the autumn and spring. It
s rather smaller and more slender than the Red Bunting,
:live inches long, of which the tail comprises two inches and
a halt: The beak is black above, light brown beneath; the
irides dark chestnut; the feet of a dirty Hesh colour, nine
lines high. The general colouring is that of the female Reed
Bunting. The male has the upper part of the head rusty
red, with an olive grey tinge along the vertex, and spotted
all over with black, arising from the black basal colouring of
the feathers shining through; from the nostrils there extends,
above the eyes, and also somewhat beneath them, a dirty
reddish white stripe, which enlarges beyond them; the
temples are chestnut brown, with black glittering through,
and which becomes a black spot at the sides of the neck;
from the lower angle of the beak there runs downwards, on
each side of the neck, a yellowish white stripe, and which
indistinlJtly connects itself with the dirty reddish white eye-
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stripe behind the temples; the gullet and throat are black,
as in the Sparrow, clouded with whitish grey,; the rest of the
under part of the body is greyish white, spotted at the sides
with dark chestnut brown; the vent pure white; the upper
part and sides of the neck olive grey, with a reddish tinge;
the small coverts of the wings of a beautiful rusty red; the
larger ones with broad rusty red margins; the pinion feathers
blackish, margined with olive grey, the hinder ones with
rusty red margins; the forked tail black, the two outer
feathers with a conical white spot, and the central one with
& rusty red margin.

The female is much paler in colour. At the vertex no
black is seen; above the eyes a reddish white stripe extends,
as well as down the sides of the neck, from the chin halfway
down the neck; on each side there is a brownish black stripe;
the gullet and throat are of a dirty reddish white; the rest
of the under part of the body is similarly coloured, but be
mmes paler towards the vent, but of a beautiful hue upon
the breast, and striped at the sides with reddish brown; the
occiput and neck are reddish grey; and the back covered
with rusty grey and black longitudinal spots.

In confinement, the black head dress of the male disap
pears, and it resembles that of the female; the under side
of the neck also becomes whitish grey, spotted longitudinally
with dusky brown.

PECULIABJ.TI1!'.S.-Dense bushy woods, in mountainous dis
tricts, are the favourite resort of these birds, into the very
depth ofwhich they creep. They are birds of passage, and quit;
us in October and November, returning again in Apri!. In
Thuringia they are not rare, especially in spring and autumn,
during their migrations. It was formerly supposed that they
inhabited Russia only. They eat the seeds of all kinds of
grapes, as also insecta; and they must be fed like the Reed'
Bunting. They have a soft; and not unpleasant song, which
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much resembles that of the Reed Bunting j and in their
comportment they a1l:lO resemble that bird, and are caught in
the same wanner.

n.-THE PAINTED BUNTING.

EMUEllIU CIBIS. Linn.-VERDIER DB LA LoUIBLUII.A. BuD'--Dn
GEKALTE AKXEB. Bd.

DESCRIPTION.-It is of the size of the Linnet, and is five
inches and three-quarters long j the beak greyish brown j the
irides nut brown; the feet brown; head and neck violet j

circle round the eyes red j the upper portion of the back and
the scapular yellow green; the lower part, the rump, and the
whole of the under side of the body red; the small wing
coverts violet brown, with a red tinge; the larger ones dull
greenish; the pinion feathers brown, some with greyish,
others with red margins; the tail brown, the two central
feathers playing into red, and the refit externally margined
with the same colour.

The upper part of the female is a dull green colour, and
beneath yellow green j the pinion feathers are brown,
bordered with green; the tail also brown and green inter
mingled.

There are many Tarieties of this bird, as they do not ~
quire their perfect plumage before the third year. At first
both male and female are of the same colour. The male
acquires its blue head in the second year. The rest of its
plumage, however, is bluish green; and the wings and tail
are brown, with bluish green margins. The colour of the
female at this time strongly inclines.to blue. They moult
twice in the year; it is, therefore, no wonder that scarcely
two agree. Some are also found which have the under side
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yelIowiah, with the exception of a red spot on the breast,
becoming wholly white beneath during moulting.

PmuuABITIJI'B.-The8e birds are natives of the warm
parttI of Canada, and throughout the country lying between
Mexico, Brazil, and Guiana. None are seen in Carolina at
less than one hundred and thirty milt!ll from the sea. They
are only to be seen during summer, and build in orange and
other trees. They have been bred in a.viaries wherein orange
trees were placed. In the cage they are fed with millet,
chicory, and Canary seed, poppy seed, &c., upon which they
may be preserved for eight yean, 01' longer. They have a
110ft and pleasing IODg.

75.-THE CHAFFINCH.

FmJrOtLLA CcILDs. .Li"IJ.-Pnrsol'. BvJf.-PnrL BDCJIJ'DI'OJL
HOBUrIl'OB. CHAnT. M'GiJlj_,I.-Du GDIBID onu BUOB

nlIL BecA.

DB8CBIPTIOlf.-Fl'Om ita pleasing and excellent SODg this
bird is a general favourite with all who keep birds for amuae
ment and pleasure, and therefore a precise descriptioD here
will be superfluous for the bird-catcher. I incorporate it,
therefore, chieBy for the guidance of yonng persons, and for.
the sake of the completenesa and uniformity of this work;
moreover, it will permit me to insert some observations,
which, from their novelty, may be worthy of attention.

In the foreat of Thuringia, the fancy for these birds is so
universal, that throughout the entire district scarcely a
Chaffinch is heard with a good song, so much are they pur
sued. No sooner is a good songster heard tban a multitude
of bird-catchers are instantly on the alert, and do not rest
nntil they have caught it. Hence, from causes easily deter
mined, only bad singing is perpetuated, as the singing which
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1.he young hear in their parente, and by all t.he other CW
finches, has nothing that is at all attractive.

This ·bird is about the size of a Sparrow, and is six and
one-third inches long, of which the tail comprises' two and
throo-quarter inches. The beak is conical and pointed, as in
the entire genera. of Finches (Fringilla); in winter white,
but in the spring, when pairing time approaches, and when
it begins singing, it becomes dark blue, which colour it
retains until moulting time. The blueness of the beak,
therefore, indicates whether a Chaffinch has already sung or
not. The irides are chestnut brown; the feet dark brown,
and nine lines high; the claws very sharp and pointed, and
require to be cut off every six weeks, otherwise they catch
the bird up, and when not speedily relieved, it dies; the
forehead is black j the vertex and neck greyish blue (in very
old birds dark blue), with a few upright hair feathers j the
upper part ofthe back chestnut brown, tinged with olive green;
the'lower part of the back and rump Siskin green; the cheeks,
throat, brell8t, and belly, reddish chestnut brown, merging
futo whitetow8.rds the vent; the thighs grey; pinion feathers
black, externally with a greenish, and internally with a
whitish edge, white also at the base; the small coverts white,
the large black, with white tips, whence there appear to be

.two white stripes across the wings; the tail feathers black,
the two central with an ashy grey tinge, the two external ones
with a large conical white spot, of which the third has
usually only a small indication in the form of a small spot;
they are all in a slight degree margined with greenish.

After moulting time, at the commencement of winter,
almost all these colours are brighter; the forehead only dark
brown, the vertex and neck playing into greenish and olive
brown, and the reddish brown on the breast brighter. The
young birds have these colours also throughout the second
year, especially if they are ~irds of the last brood, and are
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called by bird-eatchera greyheads. These persons, therefore,
know well how to distinguish in spring the young !nales from
the old ones, and prefer the former to the latter, because, if
they are caught early, they are still in a condition to learn a
good song from a chamber bird, whereas the old ones either
never or very rarely adopt any other song, retaining only
their original wild notes.

The female can be very readily detected, being smaller;
and the head, neck, and upper part of the back grey brown.
The whole of the under part of the body dirty white, but
reddish grey upon the breast; the beak in spring greyish
brown, in winter whitish grey.

There are also varietieS: White Ringfinches, with a white
ring around the neck; and Spotted Finches. I poseess one
at present which is dirty white, blackish upon the head, and
Siskin green upon the back. The difference between w90d
and garden Chaffinches consists only in their place of resort.

. HABrrA.T.-The common Chaffinch is found throughout
Europe, and is abundant in Germany, and inhabits all kinds.
of woods, coppices, and gardens.
They are migratory birds, although
lOme winter with us. The passage
continues in autumn from the com- ..,~

mencement of October to the middle ~
of November, and also in the spring .
throughout the whole of March.·
They migrate in large flocks. In the spring the males arrive
a fortnight before the females. Our bird-catchers are well
aware of this fact, and when the males have passed, they no
longer continue their sport.

These birds are kept in separate square cages of different
forms, but these must be at least nine inches high. Mine
are made of woven wire, arched above, and have two perches,
one in the vicinity of the trough, and the other towards the

Googe
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water glass. The trough is placed on one side, divided into
compartments by wires, that the bird may not scatter the
seed j and on the other Ride the drinking glass is placed. If
a larger cage is wished, it should be made with a roof, and
with two bows ill front for veBBels containing food and water,
and the sides enclosed with wooden rods, which are useful,
as they prevent wild birds from injuring their plumage. It
is not advisable to pla.ce them in a bell-shaped cage, as they
hop forward and not upwards, and easily acquire the habit
of twirling. They must also be so hung in a room, that they
do not see o~e another, otherwise they interrupt each other's
singing. When allowed to run about the room, for which
inferior songsters are selected, they have either a trellice on
which they may perch, or small branches to which they may
retire at night. They rarely sing so well or so assiduously
as when they are confined in a cage, where they may be said
to give their whole attention to their song.

FooD.-This consistB of all kinds of insects, with which
also it feeds its young. In the woods it picks up the seeds of
pines and firs, and in the fields dodder grass, linseed, rape,
and oats j and in gardens it feeds upon salads, cabbage, and
mustard seed. Like all birds of the genus, they are expert
in peeling or shelling the husk from the grain.

When confined they may be fed constantly upon either
dry or soaked rape seed, upon which they continue very
healthy. As much as is required for a day's consumption
should be soaked for four-and-twenty hours in water, and
given to them in the morning. In spring, when it is wished
that they should sing loudly, some crushed hemp seed (Galli,.
apsis Oinnabina, Linn,) may be given to them as'a delicacy,
but this must not be pla.ced in the trough where the rape is
pla.ced, otherwise they scatter the latter away to seek for that
which is most palatable. You have to supply them with a
separate little trough, which may be placed on one side be-
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tween the wires of the cage. For the purpose of keeping
them in BOund health some green food is occaaionally requi
site, amongst which there must be groundsel and chickweed
(AlBi7&6 media); and in winter a bit of apple is most suitable.
Fresh water should be given them daily to drink and to
bathe in; and a few meal-worms and ants' eggs will tend to
enliven them very much.

Those which range the room feed freely upon the usual
food of the aviary, and eat bread and roll crumbs, meat, and
all kinds of seeds, rape seed (which does not require to be
soaked), millet, oats, and dodder grass.

BBEEDING.-The Chaffinch builds on the branches of trees,
and constructs a very handsome nest. It is formed like a
ball, a little depressed on the upper part, as round as if
turned on a. lathe, consisting beneath of spiders' webs and
hair, woven to the twig, and intermingled very artificially
with mOBS and delicate twigs; well lined with feathers, the
down of thistles, and the hair of all kinds of animals, and
covered externally with lichens. It is fastened, by means of
spiders' webs, as firmly to the branch as if glued to it, and
this is done, doubtless, to conceal the nest as much as possible
from its enemies; a.t all events, it is very difficult for the
human eye to distinguish it from the rind of the tree upon
which it is placed. They breed twice a year, and lay from
three to five eggs, which are of a bright bluish grey, and
sprinkled with coffee brown spots and stripes. The first
brood produced (and this is an observation applicable to all
birds) consists almost exclusively of males; but at the second
they are almost all females. Fanciers easily distinguish the
young males, when selecting them from the nest. These are
marked by a. reddish tinge upon the sides of the breast, the
rings round the eyes are more yellow, the wings bla.cker, and
the bright stripe of the wings whiter, although otherwise
they muCh resemble the mother. To be absolutely certain,

•
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pluck some of the feathem out of the breast of the young
bird j in a fortnight these feathem are replaeed, and the pre
sence or absence of the red colouring'W'ill then indicate which
are males and which are females. When the tail-quills have
llProUted, the birds must be re.med from the nest, that they
may DOt acquire a bad Btyle of singiDg, fOl' these birds early
commence imitating the song of thOBe in their vicinity, even
before the tail and pinion feathers are half grown. They
are reared upon soaked rape seed and roll erumbs. LittJs
trouble is wanted to keep them well until mOll1tiDg time; at
this period they should be given ana' eggs and meaJ-wormJI,
which greatly recruita such as a;re languiabing. Chaffinches
thus reared become exoeedingly tame, and sing .. soon as
they are desired, or as soon as friendly motions are made
with the hands or head in front of their cage. If it be
wished that they Bhould lam speedily and accurately any
song piped to them, they must be kept oonstantly in a dark
part of the room, and not be hung at the windOWII until
May. This is the most certain method of obtaiJaing bird&
perfect in their tune. H well IIl&Il&ged, the full erown
Finches reject their old BOng, and acquire the good one mng
to them by the bird of which they learn. The moat essential
thing requisite is to select a dark and obscure place to haDg
the cage in when a good singer is desired.

Instances have occurred of Chaffinches pairing with female
Canaries, and producing hybrids; and it is also said with the
Yellow Bunting.

It is an erroneous opinion that garden Finches lay whitish
eggs, and wood Finches greenish egg&, or that the two birds
are distinct species, for alike iD. nestB found in gatdens and
in woods are whitish eggs seen, and indeed all become
whitish after being laid ROme time.
~IES.-They a;re subject to a stoppage of the f&t

glands, and also to dysentery. The first is cured in the
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erdinary manner, and the lMt may be reilMdied by a. rusty
uail or a. little Bafi'ron being pla.oed in the drinking vesseL

When tile ecales upon the legs become too large, the upper
GDeB &l'6 gently loosened by mea.DB of a pen-knife, otherwise
die bird BOon becGmeB lame and gouty; but great care must
be taken in doing it. They also easily become blind, espe
cU.lly if 1M exclusively upon hemp seed. As blindness
approaches gradually, it doos not prove prejudicial to their
8ORg, nor dQ6S it hinder them from findi!lg their food and
hoppiBg about the perches. If well attended to, they will
Jive for twenty years.

CAft'OllE.-From :MichaelmllB to Martinmas, and in the
spring throughout the whole of M:arch, they will visit the
fowliug-ftoor if there are good call-birds. In winter, those
which remain behind, or which return too early, may be
caught, by means of the large clap-net, in gardens or in
iarge comt-yards where oats are l!Itrewn about.

In spring they are usually (J8.ugbt by bird-catchers by
means of lures and timed twigR. The cry of the CIli-bird
to tholl8 passing is like gack, YfU", &!Ld fi:nJc, finle / when
these, ex:peeting to obtain mates, settle upon the limed rods
IIIld are caugh~ This mode (}f capture continues as long as
the birds ue migrating, a.nd oommenees at day-break and
Juts until nine o'clock: thus long do these birds of passage
dy, after which they descend into the fields to eat, sing, and
leSt the remainder of the day. In the same manner tbe
){01mtain Finch,dle Linnet, the G<lldfinch, the Siskin, the
Leeser Redpole, the Yellow Bunting, the Bullfinch, the
Greenfinch, &0., may be caught.

The bil'd-catcher takes adVlltD.tage also of the jealousy of
ilIe Chaffinch IS a means of capturing it, using a peculiar
kind of trap. As soon as he hears a Chaffinch which has a
good song, he takes another male Chaffinch, which he knows
will frequently utter its natural note, jmJc, fink I ties his

pi
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wings together, and places upon the tail a very thin forked
twig, haJf a finger long, well smeared· with bird-lime j and
thus prepared, he lets the bird loose near the place where
the bird he wishes to catch has taken its stand, or beneath
the very tree upon which it sits. Sca.rcely has the lure bird
hopped many steps beneath the tree and uttered its call,
when the other, incited by jealousy, fiercely pounces down,
and seizes him, remaining sticking to the bird-lime. Instanaes
.nave occurred where the decoy bird has been at once struok
dead by the pounce of its adversary. But the following is
the west mode of capture :-A male is made use of j it is
bound beneath the wings with a soft leather brace, and
attached to this a band about a foot long, which is fastened
to the ground by means of a small peg, about which the
bird can freely run. This bird, which has been taught to
run about without fluttering, is ca.lled the runner, and it is
encircled with limed rods. A trained Chaffinch, within a.
cage, is placed in a bush close by. As soon as it beeains
singing,· the other, as swift as an arrow, instantly pounces
from the tree upon the runner, which he considers to be the
singer, entangles himself in the limed sticks, and is caught..
A bird thus caught, before Whitsuntide, will sing the same
year in the cage, but after this Beason it will' pine and die,
doubtless through yearning for its mate and young ones.
Ignorant bird-catchers, who take pleasure only in this
singular mode of capture, without regard to the value of
the song, will thus in one hour, during breeding time,
deprive from ten to twelve females of their mates, and
numerous young ones of their guardians.

When the young Chaffinches have commenced flying in
summer, bird-catchers note the spots to which they resod

• C&re mUBt be taken that this bird has a song which is sung by wild
birds, else the birds which it is songht to catch will be shy, from beiDg
unacquainted with the song, and will not be readily caught.
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at midday to drink, and there they place sticks with limed
rods attached. These unwary little birds perch upon them
and are caught. They are called James's Finches, being
caught about St. James's' day. One of these Chaffinches, if
it has a good memory, will still learn in confinement a
good song, and is more hardy than one reared. For this
reason bird-fanciers greatly esteem them, and collect them
in considerable numbers, assured that some will succeed in
the training.

COJOlENDATOBY QUALITIES.-In this category we may
first allude to its song. The Chaffinch has a great variety
of notes, expreBBive of its wants and desires, yery interesting
to the fancier. The delicate note by which it scems to
indicate a change of temperature is a tree/, tree! I the ca1l
note which it uses chiefly upon its migration, and excited
by it falls into the hands of the bird-catcher, is a repeated
yaclc, yaclc I a spontaneous BOund appears to be the .ftnlc,
fink, which it reiterates frequently, and from which its
German name has originated. Still more remarkable than
these notes is its clear and trilling song. For this it is
distinguished beyond almost every other bird, approaching
more to distinct articulation, and is, therefore, called a
quaver. Every bird has one, two, three, and even as many
as four different BOngs, each of which lasts a couple of
seconds, and consists of several strophes.' The Chaffinch
may be enumerated amongst the most agreeable chamber
birds. Not only has all its songs been noted, but even all
their syllables have been numbered; and endeavours are
continually making to improYe its natural notes. As I am
myself a great admirer of its song. and consequently have
always about me in cages a number of birds with the best
songs, it would not be difficult for me to fill several sheets
with observations upon the music of the Chaffinch. In this
place I merely introduce my chief remarks upon the' subject.
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JiTery BCmg of the Chaffinch, from closely approximating
to the articulaie tones of tile human ToWe, is DalDed after
the terminal syllable of the .Iaat strophe; and. in TI:mringia
tile following songs are especially esteem~ aDd which I
arrange in. a cel'1Bin definite order :-

1. THE HABTZ DOtrBLB TRILL COIlllists of live kmgailopluB,.
the last of which terminatea with. disteDded" Wei~"
HodOZllB&l&. Whether a Chaftinch en!!' perfectly lIlWg i$ at
liberty, as it may now be heard at Ruhl, or as two Bing it
which I mpelf possess, I very much doubt.. It is a IClIlg
perfected in the chamber. From its difficulty no Chaflineh.
can learn it unleas reared from the Delli; and n is raze to
hear it 10 penect that no portiOll ia !ell out. A high price
must be given to obtain a bird that siBg& it en'iire with
exa.ctDesa and Tigour; and it; has als& this disadnmtage,.
that it is soon forgotten. Toge*her with t1I.e WiM MYItg, ii
QODBtituWes ihe favourite beat ci the RuM bird.-faneia....

2. Tmc Rl!lI'rzUG, OR RIlITHJ:BZUG.-Of these there 8l"8

two kinds. II. The first is eaUed that of the mhring distri~

the Eizgeberge, or of Voigtland, and has only recently
become known in Thuringia. It may be heard in wild binls
upon the eastern Bide of the forest; bot< reared birdB sing

* Ruhl is a factory village in the fONBt of Tlmringi&,. the inllabitaDta
elf which, ehielly knife smiths, are such great f&lleiers of. Chaflinches,
that not only instances are known that they have gone from thence to
ihe Hartz, that is to say, sixteen German miles, to catch a good bird,
but also that for a good beater they have given a oow. The proverb,
therefore, this OhajJincA is tt101'th €II COllI, ill not nnfreqnently heud in the
best villages. A genubae RnW ChaftineJa·fancler becom8I ft'IiIe
.eelighted when be he&JB mentiOll made of a good double beater. I haft
often heard them IlaJ that .. genuine double beater is able to ta.lk. so
distinctly will it utter every syllable. In RubI, thereiore, exceedingly
excellent Chaffinches are reared. Good Chaffinchell are also found in
other places in the forellt of Thnrlngia; for instance, in Tambacll,
&hmaJkald, Breitenbach, and SteinbllClt.
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if; more mowly, stronger, longer, aDd in other respeets
superior. It is a. powerful piercing song, consisting of four
short strophes, the first of which is very high, and has before
the sylla.ble Reitzug a. pause, which must be a quaver for
the beat to be good. The last syllable is distinctly Reitzng,
with a snap, as the fancier l!lIoya, or with the note zap I
b. The second is the OberlaRd or.Br~ It is more
fnll, and sounds more flute-like,; but the lut syllable BOOIlds
Reitzug. Both are excellent lOngs. Whoever has not
hearo. the Hartz double beat, is apt to consider this as the
most perfect song; but in this, as in everything else, it
depends wholly upon taste.

3. Tm: RIWIA.HN.-A common chamber BOng iD the
Meiningen upper land, especially at Steinbach and La.nsch..
It must not be confounded with the Reitzug. It consists
of a. long, high, piercing, and falling, and somewhat hissing
strophe, which has at the end Reti or Reetlwrn, with the
terminal zap. It sounda striking, and ia very good.

4. Tm: WEIDJIARN, OR SPOBTSKAN'S SONG.-Thereare both
the chamber and forest Veidmann. The first is common in
V oigtIa.nd, and is incorrectly caJled Rm.oter. At a distance
it sounda like the Brautigam; but the two first strophea
have more distinct pauses, strong and sharp, and the chief beat
sonnds distinctly like Veidmamn zieren.. The wild song is
much shorter at the commencement, and not so coarse, and
is heard only in Franconia, in the oak and beech forests.

5. THE WINE BONG.-There are five kinds. . a.· The Good
or Langifeld.* This is an exceedingly beautiful song, com
mon only in some of the forest villages of Thuringia, espe
cially Rubl. It has four short strophes, which, to be genuine,
must be sung with a tone similar to that of the Oboe. The
last syllable soonds like WeingeA or Weengee. This also is a

• A village on the Rhon, where this song W88 first discovered.
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BOng taught in the chamber, and is never heard in wild birds.
b. The bad WiRe IlO'flg is not so disagreeable in itself; but is
only ~ed so in comparison with the preceding. It has
three strophes, of which the penultimate must sound five
times zap to be good. Weingeeh is also the last syllable.
Wild birds sometimes utter tbese notes; such birds are soon
caught. c. The exact Wein.geeh or Winegay, a beat composed
as it were of the bad and sharp Wine song. The last syllable
BOunds loudly and piercingly. It is a wild song in Franconia,
especially about .Meiningen, and not unpleasing. d. The
,harp Wi7&ll 'ong, called also merely the 8harp. This never
ends in Weingeh, but with a positively long drawn Wimga,y.
This is also an acquired beat, which is met with in Ruhl and
some otber Thuringian forest villages. It bas tbree strophes,
of whicb the first must sound and ring high; and upon the
penultimate, or both that and the antepenultimate, an accent
must lie.

6. THE B1I.A.UTIGAH, or BXIDEGROOll'S BONG are two-a. The
good, which is only to be beard in the cbamber. It bas two
strophes, of which the first is soft and high, and the second
increasingly piercing. b. The bad, which is sung in the.
forest. It is also a pleasing beat, and consists of three
stropbes, but which, to the ear of the connoisseur, are not so
agreeable as the former.

7. THE DOUBLE TRILL.-This song consists of two long
strains, with a distinct pause in the middle, which is called
the shake. Of this there is-a. the common, which may
be again subdivided into, a. the C00l1'8e, 01' Schmalkald,
double beat,· which song sounds coarsely and long, but is
improved by reared birds; b. the clear,. c. the long,. and d.

• In Bome pans of Franconia-for instanoe, abou~ Meiningen-it
may be met with in the forest, and, indeed, tolerably perfect. It is to
be regretted that the majority of Chaffinches which sing it have a bye
be&t with it.
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the B1I,urt. These songs are heard also wild. ThOBe Chaf
fincheB that Bing a and b are eagerly sought after by bird
ca.tcherB. In Thuringia, the double beat is thus expreSBed :
the Tamba.ch double beat is merely a chamber song,* which
BOundB so deeply and !3trongly that one would BCB.rcely believe
that a. Chaffinch could Bing so low. It commences piano, in
creaBeS in strength, and makes of the whirl a strophe of five
grating toneB, then callBfrom three to five timeB pfaff, and closeB
slowly with the syllable reedidea. When a Chaffinch sings the
double beat, either alone or also with the good Broytegam,
88 it is reared at Tamba.ch, it is an expensive purchase.

8. THE GoOTYAHB, so called from the sound of the last note.
There are-a. the common, consisting of two strophes, of
which the fifth must WBrhle five times before the word goat
'!IOI' comes. It is a common forest song. b. the Hartz,. a
chambe~ song, which has two remarkable and rather pleasing
stropheB. Chaffinches which sing the Ruhler sharp Win8
sung, and the Hartz (}oatyahr, are very high priced, and are

. now rare, and they are only to be met with in Eisenach and
RuhL

9. THB KIENOCBL OB QUAKEEA, becaUBe the last syllable
sounds so. There is-a. the double, and b. the simple. The
first consists of two strophes, the latter of one. The former
was much admired, and was heard in the woods and the
chamber, but it has been BCB.rCely heard for some yeers past.
With us all that sang it in the forest have been caught; and
in the chamber the good Wine 80ng has superseded it. I
possess a bird of this kind, and do not think another exists.

• An accident produced this double beat about eight years ago. A
lIboemaker, of the uame of Schmidt, in Tambach, Md five young
Chaflinches hanging near a very coarse double Binger, one of which
composed this BOng for itself. This subsequently taught several others;
RO that now this BOng bll8 become quite a favourite one in the Thurin·
gian forest villagea of that district.
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It was formerly required that such CbatJiDe1les should a1Io
sing the double beat to be agreeable songsteD. 1\line &lao
sings both these IODg8.

10. THE pnuuuH.-In no soog is the ehief wonl
more diatinctly uttered iban in this. It is beard at large on
the western side of Ule foreat of Thuringia and in Franeonia.
As a. chamber song it is most perfect aJ; Wazungen.

11. Tm: PEBTHU OB TBEWBETHEA.-An exaeediDgly
pleasant song, which is still heard occaaiDnally in the moun
tain recesses of the forest of ThuriDgia.; but in the We&
phalian mountain villages it is much hunted after. .Reared
from the nest it is still more perfect. A strophe m11llt ring
a.t the commencement, and then the note mei be repeaial
several times. There were formerly birds which IIUIg it, 88

well as the common Bhanp Wine 1UnfI. and which ",em lIl1X:h
esteemed.

12. THE SHWABTZGEBUHB.-An ordinary Chatincit scmgio
the Meiningen mountain land, especia.lly Sonnenberg BDd
Steinbach, which is beard wild, btl\. i.. also reared perfecli in
the chamber. It consists of three strophes, of whicA the
third sounds peculiarly harsh and undulatiDg. The terminal
wom is distinctly heard, and it ends with pink. TUs ill
taught to a bird together with the B.eiu.oog,o aDd a Chafl'ineh
which bas perfectly learnt both these songs is much admized.

These are the Chaffinch songs most esteemed in Thurin~

and throughout Saxony and Franconia. Many of them, as I
:have before observed, are heard wild, but usually not 80 pel'.'

feet; that is to say, not so loug and with so siroDg and pure
a voice. If a bird sings but one of these songs, it usually
sings it slower, with more syllables louder and deeper. and is
the more esteemed when at the end of each beat it adds:piai
or zap, which bird-catchers call the Amen.

It is remarkable that the BOng of these birds varies accord
ing to the district they inhabit, so that different songs are
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BUDg in the fonst of Thuringia to what. are B1I8g ill the
Hartz; and by this the taate of amateurs is regula~d.

The Chaffinch is so tmcta.ble, t1lat when zeared young it..
will not only acquire the Bong of any other Finch, near
which it may be hung, but will even pick up a portion of the
Bong of the Nightingale or Canary. Among tllem, as well
as in other tamed bird.~, differences of memory are observ
able, for sometimes one will take half a year to acquire a
lingle song, whereas another will catch it on the first bear
ing, and Bing it well.. There are Borne that cannot give even
one lOng without a fault, while otherB may be found that;

will. !ling it perfectly, and even extend and embellish it.
It is also remarkable that these birds must also, in a.

peculiar way, re-learn their song every year. This is done in
t1Ia midat of & ratiling and hissing noise, which they make
COl" four weeks and more, into which they gradually iaVo
duce, very genUy, firsj; some, and then several syllabies of
t.beir song. This is called recording; and those may be eon
aidu'ed as geniuses among them, which take only a week or
a foEtnight for this purpose, before breakiDg out into full
lOng. Other birds, which sing only at certain periods of the
year, are heard only softly at tiM, and intermix with their
BOng also foreign and harsh notes; qp.t none Mve such pecu
liar notes 10 totally diasimilar to their own song. The least
atteDtion will ahow that this exercise is not so much & re
learning of the song 88 an effort to bring back the throat,
U1I8oeCWlf;omed for some time to s.ing, to ita natural pliaDcy.

Wild ChaffinclJes commence recording shortly after their
arrival in the spring, those in the hoUllEl still e8l"lier, even at the
WlDmencement of February; but they practise aIIo longer,
indeed someUmes for almost two months, befOl'El the:r~
aloud. U swUiy their llinging time lasta only to the end of
;JIDle; but 1MlID6 chamber Finches, reared yoUDg, will even
aiDg until Micbaelmu and Maninmas.
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Some fanciel'B adopt a very barbarous contrivance, to pr0

cure themselves the pleasure of hearing these birds sing both
day and night, with all fulness. They place the cage in a dark
situation, and thereby accustom them to seek their food in
obscurity, and then blind them by burning the pupil with a.
red hot needle, or passing it over the eyelids so as to nnite the
two margins together.

The Chaffinch possesses other talP.llts besides its skill in
singing; for some have been seen which, for instance, could
count and put letters and colours together like the Canary.
Such an one was in the possession of an Alsatian of the
name of Jeantet. It was not, however, so thoroughly akiIful
as the Canary which he had with him.

.. The male Chaffinch," says Yarre!, .. is one of the most
ha.ndsome of our common small birds, and in his general
deportment is as lively as he is handsome. Thus distinguished
by bright colours and active habits, and being besides very
numerous as .a species, and confident in behaviour, allowing
~e near approach of observel'B without exhibiting much
alarm, the Chaffinch is extremely well known j and as his
gay appearance and song, frequently noticed as early as
February, points him out as one of the first of OU1" indi
genous birds to afford an indication of returning spring, he
is for these various reasons a general favourite. With our
continental neighbours the Chaffinch is one of their most
common cage birds j and in France, from the lively colours
~d demeanour of this bird, the term Cgay as a Chaffinch,' is
a proverbial phrase in frequent use."

"The Finches; generally, are remarkable for the neatness
and beauty of the nests they construct, and the Chaffinch is
no exception to the rule. The outside of their nest is com
posed of moss, studded with white or green lichens, as may
best accord with the situation in which it is built j the
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inside is lined with wool, and this is again covered with hair
and some feathers. The eggs are usually four or five in
number, of a pale purplish buff, sparingly streaked and
spotted with dark reddish brown. The place chosen is
variable; sometimes it is fixed in the fork of a bush in a
hedge-row, on a branch of a wall-fruit tree, frequently in an
apple or peal' tree several feet above the ground. A corre
spondent in the' Field Naturalist's Magazine,' relates that a
pair of Chaffinches built in a shrub so near his sitting-room
window as to allow him to be a close observer of thlJir opera
tions. The foundation of their nest was laid on the 12th of
April; the female only worked at the nest-making, and, by
unwearied diligence, the beautiful structure was finished in
three weeks; the first egg was deposited on the 2nd of May,
four others were subsequently added, and the whole five were
hatched on the 15th. During the time of incubation, neither
curiosity nor constant observation from the opened window
disturbed the parent bird; she sat most patiently; the male
bird often visited his partner, but it was not discovered
whether he ever brought her food."

It is said by Linnreus, in his "Fauna of Sweden," that
the female (''haffinches migrate from that country in winter,
but that the males do not, and the name of Oa1ehs, the
bachelor, was bestowed by him on this species, in reference
to this circumstance. Selby and White, as well as other
English naturalists, have noticed this separation of the sexes,
"which," says Bolton, "it is difficult to account for; per
haps the males, being more hardy and better able to endure
the northern winters, are content to remain in the country
and pick up such fare as they can find, while the females
seek for subsistence in more temperate regions."
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76.-THE MOUNTAIN FINCH.
FBDI~ MoN'l'!DUiGlLLA. .Lam.-PI.-SOli IiAB.mi:NIIBS. BuI'-

DEB BEBGFlBL lJec1.

DEBCRIPTICB.-lt is six inches and a. half long, of which
the tail occupies two irwhes and a half; the beak is b.alf an
inch long, in wiater brown, in BUID.mel" yellowish, and black
at the tip; the f.eet are' dark fles1l colour, nioe lines high;
tile head, II.B far llAl the neck, 80S well 118 the throat. are Ilhining
black, with a da.rk reddiall yellow margin 10 the feathers,
which, in yODBg birds, is deeper. Very old ODell have a com
pletely black head; the occiput and. belly powdered with
white; the bIIck. bJaek, with a broad. dark yellow ma.rgin to
the feathers; tlle nmp white; the .front <Jf tJJe neck .and
tdae bnlst, II.B well as the small ooveris of the wiDgB, ora.nge
,.ellow; the belly white: the large coverts bla.ck., with white
tips; the pinion feathers darlt brown, with yellowish mar
gius; the ta.il black. slightly fOrked.

The femaJe is of a more uniform oolour. md is brown
where the male is black. and yellowish red. grey where he is
Jellow :red.

There are varieties with a white head, white back, &c.
IIABI'U".-It is distributed throughout Europe, hut resides

during the BUIIlIIltll" in the DOrth. During the three other
seasons it is found throughout Germany, especially in the
forest distML When. beeOO.-:mast is plentiful in the Thurin
gia.n forest, there have been instlmce8 of their wintermg in
that district to the number of a hundred tho1llllllld.

Where it is common it is not considered worth keeping in
a. cage; but where more rare this is done for the sake of its
beauty. With us it is aJIowed to run freely about.

FooD.-Its food is similar to that of the Chaffinch. both at
large and in confinement.

CAProRE.-Its call-note is yack, yack, q'lJmik; and 80S the



first note resembles the call of the Chaffinch, it can be decoyed I

by this, and flies also in ita BOciety. This, as well as the
ChaBinch, mast freely vi.si.t the fowling-floor, for with one
cast .veralllOOllell are frequently token. In willter they are
4l&ught near barns, in sieves and nets; and in spring they
visit the call-bushes, even if there are no birds of their
species to allure them, and merely a common Chaffinch calls.

CoJoo:am.uoIty QUALITIES.-The song is not agreeable,
for it utters nothing more than iDSUlated lisping and twitter
jag tlmes like those of the common Chaffinch when they are
~ iutermixed with which it occasionally utters a
load raiMJil a.nd yet it will learn wme of tlte notes of the
Chaflindo, although .iuqledOOtl.y. if hung near it for some
yeam. T.hia bird, Whell kept in the house, must not be
placed in all~t with many other birds, as he is very
~ l8IpOOi&1.ly if he hu not got an abundance of
food. Ia our district be is kept in cages chiefly as a call
bild fur the kling-floor. It is said that he is more eaaily
Ug1U; to fly in &1iId ouf; than the common Ohaffinch.

This nae species is a. native of the northern parts of Europe.
and in the more temperate and southem districts is only
known as a wmter visitant, arriving in the neighbourhood of
London generally about Michaelmas, and departing north
ward early in the month of March-never having, as yet,
been satisfactorily ascertained to breed here. Their numbers
vary greatly ill different seasons, the direction and extent of
their migration being, in all probability, rCcauIated by the
st&te of the weather.

In ha.bit, and in their ma.nners, they closely resemble the
ClOD1IDDIl Chaffinch, with which they frequently associate;
and in hard weather may sometimes be seen hopping fami
lial-Iy about the mrm-yard, or in the middle of the road, in
the manner of that bird.
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n.-THE SPARROW.

FBDrGILLA DOJOSTICA. Linn.-Lli: MoIlflU.u FB.UIlO. Buff,-TJm
BOUD SPAllBOW. JIL'G1/J.6Vf'(Jy.-Dn IUNBs1'BBLIJI'G. Bull..

DEBCRIPl'ION.-Although this and the following bird may
not be classed among agreeable songsters, I must not pass
them over, as they 8.re easily kept, and possess all kinds of
pleasing qualities, that other chamber birds distinguished for
their beauty and their colour do not ·possess.

The description of this bird is almost superfiuous, being so
very common throughout the whole of the old world, and
especiaJ.ly in Europe. It is five and three-qnarter inches
long. The beak is stout and blue black; the feet grey
brown j the vertex and cheeks ashy grey, behind the eyes a
broad reddish brown stripe j black around the eyes j the
back of the neck grey; the back spotted with red, brown,
and black; the throat as far as the breast, black, the latter
clouded with white; the abdomen greyish white; the small
coverts of the wings red brown, the penultimate row of large
ones with white shafts, and this margined with red brown;
the pinion feathe1'9 dark brown. as well as the tail feathers.

The female is very different; red grey upon the upper
surface, spotted with black upon tbo hac.k j the abdomen of
a dirty white grey. .

The young until the first moult nearly resemble the female.
There are also several varieties; the white, the yellow, the

tawny, black blue, entirely ashy grey, and variegated.
HABITAT.-It is sufficiently well known that throughout

Europe it has accustomed itself to the habitatioris of man.
He is allowed to run freely about with other birds in the
chamber, or he is placed at night in a cage. He will BOOB

ooquire the habit of freely entering.
FOOD.-It is but too well known that they are frequently
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injurious to ripe wheat and barley crops, to pea fields, cherry
trees, &c., where it Beeks its food j but in compensation they
are frequently serviceable in gardens and woods, by their
consuming whilst breeding an innumerable quantity of May
bugs Bnd fruit caterpillars. They will feed upon oats, and
indeed everything that is thrown to them. In a cage they
must be supplied with rape, hemp, poppy seed, oats, and
other grain and seeds, &C.

BBEEDING.-From two to three times a year they will
hatch from five to Beven young ones, in a very irregular nest,
built beneath eaves, in fissures ofwalls, old swallows' nests, &c.

CAP'l'UllE.-They are cunning, and skill is required to
catch them in nets or by means of limed rods. In autumn
many may be caught by sticking plenty of lime upon bushes
in fields where flocks of them are seen. In cherry trees, and
on houses, they are caught with landing nets which are held
before them when they have retired to rest.

COJD[DDATORY QUALITIES.-Whoever keeps many birds
running at large in a chamber, will also admit the House
Sparrow into theu' society. Children also adorn him with a
red crown or grenadier's cap. He is most useful in the
chamber for the production of hybrids with the hen Tree
Sparrow. A wooden hole, or a jug, should be placed in Bome
bye spot, wherein they can build a neat and rear their young.

They may also be easily accustomed to fly in and out,
eapecisJly if the winter be selected for the purpose, and they
are placed for a month at the window in a large cage, and
well supplied with millet, meat, and roll steeped in milk.
They will then make their nest in such a cage, if a small box
be placed in it with a small aperture to admit oftheir creeping
in. An invalid at Paris (Jowmal de Paris, July 18, 1869)
had made a young Sparrow 80 tame, that it would follow
him w~erever he went. It used to fly about with a. little
bell round its neck, a.nd would not permit a.ny one to catch

Q
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it. When its master became bed-ridden, it would not quitl
his Bide. It was once caught and c;1eprived of its bell. In &

conple of days it freed itself and retumed; but continued de
jected, and would not eat until it had a new bell placed rood
its neck. It lived a long time; and was universally admired.

M'Gillivray remarks that the social proptmaity is mOM
apparent in the Sparrow than in any other British species
of its family; for even during the breeding season it is
seen searching for food in 8D18ll grollpll, a.n.d in autumn and
winter it is decidedly gregarious, although irregularly so
for the individuals of a flock do not seem to CODSOl't with
each other exclusively, ud betake themselves to the lIIIme
roosting places. The Hooks, on the contrary, anl aocidentaIly
formed by individuals casually meeting with each other, auc:l
&Je liable to be broken up by slight cauees.

Mr. Yarrel observes, that " oocasionalIy the Span-owbuilds
among the higher branches of apple or pes.r-trees in a. garden,
sometimes in other trees, but seldom choosing one that is
far from a house; and the nest, whea thua plaeed in a tree,
is remarkable for its large size, as compared to the bird; it
is formed with a dome, and composed, 88 in o~er CIIIeII, of a
mass of hay, lined within with a profusion of feathers, to
which access is gained by a hole in the side.. So great is the
partiality of the Sparrow for warmth, that abundance of
feathers are used even to line a hole on the inner side of the
thick thatching of a barn, and they have been seen collecting'
feathers in winter, and carrying them away to the. holes they
inhabited. Their young are fed for a time with soft fruits,
young vegetables, and insects, partic11larly caterpillars, and so
great is the number of these that are coDBumed by the~•.
birds, and their successive broods of young, that it is a.question
whaths the benefit thus performed is not a· fair eqtrivaleid;
for the grain and seeds nquired at other IlllIl8OII8 6f tJae year."

This author a.lIO. qUQtes u .-d<* £rea. 'V'Ol. i.. at tile
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Zoological JfYUIT"TI4l, in proof of the Sparrow's attachment to
its young: it is there stated, that "a pair of Sparrows,
which had built in a thatch roof of a house at Poole, were
observed to ·continue their regu.Ia.r visits to the nest long
after the time when the young birds take flight. This
unwmal circumstance continued throughout the year; and
in the winter, a gentleman who had all along observed them,
determined on investigating its cause. He therefo!'e mounted
a ladder, and found one of the young ones detained a prisoner,
by means of a piece of string or worsted, which formed part
of the nest, haring become aocidentally twisted ronnd ita
leg. Being thus- incapacitated for procuring its own 1lUllie
nance, it had been fed by the continued 8Xem0D8 of ita
parents. Similar instances are reeorded in other works on
natu:ral history."

.Mr. Kidd stateB that the Sparrow is a frDe 8ODgstM; when
placed under proper tutelage, equalling, if DOt excelliag the
Cauuy.

78.-THE TREE SPARROW.
P'BIl!rGILL.&. MO!IITAIU. Linn.-FBIQDET. BufJ.-DEB P'IELDSl'DLDlG.

BeeA.
DEIlCBIPTIoN.-It is a handsomer bird tllan the preeeding,

and about five inches and a half long j the beak is dark:
brown; the feet bluish flesh colour; the vertex, as far 88

the neck, red brown j the cheeks white with a bla.ek spot j

the neck surrounded by a white ring j the upper part of the
back rust colour spotted with black; the lower part of the
back and rump brown grey j the throat and gullet black;
the breast bright ashy grey; tae belly dirty white; the
pinion and tail feathers dark hJ'own j the small coverts rust;

colour, the large ones black, with 1'l1IIt coloured edges, and
white tips, which form. two white barB.

There are also wIJite and vazie,!,Ploted varieties, which are
Qi
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brown yellow upon the upper part of the body, the wings,
and tail; in other rtlIlJMlCts of the usual colours, and have a
black throat and brown head.

HABrrAT.-It inhabits northern Asia and America, and
most parts of Europe, but it is not so common throughout
Germany 88 the House Sparrow, for there are parts where
it is never seen. It is found in gardens and fields where
hedges and trees occur. They are seen in large flocks in
autumn, plundering the barley and wheat fields.

In confinement it may be allowed freely to range the
room. Its mode of standing is, however, disagreeable; for
its feet, 88 in the Honse Sparrow, are short, and it appears,
therefore, to rest upon its belly, even when it hops.

FOOD.-The same 88 that of the preceding.
BREEDING.-Its nest may be found twice.a year, usually

in hollow fruit trees, in ga.rdens, and in hollow willows on
the banks of water.

MODK OF CA.P'1'UIl1L-It is caught like the preceding, and
being 1efl8 shy, in winter it may be caught with the sieve
near barDs.

Co)[J(Dl)ATORY QUALITIES.-It is handsomer than the
preceding, chirps also some distinct notes, which constitute
its song; but which, although it sounds agreeably, is lost
amid the songs of other chamber birds. When living in the
country they may also be accustomed to fly in and out, which

_is to be effected as in the preceding species.
Th~ birds do not live 80 long in confinement 88 the

:.1'ormer, and usually die of consumption.



SECTION VI.-oSCINES. SONGSTERS.
Tm!:s'E are characterised by a conical beak, in some more
eylindrical, and pointed at the tip, generally slender, and the
upper mandible ofwhich is immoveable. Their food consists
chiefly of insects, but they also eat berries and worms. One
species lives entirely on aquatic insects and mollusca, in
search of which it goes into the water, diving to the bottom.
Some are almost equally insectivorous and granivorous, as
the Larks; others essentially insectivorous, as the Wbeatear
and Wbinchat. Their nest is artifioiaJly made, and both
male and fema.le participate in hatching.

These birds, coJUlidered collectively, are obviously more
deserving of the name of songsters than any others, their
vocal powers being of the highest order, in general possessing
more musical talent than all the other groups together; but
lle'Vel'a.l species among them, for example, the SkyIa.rk, the
WoodIa.rk, the Wood Thrush, the Common Thrush, the
Blackbird, the Nightingale, the Black Ca.p, and the Garden

Googe
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\VBJiIIIr:,m:oe1&1l.~ in ilhe·....,...~, and00"" 'Of their song.
• _enty4ive EngliBh wmoa1 .""t·1I IIlts·.m.IliIIe -tbeir

aIJPlll'i*lti8 in the neighbourhood (If Lo.od.o.n in flhe~g
oriK. 'Die esrlieatr and laMa ~'bie dates of..... are
giwm. in separate cohmlDs .iIlftlerthe II8lDles l--

Order ohnival. Name ofbllli.~ .....of arrhal.~ of arrivaL
1..•.••. Cbiifahaff :March 11 _ •.. 'March 211.(1Ba4)
2. .~ :Wheatear March 16 •..... Apnl17
a Wryneak _ Much 25 __.. Atpril-:110
4•••.•.. Band Martiu_ _. '"March 27 _.•_. "Ma<y8 (18M)
Ji. .BIackcap _ a1l11"Ch!9 Apil25
C. _ .._. Willow Wren _ . .A1pIiill ~"20

1 , RedstaI't ••_ • .April2 ~"20

~. _ Bwallow ••.••••.••__ April 5 __.ilMay 8 (1884)
ill. _. 'WhiDciat ••_ April·6 April:28

1:0. _. :Martin _ •• A1Jril'1I May '25 .'(1114)
11•••••.. Tree.Pipit _ April-II April.21
1!. . NighlliDp1e April II April'25
13 Yellow Wagtail April 9 April 25
14 Whitethroat April12 April 23
15 Cuckoo April 13 May 15
16 Sedge Warbler April 15 May 16 (183-')
17 LesserWhitethroat April 16 April 29
18 Turtle Dove April ~O May 12
19 Grasshopper Warbler April 21 May 22 (183')
20 Garden Warbler April 22 May 12
21 Wood 'Wren April 28 May 21 (1884)
22. Redbaoked Shripe April 24 •.•... May 9
23. . Spotted Flycatcher April 80 May 15
24. . ~tauoker May 1 May 27
25 Swift :May 1 •••... :May 29 (1834)

In studying this table of dates, with a view to drawing
any definite conclusion llB to averages, great caution must be
observed j in the first place, it is to be noted that, although
the dates in the "earliest" column are simply records of
facts, and therefore direct evidence, the dates in the "latest"
column partake in great measure of the character of negative
evidence, and imply little more than that the observer failed
to see or hear the species named, prior to the date he has given.
Then, again, in the remarkable year 1834, every bird was a.t
least three weeks after its usual time, a circumstance which
greatly increllBes the difficulty of deducing averages.
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.7;9.~TllE BULLFINOH.
·LoXIA Prmtmrr.A.. .£IR,n.-BOUVllEUIL. .B~-DULLPIN(lH. Mont.

Om. Diet. YaII'I'Cl. !If'Gilli:I1l'l¥y.-Du GDlPEL, ODe DolDll'
FU:rE. Beril.

DESCBIPrION.-This favourite is short and thick, like-most
of the species of .thegenus LorDia. Its length is Bix inches
and three qu.rters, of which the tail measures two inahes
and three quartel'8. The beak is half an inch long, black,
.short, and thick; the irides chestnut j the feet are slender
BDd black,.and the ehin".eight liDes high. The verie-x, :fIlle
margin of the base of the bill, and the chin as well as the
beginning of the throat are of a shiniDg velvet black j th6
upper part of the neck, the back, and the scapulars, dark,
wy grey; the rump of a beautiful white; the front of the
neck, the robust bzeast, and the upper part of the abdomen
of a beautiful ca.rmine, paler in the young, redder in the
adult j the rest of the unde:t: part of the body white; the
pinion feathers blaokish, the darker the Dearer they approach
the body j the .posterior ones of a steel blue on the external
margin, the last red upon the external web j the !are .covert
of the wings of a beautiful glittering black, with reddish
grey tips, the middle ones ashy grey, the smallest bla.ckisb
ashy grey, with reddish edges; the tail somewhat forked,
and of a glittering steel blue black.

The female dillers materially from the ~e, having all the
red parts reddish grey, the back brownish ashy grey, with
the feet paler. She is also smaller.

There are, besides, other varieties found in confinement :
G. THE WroTE BULLFINCH, of a somewhat ashy grey

white, or entirely white, with dark.spots upon the back.
b. THE BuCK BULLJ'INOH.-It is particularly the fe

males which become black, either in youth, when they are



withdrawn entirely from the sun, and hang in a dark place,
or in old age, when they are too exclUBively fed upon hemp
aeed. Some l"eIJUllle their original plumage after moulting;
others remain always black, but varying considerably-some
being of a glittering jet black, others only of a smoky black,
rather brighter upon the abdomen. There are alao some
with a bright black head, and the rest smoky; again, others
black, and intermingled with red only on BOme few of the
upper parts of the lower side; others, again, black, with an
entirely red abdomen; and, lastly, BOme few years back I
B8.W one which was from the head to the breast black both
upon the upper and under part of the body, the rest rusty,
but with white wings and a white tail. This was a. very
handsome bird, rather larger than a Robin, and was &

female.
c. THE V AlUEGATED BULLFINcH.-The predominant colour

is white, or indeed black, apotted with white and ashy grey.
d. .THE BA8TABD BULLFINCH.-This variety springs from

a young reared female Bullfiqch and a male Canary bird; it
partakea of the form and colouring of both parents, and
sings very agreeably, although not so loudly as the Canary.
It is, however, a very great rarity; for the young of this
intermixture are reared with difficulty.

There are other varieties which have indeed been treated
as distinct species, namely, a larger kind, of the size of a
Redwing Thrush; one of middle size, as large as a common
Cha.ffinch j8nd a llIllaller, which is said to be considerably
leM than a Chaffinch j but they are all accidental varieties,
Bllch as occur in all birds. I can the more safely userli
this, having had the opportunity of seeing together, yearly,
some hundreds, not only of wild onea, but also of tame and
instructed ones; and I have seen thel;ll occasionally as small
as a Robin, and as large as a Grosbeak, taken from the vert
88l;lle nest.
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lIABITAT.-In Europe it is found lIS. high up lIS Sweden
and throughout Russia. In Germany it is very common in

, the mountain forests. Male and female lISIlOciate in pairs
almost throughout the year. In winter they roam hither
and thither in search of berries. When caught they may be
placed in a room or cage with other birds; they soon get
reconciled to the change. Birds already instructed should
be placed in a large handsome bell-shaped cage, which ought
to be hnng in a separate room, otherwise the notes of other
singing birds would speedily spoil their acquired melodies.

FOOD.-Their food consists of the seeds of the fir and pine,
the kernels of almost all kinds of berries-such lIS the ash,
the maple, the hornbeam, and the buds of the red beech,
maple, oak, and pear trees; also bruised rape seed, millet,
nettle, and grass seeds. Those which are left to run about
the room should be fed with the usual general food, mixing
it occa.sionally, by way of variety, with rape seed; while the
instructed bird should be fed with hemp seed and rape seed,
with now and then some unflavoured biscuit. They live
longest upon rape seed steeped in water, without any hemp,
the latter being so heating as to produce blindness, or super
inducing atrophy. They require occasionally some green
food, such lIS water-cresses, a bit of apple, berries of the
service tree, or salad.

BREEDING.-Bullfinches are exceedingly affectionate birds,
both at large and in confinement. The male and female are
rarely found· separated, calling to each other in a languid
voice, and incessantly billing. The female will frequently
drop her eggs in the roOm; and they breed like Canary
birds when furnished with a similar· cage, or with a box
provided with a fir-tree and moss, but they rarely rear their
young. At large they hatch twice a-year, building their
nests in pines and fir-trees, or in quickset hedges: the latter
they prefer light, thick, and situated in old and unfrequented
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road-way&. Tlte nest is badly built, and aonsists externally
of delicate 1rwigs, and internally of ground mOllS. The female
lays from two to six obt1Ille eggs, of a bluish white, having
at the thick end a coronal of violet and brownish spotB.
The young are hatohed in fou1teen flays. H it is wished to
iDstrnct them in artificial music, they must be removed from
the nest when about twelve to fourteen days old, jmrt as the
tail feathers begin to push, feeding them with rape seed, ad
mixed with roll or buck-wheat grits, steeped in milk. The
male is immediately recognised by the breast being 'tinged
with red; and the connoisseur may select them. in the neat if
he wish only to rear male birds, for although the female
learns to pipe, she never succeeds so readily, narso well, nor
is she so handsome as the male. They never pipe until they
can feed themselves; but as BOOn as they are brought home
their education should commence by piping to them.. I would,
however, deprecate their being taught by meaDS of an organ.
Birds taught in this way have generally the high screeching
note of the instrument. A high pure manly whistle is 'best
suited to them. They learn to imitate this in a very full,
round, flute-like tone. It must also be observed that, like
the Parrot, they are most attentive, and therefore they
learn most quickly immediately after feeding. For Dearly
nine months they must be whistled to before it can be said
that they are perfect; for if the inlltruction cease at an
earlier period they either mutilate their tones, lea.m false
bars, or tnmsp08e them, and usually forget them again upon
their :first moult. It is best to keep them away from all
other birds, even when their education is completed; for,
being quick at learning, they easily catch up extraneo11ll

notes, and intermix them in their tunes. At times, also,
when they stop, they must be assisted, especia'lly at moultiDg
time. When they are silent the tune must be piped to
them, otherwise there is a hazard of obtaining false tones,
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which is the more unplll88lUlt, fUI a good Bul1DBch is umally
an expensive bird.

MALADIEII.-WJld biNs, that is to '.y, omoh as are not
acquainted with any artificial tunes, and have been ca1tgh.t
adult by means of the BD&reor noose, will live for eiglat
years,without being siok. Reared ones, however, are ex
posed to s&Veral maladies, partly because their first nourish
ment eOIlBists of UDD&1mral food, and partly also because pet
birds have all kinds of delicacies given to them. '~Chey,

therefore, nrely attain to the age of six years. They remain
meet healthy and live longest when they have neither s1Igar
nor pastry, nor other delicacies given to them, but are fed
constantly upon :rape seed, intennixed ocCl88iona.lly, by way
oftreat, with hemp, and occasionally a little green food, which
cleanBeB their stomachs. They are more healthy also if they
have some water and sand pla.oed in the cage, that they may
pick up grains, to BBSist in the prooess of digestion.

The maladies to which they are exposed are-l. OO'Mf.i.
patitm. 2. Dyll8'll.ttn7/. 3. Epiltlp'!l. 4. .Jlelom.cl&oly and
~, in which state they Bit apart without being abso
lutely sick, but do not Bing. Delicacies m\Ult then be with
held from them, and they should be fed exclusively upon
steeped rape seed. D. MoulJA,ng. The remedy for this is.a
l"I1llty nail placed in the drinking vessel, good food, andante'
eggs, if aCCUBtomed to the latter when young.

CAPTUBE.-Few birds are more easilyattraeted by the ca.ll
than the Bullfinch. They may be caught not only by the
ordiDary call with the decoy boshes, but alao upon the
climbing-pole, like the Croasbill, or upon .ama.1l trees beset
with limed aticks, to which they may 00 attracted by the
ca.1l-bird. In winter theya:e frequently caught in the trap,
attracted by the bait of bindweed·berries (Viburnum OpuJus).
In spring and autumn they will alight upon the fowling
floor when baited with sorbs and other berries. Then even
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a call-bird is not required, a gentle ca.1l of tui, tv.i, from the
hut being all that is necessary.

COJOlBNDATORY QUALITD!'&-Bullfinches have conlliderable
capacity j and although both sexes have a hanh, creaking,
natural tone, which frequently renders them intolerable, yet
well bred young birds learn all kinds of songs,airs, and
melodies, BUch as are taught them. In Hesse and the district
of Fulda, where they are prepared for the markets not only
of Germany, but also of England and Holland, they are
taught three distinct pieces, in a soft, pure, round, flute-like
note, which becomes the more agreeable if they are taught
by means of a flute or of the month. They are at the
same time extremely tame, pipe when desired, and make a
variety of vel'y delicate motions with the body, bending now
to the right and now to the left j and doing the same with
their tails, which they expand also occasionally like a fan.
However,if it be desired that a Bullfinch shonld sing per
fectly, it ought never to be taught more than one melody,
in addition to the usual fanfare, which is always added by
way of surplus. The Bull1h1ch will also imitate the songs of
other birds, but this is not usually permitted. On the con
trary, when it is to be thoroughly trained, it is only taught
to pipe songs or other musical pieces. The varying degreee
of the capacity of animals is also exhibited here j for one
bird learns quickly and readily what others learn with diffi
culty. It has also been observed that those which have a
weak memory do not readily forget that which they have
once thoroughly acquired, not even during moulting time.

Adult birds, when first caught) are kept, not only on account
of their beauty, but also because they allow themselves to be
made so exceedingly tame, that, like the lesser Redpole and
Siskin, they will fly upon and eat out of the hand and the
mouth, and will even pertnit themselvt.s to be handled as if
they had been reared from the nest. The usual process for
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taming Bullfinches so caught is as follows:-When first
caught, the bird is placed in a cage, and the usual food is
given to him, which he readily eats. A brace is then made,
such 88 bird-catchers put round the body or the wings of the
oall-bird, to which the newly-caught bird is attached by a
line a foot long, and in such a manner that it cannot fall or
Hutter about. A little empty bag is then taken, to which a
little bell is attached, and this is filled with the UBual food
of the bird and handed to him, the bell being rung, when
he is allowed to eat or drink. At first the fettered bird will
neither eat nor drink j but leaving him to himself for a day
or two at meal time, he will soon learn to eat out of the
bag and to drink out of the drinking cup. A1'ter two or
three days the trainer may approach while it feeds. In this
manner, and in the course of four or five days, the Bullfinch
may be trained to fly to the hand, as BOOn as he hears the
little bell ring. To complete his training it is necessary to
throw occasional difliculty in the way of his getting the food
out of the bag, by leaving it only partly open, or by closing
it auddenly, or by giving him rape seed only in his cage, and
putting the more agreeable hemp seed in the bag. He
will also speedily leam to drink out of the month, ifwater be
withheld .from him for half a day.

This bird may likewise be easily accustomed to fly in and
out of the window, if you do not rellide too near a wood.
To entice him back again more speedily, his female, with
clipped wings, may be put in a cage at the window, or in
the room. His affection for his mate will certainly prevent
his flying away.

The Bullfinch is Tery generally distributed throughout
the British Islands, frequenting chiefly the wooded districts;
it is a shy bird, its BOng low and unobtrusive.

"The male bird," says Mudie, "sings in the breeding
season; but his BOng is so low, and the bird is BO apt to
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drop into the bush and be silent on the least alarm, that
to scramble through the trees in order to hear his native
SODg, is almost the surest ws:y of being disappointed.
:Bolton, in his Hwrmonia RwraliB, describes the female 88

"building her nest in woods, particularly where sloe-bushes
and crab-trees ahoUDd. For the ground.work she makes use
of a number of small sticks, broken of proporlionate lengths.
~heBe she places crosswise OD. the divisions of a suitable
bmneh, and upon these the nest is built of woody rootI,
the la.rgeBt near the· bottom and round the sides, the smaller
within. . The iniide, or lining, is made of very fine fibres
of roots, without any other materials. The diameter of the
oavity is upwards of two inches and a haJ.f, the depth.an inch.·

This author recommends that" those who wotid bring up
Bulliinchea from the. nest, with a. view to tes.eh them to
whistle, or to imi~ the song of other biros, should take
them about four daYlliold; for if they a.re left to the age of ten
or twelve days· (lIS Becbstein recommends), they acquire some
of the h&1l8h note& of the parent, which. they will never quit."

A great number of piping Bullfinches a.re annually sent
to this COUDby' for sale by the Germa.D dealers, who cultivate
to the highest de~ the imitative powea which these birds
poSBeBB; the facility with which they acquire. the Y&rious
t.unes ami tricks included in their course of instruction,
is, indeed, IIStoDishing, and the power of memory which
enables them to retain and repeat the latter through a
course of years equaJIy so. Dr. Stanley gives the following
account of the manner in which their training is conducted:-

" No school can be more diligently attended by its master.
aud no scholars more effectually trained to their own calliDg,
than a seminary of BullDnches. .Alia.wmeraJ. me, they are
formoo into classes of about six in ea.ch, and kept in a dark
mom, wh8!'e food a.ud music a.re ad1I1i.nist.lnd at the 1I&lD8

time i so. that when. the meal ia ended, if the birda. feel dis-
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poaed to tlme up, they are naturally inclined to copy the
solHlds which are.so familiar to them. .As BOon as they
begiD. to imitate a few notes, the light is admitted into the
room, which still further exhilarates their spirits, and inclines
them to sing. In some establishmeuts the starving system
is adopted, and the birds are not allowed food or light until
they siBg. When they have been under this course of
instruction in classes for some time, they are committed
singly to the care of boys, whose sole business is to go on
with their education. Each boy assiduously plays his organ
from morning till night, for the instrnction of the bird com
mitted to his care, while the class-teacher goes his regular
rounds, superintending the progress of his feathered pupils
and BCOlding or rewarding them in a manner which they
perfectly understand, and stnctly in accordance with the
attention or the disregard they have shown to the instruo
tions of the monitor. This round of teaching goes on unin
termittingly for no less a period than nine months, by which
time the bird baa acquired firmn~ ud is less likely to.
forget or spoil the air by leaving out pas8&.gllS, or giving'
them in the wrong place. At the time of moulting, the best
iDatructed birds are liable to lose the recollection of tfieir
tuaeBt and therefore require to have them freqnently repeated
at that. time, .0the"tWise all the previous labour will hM'e beeu
thrown .away. There are celebrated BC~r- tJilIse birds
at Hesse and Fulda., from whence a»t GeJma:ny, Holland,
and England, receive supplies OL'"lfitIe.. :mnsicialJs; In
some cases the birds have. U-- triugllt to wildstle three
differeat airs, without spaiJIDg or con~~j but in
general a simple air, with perhaps a little prei'DU" is as mnch
aathey can remember."

The Bullfinch, like the Goldfinch, is an habitue of our
orclw'ds and ga.rdenll, but, unlike the Goldfinch, he is vury
destmotive, for he devours the y.oung buds of fruit-trees, and
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thus disappoints the gardener, who revenges himself by
sbooting at him whenever and wherever he sees him. The
Ballfinch generally builds in some bush or abrub, but bestows
very little care upon his nest. He is easily tamed, and very
affectionate to those who feed him, and will readily learn the
songs of other birds, though it is a mistake to infer from this
that he bas no song of his own. In Hesse and Fulda there
are sehools for training the Bullfinch, and cultivating his
musical taste, and it is said that he is capable of whistling
distinctly "three di1Ierent airs, without spoiling or confusiDg
them in the least."

SO.-THE LINNET.
FBmGILLA CAMUBIlfA. Linn.-LniO'l"1'lL Bu,f.-WHIN LImmr,

LItn'1lL GIlBATU RED POLlL BSOWN LnnmT. Mom.-DD
HI1m.ING. .&cA.

DESCBIPTION'.-The length of this well-known chamber
bird is above five inches, of which tbe tail mell8ureB two
inches and a quarter. The beak is six lines long; in summer

dirty blue, in winter
white grey, with
brown tip; the irides
dark brown; tbe feet
black, and eight lines
high. A very striking
di1Ierenoe 000UJ'll in
tbe colouring of the
male Linnet, which ia
not observable in the
female, and which is
the result of age and

of the season; and this, whicb is anything but a speci1l.c
difference. has led to considerable confusion in works on

Googe
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natural history. Even bird-oatchers are still persuaded
that these birds are distinct. I hope to prove in this
descriptio~,which is founded upon the continued observation
and experience of many years, that our common Linnet,
(Fringilla Leneta, Linn.), the Greater Redpole (Fringilla
Oannabina, Linn.), and also, according to every probability,
the Mountain Linnet (FringtJJ.a Montana, Linn.), are OJle

and the same species.
.An old male, at least one of three years, is marked 88

follows, in the spring, and is known by the name of the
Redpole. The forehead is blood red, the rest of the head
reddish ashy grey, with some black spots on the vertex; on
the cheeks, sides of the neck, and around the eyes, reddish
white spots; the upper part of the back rusty brown with
brighter margins; the lower part of the back white and grey
mixed; the upper coverts of the tail black, margined with
reddish white with dotted reddish grey spots; the sides of
the abdomen bright rusty colour, the rest of it reddish white ;.
the first row of coverts black
with a reddish white margin,
the rest rusty brown with
brighter sba.fts; the pinion
feathers black, with dirty
white tips; the primaries on
each side, nearly as far as the
tip, margined with white; the margin of the narrow weF,

forms a white bar parallel to the pinion feathers; the tail
forked and black; the four outward feathers on each side
with a broad white margin, the two Central ones narrower
and reddish wlUte.

After moulting in the autumn the blood-red forehead is
no longer seen, the feathers becoming red from the· base up"
wards, and the breast is without the beautiful shining red.
for the reddish white border is still too broad; but on the

Googe
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appl'OlUlb of winller all theee colours 8IIIume their proper
h~ ,

The __~ the first year have JlO :red upon the head,
more blaok BpofiB, the breast bright rusty oolour, watered light
and dark. The inner part of the breast featheN, which is
'\lBUally red, is of a reddish grey brown shining colonr, more
or less distinct, but their margins are always of a reddish
white. The rust coloured back has solitary dark bl'O-.n and
reddish white spots. These are what &1'8 called Grey Linnets.

After the second moulting, there is observed on the fore
head, when the reddish ashy grey feathers are raised, blood
red i1pots, and the red of the m-t is an1y oonoealed by the
broad yellowilb white matginB of the feath8l'll. These aTe

the Yellow Linnets, or Rook LiDnetB, as they are called in
Thuringia. But I have myself taken Linnets which, instead.
of the red upon the breast and upon the brow, were of a
bright reddish yellow. These are called by bird-catch8l'lJ
Yellow Linnets. These are' d.egenerated red oneR, caUBfld'
probably by sickliness in moulting; alao sometimes very old
birds. Bird.catchers are not incorrect in attributing to these
a Very beautiful soDg.

I h&ve caught· Beveral of them at various times, and have
always retained them on account of their rarity. They sang
beautifully and purely, but could never be tamed, and lOOn

died of sorrow and melancholy, and I concluded from these
circumstances that they were very old. Between these three
differences of colour· in the male Linnet, there are dift'erent
intervening grades, which are oacasi.oned by great age and
the autumnal and spring BeaSOIlS. The older they are, the
redder they become upon the head. I have in my cabinet
specimens of the sUCC8llllive gradations. Birds which are
brought young into the chamber Dever acquire the beautiful
red colour upon the head and breast, bot always remain
coloured like the birds of the first yeu, or the common Grey
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JiBnet. Old I'ecl tme8, however, 10l!6 their beautiful ealOUt'
upon finst moulting in confinement, and resume the colours
of the birds of the first year.

In tM female no changes of colour &l'8 observable.. It is
rather smaller than .the male; the whole of the uPper part
of the body grey, spotted with dusky brown and yellowish
white; reddish white on the ramp spotted with P7 broWD,
strongest 'upon the breast; the coverts of the wiDga dirty
l"88ty brown. It may be distinguished from the male, even
in the nest, by the colour of the back being more grey than
broW'D, and by its thickly sprinklecl breast, which is very
like that of the Lark. Bird.,catcbera lIIUally reD1Gt8 OIIIy
the males from the DeBt, leaving the females behind.

lIABrrAT.-This bird is met with all oTel' Europe. They
are found throughout the St1IIlmer in the lIIdrting wood of
Iarge forests, and indeed wh...... ooppioes, hed&es, and
bushes abound. In the autumn they resort to the fields in
large flocks. They are birds of. passage which, during
winter, go hither and thither in sea.:rch of food wherever the
earth .is free from snow. In March they 1lJ"e again to be
found in. couples in their tlatm place. They are uaua.lJy
kept either in bell-shaped cages, or in small square Chamnch
cages. In the latter they sing better, and are not so readily
subject to giddineBB. They are not UBUally allowed to run
freely about, as they are too melancholy, always sitting upon
the l1ame spot, and a1'e in danger of being trod upon. But
with little branches in the room they may be permitted to
rsnge about, for they will then almost constantly remain
perched upon them, quitting only to eat and drink, and sing
nearly all day long.

ll'OOD.-In their wildsta.te their food consists of all kinds
of seeds, which they peel and soften in the crop before
plJsing into the stomaDb. They eat the seeds of all kinds
of plants, especially rape.seed, cabbage, poppy, dodder gram

B 2



seed, berries, and buds of trees. In confinement they require
nothing but summer cabbage seed,* which does not require

to be Soaked as for Chaf
finches, as Linnets being
merely seed-eating birds

~.a...;~ 1_. have a powerful crop and
stomach, and can therefore
better digest it. Hemp
they must not have at all
They must not be too well
fed in the cage, for, taking
little exercise, they would
soon die from over-feeding.
They like salt, and it is
therefore well occasionally

, to intermix some with thEU
food; and this is an exoel-

. lent preventive agains\
various mahWies. When Linnets are allowed to run about,
they readily feed 'With other birds on the usual universal
paste. Some green food must occasionally be given to them,
as also sand and water, as they like to bathe and dust them
selves.

BREEDING.-Linnets breed twice a-year, and lay each time
from four to six eggs, which are bluish white, and covered
all over, especially at the upper end, with llesh coloured and
reddish brown spots and stripes. The nest is most frequently
found in young fir and pine plantations, also in thick bushes
and hedges, particularly of the black and wbite thorn. It
is well built, and formed externally of delicate fibres of
roo~ blades of grass and moss, and lined with wool and

• Whiter cabbege seed, which c10eI not mjwe \hem whllll at Jibeny.
IIOOIl kills Uulm in OOJUiDement.

Coogle
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hair. The parent birds feed their young from the crop, alid
still continue to feed them if captured near the nest and
pla.ced with it in a bird cage. The young ones, when it is
wished to teach them a different song to their own, must be
removed from the nest as soon as the quills have sprouted,
that they may avoid learning any portion of the song of
their parents. The males may be recognised in their earliest
stage by the white ring round the neck, and the white on
the tail and wings.

MALADIEB.-They are peculiarly subject to constipation,
consumption, and epilepsy; but they will in general live
from twelve to sixteen years in confinement.

CAPTUBE.-These birds are shy, restless, and distrustful,
and very difficult to catch. Even with a call-bird and
rnnners it is not easy to entice them to the fowling-floor.
In the spring, before they pair, they may be caught upon
decoy bushes, if you have a good call-bird in the cage.
When observed in autumn to resort to the stalks of lettuces,
as they frequently do, it is only requisite to hang these with
nooses and limed twigs, and several may be taken. Shepherds
catch them throughout the summer, making traps of the
enDs used for feeding sheep, so placing them that the Linnets
coming to gather the grains overturn them, and so are
captured. Their favourite call-note is gecker I

COJOIENDATORY QUALlTlEB.-The Linnet has a very agree
able, Joud, and flute-like song, which consists of many con
nected strophes, and is the more beautiful the oftener it
utters some high-sounding notes, which are called its crowing,
from its resemblance to the crowing of a cock.. It sings
both summer and winter, excepting moulting time. If

* .As in all other birds, one will Bing better than another, so, like
wise, old ones better than young ones: the preference, therefore, is
given to the Yellow Linnet,
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removed from the nest and reared upon a mixture of soakecl
roll, rape-seed, and boiled eggs, it will not ODly leam the
BOng of all the birds that it hears in lhe room-for inatance,
Nightingales, LarkB, Chaffinches, &c.-but also imiWa1, if
htmg alone, melodies of airs and dances which are piped to
it; it will even 1ea.rD to repeat BOme words. From ita
natural flute-like voice, this bird excels all others in ita
power of imitating melodies beautifully and purely, and for
this it is especially esteemed. A young Linnet., taught by
a Nightingale, has an exceedingly pleasiDg sang. I have
one which has the complete song of the Nightingale, and
which delights me the whole year through with this beautiful
chaunt, when my Nightingales themselves a.re silent.

The Linnet is highly prized as a BOngster "Dot only iD.
London, Leeds, and the mining and pottery districts of
Sta.fIordahire, Derbyshire, Lancashire, Yorkshir~ but in the
more northern counties of England. They are often taught
to sing in matches against others of the same kind, one con
testing bird singing only at the same time, the requirementa
of song generally being for variety and number of notes
length of rolls or runs on the same notes timed, and length
of time without breaks within the time fixed upon, which
is decided by appointed judges.

These birds may also be accustomed to fly, 80, and come
at command. This is to be effected whilst they are young,
or during the winter. For this purpose, when sufficiently
tamed, they are placed in a large cage, hung near a window
which looks upon a garden, and they are then fed with
crushed hemp, and the effect of this food is to still their
anxiety for freedom, especially at a time when but little food
is to be found. But it is necessary, to accomplish this, to
proceed cautiously with so timid and shy a bird all the
Linnet.

It is well known that hybrids, b<:tween the Linnet and

\
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the Canary, may be. easily reared, but they are mostly of
dark plumage. When otherwise marked and lighi in feathers
they are highly prized. The young thus produced can
scarcely be distinguished from other Grey CIUI~ and
they learn to pipe exceedingly well any kind of melody.

The Common Linnet, variously denominated the Brown,
Grey, and Rose Linnets, is generally distributed in Britain,
being found at all seasons in most parts of England and
Scotland. Towards the end of autumn individuals collect
into Hocks, which unite 88 the winter advances, and betake
themselves to the lower districtS, where, in the neighbour
hood of towns and Carm-steadings, they search the fields,
IWd in Iil&vere "..ther frequent tile corn-yards, to procure
-a of oa.ts, and TariOllS plots, on which they subsi8t:
eut.irely from the middle of ant1Ul1D until the beginning of
summer. The Hocks glide and wheel, the individuals Cl'OHBing
ihe direction of each other in .. very beautiful maMer. On
pound it is equally IeUVeo. Its voice is soft and mellow,
and its song varied, and remarkably sweet. It is easily
reared from the nest, and feeds when grown on Canary, rape,
and hemp seed, with chickweed and groundsel. In this
state it pairs with the Canary and Goldfinch.

When the fine weather commences in spring, the Hocks
break up, and the individuals betake themaelTes to their
summer haunts, in the hilly and mountainous parts of the
country, especially where there are thickets of broom, wbin,
or sloe, Of' even, in defect of these, where the heather attains
an unusual size on the slopes of the craggy hraes and glens.
There the mate, perched on a twig 011.' stone, pours forth his
sweet notes, while his mate is brooding over her precious
charge. But the song of the Linnet, pleasant a!l it may be
when beard in a. room, has little effect on the hill-side, com.,
pared with that of the Mavis or· Merle, although to the
shepherd swain, reclining all. the 20ft moss, on a. sloping bank
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overgrown with "the lang yellow broo~," or the weary
travdJer resting awhile by the wayside, it may seem gentle
as the melody of the primeval groves of lost paradise, filling
the BOul with pleasing thoughts.

"I waldna gie the Lint'ie', sang
Baa merry on the broomy lea,

For a' the notes that ever rang
From a' the harps 0' minstrelsie.

Hair dear to me, where bnss 01' breer
Amang the pathless heather groW&,

The Lintie', wild sweet note to hear,
As OD the ev'nin' breeze it flows."

Linnets are generally exhibited after losing their redness
through moulting. The chief' points for judging are-head,
.bold throughout, the upper part dusky brown; beak, small ;
Lbreast, full and greyish brown; back, deep rusty brown;
':wings, primary feathers well margined with white; tail
,dark, the outer feathers well margined with white; legs and
:.feet perfect; plumage and condition go~

81.-THE LESSER REDPOLE.

~7BnrGILLALnrABIA. Linn.-SlZERIN. Btrf.-SHALUB RBDPOLB

LnrNJ:T. M'GiUivray.-Dn. FLACHBPINlI:. B/lCl&.

DESCRlPrION.-In colour this bird resembles the Linnet,
11>ut in figure, size, and mode of life, the Siskin. It is five
'1.nehes and a quarter long, of which the tail· occupies two
inches and a quarter. The beak is only four lines long, very
pointed and yellow; the feet are black; the shin eight lines
high; the vertex brilliant shining crimson; the upper side
of the body dark brown, spotted With whitish and rusty
ellow; the rump rosy red; the throat black; the under

side of the neck and breast bright rosy red, with white
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margins to the feathers; the rest of the under side of tho
body white; the coverts of the winge dark brown, the two
large rows with reddish white tips, whereby two white trans
verse bare are formed, the smaller clouded with rusty yellow j

the pinion feathers dark brown, as well as the tail. The
female is paler j the red on the breast is wanting, and only
very old ones have a slight indication of red there, and also
upon the rump j the upper side of the body is spotted with
white and dark brown, and the breast sprinkled with the
same colour. By the latter they are distinguished particu
larly from the young, and from the males of the first year,
which also want the red breast, but which have the rusty
yellow and also the darker colouring of the back of the
male.

In confinement the male loses the red colour upon the
breast at its first moult, and on the second moult usually
also the crimson of the pole, which becomes greenish yellow;
and I poseese a male which, on moulting the third time,
acquired a golden yellow pole, and has preserved it now fbr
six years.

HAmTAT.-It is met with throughout Europe; but it pro
perly resorts in the summer to northern countries-Scotland,
Sweden, Lapland, and Greenland. As a bird of passage, it
arrives here in flocks during the latter half of October, and
quits us again in March and April. During winter it resorts
to spots which abound in alde:rs, the seeds of which it is very
fond of. Where it is a rare bird, its beauty claime a bell
shaped cage, but it is to be regretted that this beauty is so
tran~itory.

FooD.-The berries of the ash is their favourite food, but
it also eats linseed and rape-seed, the seed of the fir, &c.
Being exclusively seed-eating birds, the crop has the power
to soften the grains before passing into the stomach. They
ma.y be fed upon poppy seed and hemp, particularly relishing
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the first. When free in the aviary, their food consiste of the
tint general paste.

BBEEDING.-Oocasionally a pair that have not; migrated
breeds with us, but this. is rare.

MAL.u>rBS.-It is subject usually to tN same as the Sia
kin; but bad feet is more prevald amongst them, when
one toe after the other will &ll oft'.. The,. live for eight
years. and more.

CAPTUBE.-In autuum and spring they visit the fowling
floor in flocks, if furnished with eaJl·birds of their own
species, or even with a Siskin; and the ea.ll of this bird will
also attract them to the call-bush. They are so simple that
they perch frequently upon the limed twigs OJ' in the nets,
when even a person is standing by and securing their COIQ

rades that have been caught; but this is e.hara.cteristic of
birds of the far north, which breed where they l'llrely 01."

newr see a human being; and ~ua are leu ~tchful in
their habits, not being pursued, when YQung, like birds hi
densely populous districts. They call~ and laTeek, kred:,
Myidl

COMKENDATOBY QUALl'1'lBS.-Their personal beauty is
greater than their powers of song j for this ill but a soft and
indifferently connected jingle. They may be accustomed to
draw water by a chain, and learn besides many other similaT
tric.br. They will also become eJl:ceedingly tame, and will
eat the instant after they are captured. When males and
females are kept together, they; are so fond of eadJ. other that
they are constantly billing, which they alao do with Linnets,
Goldfinches, Siskins, and Canaries. It would be ea.s.y, there
fore, to produce hybrids between these birda.

Mr. Selby's aooount of this bird is as follows: "It builds its
!Hl8t in a bush, or low tree (8ucb as willow, alder, or hazel), 0

moSB and the st&lks of dry grass, intermixed with down from
the catkin of the willow, which alBo forms the liniDg, and
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renders it a particularly soft and warm recepta.cle for the
eggs and young. From this substance being a constant
material of the nest, it follQws that the yOUDg are produced
We in the &easOn, and are ee1dom able to fly before the end
of JUDe, or the beginning of July. The eggs are four or five
in number; their colour, pale bluish green, spotted with
orange brown, principally towards the larger end."

82.-THE GOLDFINCH.

:F:BmG1LLA CA.BDUBLIII, Lin",-CJwmoNDBJIT. .Bf4f.-RKD-FllOl.'lTBD
TImrrLB J'DrCll. Jl'GiUit1raf/.-DBB SulGLmI ODD I>1BBLPIn.
BecA.

DEscmPl'ION.-Of all chamber birds this is one of the
mM delightful, alike from the beauty of its plumage a.nd

~e excellence of its song, its proved docility, and remark
able cleverness. It is five inches and three-quarters long,
of which the tail occupies two inches. The beak is five lines
long, sharply pointed, and very slightly bent, compressed at
the aides, whitish, with a horny coloured tip; the slender
feet &1'8 brownish, and six lines high; the front of the head

Coogle
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is of a bright scarlet red; a broad margin of a similar colour
BUrr01mds the base of the beak; the chin and reins black;
the vertex black, terminating in a stripe, which passes the
back of the head, and descends the neck on each side; beyond
the black occiput there is a white spot i the cheeks and front
of the neck white; the back of the neck and back of a
beautiful broWn; the rump whitish, with a brownish tinge;
the longer feathers are black; both sides of the breast and
the flanks of a bright brown; the middle of the breast, the
belly, and the vent whitish, many of the feathers having a
brownish tinge; the thighs greyish; the pinion feathers
velvet black, with whitish tips, which are smallest in old
birds, and are sometimes wanting in the two first feathers;
the middle of the external web with a golden coloured stripe
an inch long, which in conjunction with the golden yellow
tips of the hinder large coverts, forms a beautiful spot i the
coverts otherwise black; the tail slightly forked and black;
the two, and sometimes the three, first pinion feathers baring
a white spot in the centre of the inner web; the rest with
white tips; sometimes also the. third is likewise entirely
black at the sides.

The female is a little smaller, not so broadly and beauti
fully red about the beak; the chin brownish; the cheeks
intermixed with bright brown; the small coverts of the
wings brown, and the back of a deeper dark brown.

The size and even deficiency of some of the white tips of
the pinion feathers cannot be taken as a distinguishing
characteristic between the sexes, as some bird-catchers assert,
and as little may we adopt their opinion that the size and
number of these spots constitute different varieties. These
distinctions are accidental, and depend on the state and age
of the bird. Bird-catchers, however, fancy that the first are
distinct species. In Thuringia, consequently, the first-the
large ones, which are of about the size of Linnets-are called
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by them Pine Goldfinches, and these they say are bred in pine
and fir woods; and the smaller ones, which are of about the
size of a Redbreast, are called Garden Goldfinches, and are
assumed to be bred only in gardens. But these differences
are quite imaginary, for large Garden Goldfinches and small
Pine Goldfinches are frequently met With. The first birds
hatched are usually the largest, 8S they generally take the
food from the more recently hatched ones when the old come
to feed them; thiH is the ordinary cause of the differences of
size in the same species of birds.

The characteristics which mark the following varieties are
better est.ablished :---a. The Goldfinch with the yellow breaat;
b. The White-headed Goldfinch; c. The Black-headed Gold
finch (of this variety four were taken out of the same nest) ;
d. The White Goldfinch; 6. The Black Goldfinch. These
are either entirely black,. which is caused by age or being
fed upon hemp, or they retain the yellow spot upon the
wings. The last will sometimes happen in the cage. Mr.
Shelbach, of Cassel, reared a nest of Goldfinches, which he
kept entirely from the light of the sun, covering the cage
with cloths. These birds were of a jet black, with yellow
spots, but they changed colour after moulting. Those
Goldfinches which became black before old age, resume the
colour after moulting, but then do not usually live much
longer.

lIABITAT.-In their wild state Goldfinches are found
throughout Europe. During summer they resort to gardens,
skirting woods and coppices, and especially in those moun·
tainous districts where woods and fields are interspersed;
They remain with us permanently, but in autumn collect in
flocks numbering from fifteen to twenty, and are numerous
in spots where there is an abundance of thistles, and only
change their residence when the snow lies thick upon the
ground, removing to those places clear from snow, where
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food may be procured. When kept in a cage, the ordinary
Chaffinch cage is preferable to a bell-shapeel one, as they are
not fund of hopping upwanls. If they run freely about the
chamber, they are supplied either with a receB8 or a dwarf fir
to roost. From their habit of perching high, they select the
top bnmch whilst singing as well as sleeping.

EooD.-They feed upon all kinds of seeds, groundsel, SUG

cory, salad, cabbage, rape, Canary, thistle, and alder seed :
also linseed, dodder grass, &C. In the cage it must be fed
upon poppy seed and hemp seed, the first being given as iiB
usual food. If allowed to run freely about, it will accustom
itself to the second description of universal food. I possess
one which has been used to take all kinds of green food and
vegetables that come to table, and even to eat meat, although
when at liberty an insect of any description is disagreeable
to it. He may also have given to him all sorts of green
things, such as salad, cabbage, lettuce, and water-cresses.
They eat voraciously, and therefore, when allowed to run
about in the chamber, they perch upon the trough, and chase
away, with a threatening gesture, every bird that approaches;
whereas they will feed with other birds that have any kind
of resemblance to them, at least with respect to the character
of their food, such as Canary birds, Siskins, and particularly
the Lesser RedPole, whether male or female.

BUEDING.-Goldfinches prefer building in gardens and in
large orchards. In skilfulness and neatneBS of structure
their nest stands next to that of the Chaffinch j externally it
is formed of delicate mosses, lichens, the delicate fibres of
roots, neatly interwoven, and inside lined with wool, hair,
and thistle down. It" is hemispherical. The female lays
rarely more than once a-year (consequently these birds never
greatly increase), and then from four t~ six eggs, which upon
a pale sea-green ground are marked with pale red spots and
dots, and deep red stripes. The young are fed from the crop.
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These, before they first moult, are grey upon the head, and
are called Grey Heads, or "Grey Pates," by bird-catchers.
If males only are..nahed to be removed from the nest,
those must be left behind which have a narrow whitish ring
a't \he base of the beak. Thet can be reared upon poppy
seeds and roll steeped in milk or 'Water. They have greater
facili~ in imitating ~he song of the Oanary than that of any
other bird; and "With this bird they will produce fertile

. hybrids. To effect this. male Goldfinch is placed with one
or two hen. Canaries, and they very readily pair. The birds
which spring from this union are not only beautiful in colour
and plumage-often yellow, with the head, wings, and tail
of the Goldfinch-bot they 'will be found to excel in the
sweetness and va.riety of their song.

M.u.mms.-They are very eubject to epilepsy. If they
happen to have bad and swollen eyes, they should be anointed
with fresh butter. HeaTine8B and greediness, occasioned by
feeding too exclusively upon hemp seed, may be removed by
giving them in lieu of it soaked salad and thistle seeds. It
ClOntributes much to their health if occasionally supplied with
the head elf the thistle.

In old age they beoome blind, and they then lose the
beautiful red and yellow colours of the head and wings.

Although frequentlyBUbject to sickness, there are ins~ces
of their having lived to the age of sixteen and eTen twenty
four years.

CAPTURE.-In spring they are caught by means of a decoy
bird lipon call-bushes. They will also visit the fowling-floor
if strewed with bundles of thilltlel!l; but are very difficult to
capture, being extremely cautions of approaching nets and
limed rods. In winter several bundles of thistles are tied
together, and springes are placed about them, in which they
are caught; in autumn and spring limed rods are used. The
capture is effected with greater certainty, if a bundle of
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thistle.'l be fastened to a tree, and this be covered with limed
twigs.

Its call is ti.flie or Btic1dit j and the latter is also its Bohe
mian name.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIEB.-The Goldfinch is a beautiful
and animated bird, whose body is in incessa.ut motion-now
moving to the right and now to the left. Ita BOIIg is shrill,
agreeable, and heard during all seasons, excepting only at the
period of moulting. It contains, besides, many warbling and
twittering notes, on which it dwells more or less, .and the
oftener the sylJablefink is repeated the more it is admired.
Some utter these notes only once or twice in their song, and
others four or :five times in succession. They also repeat
airs, and the songs of other birds, but with difficulty, for
they ha'f'e not the same capacity as Linnets and Canaries for
these acquisitions.

Their tameness is extraordinary, for they will even learn
to :fire small cannons and imitate death. They may be taught
to draw up their food and water in a little bucket. The
apparatus consists of two lines of broad soft leather in which
there are four holes, through which their feet and wings are
passed, and the ends are held together beneath the belly bY'
a ring, to which is attached a delicate chain that supports
the buckets containing the food and drink. A bird, thus
equipped, will then draw up· the chain by its beak, retaining
the draw-up links by its feet, and thus succeeds in obtaining
what it wishes. Another mode is sometimes adopted, in
which he is fastened, by means of a chain, to the perch upon
which he sits, and two vessels are made to pass over a pulley,
so that as one ascends the other descends, thus obtaining his
food and water in turns.

I have also seen Goldfinches and Siskins placed in different
cages, a little bell being hung to the trough, against which
they struck with their beak when eating. These bells were
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arranged ha.rmoniously, and an agreeable kind of musio waa
thus produoed. But indeed such trifling soon becomes irkaome.

This bird is taught to go and come at command much
sooner than the Linnet, though the latter learns quite as
soon to build in the cage. To effect this, a Goldfinch must
be taken in the winter, and one not too much accustomed to
the warmth of the chamber, and, in its cage, placed every day
at the window, or on the sill, or upon a board, where it can
not be reached by mice, and near the cage some hemp seed
must be strewn, with a little bunch of thistle heads, the
seeds of which are to be scattered among the hemp. Soon
afl;erwards other Goldfinches, attracted by the call of the one
in the cage, will fiy thither to seek this food. When this is
the case, it is no longer neoessary to hang the decoy-bird in
the cage at the window, which also would be eventually
injured by the cold; and it is then only hung within, ..
tmp-cage being placed outside, not for the purpose of imme
diately catching these birds, but to check the visits of the
Sparrows, and prevent them eating the seed. The fall of
this trap-cage must be connected, by means of a string pused.
through a hole in the window, with the inSide,80 that it may
be caused to fall at pleasure. The Goldfinches should be
allowed to visit it without disturbance until the IInow bep

.to melt, and before flying off to some other locality they are
ca.ptured, tamed in a bird-cage, and subsequently accustomed
to fiy about II. room. The cage mUllt be so constructed tha.t
the door will olose when it is required, bY:me&nll of some
spring tha.t the bird ClYl act upon without being scared.
A bird thus t:rai.Ded may safely be allowed its liberty at the
time it moults in AugtDt. It is pretty certain to return
again in December, when the snow falls, and will sing far
better than if it had been kept in confinement. Its cage
ought to be kept constantly at the window, S\1pplied with
food, that it may find wbat it wants 'When it returns. But

s
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it rarely presents itself before the commenoement of winter;
and then, in order to recapture it, tlMt CllI'l must be placed
so that it will close when the bird enters. But the most
certain method is to attract it by a call-bird. When recap
tured, it may be kept shut up till its season of liberty again
arrives.

Chaffinches, Greenfinches, and Tits, may be taught to go
and return in a similar manner ; and it has been found that
birds so trained sing more sweetly than when constantly
confined.

Mr. Syme, in his excellent treatise on British Song Birds,
gives the following amusing particulars respecting this
species :-" The Goldfinch is easily tamed and easily taught,
and its capability of learning the notes of other birds is well
known; but the tricks it may be taught to perform are truly
astonishing. A few years ago, the Sieur Roman exhibited
his birds, whioh were Goldfinches, Linnets, and Canaries.
One appeared dead, and was held up by the tail or claws
without exhibiting any signs of life; a second stood on its
head with its claws in the aa-; a third imitated a Dutch
milkmaid going to market with pails on its shoulders j a
fourth mimioked a Venetian glrllooking out at a window;
a fifih appeared as a soldier, and mounted guard as a sentinel ;"
and the sixth acted as cannoneer, with a oap on its head, a
firelock on its shoulder, and a matoh in its claws, and dis
charged a smaJl cannon. The same bird also acted as if it
had been wounded. It was wheeled in a barrow, to convey
it, as it were, to the hospital; after which it flew away before
the company. The seventh turned a kind of windmill j and
the last bird stood in the midst of some fireworks, whioh
were discharged all round it, and this without exhibiting the
least symptom of fear."

The Goldfinch is very generally distributed, oeeurring in
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most of our wooded and cultivated districts. Its song com
mences about the end t1f March, and continues till July or
August. It may often be found in company with Linnets,
whose flight it somewhat resembles.

"Observe," says M'Gillivray, "how buoyantly they cleave
the air, each bird fluttering its little wings, descending in a
curved line, mounting again, and speeding along. They wheel
round the fields, now descending almost to the ground, now
springing up again. Some of them suddenly alight, when,
the example thus set, all betake themselves to the tiny
thicket of dried and withered leaves, and in settling display
to the delighted eye the beautiful tints of their plumage, as
with fluttering wings and expanded tail they hover for a
moment to select a landing place amid the prickly points,
that seem to stand forth as if to prevent aggression."

" Most of our little songsters," Mr. Knapp remarks, " when
captured'as old birds, become in confinement sullen and dis
pirited; want of exercise, and of particular kinds of food, and
their changes, alter the quality of ,the fluids: they become
fattened, and indisposed to action by repletion; fits and ail.
ments ensue, and they mope and die. But I have known
our Goldfinch, immediately after its capture, commence feed
ing on its canary or hemp-seed-food it could never have
tasted before-nibble his sugar in the wires like an enjoy
ment it had been accustomed to, frisk round its cage, and
dress its plumage, without manifesting the least apparent
regret for the loss of companions or of liberty. Harmless to
the labours or the prospects of us lords of the creation as so
many of our small birds are, we have none less chargeable
with the commission of injury than the Goldfinch; yet its
blameless, innocent life does not exempt it from harm. Its
beauty, its melody, and its early reconciliation to confine.
ment, rendering it a desirable companion, it is captured to
cheer us with its manners and its voice, in airs and regions

s 2
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very different from its native thistly downs, and app~

bloBSOm bowers."
Broderip says that "the debmmairtl G{:;ldfinch btinda one

of the most elegant nests that our English Finches produce :
moss, lichens, wool, and grass, artistie&lly intertwined, form
the outside of the fabric, which is generally hidden in &

quiet orchard or secluded garden, where, in the midst of
some evergreen-an arbutus, perchance-it is protected from
the prying eye by the compact leafy screen of the well-grown
healthy shrub; the delicate down of willows, or dwarf earJy
seeding plants, the choicest lamb's wool, and the finest hair,
form the warm lining, in which the bluish-white eggs, dotted
with a. few rich brown spots, are deposited."

The Goldfinch is held in considerable favour in all parQJ of
England. In the Midland counties and other parts it is termed
the"proud tailor,"or" Red Linnet." Those termed"cheverel,"
or "chibald," are much BOught afl.er for breeding with. New
man says :-" Goldfinches arrive on our south coast about the

.·middle of April. Their arrival is perfectly familiar to an
th.e bird-catchers at Brighton, Worthing, Hastings, and other
parts of the Sussex coast. Those which escape the bRd
catchers, pass northwards in June, and return in October in
tenfold numbers. Mr. Gray, of Worthing, asserts that the
bird-eatchera net, within a walk of Worthing, four or five
hundred dozens of Goldfinches every October. The cocks
fetch four, five, or sometimes six shillings a dozen, the hens
about two shillings. During one particular year, 8S many
&8 eight hundred dozens were taken. After reaching this
coast the movement is gradual, and invariably from west to
east, probably with a view to shorter sea-passage. The
Rev. Arthur Hussey has taken particular pains to arrive at
accurate statistics of the Worthing trade in Golc:Uinches.
He has ascertained that none are taken in J anuBry, FebraalY,
March, June, and July; about fourteen dozens of the immi-
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grants in April and May,the astounding number of Beven
hUlldred and fifty dozens of the emigrants in October, a.ud
three h1lndred dozeu in the beginning of November."

In Derbyshire, and other localities, there is a. kind termed
the " Pear-tree" Finch. The Rev. F. O. :Morris says, "the
Gddfinch builds in orchards and other irees;" and Yarrell
remarks that" the Goldfinch builds a very neat nest, which
is sometimes fixed in an apple-tree 01' pear-tree."

The points for judging Goldfinches are :-Head, In-ight
scarlet red, Bhowing no white speck or ma.rk OR tile throat,
1ihe back part of the head and D8U' ae back sides of the
neck deep black ; beak, large aDd pointed; br.st, the centre
white, wiUl Ule Bides of the breast pure brown; back, rich
brown; cheeks and sides of neck white j larger coverts well
marked with pure yellow j feathers close and in good con
dition; "Wings, tail, and feet penect; general appearance
IlIIlllrl throughollt.

83.-THE SISKIN.

FBINGILLA Spnms. Linn.-T.6..BDI'. Bttj'.-THE ABEBIlBVINJ:. BLACK:

HEADED TmsTLEl'Ill'CH. M'Gilliuray.-DEB ZEIBIG. Eech.

DE8CRIPTloN.-This well-known chamber bird is four
inches and three-quarters long, of which the tail mea..'IIll'eB
one inch and three-qnarters. The beak is four lines long,
very narrow towards its sharp point, brown at the tip, the
remainder bright Bshy grey, and white in winter; the shin
seven lines high, and, like the toes, dark brown j the vertex
and throat black; neck, cheeks, and back green, the latter
spotted with black; the rump, a stripe through the eyes, the
lower part of the neck, and the breast, of a. greeniBh yelloW ;
the belly, vent, and flanks, whitish yellow, the two latter
with black spots; the pinion feathers black extf>.rnally, mar-
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gined with yellow green; the base, halt' way upwards, is
yellow on the external web; the small coverts of the wings

green, the larger ones with a yellow edge, which form a
yellow stripe; the tail forked; the basal half yellow, and
the terminal half, &8 well as the two central feathers, black.

The female is paler; the head and back more grey and
spotted with black; the throat and the sides whitish; the
breast and the neck white, spotted with green and black; the
feet greyish brown.

The male, before the second year, usually wants the black
throat; and &8 it gets older the more yellow and green it be
comes, and consequently the more beautiful

There are also varieties-black, white, and variegated
Siskins. A few years ago, also, I shot one which had an
entirely black breast.

Coogle
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HABrrAT.-The Siskin is found throughout Europe. In
Germany they are very common, and are birds of passage.
They remain together during the whole of the winter, and
wander in search of food -in those parts where there is an
abundance of alder. In confinement they may be allowed to
run about the room or kept in a cage, which must be smaller
than a Chaffinch's and of a bell shape; it soon becomes very
familiar. When roosting at night they generally cling to
the wires of the cage instead of sleeping on the perches like
the canary.

FooD.-In summer they eat the seeds of pines and firs; in
autumn hops, thistle, and burdock; and in winter the seeds
of the alder, and also the buds of trees. It may be kept
upon poppyseeds, intermixed occasionally with crushed hemp.
If allowed. to run at large in the chamber, it will eat the :first
kind of universal food. It is exceedingly voracious, and,
though so small, eats more than the Chaffinch; and therefore,
when it occupies the apartment with other birds, it will sit
the whole day long upon the trough, snapping and biting at
all. !tis as great a drinker, and requires fresh water daily.
It bathes but little, but dips its beak in the water and
sprinkles its feathers; but it frequently preens itself, and its
feathers are always in good order.

BRBEDING.-The Siskin chiefly inhabits pine plantations,
and builds its nest at the extremity of lofty branches. It is
made of spiders' webs, the cocoons of insects, and coral moss,
fastened to a tree, and externally these materials are inter
mingled with little twigs, and lined. with very delicate fibres
and roots, and very well built. It Isys from five to six eggs,
of a greyish white, sprinkled with purplish brown dots. They
hatch twice a-year, and the young males improve in beauty
until their fourth moulting.

Hybrids are produced between Siskins and Canaries, some
what resembling both parents, and are beautifully spotted
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when a yellow Canary is used for the purpose; but the pair
ing is not so effective as when a green Canary is paired, which
naturally much resembles the Siskin.

M.u..wIE8.-Besides the ordinary maladies, it is 'Very
subject to epilepsy, of which they fre:Juently die. They may,
however, be kept in confinement from eight to ten years.

CAPrUBE.-In autumn or winter, by using a call-bird of
the same species, they will visit the fowling floors in looks ;
in this way they may be caught in scores at a time.

In spring they frequent the call-bushes in multitudes. Sis
kiDs are not at all shy, for fanciers who reside near a brook,
fringed with alders, need only place a Siskin at the window,
·llUlTOunded with limed twigs, and they may be caught in
great numbers. I have caught some at the window in· a
cage opened and strewed within with poppy seeds and hemp,
a bird which was in the room serving as a decoy, while I
was at hand to close the door with a string as soon as they

.entered.
When the spot where they drink at noon is .discovered

(especially in alder bushes), many may be easily caught by
simply placing limed rods over the water.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIES.-Both appearance and voice
recommend the Siskin. In its twittering song there are
some very peculiar tones, which greatly resemble the noise
produced by the loom of a stocking-weaver: and this bird
is, therefore, frequently an especial favourite with those
mechanics. He will also imitate the song of other birds,
especially of the Tits, Chaffinch, and Lark, but it would be
difficult to teach him an air. His song is only ~interrapted

during moulting time, and in the chamber he often excites
the other birds to sing by his incessant warbling. He so
little cares for the loss of his liberty, that as soon as he is
placed in a cage he will eat, and even the next minute
exhibit no sign of timidity. He may be accustomed to draw
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his water, and other feats, which he will boldly execute. He
is very easily taught to fly in and out, if the discipline be
commenced in winter, by hanging his cage at the window,
with the door open, sprinkling some hemp and poppy seeds
around. He generally cornell back, bringing with him many
companions. But it is not well to let him loose in March,
September, and October, for these are the migratory periods,
although instances have occurred of such tame birds having
returned after being some time away.

The Siskin is a visitor of this country, arriving in flocks
from the north in autumn, in company with the .Lesser Red
pole. It appears to be more plentiful in Scotland, and the
northern counties of England, than in the southern parts ;
and there Beems no doubt that many pairs remain and breed
annually in the fir woods and plantations of these districts
It is not uncommon from September to April, and is most
frequently seen in small flocks, sometimes by themBelves, but
more frequently in company with Linnets and HOOpoles,
twittering almost inceBBantly as they fly, apparently for the
purpose of keeping them together, while they search the
alder, birch, and larch, for seeds as food; their voice also
very much resembles that of the Lesser Redpole.

Siskins are chiefly known as Cage-birds, and as such they
are esteemed for their beauty, their docility, their healthi
ness, their song, and the readineBB by which they produce a
mixed breed either way, with the Canary Finches. Their
song is not unpleasant; it bears BOme resemblance to that of
the Canary, but it is leBS powerful.

Bolton says, "that in the neighourhood of London, it is
known by the name of the Aberdevine. It often mixes
with the smaller Linnets, and is seen picking the seeds of
the alder, with its hack downwards. It is a singing bird,
and being rather scarce, fetches a, higher price than the
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merit of ita song deserves, though that is soft, sweet, and
vanOIlS. It will imitate the notes of other birds, eyen to
the chirping of the sparrow. It is familiar, cheerful, and
docile, and begins ita song early in the morning. It breeds
freely with the Canary, and, like the QQldfinch, may be
taught to draw up its little bucket with water and food.
The latter consists chiefly of seeds. It drinks frequently,
and is fond of throwing water over its feathers."

" I am convinced," observes Neville Wood, "that ornitho
logists are mistaken in supposing the. Siskin QQldwing to be
a rare occasional visitant. Even in Derbyshir~ I should be
almost inclined to consider it indigenous, as future investiga
tions will probably find it in many of the fir forests of
Scotland." In confirmation of this opinion, we may quote
M'Gillivray, who calls this bird the Black-headed Thistle
finch, and' says that" it has been found of late years breeding
in various parts of Scotland," and opines that most, if not
all, of the individuals seen in the winter months are in
digenous."

Yarrall observes that" the Siskins appear to be much more
plentiful in the north than in the sont1."

84.-THE RING SPARROW.

FBINGILLA PETRONIA. Linn.-SOULC1L BujJ.-DEB GBAUFI1!lB:. Bd.

DESCLUPrION.-This bird, were its beak not seen, might be
thought a female Yellow Bunting, so closely does it resemble
that bird both in size and colour. It is five roches and three
quarters long, of which the tail occupies two. The beak is
five lines long, thick at the base, grey brown above, white
beneath j the feet are ~ lines high, and grey brown j the
head, as far as the neck, is reddish ashy grey, spotted with.
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dark brown; round about the head, commencing at the
eyes, there runs a dirty white ring; the back is brown, with
reddish grey margins, whereby it appears spotted with grey;
the rump and sides are grey brown; the abdomen reddish
grey, intermixed with white; the front of the neck yellow,
margined with ashy grey at the sides; the wings are grey
brown; the large coverts have white tips; the tail feathers
grey brown, with a brighter margin.

The female is more grey upon the upper part of the body,
l,IoIld has a small pale yellow spot in front of the neck.

PEcULIABITIES.-This bird is occasionally found in great
numbers in the forests of Germany; only migrating in the
colder regions. Its food consists of seeds and insects. It
may be fed upon rape and poppy seeds, and also with the
first del:lCription of chamber food. It feeds, like the House
Sparrow, upon seeds and insects, and builds in hollow trees.
It is famed more on account of its rarity and beauty than for
its song, which is of a very ordinary character.

85.-THE CITRIL FINCH.

FBnrGILLA CITBIlOIlLLA. Linn.-VENTUBON DE PBOVENCB. Buff.
CITBONENIl'INK. Beck.

DESCRIPTION.-This bird is sometimes confounded with
the Serin(Loa:ia Serinus), but the form of the beak is dif
ferent. In figure and colour, and in its food, it very nearly
retlembles the Canary, but is smaller, while its notes are not
so powerful It is so closely allied to this bird, that I
should consider it as the progenitor, were not these also
found at large. It is five inches long, of which the tail oc
cupies two; the wings spread eight inches. The beak is
brownish; the feet of a pale flesh colour j in its plumage it
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resembles the male Greenfinch, and is generally of a green
yellow, marked with ashy grey and dark brown. The fcJre
he&d, the baoek, and romp, are yellow green ; the back of the
head, the sides of the neck, as far as the throat, are ashy grey ;
the face, throat, breast, and abdomen, are of a beautiful green
colour ; the vent greenish yellow; the small coverts of the
wings yellowish green, the larger ones brown black, with
broad yellow green margins j the pinion feathers dazok brown j

the anterior margined with whitish yellow, and the posterior
with yellow green; the slightly forked tail is dark brown,
edged with yellow green upon the narrow web, and with
whitish green upon the brolld one.

The female is not so purely coloured or beautifully marked ;
the yellow on the head and abdomen is dirtier; the grey
colouring of the baoek of the head and neck extends all round
the tb root, and has greenish yellow spots.

PECULIAlUTIES.-This bird inhabits the southem countries
of Europe, and is also found in the southem distr.ick of
Germany, extending upwards as far as Franconia. Its BOng
is very pleasing, and it is much sought after and prized.
They should be treated as directed for Canaries.

Several other Finches, such as the LAPLAND FINCH (Fril,,,.
gilla Laponica, LINN.), and t~e SNOW FINCH (FritngiUa Ni'lJa
lis, LINN.), are described by Beckstein, but they are rarely
seen in this country. The first greatly resembles the Sky
lark, and has little to recommend it; it has a shrill whistle,
and a rather sweet song, somewhat resembling the Linnet.
The Snow Finch is a sprightly, fearless biM, but its song baa
little harmony.



86.-THE SKYLABK.
ALAUDA ABnJllIls. Unn.-A1.ouJITn. lJu§.-FmLD L.uL

WVDOCIt. JI·GilUfwo;1/.-Da FELJ)LDCD. 1J«h.

Dac:a1PnOB.-This weD-known bird scarcely requires a
deecription; but I give it here for the Ake of thole who
J'Nide in large towns, and who rarely see it at liberty,
that they may be able to distinguish it from the other
species oC arb. The Lark is larger than the Yellow
Bunting, being seven inches long, of which the tail 0ccu.

pies nearly tbl'ee; the
breadth or the mng is
Coorleen and a half'
inches. The beak is
slight, straight, and cy
lindrieal, terminating in
a point; the mandibles
or equal length, and
sepante beneath; the
colour above is or a
horny black, beneath
whitish; the irides greyish brown; the feet greyish brown,
in Ipring yellow brown, nearly one inch high, and the
hinder claw (the ~) longer than the toe itee1f; fore
head and vertex or a rusty yellow, spotted longitndinally
with black brown; the head feathers can be raised when
excited; above the eyes extends a white grey line, and one
rather indistinctlyindicated lJDlTounds thegreybrown cheeks;
back or the bead and neck whitish grey, striped with black
brown; the back is black brown, with a broad partly pale red,.
dith brown and partly whitish grey enclosure; the lower pa1't
or the neck, the breast, and the sidee, dirty white, with a
l'UIty tinge, and with delicate black brown stripes; the wing

Googe
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coverts grey brown, and the large one with a pale reddish
brown enclosure; the pinion feathers dark brown, with
white on the margins, those next to the body, which are
again larger than the middle ones, are whitish grey; the
tail feathers black brown, the most central ones on the
inner side with a rusty brown, and on the outer side with
a whitish grey broad enclosure, the two external ones on
the outer and half of the inner side white.

The female is to be recognised by being rather smaller
than the male, and also by being marked with more
numerous and stronger black spots upon the back and
breast, and by the white or brighter colour of the breast,
which is not so strongly tinged with rusty colour.

In confinement we also see the following two varieties ;
1. The White Skylark. It is either of a pure white or

yellowish white. It is also found wild.
2. The Black Skylark. Its plumage is of a smoky black,

with a rusty colour gleaming through. I do not know if
this has been observed in the wild state; but in confine
ment it is not rare, especially when the Larks are kept in
a place where the light of the sun is excluded. But they
usually change to their natural colour upon moulting,
which the white variety does not.

HUITAT.-The Skylark is found in almost every region
of the world. It frequents ploughed fields and meadows,
chiefly upon plains. It is a migratory bird, usually arriving
early in February, and leaving in October in large flocks.
The Skylark is found throughout the whole of the western
hemisphere as one of the commonest birds; it has, how
ever, never been seen in America. In cold and protracted
winters, Larks leave the more northern counties and migrate
southwards. It is the first ofthe migratory birds that appears.
Its principal food is insects; but it will also feed upon seeds
of any kind, as well as young sprouts, so that at this early
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season, should severe weather occur, it can hardly want
food. It may be either allowed to fly about the room,
generally preferring a dark
corner to roost in at night,
or it may be kept in a
cage, in which it cer
tainly sings better than
when at large. This cage,
which is more suitable
when possessed of a bow
or half-circular front, for
the purpose of placing
clovery turf, should be fifo
teen inches long, nine to
ten inches from front to
back, and fifteen inches
high. Upon the floor there
should be a moveable board, covered Wlth sand. The cage
should bang on the quiet side of the rooUl, well ex
posed to the light, as these birds like to dust themselves.
These birds often have a habit of springing upwards, espe
cially when they are not sufficiently tame, and to prevent
them striking and injuring their heads, they should be placed
in a cage covered with baize or cloth over the top, instead
of wire or wood. The vessels for their food and drink
should be of glass, and placed outside the cage, or, what
is more preferable, they may have a trough for the food
made to push in at the side. When allowed to run freely
about the room, great cleanliness is necessary, as they are
apt to get their feet entangled in hair or wool that may
lie about. If this be not attended to, the hair will speedily
cut into their feet, and make them either lame or cause the
1088 of their toes.

FOOD.-The food of Skylarks consists of insects, and also
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of the larvlll and eggs of insects, mnall seed., such as poppy
seed, and oats, which they peel from the shell by beating
against the ground, their beak being too weak to break
them. GraBS and the leaves of young plants they soom to
be fond of. They require sand to aBIIiat digestion. The
paste made for them should consist of one pound of pea
meal, the whole of two eggs, four ounces of lard, and one
ounce of honey, placed in a saucepan over a slow fire, and
stirred briskly until it gets brown, taking care it is not
burned: tie it in a bladder for use. To one table-spoonful of
the paBte add a teJa...,..mul of hard boiled bullock's liver,
gra.ted fine, and ODe tea...poonful of crushed hemp seed. The
bird may oocui<ma!lly have a singing diet, consisting of the
yolk of one egg, the same weight of boiled sheep's heart,
minced, and a little ft.our, mixed together, tied up in a
cloth, and boiled ior a quarter of an hour. To a small
piece of this, add a little poppy seed, or malt and lettuce
seed, and give about the size of a. hazel nut, wiSh two or
three meal-worms, daily. They may have poppy seeds,
crushed hemp, shelled oats, barley meal, and bread erumbs,
and occasionally mixed with water-cresses, cabbage, and
salad. They are also fond of lean meat and ants' eggs. All
these things should be given occasionally to those which run
about the room, as it tends to make them lively, and induces
them to ll'ing better. If adult birds be introduced into the
aviary, in order to reconeile them to the change, it is merely
requisite to throw some poppy ~eeds and oats to them.

January-seeds of wild plants; February-seeds and
com; March-various insects, worms, seeds, and com; April
-insects, beetles, and com; May-flies, and various insects;
June-grasshoppers, worms, and com; July~eketsand
grasshoppers; August-insects, com, and seeds of weeds;
September-seeds, worms, and barley; Octobe~seeda,

corn and berriElll.
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BREEDINo.-Larks make their nest in Bome little cavity
on the ground, very artificially constructed of dry gratis and
hair. They prefer fields which are fallow, or have summer
crops. They breed usually twice a year. They lay from
three to five eggs; these are whitish grey, with dark grey
spots and dots. The hatching occupies fourteen days, and
even as early as the end of April the young appear: these
are fed with insects, and often run from the nest before
they are full fledged. The yo~g, previous to the first
moult, are spotted allover the upper part of the body with
white. For rearing they should be removed from the nest
when the tail feathers are about three-quarters of an inch
long, and they must be fed with roll and poppy seeds
steeped in milk: a few ants' eggs given to them will make
them grow strong and healthy. The yellow colour indicates
the young male. If it is intended that they should learn a
melody or song, it must be whistled to them before they
are full fledged; about that time the males commence
practising their natiTe song. They require to be kept quite
separate from other birds. I have had adult Larks in my
room that have acquired the Bong of the Chaffinch and
Nightingale.

Some females, even without pairing, will lay eggs; but
these are unfruitful. If placed in gardens, in an open
aviary, where they have plenty of room, their hatching is
more likely to have a successful result.

MALA.DIEs.-Theyare subject to all the ordinary maladies
of birds, but are most frequently liable to yellow scurf round
'about the beak. To cure this, I know of no other means
'than to feed them well, and to give them the second kind
of universal food, mixed with green vegetables, ants' eggs,
and meal-worms. In confinement they live for eight years
and upwards; indeed instances occur of their having attained
thirty years' of age.

T
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CAP'l'URE.-There are many ways of ~tching Larks, to
describe ".hich fully would occupy too much room, and is
unnecessary, 88 thlll6 birds may be obtained in autumn, in
great numbers, by means of the day and night nets, known
also 88 Lark neta.

Whoever wishes to catch a good singing male bird in the
spring, should take a Lark and bind its wings j;ogether,
placing over them a little forked limed twig, and go to the
spot where a bird is heard singing. As soon 88 the Lark,
hovering in the air, observes the other upon the ground,
excited by jealousy, it descends like lightning upon it, and
gets fixed to the bird lime.

CoHKBNDATORY QUALlTIES.-The Skylark is one of our
most agreeable songsters. Its song consists of several
strains, which are all composed of trilling and warbling
notes, variously modulated, occasionally interrupted by a
powerful whistling. It is a bird also, as I have before
remarked, of singular capacity j and not only do the young
learn the notes of any other birds which hang near them,
but the adult birds also, although in them, as among men,.
their memories vary in power.. Some also sing better, with
a strong and melodious note. In confinement some begin
as early as December, and continue until moulting time;
others, less able, only begin in March, and finish. singing
as early 88 August. When wild, they usually become silent
about St. James's day, although exceptions occur; and
Larks are sometimes even heard singing at Michaelmas.

"The Skylark is very generally distributed in Britain,
and is plentiful even in the most northern parts of the
mainland and islands of Scotland. It remains all the year,
but in winter the aggregated individuals repair to the lower
districts. Although not confined to arable land and green
pastures, it is rarely met with on heathy tracts. .
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" The BOng of this ltird is familiar to most persons, even
to thoBe who reside in cities. Sometimes the Latk sings
on the ground, perched on a clod, or evea crouched among
the grass; but generally in commencing its song it starts
off, rises perpendicularly or obliquely in the air, with a
fluttering motion, and continues it until it has attained its
highest elevation, which not unfrequently is such as to
render the bird scarcely perceptible. Even then, if the
weather be calm, you hear its warble coming faintly on the
ear at intervals."-MGiUivr"y.

The following beautiful lines on the Skylark are by
James Hogg:-

" Bird of the wildemllll8,
Blithesome and cumberless,

Sweet be thy matin o'er moorland and lea 1
Emblem of happiness,
Blest is thy dwelling.place

o to abide in the deeertwith thee I·
Wild is thy lay, and loud,
Far in the downy cloud,

Love gives it energy, love gave it birth.
Where, on thy dewy wing'
Where art thou journeying ,

Thy lay is in heaven, thy love is on earth.

O'er fell and fountain sheen,
O'er moor and mountain green,

O'er the red streamer that heralds the day~

Over the cloudlet dim,
Over the rainbow's rim,

MUBical cherub, BOar, singing away I
Then, when the gloaming comes,
Low in the heather blooms,

Sweet will thy welcome and bed of love be I
Emblem of happiness,
Bleat is thy dwelling-place,

o to abide in the deeert with thee I

T2
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Mudie jUBtly remarks of the Skylark :-" 'fie song of
the Lark, besides being a moat accessible and delightful
subject for commou observation, is a very curions one for
the physiologist. Everyone in the least conversant with
the Btructure of birds. mUBt be aware that with them the
organa of intonation and modulation are inward, deriving
little assistance from the tongue, and none, or next to nODe.
from the mandibles of the bill. The windpipe is tlte
muBil'&1 organ, and it is often very curiously formed. Birds
require the organ less for breathing than other animals,
having a windpipe and longs, because of the air cells and
breathing tubes with which all parts of theiP bodies, and
even the bones, are furnished. But those diffused breathing
organs must act with 1688 freedom when the bird is making
the greatest. efforts in motion--that is, when ascending
()r descending; and, in proportion as they cease to act
the trachea is the more required for the purposes of
breathing. The Skylark thu converts the atmosphere into
a musical instrument of many stops, and so produces an
exceedingly wild and varied song-a song which is, perhaps,
not equal in either power or compass in a single stave to
that of many of the wa.rblers, but one that is more varied in
the whole sueeession. All birds that sing ascending or
descending have similar power, but the Skylark has it in a
degree superior to every other."

87.-THE CRESTED LARK.
ALAUDA CBISUTA. Linn.-CocREVIS, OU GROSSE ALOUETTE RUPPE.&.

. BlJI.-Du. HAUBENLEBOHE. Bech.

DESCRIPTION.-It is about the size of the preceding, but
more robust, the colour of the plumage also similar, but
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rather brighter. It is seven inches long; the beak lead
coloured, borny brown a.t the tip; the irides dark brown;
the feet yellowish ashy grey, one inch high; head, cheeks,
upper part of the neck, and back, reddish grey, all the
feathers black brown in the middle; from the nostrils to
the ears there extends a reddish white stripe, which is
scarcely observable above the eyes, but beyond them it
becomes darker; upon the head there are from eight to ten
long pointed blackish feathers, which, rising on the head,
form a very handsome crest, nearly upright; nearly the
whole of the upper part of the body is of a dirty reddish
white; the tail feathers black-the two central ones rath&"
paler, and margined with reddish grey.

The female is smaller and has the crest less prominent,
and the breast is marked with numerous round black spots.

fuBITAT.-only in autumn and winter is the Crested
Lark found in central Germany in towns and villages, on
the high-roads, near stables and barns, among Sparrows and
Yellow Buntings. They are found nearly in every part of
Europe from Sweden to Italy. In summer it frequents
woods skirting arable land, roads through forests, and even
high-lying villages. They leave in October. It may be
allowed to run about the chamber, or it may be placed in a
cage similar to that appropriated to the Skylark. I know
no bird whose feathers grow more quickly. If the wings
have been clipped, it is requisite to renew the clipping
every four weeks, for within this time the feathers are so
much grown that they may serve for flight.

FOOD.-It feeds upon insects, small seeds, and oats, and
will feed upon the same things as the Skylark, but is more
hardy than that bird, does not so easily sicken, and will
live about twelve years.

BUlIDING.-Their nest is formed upon the ground,
beneath dry bushes, or under clods; in gardens beneath
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vegetables, or upon mud walls. They will even build upon
thatched roofs. They lay from four to five whitish grey
eggs, mottled with rusty grey, and spotted with dark brown
upon the upper end. The young before the first moult
have a mottled white appearance. If intended to be taught
airs, or the song of other birds, they require to be removed
early from the nest.

CAPTURE.-In winter a place where they are frequently
Been running about is cleared from snow, and set with limed
twigs, a clap net, or even a sieve; and poppy seeds or oats
are scattered about as bait, and in this way they are easily
caught.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIEs.-Their song is exceedingly
agreeable, and very varied, although to my taste not so
beautiful as that of the Skylark. It resembles the song of
the Skylark and Linnet combined. They also sing at night,
and may be heard from February to August; but birds
reared from the nest will sing still longer. I have already
mentioned that they posselils great capacity. It is an agree
able chamber bird, and has not the rolling gait of the Sky
lark, but runs rapidly acrosl the room, making all kind of
playful motions with its' crest, raising it perpendicularly
upwards. This bird is rarely seen in Britain, but is recorded
as found in Cornwall in 1850 and 1851.

88.-THE WOOD LARK.

ALAUDA ABBOBlU. Linn.-ALOUETTE DES BOIS OU CUJELIEB. Btf!!.
DIE WALDLEBCHE., BIJCk.

DESCRIPTION...-This admirable bird is more than one
third less than the Skylark, being only six inches long j but
otherwise similar to it in figure and appearance. The beak
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is black above ~d brown beneath, merging into flesh colour
towards its tip: the feet are three-quarters of an inch high,
and of a bright brown
flesh colour; the vertex
is reddish brown, with
four black brownstnpea;
it has a few long straight
feathers, which make the
head appear broad, and
which, when under ex
citement, it erects as a
crest. The head is sur·
rounded from eye to eye by a whitish grey coronal; the
temples are brown; the back of the neck and the upper
part of the back are reddish brown, with black brown
spots; the lower part of the back grey brown; around
the cheeks, the throat, neck, and breast, are whitish
yellow, WIth black brown spots; the rest of the under side
of the body yellowish white; the coverts of the wings dark
brown, with a pale reddish brown margin, but at the joint
of the wing, the shoulder, and the four first coverts, there
is a white spot; the pinion feathers are dark brown, edged
with yellowish white upon the narrow web; the tail feathers
broad, black brown, the first and second with a reddish
white conical spot, and a white tip: the two middle ones
entirely greyish brown, like the long upper coverts, which
extend almost to the end of the short tail.

The female is a handsomer bird; the ground colour is or
a lighter shade; the markings darker; the breast more
spotted; the coronal more distinct; and the enclosure of
the cheeks brighter.

HulTAT.-It is a native of the temperate' parts of
Europe. In summer they are found in pine forests, on
plains where there are fields and meadows in the vicinity ;

Googe
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and yet they also frequent mountainous districts, visiting
alternately heathll and meadows. .After breeding time they
migrate in small fioeks of ten and twelve. About October
they commence their outward passage, returning in March.
In the hoale it ia best to allow them to l"llIl freely about
the room, 0, according to my own experience, they sing
better than when confiDed in a. cage. Being rather deliea.te
birds, they have sand giTeD. them to promote digestion.

FOOD.-This consists in summer of all kinds of insects ;
in autumn of poppy and rape-seed, dodder graBS, millet
and oats; and in spring, when there are neither insects nor
worms, of green sprouts, water-cresses, and other plants,
and even the catkins of the hazel. They may be fed upon
the universal paste, but as they are more delicate than the
two preceding species, this food must be frequently varied
with poppy seed, oats, crushed hemp seed, unsalted curds,
dry and fresh ants' eggs, cooked bullock's heart, and meal.
worms.

BUEDING.-This Lark builds among heath, under juniper
bushes, among thick grass in hedges, also in fields bordering
upon woods, or in furrows beneath the turf. Its nest con
sists of dry blades of grass, interwoven with m08B, wool,
and hair. It lays from four to five eggs, which are spotted
with whitish grey and violet brown. Young birds removed
from the nest may be reared upon ants' eggs, and roll
steeped in milk. H the old birds can be caught near the
nest, they easily rear the young with ants' eggs. They

.readily learn to imitate the songs of all the birds which
they hear in the chamber; but this mixture is not so agree
able 8S their own natural note.

MA.LADIEs.-Theyare exposed to most of the ma.la.dies
mentioned in the introduction, but suffer chiefly from a
disorder in their feet, which become much swollen. It is
a.bsolutely necessary that their feet be kept clean of threada
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and hairs, which co.t into them, and even ea.use the toes to
fall off. When their feet become sore they should be
cleansed, and then anointed with almond oil If attacked
with consumption, add a few drops of the a.bove oil to their
fOOd, and give a few meal-worms and auts' eggs. In old
age they seldom live more than four years, and I have not
been able to preserve them longer, notwithstanding eTery

precaution-their legs become BO brittle that they easily
break. Most of the birds of this species which I have
poesessed, have died from broken legs. This fact is remark
able, and is a circumBtance that I have not observed in any
other bird.

CA1"l"UlI.E.-They are caught on the nest with limed sticks,
but if you do not wiBh to separate paired birds, they may
be caught in autumn with the bat fowling-net. In Bpring,
when Bnow fallB, they resort to Bpots cleared from snow;
they may be taken with limed stickB, or in netB concealed
under ground. With a caJJ.-bird they may be decoyed
beneath the fowling-net, laid in a field frequented by flocks
of these birdB. Or as they are easily decoyed by a call
bird, oats are thrown, whilst the snow is still lying around,
into the thawed furrows, and these are Bet with limed twigs.
They ma.y also be caught by means of a tame female Wood
Lark, which is allowed to run loose, with a forked twig
smeared with bird-lime, close to the spot where a wild bird
is observed; by this means the fancier is sure of capturing
a male.

COKHDi'DATOltY Q,UALITIES.-Of all the Larks this is
the sweetest songster, and, according to my taste, the most
delightful of all birds which retain their natural song,
excepting only the Nightingale and Chaffinch. Their voice
has all the mellowness of a flute, marked at times by a
tender and even somewhat melancholy strain. At large it
flies from the summit of a tree so high in the air that the
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eye can scarcely reach it, hovering there with distended
wings for a long time above one spot, and wi!}. thuil often
sing for 'hours uninterruptedly. It will also sing when
perched on a tree. In a retired corner of the chamber it
will sit quite still, warbling its melodious song. At liberty
it sings from March to July, and in confinement from Feb
ruary to August. The female also sings, as in all the species
of Larks, but only a few strophes, and these much inter
rupted. Some of these birds are so self-willed that they
will not sing at all in the chamber, at least when any person
is present. These must be hung in a cage at the window.
Generally these obstinate birds are the best singers. Their
hasty gait and abrupt movements, and their manner of
raising the feathers of the neck and head, afford much
amusement.

Sylvester's translation of Du Bart8s's lines on the Lark
says:- .

" The pretty lark, climbing the welkin clear,
Chants with a cheer, here peer, I near my dear I
Then stooping thence, seeming her faJI to rue,
Adieu, she sayeth, adieu, dear, dear, adieu I ..

"Who bas not listened to the Lark," says one' author,
" and felt that indescribable mixture of pleasure and tran
quillity which the mysterious nature of our being receives
from impressions on the eye and ear from a lovely prospect
-woods and lawns, and living streams, and from exquisite
modulations-the morning song of the Lark, the carol of
birds, the hum of bees, or the murmur of the rippling
streamlet?" There is a life-like touch in Bloomfield's
portrait of the Lark :-

" Yet oft beneilth a cloud she sweeps along,
Lost for awhile, yet pours her varied song.
He views the spot, and &8 the cloud moves by,
Again she stretches up the clear blue sky ;
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Her form, her motion, undistinguished quite,
Save when she wheels dizect from 8hade to lighl"

The Lark not only affords delight to many who prefer to
hear it out of captivity, but is essentially the poor man's
bird, and as such often pleases a whole neighbourhood. As
an instance of the value attached by some persons to this
fine songster, the following anecdote has been told :-" A
poor man had a valuable Lark, which a great bird-fancier
wished to purchase, and the latter calling upon him one
day, offered him five guineas for the bird. This money was
refused; ten guineas were then offered, and refused. At
length the bird-fancier exclaimed, 'It is now fair day, and
the market full of cattle: go and purchase the best cow
there, and I shall pay for her;' but the poor man declined
the tempting offer,and kept his bird."

89.-THE SHORE LARK.
ALJ.UDA ALPEIlrBIB. ,Linn.-ALOUlI'ITE 1 HAU88~OL Nom. BvI-

DIll: BBBGLICBClIE. Beck.

DESCRIPTION.-This bird is rather stouter than the Sky
lark, being seven inches
long. It is of the same
colour above, but the
throat and the lower
part of the neck are of a
bright yellow; andabove

•the latter, across the
breast, runs a black
band, margined in form
like a horse shoe. They
inhabit properly the
north of Europe, but come in winter to Germany. Upon
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their return, when heavy snow falls in March, they are otlen
caught in BJD.all nets and with limed sticks in the forest of
Thuringia; but they are then so wasted that they are not
easily fed upon the chamber food. In other respects they
can be kept like other Larks.

90.-THE TIT LARK.

ALAUDA'l'JUVIALIB. lMm.-ALoUETTB P1Pr. Bvg.-Trr LABL TiT-
LING. MoBS CREEPER. M'GilJiVTay.-DBB. BAUMPIBl'EB ODBB.

DIB SPITZLERCHB. Beck.

THIS and the three following birds are usually classed
with the Larks j but they only resemble them in colour,
and two of them have a long posterior claw. They have an
almost cylindrical beak, like the Wagtail; but their body
is more slender, and they move their taillike that bird. At
large they feed only upon insects, and do not eat seeds.
They have two bright bars upon the wings; the· throat is
pale and not speckled j and they have a bright stripe above
the eyes. They do not dust themselves in sand as the
Lark, but bathe in water. They have all an anxious piping
call.note, and form an appropriate link between the Larks
and the Wagtails.

DE8CKlPT1OII.-The Tit Lark is the smallest of all the
Larks found in Germany, being only five inches and a half
long, of which the tail occupies two inches and a half.
The beak is very pointed j the upper mandible dark brown,.
the under one whitish; the irides dark brown; and the
feet, which are tea liDe8 high, with the toes, are of a pale
flesh colour j tile -a of the hind toe is crooked; the
head is rather loHg, and with the neck, back, rump, and
Bides, olive brown, spotted with black, slightly so on the
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head, but most upon the back; the under part or the body,
118 far as the abdomen, of a reddish yellow, or rather of a
rusty yellow, with black longitudinal spots, which run down
the sides of the throat from the angle of the beak, dis.
tending themselves over the brell8t; the abdomen and vent
white; the small coverl8 of the wings olive brown, two
rows of the larger ones black, the upper ones with a
whitish margin, and the lower with a reddish white one,
whence two whitish bars cross the wings; the pinion
feathers dark brown, edged with olive green; the tail
narrow and rather forked, and all the feathers pointed.

The female differs but little from the male. Throat, neck,
and breast, are not of so bright a rusty yellow; the white
spot in the second tail,feather is smaller, and the two bars
upon the wings are whiter. The one year males also are
not of 80 ruBty a yellow upon the abdomen.

HuITA-T.-It inhabits Europe, excepting only the highest
latitude, and very commonly makes its nest in mountainous
and woody districts. Its favourite place of resort is woodti
that abut upon arable land, or have gardens and meadows
in the vicinity. In these they usuaJ]y select cleared spots
where the timber has been felled aDd rooted up. As early
88 August they visit the fields in small flocks, especially
those planted with cabbage and vegetables, and then also
are they seen upon the roofs of cottages in villages. In
September they resort to the oat fields, where they are
caught at the beginning of October, in bat fowling-nete,
which are set for Skylarks. They again retnIrn at the
beginning of March, and in ease of cold weather they may
be seen amongst the oat crops, and near warm springs. The
Tit Lark possesses the peculiar quality of uttering ita
different notes at other periods than the breeding time. Its
call-note, however, which it utters at the time of pairing,
and when the young are discovered, is a tender and anxious
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up, tBip, and is only heard in the vicinity of the nest. It
is certain, therefore, when this note is heard coming from
a tree, that the nest is at hand; and if it has yollIlg it may
be observed with its beak full of insects, repeating its note
with increasing rapidity and energy as you approach the
vicinity of the nest. At that time the piping call geek is
rarely or never heard. I usually allow my Tit Larks to
run about the room in company with the other birds. But
when thought worth the trouble to appropriate a cage to
them, they live longer and sing better. It is placed in an
ordinary Lark cage, but which must have a couple of sticks
across, as it is fond of perching.

FOOD.-It feeds upon gnats, grasshoppers, flies, cater
pillars, and small butterflies. Being delicate birds they
require a frequent change of food. Thus, besides the general
paste, they must have occasionally the ordinary Nightin
gale's food, crushed hemp seed, unflavoured curds, meal
worms, &c.

The most difficult part of their treatment is to accustom
them at first to the chamber food; therefore, when they are
first brought into the room they must have meal-worms,.
grasshoppers, and some ants' eggs. As soon as the bird
will eat, these must be mingled with the ordinary food, that
they may taste it, and become gradually accustomed to the
flavour..

They do not dust themselves, like the other Larks, in
sand, but usually merely dip the beak in water, and sprinkle
themselves.

BREEDING.-They make their nest twice a year upon the
ground in cleared places in woods, behind a bush. or clod.
or in gardens and meadows among the grass. The nest is
indifferently built. and consists of dry grass,. lined with
delicate green and dry grass, horse-hair, and the hair of
other animals. It lays from three to five eggs, which are
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grey, marbled with brown. The young fly out as soon as
they can possibly use their wings, being justly apprehensive
of many enemies upon the ground.

They can be reared from the nest upon ants' eggs and
roll steeped in milk, with which some poppy seed may be
mixed., They are capable of instruction, and will learn
some of the notes of other birds, especially of the Canary ;
but they never acquire the entire melody.

MALADIEs.-They are subject to the ordinary maladies
of birds, and their feathers occasionally drop out at other
times tlum during the moulting season. If they are not at
once supplied with a more nutritious diet, such as meal
worms and ants' eggs, they will waste away and die. They
live about six years.

CAPTURE.-They are most easily caught near the nest
with limed sticks; but to attain this by destroying a whole
family will be repugnant to every person. The male, also,
may be caught in Spring by letting another male Tit Lark
loose, near the spot he frequents, with clipped wings and
a forked twig smeared with bird-lime, for these birds, like
the Cha.ffin.ch, will not endure a rival; and this mode is
the less objectionable from the readiness with which the
female consorts with another male. The male may also be
caught in the autumn, in the bat fowling-net, if the place
be observed amongst oat stubble where they frequent; but
it is then rather difficult to distinguish the female from the
male. It is also an ordinary drinking bird, and may be
caught in September at the drinking place.

COlOlENDATORY QUALITIES.-Its song, which, although it
consists of merely three long-drawn trilling and lulling
strophes, is yet very agreeable. They sing either perched
upon the summit of a tree, or they sweep downwards from
it for an instant or two, and then flutter upwards again,
flying very gently. They almost always return to the same
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spot, and call when perching zeea"', zeeah, l18tJa],. They are
to be heard from the end of March until July, but in eon
finement they commence singing as early as February,
closing in July. It is not only their BOng, but their com
portment likewiBe, which makes them agreeable, for they
have a slow and stately walk, always bear themselves firmly,
and give their tail an incessant but slow motion.

91.-THE FIELD LARK.

.ALAUDA CA!rIl'ESTBIS. Linn.-LA SPll'OLETTE. Buff.-DEB BRACH

l'IEPER ODEB BRACHLEBCHE. Bech.

DJ:sclUPTION.-This bird is smaller and more slender
than the Skylark, being six inches and a half long, resembling
the Crested Lark in colour, and the Tit Lark in figure.
The beak is robust and lang j the upper part of the body
dark grey, with scattered blackish spots j above the eyes
extends a white streak j upon the yellowish white breast
there are scattered blackish grey stripes j the tail is dark
brown, the two external feathers with whitish edges j the
.feet pale flesh colour j the nail of the hind toe stout and
crooked.

They are found in 6UWJller in woody marshes, and m
'autumn near the skirts of fields, on roads, and in meadows,
and they are cau,ght with the bat fowling-net. They do not
sing, but scream inceBBantly zeerruh and rlat,eeaah wbilst
making their widely undulating flight. They migrate in
September, and return in April. They feed like the Tit
Lark, and must be treated in the same way, as they are
even more delicate.
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92.-THE MEADOW LARK.
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Ar.AUD£. l'BATBlf8I8. .1MtII.-ALoUft"1'Jl DBS PBIl8 OU F.lBLOtJu.
Bu,ff:-Du WJUJ:NPIJ:PU ODU DIB W1lI8UL1111OHB. Bech.

DESClBIPTION.-This bird greatly resembles the Tit Lark,
but it may be easily distinguished from it, from the long
nail of the hind toe
being straight in
stead of being curved
as in1the former. Its
body is shorter, the
beak thinner, the
feet redder, the head
stouter, and the tail
shorter; the upper
part of the body is
olive green, spotted
with brown black; the rump reddish grey, watered with
green; above the eyes there is a distinct yellow white
stripe, a similar one around the cheeks; the under side of
the body dirty white, reddish yellow on the breast, and the
abdomen having a greenish tinge; the breast densely covered
with oval, and the upper part of the abdomen with trian
gular blackish spot8; there are two white bars upon the
wings; the pinion feathers are dark brown; tbe tail feathers
blackish, the external feather half white, the following with
a conical white spot; the tail thick, and rather forked.

The female is rather paler; and in the male there are be
sides, upon the breast, three or four blackish spots, which
in many cases merge all into one.

IlABITAT.-This bird is found on extensive fallows near
lakes and rivers, upon marshy meadows, in plains, and in

U
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broad valleys. They may be found in multitudes about
September in meadows, in oat stubble, and among sheep.
Before taking their flight in October they form thelIl8elves
into large flocks. They are almost the last of the migratory
birds, for in November and December their shrill harsh bU,
biB, may be heard in marshy meadows and near springs. In
March, as soon as fine weather returns, large numbers may
be again met with in wet meadows. They are allowed to
run about amongst other birds in the room, or they are
placed in a Lark cage, which, as in that for the Tit Lark,
must be furnished with perches, for, like that bird, they
settle upon bushes and trees.

FooD.-This consists of small insects, especially water in
sects, as gnats, flies, &C. It is difficult to accustom them to
the universal food. They are the most delicate of all the
Larks. If pieces of meal-worms and ants' eggs be mingled
with steeped roll and crumbs, they will become accustomed
to it j but to keep them in perfect health, they require to
be supplied with meal.worms and some eggs. It is best,
therefore, to place them in a cage, and give them Nightin
gales' food.

BREEDING AND lliLADIEs.-They make their nest upon
the skirts of fields, and upon green sods in wet meadows.
In confinement the majority die of atrophy and dysentery.

OAPTuRE.-In autumn they are often caught in the night
net, when sweeping for Larks. In spring limed sticks are
set about damp meadows, where they are incessantly run
ning about. While snow is still falling, a place is cleared
upon a meadow, and when they fly there they are caught by
means of limed twigs. To make the capture ~ain, it is
only necessary to attach a meal-worm, by means. of a hair,
to one of the sticks.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIEB.-They are very pretty
chamber birds. Their song l! melodious, and BOunds like a
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bell, resembling that of the Tit Lark, only consisting of
more strophes, and of a prettier trill, intermingled with
notes which greatly resemble thoBe of the Canary.

93.-THE WATER PIPIT.

ALAUDA SPIJIIOLX'ru. Linn.-Dn WASSEBPIEPJCll. BecA.

DES()RIPTION,-This is the largest of the Larks, being
Beven inches long, of which the beak comprises seven lines,
and the tail three inches; the expansion of the wings is
eleven inches and 8 half; the forehead is wide, the beak
having a sharp ridge above-in summer horny blue, in
winter brown, with yellow margins; tbe feet chesnut
brown, large even to awkwardness, and the nail of tbe bind
toe long and strong; the upper surface of the body olive
green, watered with ,olive brown; an indistinct white stripe
passes through the eyes; the under part of the body is
greyish white, beset on the gullet and breast with triangu
lar dark brown spots; the wings are blackish grey, with
two white bars; the tail thick, rather forked, and blackish;
the external feathers have a conical white spot, the second
with an impure white tip.

The female is, above, of a more dark mouse grey, and be
neath, especially at the sides, more strongly spotted.

HABITAT.-I have only seen this bird on its passage at
the end of October and beginning of November in Thurin
gia and Franconia. In those parts it runs near shallow
waters, especially where'there are springs. In mild winters
it will often remain until March. I always allow it to run.
about among the other birds. It may likewise be placed in
a Lark cage, which, however, should have perches. It is.
easily familiarized and rendered tame.

u2
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COXlUlfDA.TOBY QUA.LJTIE8.-It feeds like the Water
W~l, upon water insects; and of all the Larks it most
speedily accustoma itself to the chamber food. I placed a
couple of meal-worms amongst the universal food, and it
begsn feeding instantly. It will also soon eat poppy seed
and crushed hemp. It bathes itself frequently in water.

I have caught it in the following manner with limed
sticks :-Having cleared a space near the water from snow,
I plaee limed sticks upon it, lay some weal-worms down, and
drive the birds gently to the place. They are caught imme
diately.

I am very fond of this bird. It is always still and tran
quil, and wags its tail almost as much as the WagtaiL Its
song resembles that of the Siskin and the Swallow, sound
ing like the whetting of a scythe. It calls hii,., 1WJ1l, harshly
and shrill. Its cleanliness also recommends it.

94.-THE STARLING.

STuBNUll VULGARIS. Liflfl.-ETOUBlrllAU. Eu§.-SPorBD STABLDlQ.

M'GiUivray.-Du GEllBINB STAAB. EICh.

DESCRJPTION.-In size and figure this bird resembles the
Redwing Thrush, and is eight inches and a half long, ofwhich

the tail occupies two inches and a half.
The beak is one inch long, of the form of
an awl, angularly depressed, and rather
obtuse, pale yellow brown at the tip and
blue at the ends; in winter it becomes
black blue; the irides nut brown; the
feet dark flesh colour, and one inch high;
the whole body is blackish above half

\\"I\Y along t'le batk, and beneath half of the breast merging

Coogle
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into shining purple red, and the l"eIIt of the upper and
under aide of the body into shining green; pinion feathere
and tail feathen black, covered, u it were, with an uby
grey duet, and, aa well as all the coverts, enclosed with
a bright rusty colour; the feathen of the heed and neck
with reddiah white tips, which are rusty coloured in thOl&
of the back, and white in those of the under part of the
body: the Starling has thua a spotted appearance.

In the female the beak is more dark brown than yellow;
the bright spote, etlpecially on the head, neck, and breaat,
are larger, and the margine of the wing feathen stronger,
and, therefore, it has a mueh brighter and more variegated
appearance. Old males have, beaides, scarcely any white
spots on the forehead, cheeks, throat, and abdomen.

There are several
varieties of this bird,
as, indeed, is the
cue with those birds
which are caught in
large numbers.

(J, The White Star
ling; b. The Check
ered Starling; c. The
White.headed Star
ling; d. Such as are I

white on the body
and black only on
the head; and e. .Ashy
Grey Starlings.

lLuIlTAT. - Star
lings are found
tlnoughout the whole
of the old world.
Woods are their common reaarting place, etlpecW1y woods
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of those mountains and plains which are surrounded by
meadl?ws and arable land. But they prefer, above all, small
plantations of deciduous trees and copses. In October
they migrate to the south in large flocks, and return towards
the beginning of March. During their journey they rest
at night amongst reeds and rushes, and if a person happen
by accident to pass such a spot at the time, they make an
indescribable noise. Much amUsement might be derived
in its tame state from allowing the bird some freedom;
but to ensure cleanliness in the room where it is kept, it
must be confined to a cage. The cage best suited for it
should be either oblong, at least two feet long, and one
foot and a half wide, or a tower shape may be obtained by
reversing the proportions. This allows it room to indulge
its natural restlessness, and preserves its plumage smooth
and unsoiled.

FooD.-January-worms, grubs of cockchafers, and the
dung of animals; February-grubs, snails, and slugs;
March and April-grubs of cockchafers and snails; May
the same, and grasshoppers, and fruits; June---flies, and
grubs of various flies, and fruits; July-grubs, fresh-water
shell-fish, and fruits; August-flies, glow-worms,and various
beetles, and fruits; September-green locusts, grubs of
carrion beetles, and worms; October-worms and beetles;
November-snails, slugs, and grubs; December-hips,
haws, and buds of trees. It also feeds upon caterpillars,
crickets, buck wheat, millet, hemp, &c. In the house it
may be fed upon meat, insects, bread, choose, and the
universal paste. He may in general be readily familiarized,
if meal-worms and ants' eggs be thrown to him as soon as
he is placed in the room. It is fond of frequent bathing.

BREEDING.-Starlings construct their nests in the hollow
stems and branches of trees, and even in wooden boxes and
earthen vessels which are hung from trees; also, beneath
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the eaves of houses, and in dove-cotes, and sometimes under
the eaves of stacks. They have been known to lay their
eggs in a very odd place-in the nest of a Magpie, and the
Magpie hatched them with full maternal care. The Star
ling does his best to clean coW'S and sheep of parasites.
The nest consists of dry leaves, blades of grass, and feathers,
which are put together very in&rtificially. Like Swallows,
they return yearly to the same nest, and cleanse it out on
again taking possession. They hatch usually twice a-year,
and each time lay seven eggs of an ashy grey green. The
young, before the first moult, are more of a smoky colour
than black, have no spots, and the beak is dark brown.
When the young are removed from the nest they must be
reared. with roll steeped in milk. If an air be whistled to
them they will soon learn to pipe much more purely and
forcibly than the Bullfinch and Linnet, and can retain
several strophes in succession without transposition.

G. J. Barnesby observes :-" For years past some Star
lings have built their nests in Derby, beneath the eaves of
a very high house, in close proximity to the one I am
engaged in. One day, hearing an unusual noise, my atten
tion was drawn to the birds going through most extraordi
nary and excited gyrations, sometimes, in a state of excite
ment, ascending high into the air, then again flutteringly
and suddenly descending to near where their nest was
built. The alarm of the birds brought together several
other Starlings, the whole of which performed in a similar
excited manner. For a time I was at a loss to understand
the unusual tumult with the birds, but soon saw a large
prowling cat endeavouring to reach the nest containing
the young birds. One bird, the parent male, had a large
grub between its beak which it did not relinquish during
the fraca8. The vain endeavour of pussy, and the noise of
the birds, caused her to commence a retreat, during which
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the birds, with continued screeches, ascended, and then
suddenly descended in an attacking manner to within a feW'
feet of the cat, which ultimately retired disappointed, and
Bta.ring wildly at the birds, which BOOn afterwards resumed
their usual quietude. This circumstance was sufficient to
convince me of the care and anxiety the parent birds have
for their young. I know an instance of a fire occurring to
a barn close to where a Starling had a nest of young ones.
As the flames approached, the maternal anxiety of the poor
bird 11'88 visible by her uneasy fiittings about the nest.
The danger beeamll more threatening. At last she was
SAen to take one of her young and remove it to a remote
spot. This she repeated five times, and thus iJucceeded in
saving the five nestlings. Who shall say how near inatinct
approaches to reason P

M.u.A..DIEs.-The usual ones which I have cited above.
They often live to the age of ten or twelve years in a room.

CAPTuRB.-They are chiefly caught in autumn in the
rushes, in nets made for the purpOtle, which bird-eatchers,
who live in spots where Starling-catching is practised, gene
rally have in their possession. Amongst the sedge, WDere
they resort at evening, birds may be caught singly from
July in bow-nets with a bait of cherries.

With us, in Thuringia., they are caught for the chamber
in March; and if snow fall after their arrival, they then fre
quent marshes and moats. If then, in their vicinity, a spot
be cleared from snow, and some limed sticks and worms are
scattered about, they are easily caught. They can be
hunted to such a spot like domestic poultry.

COlDlENDATORY QUALITIE~.-The Sterling becomes ex
ceedingly tame in the chamber, is very tractable and cunning,
and in this quality may be compared with the dog. He is
always cheerful and lively, speedily catches all the gesture.
and actioDil of the persons with whom he dwells, aDd will
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accommodate himself to them, knows when they are angry
with him, walks about with a waddling gait, but very
cautiously, and, notwithstanding his silly 8Ilpect, takes
everything at a glance. He will also learn to repeat words,
without its being necessary to loosen his tongue, can pipe
songs (the female also), and imitates the human voice, the
noises of all the animals, and the song of all the birds he
hears. What he has learnt, however, he soon forgets, or
blends it with new BOunds. If it be therefore wished that
a Starling should pipe but one melody, or repeat only cer
tain words, he must be placed in a room where he can hear
no other sound. Old Starlings are not always able to learn
songs and other notes. At the present time I have one
which, in the midst of the multitude of birds which I
possess, sings only its natural song. They sing almost
throughout the year, moulting time only excepted.

95.-THE BOHE~nANWAXWING.
.A1Il'ELIll GARRULUS. Linn.-JASBUB DB BoHBXll:. Buff.-Do

Gll.IDWlE SBIDENBCHWANZ. Bech.

DE8CBIl'TION.-lt is about the size of the Redwing
Thrush, eight inches long j the beak black, short, straight,
convex above, and broad at the base, so that the mouth
opens widely; the irides red brown; the feet black, and
almost one inch high; the plumage is entirely of a delicate
and silky nature; the feathers on the vertex are elongated,
and form a crest; the head and upper part of the body
are of a reddish ash colour, passing into grey at the rump;
a black stripe extends from the nostrils over each eye to
the occiput; the chin black; the forehead chesnut brown,
as well as the vent; breast and abdomen of a bright purple
chesnut brown; the IIlWl1l coverts of the wings brown, the
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larger ones, most distant from the body, are black, with
white tips, and these form a bar; the pinion feathers are
black, the third and fourth have externally B white tip,
which is yellow on the five following; the shorter are BBh
coloured, with white tips to the external margin; besides
this, from five to nine of these feathers terminate the shaft;
with B flat, horny, oval appendage of a bright scarlet colour;
the female, at most, has but five, but the male has from five
to nine on each side; the tail is black, with brimstone yellow
tips; and in very old males there are also observed some
narrow, horny, scarlet appendages.

The female has the black spot on the throat smaller, and a
narrower and fouler bright yellow tip to the tail; and the
tips of the wings are only yellowish white, and at most five
small narrow appendages to the pinion feathers, and some-
times none at all. )

fuBITA.T.-They do not breed in Germany, but retire
within the Arctic Circle for that purpose. With us they
only winter, arriving here in November, and retiring again
at the beginning of April. If the weather be mild, but few
flocks are seen in Thuringia, for then they remain much
further north; but in very severe winters they quit us and
go south; and in a winter of average temperature they
remain with us throughout the year, near the skirts of the
Thuringian forests; and they are alBO then found in several
partB of Germany, in Saxony, the Hartz Mountains, and in
Bohemia. Even a small degree of heat becomes insupport
able to them; and if an apartment becomes in the leBBt
warm they immediately droop. This is a proof that a very
cold climate must be their summer place of resort. I should
advise those to put them in a cage similar to that used
for the Thrush, but the floor should be covered with sand,
as these birds are very uncleanly.

FooD.-In spring (for in Bummer we do not see him), he
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feeds like the Thrush, upon nrious sorts of flies and insects.
In autumn and winter it eats all kinds of service berries,
misletoe, buckthorn, viburrum, and juniper berries, and, in
case of need, the buds of beech, maple, and fruit trees.
The universal food proves a delicacy; and it wm even con
tent itself with mere wheat bran steeped. in water. It swal
lows everything in large pieces, and eats roll with avidity.
He is besides no epicure, and swallows all eatables thrown
to him, such as greens, potatoes, even raw salad, and ripe
fruit. It is fond of bathing, but only sprinkles itself.

CA:PTURE.-These birds are caught during winter in the
noose, particularly if service berries be preserved until
February. It will also"visit the fowling-floor for the bait;
appears scarcely to know what danger is, and will therefore
fly into the net or noose when his companion has already
been caught, and now cries piteously beside him.

COMMENDATORY QUA..LITIES.-Its beauty only, or where
it is rare, its singularity, can recommend it as a chamber
bird. It is a dull, stupid bird. In the chamber, where it
will live for twelve years upon the most miserable fare, it
does nothing but eat and sit still upon its perch. When
urged by hunger, he walks across the room in so lame and
helpless a manner, that it is disagreeable to look at him.
Besides, he has no song, but some lightly hissing and tril
ling notes, like those of the Redwing, but still more gentle;
and whilst uttering them he crouches so closely, that the
throat is scarcely observed to move, and at the same time
elevates and depresses his crest. But he sings both summer
and winter. His comportment" whilst uttering this very
unmelodious music, shows that it is no pleasant task to him.
When angry, which happens only at the food trough, he
snaps loudly with his beak. He can easily be tamed.
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96.-THE MISSEL THRUSH.

TURDUS V18CIVOBUS. Linn.-LB DRAINB. Bv.ff.-Dm MIllTEL
DBOSSBL. Beck.

DE80RIPTION.-It is the largest of all the Thrushes; it
is eleven inches long, of which the tail occupies three inches
and a-half; the beak is sharp, and one inch long; the upper
mandible curved down at the tip, as in all the Thrush~

dark brown; the bue of the under mandible and the aper
ture yellow; the irides brown; the feet dirty pale yellow, and
above one inch high; the upper part of the neck, head,
and body, greyish brown, tinged with red at the lower part
of the back and at the rump j the sides of the body and the
throat whitish yellow; all the other parts of the same, as
far as the vent, and u far as the breast, marked with tri
angular and oval blackish spots; the upper coverts of the
wings with reddish white tips; the pinion feathers grey
brown, with paler margins; the tail the same, but its three
188t feathers with white tips.

The female is paler throughout the whole of the body.
H..ullTAT.-It is found in all parts of Europe, chiefly

preferring the northern latitudes. It live~ in foresta, espe
cially of the pine and fir. It is a migratory bird, although
not in the strictest sense of the word, for it usually quits
us in the middle of December, and is back again during the
first cheerful days in February. In the warm valleys of
Franconia it may be observed throughout the whole winter.
In the chamber it is usually placed within a trellis, or it is
put into a large cage of any shape, but at least three feet
and a half long, and nearly as high, for, being a large and
wild bird, and in constant motion, it euily injures its plu
mage. It is best that such large birds should have a. separate
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room appropriated to them, as their copious excrements
smell ·offensively.

FooD.-Their food consists generally of earth-~orms,but
in autumn they eat berries of all kinds. Earth-worms COD

stitute their chief I!ustenance, with which they also feed
their young. They are easily fed in confinement, for the
above-mentioned uoi'lersa1 food is an agreeable delicacy to
them. Buley meal, or merely wheat bran, wetted with
water, is sufficient to nourish them j and this, as well as all
the following large decoy birds, which bird-catchers are
obliged to have in multitudes for the fowling-floor, are kept
uswilly the whole year through upon nothing but wheat
bran, soaked in water. But to get them into a state fit for
song, they must have a more generous diet, such as roll,
bread, meat, and many other thinga which come to table, for
they are not dainty.. They are fond of bathing.

BUEDING.-As early as March their nest is found built
upon forest trees, sometimes high and sometimes low; the
lower layer consists of thin twigs, enveloped in tree moss,
the central layer of ground moss and earth, and within it is
lined with the delicate fibres of roots, and small blades of'
grass. They lay and hatch, twice a-year, four greenish-white
eggs, which are sprinkled loosely with violet and red-brown
dots. The young are grey above, and much sprinkled
beneath the margins of the pinion feathers with a broad
rusty yellow enclosure. They are not so capable as the
Blackbird, but learn, besides their natural song, some soli
tary notes which they may continually hear. They are
reared upon roll steeped in milk. They become so tame,
that they will even sing sitting upon the hand.

MALA..DIEB.-The most usual are a stoppage of the feather
glands, constipation, and atrophy.

• Occasiona.lly snails may be given them with the shells on, which
they will break if supplied with a flat stone placed in the cage.
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CAl'TuRE.-In winter or autumn, if nooses, springes, or
the fowling-floor, be baited with service berries, in spata
where they frequent, they may be caught in great numbers.
From December to February they may _be decoyed by
runners beneath trees on which the misletoe grows. After
sunset, they may be caught in the water traps. Those
which are yellowest beneath the body, being males, a.re
selected for the chamber. When first caught they are very
wild, and are induced with difficulty to eat, but afterwards
they become tame. Many, however, die of hunger.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIES.-As early as February, it
will sit perched upon the summit of a tree in a wood, and
sing both evening and morning; its loud melancholy song
consisting generally of five or six broken strains. In the
house this song becomes so shrill, that it can scarcely be
endured in the sitting-room. A bird of this description is
therefore, during singing time, placed in some bye-room, or
hung in a large cage in a ball, or at the window.

97.-THE SONG THRUSH.
TORDUS MUSIOUS. Linn.-Llli GRIVE. Bujf.-DIE SINGDROSSBL. Btt:l.

DESCRIl'TION.-It might be called the lesser Missel
Thrush, so much does it resemble that bird in figure, colour,
habits, song, and mode of life. It is eight inches and a half
long, of which the tail occupies three inches and a half; the
beak is nine lines long, horny brown beneath, from the
middle to the base yellow; the irides nut brown; the feet
pale lead colour, one inch high; the whole of the upper part
of the body olive brown; the throat whitish yellow, with a
black stripe extending down its sides; the sides of the neck

-~- ----------,
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and breast pale reddish yellow, with numerous dark brown
heart-shaped spots; the abdomen white, with oval dark

brown spots; the inside coverts bright orange yellow; the
pinion feathers grey brown; the tail feathers the same.

In the female the two black lines of the throat consist of
small stripes, and the breast is pale yellowish white.

lU.:BIT.A.T.-It is known throughout Europe, and selects
large woods, especia.lly those in mountainous districts,
as its place of resort, genera.l1y in the vicinity of large
meadows and brooks. In September they collect in large
flocks, and migrate to warmer parts. In the middle of
March, and indeed later, the Song Thrush returns to its
former place of resort, and every adult male perches again
upon the very tree from which the preceding year he sung
his vernal song. In confinement it must be treated similarly
to the Missel Thrush, but this bird merits a large cage more
than the other, for its song is more melodious.

FOOD.-ItS food is the same as that of the Missel Thrush.
Barley meal steeped in milk forms an excellent article of
diet; but it should be frequently supplied with fresh water
for bathing and drinking.

BREEDING.-The Song Thrush is the earliest breeder of

Coogle
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all British birds, which ~unts for its CQDlD1encing to
warble 110 soon in the year, the lOng of all birds in a state
of nature being called forth by the impulses of courtship,
and it is of course neither more nor 1eIe than the outpour
ings of love. The Thrush pairs in Febl'Wll'Y&Ild March, and
young birds have been IlOOJl in a Thrush's DeBt before the
latter of these two months had expired. Thro8hes have two,
and sometimes three, broods in the Yeal'-UllWI11Y in March
and May, and if a third, tllen toward.a the end of June.
The place selected for building ie • thick evergreen bush in
a sheltered situation, the under bc;>ughs of fir trees, and
especially an old ivied wall in a shrubbery little frequented.
The nest is aJways lined with either clay or cow-dung, and
contains five or six pale greenish-blue eggs, spotted with
black. The young fly at a month's end from the period of
hatching, and the female Thrush, who is a good though
timid sitter, often begins to lay a second time before the_
first brood are sufficiently fledged to leave the nest.

CUTURE and M.n.llHEs are the same as in the preced
ing and three following species. This of all the noose birds
is the most desired and the most easily captured. In Sep
tember and October they are frequently caught at the
watering-places, before sunrise and after sunset, and often
80 late that they cannot be seen, and are only heard. They
have a very peculiar ,call-note for bathing; the first which
finds the water (or if it already knows it, and purposes fly
ing thither), pipes exceedingly loud Bile, Bile, Bile, Bile, riki,
tBalc, tBale I and immediately all in the neighbourhood
reply, and come on. They are, however, very cautious, and
rarely go into the water until they have observed that
a Redbreast, &c., can batbe without danger. When one
ventures, all the rest follow, if there be room, otherwise
there is a contest. It is well to let n Chaffinch run near
the water:
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COJOCEl'fDATOlty QUALITIES.-It is one of the few birds
whose clear and beautiful song animates the woods, and
makes them pleasing. From the summita of the highest
trees it announces, by its varying
song, resembling that of the Night
ingale, the approach of spring, and
sings throughout the whole summer,
especially in the morning dawn and •
evening twilight. For the sake of ~:~
this song it is kept by fanciers in -.
a cage, whence evening and morning, even aa early 88

February, it willdeligbt a whole street by its loud and
pleasing song, when hung outside of the window, or inside.
so that the. window be a little open. In Thuringia it
is reputed to articulate words. Its strophe was heard
formerly more frequently 1lhan it is now. Only old and.
excellent birds still sing it. This Thrush will live from six
to eight years if its food be varied.

Thrushel!, like many other song-pets, enjoy a fair share of
patronage and attention not only in the country, but in
large towns and cities, where their loud and gushing notes
are welcomed. Wordsworth, in alluding to poor" Country.
fled Susan," residing in the city of London, says concern
ingher and a Thru sh-

"At the comer of Wood Street, when daylight appears,
BaDg1I a Thrush ChataingB loud. it hll8 IUUg for three years,
Poor Susan hall J>lIIIIIed by the spot, and hall heard
In the silence of morning the song of the bird.
'Tis a note of enchantment, what ails her 1 She sees
A mountain ll8cendmg, a vision of trees,
:Bright volQllle of vapour through Lothbury glide,
And a river flows on through the vale of Cheaplride."

Yarrell, in speaking of the Thrush's long continuance of
Bong, and its power, quality of tone, and variety, adds. " In

x
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addition to -this great recommendation to favour, the bird is
inoffensive in habit, elegant in shape, sprightly in action,
and engaging by its confidence."

98.-THE FIELDFARE.

T17BD17S Pu.UIB. .u"".-LITOJUO: ou TOUBDELLII. Bv,f.-DDl.
W AClIHOLDBB DBOBBBL. Bech.

DESCRIPTION.-In size this bird is intermediate between
the Missel Thrtl8h and Song Thrush. It is ten inches long,

~f which the tail comprises four inches; the beak .is one
inch long, yellow blackish at the tip, rather prominent
above; the throat and the tongue yellow; the irides dark
brown; the feet dark brown, and one inch and a quarter
high. The upper part of the head, upper part of the neck,
lower part of the back and rump are ashy grey, sprinkled
<In the vertex with some black spots; a white stripe extends
<lver the eyes; the cheeks are ashy grey; the back rusty
brown; the throat, and half-way down the breast, rusty
yellow, with heart-shaped black spots, and towards the
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vent with longish blackish spots; the coverts of the wings
rusty brown, the largest tinged with ashy grey j the tail
feathers blackish.

In the female the upper mandible is more of a grey
brown than yellow j the head and rump more fallow grey
the throat whitish; the back dirty rust colour.

HA.BITA.T.-This bird is found throughout Europe, and
also in Siberia. Its summer residence is in the northern
latitudes, building its nest upon the
summit of the tallest pines. In the
middle of November it visits Ger
many in flocks, and winters where
there i8 abundance of service ber
ries and juniper berries. In March
or April, according 88 the weather
becomes mild, it seeks its northern home. In confinement
it must be kept like the Missel Thrush. There are but
few fanciers who would keep it for any other purpose than
as a decoy bird for the fowling-floor. It must not be
kept in a warm room, for being a northern bird it cannot
endure heat.

FooD.-In summer they feed in their native home upon
worms and insects j and in autumn and winter with us upon
all kinds of berries, especially service berries and juniper
berries. It may be fed like the preceding species, but it is
best to give it barley meal, roll, and grated turnip.

MALADIES and CUTURE as in the two preceding species.
COMMENDA.TORY QUALITIES.-Its song, if song it can be

called, is merely a hoarse and disagreeable twittering. On
this account it has no place accorded to it as a chamber
bird, but from its call-note it is esteemed by bird-catchers,
being used by them as a decoy bird in winter.

x2
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99.-THE REDWING THRUSH.

Tmmus ILLAOUB. Lillll.-MAUVIS. Buffo-THE RBDWIlfG. Mont.
&lb.-Dm RoTKDB0881lL. Bee"'.

DESCRll'TION.-It is smaller than the Song Thrush, and
greatly resembles the Fieldfare. It is eight inches long,
of which the tail occupieR three and a quarter; the beak is
blackish, only the base of the under mandible and its angles
pale yellow; the irides nut brown; the feet one inch high,
pale grey; the toes pale yellow; head and back olive brown;
a whitish yellow stripe extends from the nostrils beyond
the eyes; the oheeks which lIl'e grey brown, and covered
with delicate yellowish stripes, are surrounded by lL similar
one; the throat, the neck, and the breast are yellowish
white, with black brown spots; the rest of the under part
of the body white, spotted at the vent with olive brown;
the sides, the under wing coverts, and the pinion feathers,
dark brown, edged with reddish brown; the tail grey
brown.

The female is paler; the stripe over the eye is nearly
white; the spots at the sides of the neck pale yellow; the
ground colour of the under part of the body white, playing
into 8 yellowish tinge.

HABITAT.-Their native home is the north of Europe.
In Germany they occur only as migratory' birds towards
the latter end of October.; At the end of March or begin
ning of April they return to their native haunts. They
must be treated like the preceding, and they feed in every
l'espeet like the Song Thrwlh.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIEs.-The male sings in spring
and summer Bome soft and lisping strains, which are not at
all melodious. When sometimes in March and April large
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Bocks of them settle in our alders, they make indeed a
twittering noise, but this cannot be called a long. It il
scarcely for the lake of its Bong that it would be kept, but
in other respects they are very tame and pleuing birdl,
which suit themselves instantly to every circumstance, and
are v~ graceful in all their motions.

They cannot endure much heat, and constantly require
rrelh water for bathing.

lOO.-THE BLACKBIRD.
ToBDus MEllULA. Linn.-ME1lLB. BtI§.-OuZIL. G.A.RDI1f OUZEL.

MDLr.. M·~y.-Dr.BOHWARZDllOBBIL. Beck.

DEBORIPTION.-Of all the Thrushes this is the most
capable of instruction. It is about the size of the Song
Thrush, nine inches and a half long, of which the tail com
priBes four inches. The beak is one inch long, and or a
golden yellow; the irides dark brown; the feet black, and
fourteen lines high. The male is entirely of a deep black i
the female black brown, rusty coloured on the breast, and
with an ash coloured tinge upon the abdomen; the throat
spotted with light and dark brown i the beak and the feet
black brown, appearing also to be rather larger and heavier,
and hence it has sometimes been considered a distinct
species.

lUBITAT.-The Blackbird is found throughout the whole
of the old world, even as high as Sweden in Europe. In
Germany it is tolerably common, and the only species of
Thrush which does not appear to migrate. It should be
kept in a large cage, for it is not prudent to allow it to
run about with other birds, as either through caprice or
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covetousness it will a.ttack the smaller birds, and even peck
them to death.

FooD.-January and February-eeeds, spiders, and chry
salids; March-worms, grubs, and buds of trees; April
insects, worms, and grubs; May-the same, and cockchafers;
June-the same, and fruit; July, August, September-all
sorts of worms and fruits; October-grubs ofbutterflies and
worms; November and December-seeds and chrysalids.
They feed like the other species of Thrush, but in the
places where they resort, when this food is not abundant,
they satisfy themselves with the tip of the white thorn.
At this time they often seek for insects near the vicinity
of warm springs. They are satisfied with the first kind
of universal food, but will also eat bread, barley meal
made into a paste, meat, and all kinds of food that comes
to table. More delicate than the other Thrushes, they
would not be preserved long if fed upon mere bran soaked
in water. They, like the allied species, are fond of frequent
bathing.

:BREEDIliG.-As :Blackbirds are permanent residents,
they pair very early, and young ones are therefore found
as early as the end of March. The nest is built in a
thick bush, or in a heap of boughs but a little distance
from the ground, consists externally of twigs, n,ext of earth
and moss, and lined with fine blades of grass and hair.
The female lays from. four to six eggs twice, and some
times three times a-year, of a greyish green, with light
brown and liver-coloured spots and stripes. The young
m~es .are always darker than the young females, and by
this bU'd-catchers are guided when they remove the males
for the purpose of rearing. They can be reared upon roll
steeped in milk, and they must be taken from the nest
when the quills have but just sprung. ThUB treated they
accustom themselves more readily to the chamber diet, and
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they may then be more readily taught the songs or other
birds, or short tunes, if this is desired. They do not easily
forget what they have once acquired.

:MA.LAnus.-Theyare particularly subject to a stoppage
of the oil gland, which may be cured in the manner described
in the introduction. They will live in confinement from
twelve to sixteen years, especiaJIy if their food be varied.

CAPTuRx.-Being very shy birds, they visit the fowling
1l00r singly; they are most frequently caught in the noose
and springe when these are baited in winter with service
berries. At this season they will also visit the Titmouse
trap, which is also baited with service berries, and may
also be caught with limed sticks in. spots cleared from
snow. They are also fond of frequenting the watering place.
and have a watercall
like the Song Thrush,
only rather differently
modulated. They visit
the water generally at
night. Their call-note
is UiaBirr ! .tack, tack!

CO:MHENDATORyQUA

LITIES. - The song of
the male is rich in
melody, and contains
some deep notes like
theNightingale's,varied,
indeed, with some which
are disagreeably harsh.
At large, it sings from
March to July, espe
cially at night;. but. in the cage, the whole year through.
except at moulting time. A single bird will enliven a whole
street, so pure, distinct, and clear is its note. Its memory

Googe
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ia so good that it will learn several airs and melodies
without mixing them; and it is even able to imitate words.
Whoever, therefore, likes a loud, clear, cheerful song, will
derive more pleaaure from an instructed Blackbird than
from a Bullfinch, whOle voice, though softer and more flute
like, is also more melancholy.

Christopher North speaks of the Blackbird thull :-Hark
to the loud, clear, mellow, bold song of the Blackbinl.
"l'bere he flits along upcm a strong wing, with his yelloW'
·bill 'risible in dilltance, and disappears in the silent wood.
.Not long silent. It is a spring-day in our imagination
hia clay-wail nest holds his mate at the foot of the Silver
fir, and he is now perched on its pinnacle. That thrilliDg
hymn will go vibrating down the stem till it reaches her
brooding breast. The whole vernal air is filled with the
murmur and glitter of insects; but the Blackbird's song
is over all other symptoms of love and life, and IIeeII1S to
call upon the leaves to unfold into happineBB. It is on
that one tree-top conspicuous among many thou8&lldll on
the fine breast of 'Wood-here and there a pine mingling
not unmeetl,. with the prevailing oak-that the forest
minstrel sits in biJ inspirations. The song of our Black
bird risea like .. a steam of rich l1istilled perfumes," and
our heart comes back to him upon the pinnacle of his
own home-tree. The source of song is yet in the happy
creature's heart-but the BOng itself has sublided, like a
rivulet that hu been rejoicing in a sudden shower among
the hills; the bird drops down among the balmy branches,
and the other faint songs which that bold anthem had
drowned are heard at a distance, and seem to encroach
every moment on the silence.
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lOI.-THE RING OUZEL.
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TUlI.DUS TOBQUM'Us. Linn.-JrlBBLlIl PLAIlTBOlf BLAlfc. BIlf.-TuB
RnrGBD THBlJSU. J['Gilli:",v7l.-Dm RINGDB08SBL. Buh.

DEBORTPrION.-It is considerably larger than the Black
bird; ten inches and a half long, of which the tail com
prises four inches; the beak is almost an inch long, homy
black beneath, whitish yellow at the bue; the irides ches
nut brown; the feet dark brown, and fourteen lines high;
the upper part of the body is black; the under side also
black, but the feathers on the abdomen, and the coverts of
the wings, are edged with white; the pinion feathers and
extemal tail feathers edged with light grey; across the
breast, high up, there is a transverse band which is reddish
white, about a finger's breadth; and from this the bird
derives its name.

In the female the colour is paler or brown black; the
transverse band 8CroU the. breast is narrower, more indis
tinct, reddish uhy grey, and clouded with brown.

PEcULIARITIEs.-The Ring Ouzel inhabits Europe,
breeding in the north, reaching Germany in the autumn,
during the foggy weather at the end of October and begin
ning of November, when they are captured in the noose.
They come only in small flocks, and resort to places among
the mountains where juniper bushes abound. Their food,
both at large and in confinement, is similar to that of the
Blackbird; also in its comportment it greatly resembles it.
Its voice is hoarse, hollow, and weak; its song is, neverthe
less, rather melodious. It sings throughout the whole year,
except moulting time, and will live upwards of six yeara.
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l02.-THE REED THRUSH.

TuBDUS ABUNDINACEUB. Linn.-RousBll:BOLll. Bu;ff.-Dm
RoHBDBOIlBEL. J;Jech.

DESCRYPrION.-This bird hlUl so great a resemblance to
the Whitethroats, that it is uncertain whether it should be
aBsociated with them, or retained among the Thrushes; yet
by its beak, feet, and general bearing, we are led to place
it with the Thrushes. It exceeds the Skylark in size, and
is eight inches long, of which the conical and rounded tail
measures four inches and a quarter j the beak is ten lines
long, robust, flatly depressed at the base, horny brown at
the tip, both above and beneath, yellowish at the blLlle, and
orange yellow at the ends j the irides dark chesnut brown;
the robust feet are one inch high, grey brown playing into
flesh colour; and the posterior toe and nail are peculiarly
strong, to enable it the better to climb; in colour it so
closely resembles the Nightingale that it only wants the
red tail to pass for it; the upper part of the head and neck
is dark grey, tinged slightly with olive; from the nostrils
as far as above the middle of the eyes there is II. dirty
yellowish white stripe j the cheeks are grey brown; the
upper part of the middle of the back and wing coverts are
rusty grey, becoming paler towards the rump j the sides,
thighs, and vent are white, tinged with a dark rusty colour,
whence the whole of the under part of the body obtains a
rusty yellowish appearance; the pinion feathers dark brown,
delicately margined with rusty yellow i the tail feathers
red grey, with a paler margin.

The female differs from the male only in being smaller,
darker upon the back, but paler beneath the upper part of
the head, with a rusty yellow tinge, and the throat white.
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fuBlTAT.-It ja found almost throughout the whole of
Europe, with the exception of the higher latitudes. In
those parts of Germany where there are no la.kes, and the
large ponds and rivers do not abound in reeds and rushes,
it is rare; its principal resort being the neighbourhood of
extensive marshes and morssses. It prefers keeping near
the ground, and is rarely observed upon trees. It climbs
up reeds like a Woodpecker. From the agreeable quality
of its song it well merits a Nightingale's cage.

FOOD.-When wild it feeds upon insects, thus helping to
diminish their enormous number. In confinement it re
quires to be fed with the food of the Nightingale, for if not
thus treated it becomes subject to the malady to which
many species of warblers are exposed, which is, that by de
grees all its feathers fall out, without being renewed, the
bird dying at the end of half a year of consumption.

BUEDING.-Its nest is fastened to the shafts of reeds, or
to shrubs, by means of wool; externally it has a layer of
ground moss and strong blades of grass, and is lined inter
nally with finer blades and hair. The female lays from
three to five eggs, which are greyish white, sprinkled with
olive and black. The young, before the first moult, look
exactly like the Pettychaps, and have a few dark spots upon
the breast. When removed from the nest, it should be
reared like the Nightingale, with ants' eggs; when, if they
be hung near a Nightingale, they will perfectly learn its
BOng, and become incomparable singers, as their tones are
more mellow, and not so piercing as those of the Nightin
gale.

CAl'Tuu.-They are difficult to obtain, or they would
become universal favourites. When their place of resort is
known, loosen the earth in its vicinity, place meal-worms
about, and distribute limed sticks near the spot.

COJOlElC>ATOBY QUALITIEs.-The males have an exceed-
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ingly loud and beautiful voice. Their call-note is high and
loud. Their song is more variable, and more mellow and
pleasing than that of the Bong Thrush, but certainly not
nearly so beautiful 811 that of the Nightingale, with which,
indeed, it has been compared. It has many strophes of the
Blackcap's song, although, as in the Thrushell, it is usually
more interrupted. It becomes more pleasing when the
young bird has been disciplined by the Nightingale. Par.
ticularly in the morning and evening does the Reed Thrush
utter its beautiful warblings; at the same time they not
only give great motion to the throat,but also to the whole
body, yet not from exertion, but entirely from pleasurable
emotionll.

l03.-THE ROCK THRUSH.

TUlIDUs SUATlLIS. LiM.-MJ:Ba DE RooJm. r..-DrI
STmBDB08UL. 1J«:l&.

DBSCBIPTION.-Thelle birds are found in central and
northern Germany, but are rarely seen in the chamber. In
several parts of Germany it is entirely unknown; and when
the bird-catcher obtains it he usually mistakes it for a large
:Redsta.rt, especially the female. It is abont the size of a
:Redwing Thrush, and is seven inooes six lines long, ot

. which the tail measures two inches and threeequ&rters.
In appearance and comportment it more resembles a Star
ling than a Thrush, especially in its grimaces and positions,
which are exceedingly variable and comical, although it haa
all the characteristics of a Thrush. The beak is one ineh
long, and black, like the powerful feet, which are only yel.
low in the cornen, and one inch and a. quarter high; head
and neck are greyish blue, palest in old birdll; the upper
part of the back. black. br wn, frequently paler clouded; the
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middle of the back of a beautiful white j the rump dark
brown with whitish margins to the feathera ; breast and ab
domen dark orange yellow; the vent pale red yellow; the
wing coverts dark brown with whitish tips; the pinion
fea.thers very dark brown or blackish; the hinder ones
rather paler, whitiah at the tips, and with a narrow white
margin at the anterior side; the tail dark yellow red, the
two central feathers grey brown.

The female is dark brown above, with greyish white mar
gins to the feathers; the rump is rusty coloured with simi
lar margins j the chin white; the throat like the upper
parts, but paler; the front of the neck and all the lower
parls of a dirty orange colour, with brown and white undu
lating Illes; the tail u in the male, only paler; the feet
dark brown.

fu:BlTA.T.-This bird inhabits Southern Europe and Ger
many, for instance, AUlltria, Tyrol, &c., and rarely comes
higher up; but in the Alps and Pyrenees it is common. It
selects rocky and stony districts, also old castles, for its
abode. During their migrations they visit bare rocky
mountains, and, like the Black Redtail, they seek for beetles
and insects under stones. They return to their home in
March, and withdraw again in September. As a rare bird
it is placed in a cage, but which must be rather larger than
that of the Nighting,le.

FOOD.-At liberty this bird feedl upon insects, but in
conftnement it requires the same food as Nightingales; but
with every care it does not live long.

BBEEDING.-The nest is built in the fi8llure of a rock in
some high and almost inaccessible place, and the female
lays five eggs. The young are often reared, being very
capable of instruction.

CAl'TUBll:.-They are not often caught amongst Ull. This
baa been done with limed sticks, with meal-worms attached,
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in places where it is most frequently seen. I am not ac
quainted with the manner in which it is captured in its
native abode.

COJOONDA.TOBY QUA.LITIEs.-The male is esteemed as
an exceedingly beautiful songster, which sings especially at
night when the candles are lighted. They also learn to
whistle songs, and to speak like the Starling. They become
exceedingly tame.

l04.-THE NIGHTINGALE.
MOTACILLA LulICINIA. Lttm.-RosstGNOL. Bv/.-THB BUD

NIGBTINGALJI. M'Gilli_y.-Dm NAOHTIGALL. 1kch.

DESOBIPTION.-Had this bird no other qualification to
recommend it than its plumage, it would not take a very
distinguished position as a chamber bird. It is about the
aize of a Sparrow, being five inches long, of which two
inches and a quarter comprise the tail; but in confinement,
when well fed, it becomes larger, being frequently aelarge as

a Lark, especially if
reared from the nest.
The beak, as through
out the genua Mota
cilla, is straight, cylin
drical, thin pointed,
and seven lines long,
and has nearly equal
mandibles; the upper

one being slightly emarginate, dark brown above, bright
grey. ~eneath, flesh coloured at the base, and yellow within ;
the ll'1des greyish brown; the feet brown flesh coloured
nine lines high; the upper part of the body is also greyish

Coogle
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brown with a rusty tin~e, and in very old birds it is a
red ashy grey; the rump brown, inclining to red; the
gullet and the abdomen white; the breast and sides white
ashy grey; the knees grey; the large coverts of the wings
with pale dirty whitfl tips; pinion feathers grey brown,
with a rusty yellow margin; the broad straight tail feathers
dirty rusty red; and, as in all the genus Sylvia, from their
delicacy and fragility they are easily broken.

When kept in a chamber they are occasionally either
darker or lighter; those which are kept near the window in
large light apartments, and where the smoke of oil never
occurs, become above dark grey or light grey brown, with
a margin of rusty yellow to all the feathers; the under
part of the body being white, and whitish grey at the sides
of the breast and of the abdomen. Those which are hung
in small dark apartments, where the smoke of oil and other
offensive vapours occur, become of a dirty rusty yellow
above, grey white beneath, and greyish brown at the sides
of the breast and of the belly.

The connoisseur alone can distinguish the female from
the male by her gait and posture. She has not similar long
legs, does not stand so upright, nor has she the same long
pointed head-in her it is more rounded; the neck short
and contracted j the eyes less bright, and smaller i and the
throat not so white. But a person not familiarly acquainted
with the bird would require to have both sexes before him
to enable him to distinguish them.

The Nightingale greatly resembles the female Redstart,
which is often sold for it ; the Nightingale, in return, being
frequently killed for cooking instead of that bird. To avoid
error, it is therefore necessary to point out their distin
guishing characteristics. The Redstart is always smaller;
its colour darker; its slender feet and beak blackish; the
colour of the tail brighter; and its two middle feathers
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black or dark brown; it jerks incessantly its tail, which is
longer and thinner, whereas the Nightingale giVel it only
an occaaional jerk, and bean its tail always raised abo\"e the
tips of the wingl. The latter also hu a prouder deport
ment, exhibits more staidnels in its actions, and has a hop
ping gait of a very peculiar character; for having made a
succession of hops, it stands still, looks around, movel it.
wings, raises its tail upwards with a certain degree of dig
nity, and slightly expanded, bowing its head several times,
jerking its tail it again hops forward. Objects which
attract its attention it looks at, 88 it were, with but one
eye, holding its head on one side. It hops quickly indeed
after the insects which constitute its food, yet it d06ll not
seize them with the same avidity as other birds, but stands
looking at them for an instant, as if reflecting whether it be
judicious to devour them. Its whole conduct is considerate
and serious; occasionally, however, it is rather incautious,
for it rarely avoids a noose set for it. If it has once been
caught, however, it becomes more wary. The facility with
which jt is captured has led it to be considered 88 of an in.
quisiti\"El disposition; but my observation has not confirmed
this. It is true that if the earth be bared or dug up it will
hasten to the spot; but the prompting motive seems to be
that it can there find those insects which are its greatest
delicacies.

HABITAT.-Nightingales are found throughout Europe, u
far north as Sweden, and in the whole of Asia, as high as the
temperate portions of Siberia, ranging southward to Africa,
where they are found on the banks of the Nile. They
select as their favourite place of resort shady places, cool,
but not too cold, and where the foliage is dense, whether
forests, copses, gardens, or merely the enclosure hedges of
fields. They prefer deciduous wood to the fir tribes, as in
the former they are better able to find their food. In woody
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mountain chains they frequent only the skirts, and avoill
the lofty and bleak summits., But they prefer, above nll
other places, copses in fields and other bushy spots, upon
plains which are intermingled with meadows and arable land.
They delight in gardens where there are hedges of horn
beam, which, when not too closely clipped, grow brond with
foliage close to the ground. They prefer mtlrshy and moist
situations, not on account of the water, but because these
places are usually overgrown with thick bushes. They also
find in such spots an abundance of food when the cold has
chased insects from other localities. Another reason for
their preferring these haunts is, that birds endeavour to
fu their permanent residence on the spot where they were
bred. Thus, if hatched near the water, it would resort to
that vicinity; if bred in a garden, it seeks a garden; and if
its birth-place was a· mountain, it would endeavour to fix
its residence there; and a Nightingale having once selected
a place of residence, like the Chaffinch, and indeed I might
say, like every other bird, it seeks it again yearly until
captured~or till the spot has lost its attractions. ,The latter
circumstance often occurs in woods where either the under
wood has been removed, or it has grown so high as to lose
its dense foliage, which has a peculiar charm for this bird.
It then seeks the nearest agreeable spot. It is by no means
so certain, however, that the bird heard this year at a par
ticular spot is the SBme which sung there last spring; for
it is well authenticated that when an old Nightingale has
been captured shortly after its arrival, the very next day, if
the place be convenient and well selected, another occupies
the spot. But if a bird be captured after the period of
migration, this spot will remain untenanted at least during
the summer, unless a neighbouring bird, having lost his
mate, pair with the mate of a captured one, or, as the
weaker bird, dri'l"'e him away that he may pair with her.

T
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He who is most familiar with the language of birds is in
the best condition to decide whether such a. change baa
taken pla.ce.

I have before remarked that not only do the young of all
birds of pa.ssage return to the locality where they were
bred, and always take up their own residence in the vicinity
of their birth-place, bu.t also that they follow the same iden·
tical route in their migrations, and. that consequently where
they have been once exterminated, the cha.nces are that
that situation will never be inhabited by Nightingales again.
The permanency of a once-adopted route is rendered the
more necessary to these birds from their requiring to be
familiar with spots where they may find sufficient food
during their slow and interrupted journeys, and this accountll
in a great degree for the absence of the Nightingale in many
pla.ces seemingly well suited for them.

If the latter be an authentic cause, and it is not wished
to hazlU'd the mere chance of their return, the locality may
be peopled with these agreeable BOngsters, by rearing several
neets of young birds, and then giving them their liberty in
the spring, after the winter migration.

The migratory impulse, suppressed by their taming, will
conduce, more than the feeling of the time having pasaed,
to retain them in the place where they have been freed, and
where they will breed; and if aecure from being pursued,
they and their families will again resort to the spot the
ensuing year. ThOBe birds, however, which it is intended
to set at liberty, must not be kept in cages, but 88 soon as
they can feed themselves, they must be allowed to fly freely
about in a room which has bushes and dwarf fir trees
planted about, 80 that they may not be rendered too deli.
cate, or their wings disabled by want of exercise, otherwise
during the very first days of their liberty they would inevit
ably be destroyed. They must also be supplied with their
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natural food of insects and eggs, that they may retain the
habit of seeking for them when at liberty.

Nightingales occur throughout Germany about the middle
of April, rarely either earlier or later; but always about
the time when the buds of the hawthorn begin to expand.
As they travel from spot to spoil, aad Dot in ODe continaed
Hight, they belong to that cl~ of birds of paasage wWeh
do not suffer from the vicissitud. of temperature. In the
middle of August they again rem. in familie!l, going ?ery
quietly from bush to bush. TheYeaD thea be cauPt in
nOOBes, baited with currants or elder berri.. At the 'fery
latest they are still to be found in ..... Germany about
the middle of September; but they thea mipate lringly,
almOBt imperceptibly; and it is s~11 pOI!lribt. to 88Y how
long the migration lasts. Other biNs whieJa travel in large
Hocks, like the Swallows, do .. 10 ••y ElIH'lapt'l the eyes
of the observant naturalist. There ill no doubt that tome
times sickness, late breeding, the mistake of a young bird,
or the intervention of other circumstances, may be the
cause of our occasionally finding a Nightingale late in Sep
tember, or even in October, but this is certainly an excep
tion to the rule.

Nightingales may also be allowed, like other birds, to
run or fly freely about a room, a practice I have sometimes
adopted; but they sing neither so well nor so frequently as
when placed in a cage, where they are exposed to fewer
interruptions, and have nothing but their song to study.

It is therefore best to place them in a cage, especially as
they must be better fed than other birds, which run freely
about, if it be wished to keep them long. This cage may
be constructed in a variety of ways, but it must always be
.. foot or eighteen inches long, from six to twelve inches
broad, and twelve inches high; it must also have a soft
covering or roof, that the bird in fluttering and' springing,

12
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especially when recently caught, may not hurt its head. I
think I possess the kind of cage best suited to this bird,

and which I will briefly
describe. It is exactly

. ::- eighteen inches long, eight
• inchesbroad, thirteeninches

: high at the sides, and fif
--\ teen in the middle, where
1i the roof is vaulted, the
-I sides enclosed with wooden
.! bars, which are about three
llines thick, 8S is also thei floor; above the latter there
~ is a sliding tray, which I
!i line with blotting paper,

~y that it may be occasionally
- - thoroughly cleansed, which

is done by merely insert
ing a clean sheet of paper. On one side a deep food
vessel is inserted with a bar across its orifice, so that the
bird may not scatter its food too much. In the centre of
the front a singing house is inserted, which reaches from
top to bottom, and in this is hung a large drinking vessel.
:Beneath are placed two perches, and another in the middle
opposite the singing house, which has a semi-cylindrical
form, and is enclosed with wooden bars; the last perch
must terminate in a half rounded form, that the singing
house may completely revolve. I cover the perches with
green cloth firmly sewed on, that the birds may have a 80ft

perch, and not 80 soon injure their feet, which is very
common in birds that are confined. The arched roof is
covered with green cloth, and the cage is painted green
throughout. :But it is requisite that the paint should be
thoroughly dry, and the smell completely evaporated, before

Googe
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the bird is placed in it, or it will become sickly, llnd
pOBBibly die.

This kind of cage I prefer for the following reasons;
1st, it takes up less room, as it is narrow; 2nd, because it
is darker, the wooden bars occupying more space, and
therefore admitting less light i and, 3rdly, b~cause the
birds can bathe without wetting or soiling the cage or
perches, and their feet are thus kept clean and sound.

These birds should be hung in spots which are the most
agreeable to them. Some do not like the window, but
prefer an obscure situation; others prefer the sunlight.
This is to be discovered only by experimenting upon the
birds. If it be Wished that they should sing wherever they
may be hung, it is necessary to accustom them to a change
of place before they commence their song; consequently,
immediately after moulting, the position of the cage must be
constantly changed. Some prefer singing alone, and others
delight most in interchanging their song with a neigh
bour; but three or more together in a chamber will neyer
all sing equally loud and well. The reason of this appears
to be a certain passion for pre-eminence, which calls forth
the energies of the more vigorous bird, who asserts llnd
retains the superiority; and the others then either sing but
rarely, and very softly when that one is silent, or are so
annoyed that they will not sing at all. I have known
instances of Nightingales having been silent for years, but
on being placed alone in a room, have commenced singing
with the greatest energy.

FooD.-February-grubs, and worms; March-the
t5lIoJDe, and chrysalids and beetles; April-flies, meal-worms,
beetles, and red worms j May-butterflies, cockchafers,

.weevils, and grubs; June-spiders, wood-boring beetles,
and worms; July-worms, grubs, eggs of locusts, grass
hoppers, moths, and flies; August-locusts, glow-worms,
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weevils, and grubs; September-loeustll, beetles, WOl"lllll,

and dragon flies; October-grubs, worms, and beetles;
November-flies and worms. During their autumnal jour
ney tbey feed also upon currants and red and black elder
berries.

When tbe newly-caugbt bird is first introduced to the
chamber, it must be fed for several days upon fresh anti!'
eggs and meal-worms; but if fresh ants' eggs are not to be
procured, dry ones at least must be at band.. Some per
sons, however, make a composition of hard boiled egg!,
bullock's heart, and roll, and cram them with it if they will
not feed freely, placing meal-worms upon this food that
they may learn to eat it with them; but this diet is of 80

artificial a nature, that the majority either die or suft"er
severely from an eruption on the beak. Whoever, there
fore, cannot obtain ants' eggs sbould not keep Nightingales,
as many die before they become accustomed to artificial
food. The best summer diet is merely fresh ants' eggs,
and daily from two to three meal-worms.- The ants them
selves may also be used, being first killed with hot water,
but by tbis means the ant-hills are destroyed. When fresh
ants' eggs are no longer to be obtained, dry, or which is
better, boiled bullock's heart is given to them, together
with Swedish turnips, both being grated together and
mixed up with dried ants' eggs. The yellow turnips, which

* In order to have a constant supply of fresh meal-worms, some pots
are filled with wheat bran, barley, or oat meal, and sugar paper, and
old bits of leather mixed with it. Each of these pots should contain a
gallon ; and a pint of meal-worms is thrown into it, and are left. there
undisturbed for .. qu&rter of a year, and only OIlCa8ionaJly a wooDen
wrapplll' steeped in beer is drawn over it, when many of them undelgo
their usual metamorphosis, thus becoming beetles. which again lay
eggs; and a COllstant supply of meal-worms is always at hand. They
propaj(&te very rapidly.
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may be preserved fresh in sand in the cellar, keep the
stomach and intestines in order. Sometimes, indeed, they
may have lean beef and mutton, chopped fine, given to
them. With this, after experimenting upon various kinds
of food, I feed my Ni~htingaleB,and they thrive very well
upon it. The cheapest food, however, is very ripe elder
berries, dried like fruit, and mixed with ants' eggs, just as
it is customary to mix Swedish turnips and roll together.

Others persons make for winter use n baked cake of pea.
meal mixed with eggs, and when it is used they grate it,
moisten it with water, and mix it with dried ants' eggs.
Others, again, who wish to feed their Nightingales as
cheaply as possible, take poppy seed, and bruise it in a
mortar to free it from the oil, and mix it up with some
roll crumbs. They will freely eat this mixture when they
have been gradually accustomed to it; but it eventually
generates consumption. This has been recently adopted in
Thuringia as the ordinary food of Nightingales, but I know
from experience that it is prejudicial to those birds which
have not a. stomach adapted for the digestion of seeds; and
I caution the reader against it.

There are other artificial kinds of food used, but which I
shall pass over, as the majority of them are injurio\lll.
Whoever adopts the plan above recommended for feeding
bis birds, will find that they continue not only healthy, but
from their cheerfulness they will delight him with the fre
quency and animation of their song.

When kept at large in a room, I have fed them upon the
ordinary universal food, but this is too coarse to suit them;
for in the course of six months they begin to suffer from
atrophy, and die unless the ordinary Nightingale food be
:resumed.

They require fresh water daily, not only for drink, but
also to bathe in.
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Bmumnm.-Every Nightingale maintains its locale, and
if at pairing time there are several together, the males en
gage in the most furious contats, in which the weaker must
always give way. These conflicts arise usually between the
parent bird and the young, for the latter, being bred in the
district, likewise wish to take up their abode there. But
their relationship is then forgotten, and they no longer
recognise each other j they also forget the paternal· and
fraternal ties which previously so closely linked them.
They build their nests in woods or gardens, in a pile of
faggots, in a thorn bush, or upon a low stem thickly enve
loped with folisge, or even upon the earth, if the place be·
surrounded with high grass or thick bushes. It is constructed
without much art, consisting externally of dry leaves, and
internally of the fibres of roots and blade's of grass: it is
sometimes still further lined with the hair of animals. The
female lays from four to six eggs, with a greenish brown
tinge, and hatches them in a fortnight. The yOlmg are fed
upon small caterpillars and moths, and before they can even
fiy they hop out of the nest, which, from its low position,
exposes them to the pursuit of bellollts of prey. With the
exception of the red tail, they do not resemble their parents
in the least until after the first moult: they are rusty grey
above; spotted on the head and coverts of the wings with
yellowish white, beneath rusty yellow, sprinkled on the
breast with dark brown. After moulting they can scarcely
be distinguished from their parents. Therefore if a bird
be caught about the autumn, and you wish to ascertain if it
is a young or an old bird, it must be carefully examined
behind the head, around the eyes, beneath the beak, and
about the neck; if but one yellow feather or spot be found,
it is IIoIIsuredly a young bird. There is no other charac.
teristic to distinguish it, and if this be not found, it will be
requisite to wait some days, when the young bird will com-
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mence warbling. But even this distinctive mark will some
times fail, for young females also sing, even far into April..
but their song is partly softer, and partly more interrupted i

and besides, they do not so strongly inflate the throat, 11

characteristic whereby they are speedily distinguished by
the fanciers.

The following observations will not be useless to those
who wish to rear young Nightingales. If a Nightingale's
Dest be known, the brightest or lightest are taken out, 8S
these are the males; the white throat must be carefully
examined. The females are always darker, or, more pro
perly, redder or browner. They must be fed upon ants'
eggs mixed with crumbled and moistened roll. The males
begin to sing even before the tail is thoroughly fledged. If
the old ones are caught upon the nest, they will rear the
young in the cage.

When you wish to breed Nightingales in confinement,
an entire room must be appropriated to a healthy pair,
and planted with green dwarf firs, and they should be sup
plied with good food.

MALADIES.-At moulting time Nightingales are usually
sickly; they require then not only good food, but also occa
sionallya spider, as a purgative. When suffering from a
disordered stomach, they puff up their feathers to their
eyes, and for hours keep their head under their wings.

. They are cured by giving them some ants' eggs, or spiders,
and by putting a little saffron in their water, sufficient to
tinge it with a yellowish red colour.

The maladies which they have in common with other
birds, may be cured in the manner stated in the introduc
tion. It is especially necessary to attend to removing, with
great care, the large scales from the toes; this requires to
be done at least every three months. In confinement they
often attain the age of fifteen years, but at large they are
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not llilually obBerved to frequent the same spot so long.
This, however, is not conclusive that they do not attain &

greater age, so many being captured by birds of prey and
by bird-catchers. I know an instance, indeed, of a Night
ingale being kept in a room for five-and-twenty years.
Until the sixth year they sing perfectly well, but they then
become enfeebled, and do not sing 80 frequently, so
pleasingly, or so powerfully. It is then best to set them
at liberty in May. Cases are known where, with renewed.
liberty, birds have become so invigorated, that their Bong
has regained all its former strength and beauty.

CAPTURE.-During the early months of spring, and espe
cially at pairing time, it is very easy to capture the Night
ingale. If a little trench be dug in a dark soil, and baited.
with some meal-worms and ants' eggs, they will immediately
fiy to fetch these delicacies away. If limed twigs be placed
over this spot, or a clap-net be planted with a wood spring,
they are easily caught. It is sufficient merely to place a bit
of wood over such a trench, supported by a little splinter,
which falls as soon as they hop upon it. If they do not
settle upon the spot where the trap is planted, they may be
easily driven to it by using a little precaution. Thus &

skilful bird-catcher will, in the course of a few hours, suc
ceed in taking the whole of the birds in an entire distriet.
In many parts of Germany, the capture of Nightingales is
prohibited under a heavy penalty; or where this is not the
case, the gamekeeper alone has the. privilege to capture
them under certain restrictions, like other kinds of wild
birds, and to sell them to amateurs.

In spring they may be caught in nOOBeS, before which live
meal-worms are hung instead of berries. But this mode of
capture is not to be recommended; for though the DOOBe be
ever so lightly hung, they very easily injure their feet.

COMMENDATORY QU.ALITIES.-Its fine voice is undoubtedly
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~be quality by which it BUrpasBes every other bird. It indi.
c:ates itB emotionB by the variety and peculiarity of its tones.
The mOBt insignificant note appears to be the piping note,
witt, which he utters when alone. But if the hanh Byllable
krr be added, it forms the call of the male to the female. To
express anger or fear the note witt is repeated, with great
loudness and rapidity, before the termination k,..,. is added.
When happy and contented, after the enjoyment of a good
meal, or in the confiding tenderness of their mate, they utter
a deep tack.

When rouBed by anger, or jealousy, or alarm, they utter
an. unpleaBant shrieking tone, which resembles the err
of the Jay or cat. In pairing time, when they sport and
chase each other, which they frequently do from the top of
a tree to itB baBe, they utter a very soft chirping sound.

These are the notes with which nature has endowed both
sexes. But the male is particularly distinguished by the
power and brilliancy of his Bong, and may, therefore, very
justly claim the title of King of Songsters. The power C1f
his vocal organ is indeed striking; it hae been found that
the muscles of his throat are more robust than those of any
other singing bird. But it is not merely the strength of
voice but the varioul and agreeable transitions, and the
beautiful harmony of its song, which renders the Nightin
gale so estimable and so much prized. For a moment he
warbles a succession of low melancholy notes, commencing
softly, but gradually increasing in strength, and at 18st
dying away upon the ear. Then follows a variety of sharp
notes, or he gives a variety of hurried and sharp notes
intermingled with some detached ascending notes, with
which he generally closes his strain. There are at least
four.and-twenty different strains in the song of So fine
Nightingnle, without reference to slighter variations.

These strains, no doubt, express the varying emotions of
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this most agreeable of songsters. Nightingales, indeed,
sing in similar style throughout the world; but still a dif
ference may be observed in the perfection of their voice
and song. But in this, as in other things, where the senses
are judges, there will always be a difference of opinion.
One warbles its notes slowly and agreeably, another has
usually some peculiarity which entirely alters the character
of the song, and perhaps a third surpasses all by the silvery
sound of its voice. Each sings admirably in its peculiar
style, each finds its admirers, and it is difficult to decide
whichis the best. Indeed there are some birds which seem
to monopolize all the perfections of melody and voice. These
are generally from the first brood, and, with their natural
qualification of voice and memory, happen to be bred in a
district where there are many Nightingales, and from these
they acquire or borrow their best notes, and thus obtain
that perfection of song which we so much admire.- When
the males return from their migration, which always hap
pens six or eight days before the arrival of the females,
they are heard til sing before and after midnight, that they
may, on clear nights, attract their companions. When this
is accomplished, they are no longer heard during night, but
greet only the approaching morning with their !longs. But
there are also Nightingales which always sing before and
after midnight throughout tbe year.

It is to be regretted that the singing time of this admir
able songster is so short, not continuing more than three
months; nor is it continued throughout this short period
with the same zeal. When it first arrives, and till the
young have appeared, it is both impassioned and beautiful.

• Pliny, in speaking of the Nightingale, aptly remarkB-" Is ii not
remarkable that so lond and clear a voice should come from 80 little a
body! ..
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The greater part of its time is now occupied in the nurture
of its progeny; and it is therefore more rarely heard: If
it subsequently elevates its voice, it wants the energy which
animated its song upon its arrival. About Midsummer-day
it certainly ceases entirely, and nothing is heard but the
warbling of the young, which now commence learning and
imitating their father's song.

In confinement they sing longer, sometimes beginning
about November and,. ceasing after Easter. This is the
case with those which are captured adult; but those which
are reared from the nest sing for seven entire months;
they must be kept by themselves, otherwise they are apt to
intermix with their song the notes of other birds.

When caught in spring, to induce them to sing they
IDust not only be well fed, but, they must be hung in a
quiet solitary place; and as long as their singing time lasts
the cage must be covered with a thin green cloth.

It has been said that the female Redbreast will pair
with the male Nightingale in a room where they fly at
liberty, but this I have never witnessed.

The following passages, from the original and graphic pen
of the celebrated Audubon, will no doubt be interesting to
the reader:-

"When I was quite a lad, my father spoke to me of the
songs of birds, both of Europe and of other countries, and
frequently would endeavour to give me some idea of the
affinities of different species. 'The Skylark, if not so abun
dant,' he said, 'would be thought a most charming songster;
the Goldfinch, the Linnet, the Blackbird, the Song Thrush,
and IDany others, are all pleasantly musical; but the Night
ingale is amongst our birds as much superior as the Mock
ing Bird of your country is to every other songster there;
and although I am fully aware that America possesses many
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BOng birds of considerable powers, Day, perhaps, on the
whole, more so than Europe, I have never been able to COD
vince either my countrymen or Englishmen of this truth.
Of all this, however, you must judge for yourself. Go
early and late to the woods, listen with attention to the
songs of the birds; and be assured that while you will find
them daily becoming more and more pleasing, you will be
enabled to establish the truth of these matters, to which, I
am sorry to say, few persons pay much attention.'

" Such lessons, Reader, have never been forgotten by me.
With all the anxious enthusiasm of youth I resolved to
judge for myself of the powers of song in birds, and to
begin by first studying those of the Nightingale, the very bird
which had attracted my regard. in its plain brown garb, and
most modest mien. The part of France in which I then was,
proved, as I thought, remarkably well adapted for this pur
pose. Rambling occasionally between Rheims and the
capital, Q.uring the genial season at which this distinguished
songster appears there in considerable pumbers, and, keep
ing away from the main roads, I would seek all such bye
ways as were deeply cut beneath the surface of the country
around, and especially such as were well supplied with tal.l
and well-set hedge-rows, in the neighbourhood of orcha.rda.
and almost close to the cottages of the humble tillers of the
soil. In solitudes like these I was sure to meet with Philo
mel. Now perched scarcely ten or fifteen feet from the
ground, on some branch of a thicket, I have watched it oD.
its first appelll'ance, in the beginning of April, as for several
days the males which I observed exhibited an appearance of
lassitude and melancholy almost painful to me. Silent.
still, and in a position almost erect, the Nightingale would
stand, &8 if in a state of stupefaction, for more than an hour
at a time, or until, pricked by hunger, it would fly to the
ground, hop over it in a direct line, and meeting with an

I

I

I
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insect, would seize it precisely in the manner of a Thrush.
By this, Reader, I would have you understand, that afte:r
having spied its prey, the bird stopped for an instant,
quickly bent its legs, lowered its head, without changing ..
it were the general position of its body, then took up the
insect, and swallowed it at once, looked around, and flew
to the very twig which it had a few moments previoUIIly
left. On all such occasions, during those few days of lassi.
tude, and. indeed at almost all other periods of the stay of
this species in France, the least attentive observer will see
that on its alighting on a branch to rest, a certain tremulous
action of the wings takes place, whether those members
droop or are in their ordinary position."

Nightingales favour the south-east and south-west por
tions of England, although instances are recorded of them
having been heard north of the Trent. Occasionally they
visit Derbyshire. Yarrell asserts upon authority that the
Nightingale hll.ll been heard five miles north of the city of
York, and on the north-west aide of England, Carlisle. It
has even been stated that in the early part of the summer of
1826-a remarkab)y warm SeaBon-" that the Nightingales
had arrived in Calder Wood, Mid Lothian." A friend of
mine, a lover of the Nightingale and W oodlark, and King
fisher also, has kept many of the two former (one letter to
me stating he had then nine Nightingales), caught in Wor
cestershire, after being reared by the old ones, and they
have generally proved sufficiently learned in their song
without being tutored further. I would not advise the
rearing in the nest young Nightingales. They require
much more attention than other birds. Many writers state
they require such and such food, very difficult to procure.
Nightingales have been well kept on scraped beef mixed
with the yolk of egg hard boiled, with a very little water to
it. This food is soon prepared, but it must be made fresh
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every morning, or it will soon sour. Be very particular also
that the pot (earthen the best) in which the food is placed be
clean; it should be washed out every day. There are other
kinds of food which may be given to Nightingales, if conve
niently obtained, viz., ants' eggs, meal-worms, bullocks' liver
or heart. I have known them do well on German paste,
mixed with hard boiled egg and a little scraped beef now
and then. Wasp grubs may also be "given. When a cake
has been secured, before the grubs are too far changed, kill
them in an oven by slightly baking them head downwards;
then keep the cake of grubs on a sieve in an airy situation,
to prevent them sweating, or they will be useless for the
Nightingale's appetite. I would advise keeping the birds
from live food as much as possible, for this reason-that it
might not be convenient to have a supply of it; and however
natural it may be, still it has the effect of drawing them off
the prepared food, ofwhicb they will sometimes starve rather
than partake.-G. J. BaN/esby, Derby.

A Yellowhammer and a Nightingale were suspended in
their cages at the outside of a window. The Nightingale
began to warble, and a child was smitten.with admiration of
his melody. "Which of the birds," says he, "sings so
sweetly?" "I will show you them," answered the father.
"and you may guess." The boy fixed his eye on the Yellow
hammer: "This must be the one; how beautifully painted
are his feathers! The other, you may see, is good for
nothing." "The vulgar," said the father, "judge precisely
after the same manner; they form their opinion of men by
the outside, and are generally wrong, as you are now."
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l05.-THE GREATER NIGHTINGALE.

337

lrIouan.u LvllCIllU !U.10B. LilltJ.-LB GJWm RoSSIGNOL. Buff-
Do SPII08IID. &h.

DncBIPTIolf.-Although this bird is but a variety ofthe
common Nightingale, it has so many striking differences

that it may very justly be considered a distinct species.
From the size of its body, which is six inches and a half
long, it is commonly called the Large Nightingale. Not
only is its body more robust, but its head and beak are
thicker, and, moreover, its plumage and song are strikingly
clliferent. It is, indeed, true, that it possesses many charac
teristics in common-namely, its gait, vivacity, &c.; but
these we also find in other birds: for instance, in the Black
Cap and Pettychap, but which have never been considered
varieties.

The upper part of the body is of a dirty greyish brown;
the throat white, bordered with black grey; the breast
light grey, sprinkled with dark grey; the belly a dull white;
the wings dark brown; the pinion feathers margined with

z
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rus~ brown j the tail and rump feathers broad, and of a
dirty red brown, darker than in the preceding bird.

PEcuLu.RITIES.-lts most striking peculiarity is its song.
Its voice is much stronger, more thrilling, and hollow. It
sings in a much slower and more abrupt manner. It has
not the variety of modulations of the common Nightingale.
It mutilates and divides all its notes; and from thiB it bas
been compared with the Missel Thrush j but it is certainly
superior in point of softness and purity. Therefore, with
respect to delicacy and change, it must leave the prece
dence to the Nightingale; but in compensation it sings
more loudly, and almost the whole of these birds sing at
night, whereas, amongst the common Nightingales, the true
night bird is a rarity. .From the 8urpming power of its
voice, it is scarcely possible to keep it in a room. It is,
therefore, hung either at a window, or a passage is made
through the window for the cage, so that 'the cage has
externally a small-covered anti-chamber. I have often
compared its song with that of the common Nightingale,
and the great difference that exists has confirmed me in
the belief that it is a distinct species.

It does not occur in Thuringia; but is found soHtary in
Silesia, Bohemia, Pomerania, near Wittenberg. In AU!
tria, Poland, and Hungary, it is more common, in many
districts, than the common Nightingale.

Its place of resort is usually Berubby woods, on hills,
plains, and especially near rivere. In cages it is fed upon
the food of the common Nightingale, snd thrives well upon
it. It has more power of endurance, and is, indeed, stronger
than that bird, and lives much longer.

The majority are brought to us, and espeeially to
Leipzig, from Vienna j and they have been, the:refoJe,
called Vienna Nightingales. Th08e from Hungary are
considered. better than the Polish ones.



SECT. VII.-WARBLERS, TITS, AND WAGTAILS.
lOG.-THE BLACK CAP.

KOTA.CILLA ATBIOA.PILLA. Li"".-FA.1mm'I: 1 DTlI Nom. Bur-
Do KOliCH ODO DIB BOBWA.BZ KornoB GllA8Jroou. Btx:A.

. DESCRIPTJON.-This bird, which is one of our best
songsters, has a hood or cap, black in the male, and brown
in the female, which covers the top of the head. Many
writers, and also bird-catchers, have considered them as

. two distinct species; but that this opinion is erroneous
the observa.tions I have been enabled to make for many
years upon this bird, both wild and in confinement, enable
me to assert incontestibly that they are but the different
sexes of the same species. Its length is five inches ten
lines long, of which the tail comprises two and a. haH
inches. The beak is five lines long, and shaped like that

1:2
Coogle:
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cor the Nightingale, of a brownish blue colour; the margin
and base of the under mancllble, and within the gullet,
yellowish white; the irides chesnut brown; the feet dark
uhy grey, and ten lines high; the vertex is black; cheeks
and neck bright ashy grey; the upper part of the body, and
the coverts of the wings, ashy grey, strongly tinged with olive
green; the under part of the body light ashy grey, merging
into white towards the throat and the abdomen; the sides
and thighs like the back; the vent and the under side of
the wings spotted with white and grey; the pinion and tail
feathers dark brown,margined with the colouring of theback.

The female is rather larger. Her cap is rusty brown j

the upper part of the body reddish grey, with an olive
green tinge; cheeks and throat bright ashy grey; breast,
sides, and thighs pale grey, with an olive green reflection;
the abdomen reddish white; the pinion and tail feathers
dark brown, margined with the colouring of the back.

The plumage of this bird is sO very delicate, that it is
rare to find it, in confinement,. whether caged or hopping
about, in a perfect condition.

HABITAT.-This bird is found throughout the whole of
Europe, inhabiting: groves in mountainous districts, and
in the plains. Like the Nightingale, a favourite place of
resort is the copses in fields covered with bushy underwood.
It commences its migration about the end of September,
returning towards the middle of April, a few days before the
Nightingale, to animate our groves with its delightful song.
If allowed to range about the room, it should be provided

with a branch to roost upon, and a cage with a number of
perches, as it walks with difficulty. It certainly is happier
in a cage, which may be of the same form as the Nightin.
gale's. About the migratory Beason it becomes very much
agitated, and in Bome the desire is so Iltrong. that they die.

FOOD.-It Beeks small caterpillars, fucs,. gnats, moths,
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and other insects; and it will also eat cherries, elder berrie&"
and currants.

It can be kept upon the ordinary universal food, with
some meal-worms and ants' eggs added, and thrives very

. well upon this diet. When allowed to 1Iy about, it will
pick up everything that comes to tabl&-vegetables, meat,
&C. It swallows all whole, and is a great eater. If fed
upon the universal food of roll crumbs, intermixed occa
sionally with a little crushed hemp, it will thrive well, even
88 long 88 fifteen or sixteen years, especially if a few red
and black elder bemes are given occasionally. In winter
it tends t<> preserve his health, if he has given to him dried
elder berries, soaked in water. He is fond of bathing, and
therefore requires fresh water daily. As he is usually
caught in the autumn for the cage, he may be speedily ac
customed to the ordinary food of the room, by putting into
his crib some elder berries and meal-worms.

BREEDING.-It builds usually but once a-year, generally
. in hedges or bushes, seeming to prefer the hawthorn. The
nest is :firm, hemispherical, and well built. Externally, it
consists of dry stems of grasses and stlllks, intertwined with
small twigs, the inside lined with delicate grasses and the
hair of animals. The female lays from four to six eggs,
the ground colour of which is yellowish white, and sprinkled
with brown spots. The young are fed with small insects,
caterpillars, and moths; and those reared by the hand
succeed very well with roll and milk. When well trained,
not only will the male sing his own song, but will learn to
sing most admirably that of the Nightingale and of the
Canary. Before the young moult, both males and females
so closely resemble each other, that it requires considerable
skill to distinguish the sexes. As soon, however, as they
have moulted, the colour of the head of the male imme
diately commences getting very black, beginning directly
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behind the beak, the female retaining the same colour lIB

the head before moulting. To be quite sure, it is best to
pullout a few of the brown feathers from the head of the
young, when very shortly black ones will take their place.

MALADIEs.-They are not only subject to the same
maladies as Nightingales, but are peculiarly liable to con
sumption. .As BOon as the signs of this disorder are
observed, give them frequently meal-worms and ants' eggs,
and lay a rusty nail for a month in their drinking vessel.
Those that are allowed to 11yabout the room sometimes
lOBe their feathers. When thie is noticed, let them be
placed in a cage, and exposed to the warmth of the SUD.

The feathers then generally recommence sprouting; but if
they do not reappear, they should have a lukewarm bath
every day. When attacked with epilepsy or pa.ra.lysis of
the joints, I have generally cured them by giving them noW"
and then a drop of olive oil.

CAPTURE.-They are caught for the room in July and
August, by nooses baited with currants; but in September
the bait must be elder berries. Being very suspicious, it
will often sit for half an hour, looking and longing for the
bait before touching it.

Their drinking places they visit with great precaution,
although always eager for drink and fond of bathing. H
they observe anything strange, they perch for hours looking,
even though red elder berries, their favourite food, hang
before them; they fly backwards and forwards a dozen times
before drinking or bathing. Young birds not yet moulted,
visit the drinking place" with less caution, and therefol'e
many of these are caught. In the spring they may be
caught, like the Nightingale, by means of a net and limed
rods, by placing"meal-worms upon a spot cleared from grass.

COM)[El!fDATORY QUALITIES.-This bird is very much eII

teemed in our forest villages, even before the Nightingale.
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H itB song has not the BamB force and melody, it is much
purer, more flute-like, and mOre various. It also sings for
alonger period, both when wild and in the cage. Many
birds in the room will ling the whole year through, and
almost the entire day. At large, we naturally hear him
only during the summer. It will then sing late in the
evening like the Nightingale,and resume ita lOng again in the
morning before day-break. Even the females sing a little,
like the Redbreast; whence it has probably happened that
the red-headed individuals have been considered as a distinct
species. If it suddenly obeerves anything unusual, or when
threatened with danger, it utters a loud and unpleasant
sound, something like that uttered by a cat when hurt.

l07.-THE PETTYCHAP, OR FAUVE'rrE.

MO'!ACILll HORTENSIB. Linn,-FA.UVETTE. Bu;Jf.-Dm GUUB

GlU.8IlUCKE. Bed&.

DESClUPTION.-This bird is five inches long, of which
the tail measures two inches and a hal£ The beak is five
lines long, shaped like that of the preceding, horny brown,
beneath of a bright lead colour, and whitish within; the
irides grey brown; the feet lead coloured, robust, and three
quarters of an inch high. The upper part of the body is
reddish grey, almost imperceptibly tinged with olive brown ;
the cheeks darker; the margins of the eyes whitish; the
under part of the body, 88 far as the breast and at the sides,
of a reddish bright grey; the abdomen white, with a reddish
grey tinge at the rump; the knees grey j the wings and tail
grey brown, edged with the colour of the back and with
amall whitish tips; the under coverts reddish yellow.

fuBITAT.-In Germany this bird is found most com-
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monly in copses and bushes that skirt the large mountain
forests, as well as in gardens in their vicinity. It arrives a

few days earlier than the Nightingale, and migrates about
the end of September.

In confinement it must be treated like the Black Cap, and
being rather more delicate, it should be furnished with a cage.

FOOD.-It feeds upon caterpillars and other little insecta
which are fonnd upon trees and shrubs. When cherries
are ripe it resorts to cherry trees, where it eats the pulp
from the stone, and has often his beak stained with them.

.. It also feeds upon currants and elder berries.

Coogle
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It is very voracious, for ever sitting at the food trough.
It readily feeds upon Nightingale food. Although more
easily tamed than the
Black Cap, it does not
live so long, scarcely
surviving more than
three years. It appears
fond of the first kind
of universal food, but
it must not be given to
him often, as it causes
his feathers to fall out.

BBEEDING.-It builds its nest in hedges and bushes of
whitethorn, about three feet from the ground. I have
also. found it in the thick heads of pollard lime trees.
It is well constructed, consisting externally of coarse blades
of grass and fibres of roots, and internally lined with deli
cate white blades of grass and sometimes with moss. The
margin of the orifice is edged with spiders' webs. They
commence, like the Swallow, several nests before they deter
mine upon the final spot. The female lays four or five
eggs, of a yellowish .white, spotted with bright ashy grey
and olive brown. The young are hatched in a fortni«ht,
and hop out of the nest as soon as they are fledged, and
when the nest is approached.

M.a..L.u>IEs.-They are subject to the same diseases as
the Black Cap, but they more readily lose their feathers.
They also feed so voraciously upon the first kind of universal
food, that they often die from suffocation.
. MODE OF CAPTUBE.-They may be caught during the

summer months, in nooses baited with cherries, currants,
and red and black elder berries.

They freely visit the water trap, early in the morning,
and in the evening just before sunset.
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lOB.-THE WHITE THROAT.

MOTAOILU CI!rBD.L Linn.-LA FA'l1VK'l'TB GBIIIB 00 G:&1DlrR.
lhj".-Do GullINE GBAIlllUCU. Bed/,.

DEBCBIPTION.-Thisbird, like the allied species, frequenta
the grass and low shrubs. It has a a1eDder and bandsome

form, and is five inclJ.es and a half
long, of which the tail JDeII8Ul't'J11

two inches and three-quazoters; the
beak five lines, blackish above,
greyish beneath, with· the comers
and throat yellow; the irides grey
brown; the feet dark 1leBh colour;

the shin ten lines high; the head ashy grey; the cheeb,
neck, back, rump, tail coverts, and the small wing cover!B,
ashy grey, with & brownish tinge, deeper on the back; the
throat and belly of a beautiful white i the tail dark broWD.

The female is rather mnaller, of a pale rusty colour upon
the wings, and wants the beautiful white throat.

HABITAT.-This bird is found throughout Europe. In
the middle of April it may be seen in thick thorny buahes
anel copses which adjoin roads and skirt the woods of large
mountain forests. About the beginning of October they
leave on their annual migration, creeping from bush to bush
on their way.

In the house they require the .me treatment as the
Pettychap, but it is much more delicate. Those who take
a fancy to these birds should rear them from the nest,
placing them in a Nightingale cage, and treating them like
that bird. In this way he may have the pleaaure of pre-
serving them for many years. .•

FooD.-They feed upon all kinds of insecta, continually
searching the bushes for grubs and small caterpillars. When
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cold weather deprives them of this food, they feed upon
eberries, currants, and .elder bemes. As I have already
said, they must be fed on Nightingale's food, occasionally
varied with barley meal mixed with roll and milk. In
summer they thrive best on red elder bemes; and in winter
occasionally black elder bemes, steeped in water, may be
given them.

BREEDING.-Their nest is built in thick bushes close to
the ground among roots, near brooks and rivers, and even
amongst high grass. It consists of blades of graBS and
mOM lightly plaited together, and lined with horse-hair. It
lays from four to six eggs, of a greenish white colour, deli
cately Ilpotted and sprinkled with olive green. The young
in their plumage very much resemble the full-grown birds.
The margins of the wings are not so dark, and from this
the female also may be known. It is, therefore, easy to
detect the dift'erent sexes in the nest. I bave easily re&l'ed.
them upon ants' eggs. They soon feed alone, and become
fond of roll steeped in milk j but to preserve them several
years, it is necessary to vary their diet occasionally with
Nightingales' food. They are very pretty chamber birds,
and when reared from the nest, become so tame that they
will even perch and sing upon the hand.

Their lULADIES are similar to those of the Black Cap.
CilTURE.-They are caught in those places where they

congregate in the latter part of the summer and in autumn,
by means of nooses, which are baited with elder bemes or
currants. It is true they artl more casily caught near the
nest by means of limed rods.

COKKENDATORY QUALITIES.-It is an extremely ani
mated and cheerful bird, which, when at liberty, will sing
until very late in the evening. Its song consists of nume
rous agreeable strains, given in rapid succeB8ion. It is
neces8&l"Y to be near the bird to hear distinctly all the beau-
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ties of its song. The bird rises a little way in the air
when it sing!!, turning round at the conclusion in a small
circle, and then perches again upon the bush. If kept in
a cage alone, where other birds do not sing louder, its song
will be noticed as very melodious.

lOO.-THE BABILLARD.

MOTACILL.A. CUBBUCA. Linn.-LA FAUVETTJ: BA.lIILLAlIDB. BtIrff.
Dill: GEBCHWATZIGE GBABMUCKE ODe DAB MULLlIHCHEN. Bech.

DESCRIPTION.-It resembles the preceding bird in figure
and colour, but is smaller, and not so rusty coloured upon
the wings. It is five inches long, of which the tail measures
more than two inches; the beak is five lines long, very
pointed, black, bluish beneath; the irides double ringed,
externally whitish yellow, and internally of a golden glitter
ing brown; the feet are dark blue; the legs seven lines
high; the head and rump of a reddish dark ashy grey; the
rest of the upper part of the body grey, with a reddish
tinge; the under part of the body and the throat white j

the small wing coverts pale brown; the large ones and the
pinion feathers dark brown, all margined with reddish grey;
the tail dark brown.

lIABlTAT.-It is found throughout Europe, excepting
extreme northern regions, and is a common hedge bird in
Germany. It arrives about the middle of April, and leaves
again about the middle of September. It frequents the
hedges of gardens in the vicinity of towns and villages, for
the red currants, of which it is fond. It is not so commonly
found in young plantations, but it may often be seen creep
ing through low bushes.

In confinement it must be treated in the'same way aa the
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Petty-chap, and being a very delicate bird, it is very difficult
to preserve when taken adult.

FOOD.-It feeds upon insects, especially small cater
pillars, and as it arrives a week earlier than the other
warblers, it will also feed upon insect eggs. During cold
weather, in summer and autumn, it feeds upon currants and
elder berries.

Coogle
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To preaerve them in t.'Onfinement, the Nightingale's rood
should be mixed with ants' eggs and meal-worms.

BUEDING.-Itsnest is usuallyfound in thick: gooseberry
bushes, and sometimes in young firs. Externally it consists
of blades of grass, and internally of the delicate fibres of
roots. The hen lays from four to six white eggs, which at
the upper end have a circle of ashy grey and yellowish
brown spots. The tendemesa of these birds towards their
young is so great, that; ...hen their nest is approached the
female will fall almost faintiiDc from it, uttering anxious
cries, and slowly fluttering tlWayaloDg the ground. Scarcely
have the feathers made their appealance, when the young
birds, if looked at, will shoot like an arrow from the nest,
and endeavour to eoneeal ibemIelvea in the bush.

COlOlENDATOBT QtrAJ.DDIl.-Uiu pretty bird, although
its plumage is not very gay. It is called the Little Miller
in Germany, a name "hieb it receives from its· song, which
has som~ notes that IIOUIld like the clacking of a mill. It
is usually thought that thia eonstitutes its whole song, be
cause these DOtea IlI'8 utt.ecl loudly, whereas its other notes
consist of aoft strains, although weak, yet so variable and
melodious, that it; InIIpUIeS all the warblers. It is there
fore a very deairable bird for the chamber.

Coogle
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llO.-THE BLACK REDSTART.
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MO'J!.UlIliLA TlmYs. Linn.-RouGE QUEUE. Buff-BLACK Rzn'1'AIL.
ltf'Giaivray.-DER W18TLlNG, ODD DAll fuUSROTHSCHWANZVHElr.

Bcci.

DnCBIP.rIOlf.-It is five inches and a quarter long, of
which the tail occupies two inches and a quarter; the beak
is :live lines long, very pointed and black, with yellow angles
and gullet; the irides dark brown; the feet black; the legs
ten linea high; the upper part of the body is of a deep
bluish grey; the rump red j cheeks, throat, and bresst,
black; the belly and aides like the back, but with a whitish
tinge; the vent reddish yellow; the wing coverts and pinion
feathsra blackish, margined with white; the tail feathers
are yellowish red, the two central ones excepted, which are
dark brown.

The female. on the upper part of the body. ia dusky aahy
grey, with a reddish tinge on the under part.

The colours of this biM nry \lD.til at least its eighth
year.

Yerr old birds are black, excepting the' wings and tail,
and 8l'e generally deeper on the under part than the upper.
In extmme old age, they become of a deep grey on the
breut.

fuBITAT.-It is found throughout Europe, and in the
temperate paris of Asia. It prefers mountainous distrietll to
wide plainll, and may be seen abundantly upon naked chalk
billa, and in woods on the aides of mountains. They fre
quent towns and villages, occupying the loftiest build.i.DgB,
BUCh 118 towera, ehurches, eutles, and walls. In the .pring
sad autoum, it 1Hl61118 to like the hedge-rows. .AI a migra
tory bUd, it mtums early, coming back about the middle of
:Much, when it may be heard piping its song-taJcing its
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departure about the middle of October, in small flocks. It
POllll6sses the quility, rare amongst the songaters, of singing
the whole time he is with us, even during the coldest and
&everest weather, often perching upon the highest summit
of a tower, filling the air with its song.

FOOD.-At liberty it feeds upon the flies that it finds
upon houses and stones, drawn forth b"ythe first warm days
of spring. It will also feed upon the cabbage caterpillar,
and other insects, and in autumn upon elder berries. To
preserve them for some years, they require to be fed
upon Nightingales' food, with occasionally ants' eggs and
meal-worms.

They have been known to live six years in a cage.
BREEDING.-They make their nests in the fissures and

crevices of rocks and walls, especially in the high part of old
buildings. The nest consists of hair and blades of grass

. plaited together. The female lays twice a year from five to
six eggs, of a pure white colour. The young are reddish
grey, and must be removed from the nest as soon as. the
tail is half fledged. They are reared upon ants' eggs, and
roll steeped in milk.

Their MALADIES are the same as those of the Pettychaps.
CAPTuRE.-The place which they are observed to frequent

is covered with limed twigs, to which meal.worml are
attached. In autumn they may also be caught in nOOBe8
baited with elder berries.

COHMENDATORY QUALITIEs.-The name of Wall Night
ingale, which they have received in Germany, may have
been given them from their red tail and the call-note fit",
both of which they have in common with that bird. .Their
song can by no means be the cause of its application, for,
although remarkable, it has not the least similarity to the
melodious and transitional strains of that of the Nightingale j

one of its notes has a remarkable crashing sound, and others
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consist of several high and clearly piping notes. They sing
nearly from morning until night. Their motiolUl are light
and quick; when perched, they shake their tail upwards
and sideways.

Il1,-THE REDSTART.

SrLVIA PHCIINlCUBUS. Linn. -ROSSIGNOL DB MORAILLE. BIJI.-DAS
GBHBINEB OnllR GARTEN RoTHSCHWANZCREN. Bwh.

DESCRIPTIoN.-Length five inches and a quarter, of
which the tail occupies two inches and a quarter. The
beak is five lines long, pointed and black, yellow at the
corners j the irides black; the feet also black j the shin
bone ten lines high; cheeks and throat are black, the latter
sprinkled with white; the upper part of the back and small
wing coverts are dark ashy grey, with a reddish tinge; the
rump rusty red, and clouded with white; the lower part of
the belly like the back; the large wing coverts and pinion
feathers are dark brown; the tail rusty red.

The female is dusty ashy grey j the throat whitish; the
breast of a rusty colour, speckled with white; the rump
reddish yellow.

HABITAT.-They are very common in Germany and
England. During the early part of October they migrate
to warmer regions, and return about the beginning ofApril.
In autumn and spring they resort to the hedges and low
bushes j in the summer they are found in gardens and in
the willows skirting rivers, and even dense forests. Those
which dwell in gardens also visit towns, where they perch
upon roofs, and delight the inhabitants with their morning
and evening song. In confinement a bell-shaped cage, with
light wire werk, is best, as it shows their elegant plUInsge.
They form very agreeable chamber companions.

AA



FOOD.-When wild they feed upon earth-worms,c~
and in autumn upon elderberries. When taken they are
U8U&lly .tillfied with elder berries, but l'IU"8ly become ac
customed to the universal paste. When meal.-wormll are
mixed with it they may be enticed to take it. .Ants' eggs
should be added in spring. Being delicate birds they must
have occasionally ants' eggs and meal-worms given them,
but earth-worms rarely, for these do not agree with birds
in confinement. In a cage they must be given Nightingales'
food. They can rarely be preserved longer than three or
four ye8l'll, generally dying of consumption.

BREEDING.-They build their nest in the holes of bees
or beneath the eaves of houses. It ill composed of blades
of grass, feathers, and hair, Tery loole1y plaited. The hen
lays twice a year from five to seven eggs, of an apple green
colour. Scarcely have the tail feathers sprouted, when the
young jump out of their neat, and perch upon a neigh
bouring branch, and Me fed by the old bird till full gpown.
Their plumage, before they moult, is ashy grey, checkered
with white. The- young females in the autumn are 10 like
the Nightingale as often to be mistaken for it. The best
method of keeping these birds ill to feed them upon ante'
eggs, and mixed by degrees with roll steeped in milk, and
by this means they get aecustomed to the chamber food.

MALA])lFJl.-Dysentery and COlUlumption eleatroy great
numbers of them.

CAP'l'URE.-In spring when they visit hedges they may
be gently driven to these parts where limed twigs haTe
beeB placed. Like Nightingales, they are attracted. under
nets and towards limed twigs by a bait of meal-worms. h
autumn numbers may be caught in gardens and COplle8 by
mesns of a noose baited with elder berries..

COlOlENDATOlty Q'aALITIBB.-ItS beauty itself woold
commend this bird to the fancier, but this ill eDhaaced by
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it. vivacity and its lOng. Ita body it in continual motion,
bowing and moving ita tail from lide to lide. All itl actioDi
are lively and graceful. It sings some very plening notes,
&equently embellilhing ita Bong by pa.rte borrowed from
that 01 other birds. This power of imitation, which it
a1Bo poue8le1 when at liberty, Beems peculiar to this specie..
It eyen becomes so tame as to take meal-worms from the
hand.

112.-THE HEDGE WARBLER, OR DUNNOCK.
Mc7rAClILL4 MODULABIII. Liltlt.-FAunT'Dl D'IIIVEB. Bv,f.-B.aJGz

BURBOW. M'GiUi"""'r.-Da BllAUIDLLI:. &ell..

DIIIlCJUPl'ION.-Thia bird, which in gait greatly resembles
the Wren, is five inches and a quarter long, of which the
tail oceupiel t ....o inches and a quarter. The beak is be
lines long, very pointed, black, whitish at the tip, and a rosy
red gullet; the irides are purple red; the feet of a ftesb
coloured yellow, and ten lines high; the narrow head M

well 8011 the neck ill of a dllJ'k ashy grey, with lOme solitary
deep brown spota j the back ill of a bright rust colour, with
black brown spote, like the back of the cock Sparrow j the
rump fallow; cheeks, throat, and breast, of a dark slate
eolour, or of a bluish ashy grey; the sides and thighs yel
low brown; the wingl dark brown edged with rusty colour.
and the large coverte .haye Imall white tipl; the tail dark
broWD, with paler edges.

The female i. lighter on the breast, with more brown
Ipots on the head.

BABITA.T.-It is found throughout Europe, frequenting
gardena, but preferring woodl where thicketl abound. With
UB it ia a migratory bird, although some which come from
higher latitudes remain with UI duriJag the winter, in the

A A 2
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vicinity of houses. They return about the end of M/l,l'Ch,
and remain among the hedges for some time before they
resort to the woods.

Being a very lively bird it is allowed to fly about the
room, and a fir branch is placed to perch and roost upon, or
it may have B large breeding cage with numerous perches.

FooD.-The great variety of its food is the cause of its
being able to remain the greater portion, or indeed the
whole of the year with us. They not only feed upon all
kinds of insects and worms, but also upon various kinds of
small seeds. In spring they seek· under hedges for flies,
caterpillars, and worms; in summer they feed chiefly upon
caterpillars j in autumn upon the seeds of grapes, poppy,
rape seed, and elder berries; and in winter they pick up,
when the ground is free from snow, the seeds of plants,
and if these are not to be found, they seek for spiders and
caterpillars' nests, and insects which lie concealed in cracks
-or fissures of w!llIs.

They may be fed upon all that comes to table. It seems
to relish poppy, hemp, and rape seed, and particularly the
"Universal food. They will begin eating the instant they are
placed in the room, and seem at once as familiar as if they
,had been' long accustomed to confinement.

BREEDING.-They build twice a year in thick bushes, ellpe
cially in young fir plantations. The nes~ is placed about six
feet from the ground, and is composed of delicate mosses,
,delicate twigs, and the fibres of roots, and lined inside with
deer hair, and bair fur. The eggs, five or six in number, are
greenish blue. The young are speedily hatched, and differ
greatly from their parents.

M.u.ADIEs.-If birds at large are never ill, as is generally
.believed and asserted, this bird would constitute an excep
.tion, for the young are frequently attacked with the small
'pox within the nest and after they can ilr.
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Old ones are also frequently shot and caught with swollen
and inflamed legs and eyes. During the first three months
they have swollen eyes, and bald margins to the eyes; the
beak then becomes scaly, thence it proceeds to the feet, aDd
at last all over the body. Notwithstanding all this, they will
sometimes survive for eight or ten years.

CA1'TURE.-This bird is easily caught at its return in the
spring. If it be oblilerved in a hedge, which is very easy
from its call-note, izzri, a spot near the bird must be sought
and freed from grass and moss, so that tha mould is laid
bare. Plant this with liIlJed twigs, some earth-worms, or
meal-worms, as a bait, and cautiously chase the birds to the
spot. As soon as they see the naked ground they fly at
once to it, and blindly entangle themselves in endeavouring
to get the bait.

In autumn it will visit the fowling-floor and the springe,
and in winter it will creep into the TitmoUlle traps.

COMMENDATORY QUALITLKs.-However agreeable this
bird is in the chamber from its vivacity, cheerfulness, bold
ness, and agreeable song, yet it scarcely deserves the name
of Tree Nightingale which is applied to it, its song having
not the most remote resemblance to that of the Nightin-
gale. The bird, when singing, moves continually both wings.
and tail, and sings throughout the whole year, moulting
time excepted. When reared yaung it will embellish its
song with that of the birds that hang around, but never
learns to imitate the song of the Nightingale, as has been
asserted.

When contending with other birds for a place at the food
trough, it sings the whole time like the Crested Lark ancl
White Wagtail.
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113.-THE REDBREAST.
1I0tiDILLA RunauLA. .Li7lft.-BDuGE GoRGE. B"'--Bo..Bm

BU4IIT. Jl'GillWrall.-DAJJ RoTllUHLlllID. BedI..

DESOBIPTIOl'I'.-Thia bird. ia well known throughout
Europe. ItIllength ia five and three-quarters, of which the
tail mell8uretl two inchllll and a quarter; the beak ia five
lines long, horny brown i the base of the under mandible
and the irides black brown, u also the shanks, which are
eleven lines high i forehead, cheeks, under part of the body,
of a deep orange red; the upper part of the wing coverts of
a dirty olive green; rump, Bides, and vent, paler; the sides
of the neck and of the brell.llt of a beautiful bright grey; the
pinion feathers and tail feathers dark brown, margined with
olive green.

The female ia rather smaller; not so omnge red upon the
forehead; paler on the breast; the feet of a fleshy brown,
and usually wanting the yellow spots upon the wing coverfB;
but very old females have also yellow markings there.

There are also white and variegated varieties. When in
confinement, if the wing and tail feathers are succeesive1y
plucked out at any other time but moulting, these feathers
will be replaced by white ones. With these the birds look
'Very pretty; but.these feathers being 'Very tender are eaaily
broken.

fuBITU.-During their migration they are found in
multitudes in every hedge and bush, but in summer chiefly
in large woods. They return from their Inigration about the
middle of March, and then wander about in the hedges for
a fortnight or three weeks before they resort to the woods.
In October they hunt through all the bushes, and then
slowly migrate again; but some remain af! late as November,
and a few even throughout the winter, but their life ia
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UBUally sacrificed by th8118 delays. They draw n8lR' benls
and bOUBe8, and are BOOn caught eiiher by mea. or cats. If
• this eeuon they are brought into .. warm room, tbey die
almOBt immediately; but if iDtroduced fint into .. eold
room, and by degrees into a warmer one, they live as well all

thoBe wlrieh were caught in the spring or autumn.
It is very contented if allowed to have the range of a

room, and will li1'8 from eight to twelve yean. He iB a
Tery unsociable bUd, and will not permit a companion to
liTe with him.

FooD.-JanUBI.'J-iDaectB, "WOr1II1!l, and. chrysalids; Feb.
ruary-inseetB, 'WOl'mll, and wood-lice; Mareh-ehrysalids
and worms; April-moths, eggs of insects, and cockchaferl!l ;
May-grubs and beetles; June, flies, moths, spiders, and
worms; July-moths, butterflies, and wood.lice; August
and September-the same, and worms; October--eggs of
imects and aquatic inse~; November-worms and ehrysa- I

lids; December-chrysalids, grubs, and eggs of moths.
In confinement they feed upon all kinds of insects,

earth-worms, and berries, when once familiarised, whieh
is easily effected by an earlh-worm or two, or a few meal
worms. They even become satisfied with snything that
may be thrown to them, and are particularly fond of fresh
cheese.

They daily require fresh water, both for drinking snd
bathing. In the latter operation they make themselves
80 wet, that not a particle of colour is to be traced upon
them.

BRZEDING.-Theybuild twice a year, the nest being placed
near the ground, in moss, in the fissures of rocks, under
the roots of trees. The nest is badly built, consisting exter
nally of moss, and lined within with blades of grass, the
hair of animals, and birds' feathers. Its favourite place is
in those spots where its nest can be covered by roots or
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mosB, and prefers to have its entrance in front. The female
lays from four to seven eggs, the ground colour of which is
yellowish white, with scattered reddish yellow spots and
stripes at one end, appearing like a ring. The young are
completelycovered with yellowish down, like young chickens,
and then change to grey, with each of the small feathers
having a dirty yellow margin. It is after the first moult
that they obtain the orange red. They are reared upon
roll steeped with milk, and are hung close to the Nightin
gale, of whose song they acquire several notes, which, intro
duced into their own, forms a very agreeable melody.

MALADIEs.-They are subject to dysentery, but a few
spiders, ants' eggs, and meal-worms, will usually cure them
of consumption.

CAFTuRE.-In the spring, when they resort to hedges
and bushes, sticks are passed transversely through the
hedge, and covered with limed twigs, and then by gently
beating the bushes, they are driven to the limed twigs. The
Hedbreast is accustomed to perch upon every low twig that
sticks out of the hedge j hence they can bettel' look around
upon the earth for worms. This in Thuringia is called
the Redbreast hunt, and in this way are they caught in
great numbers. They can also be caught in the same way
as the Hedge 'Varbler, by means of baring a spot of ground,
planting it with limed twigs, and using ba.its of earth.
worms andmeal·worms. They may also be caught in
Nightingale nets and the Titmouse trap; but they are more
frequently caught by the springe in autumn, when it is
baited with elder berries, their favourite food at this
selLllon.

COlOO:NDATORY QUALITIEs.-Their pretty colours, and
great tameness, recommend them as chamher birds. They
become so familiar that they will· perch upon the table,
and eat from a plate and the hand. They are .besides
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exceedingly lively, in constant motion, hopping hither and
thither, bowing continually. To the amateur they are
rendered attractive by their peculiarly melancholy song.
In the ca.ge they sing louder and better than when freely
Hying about the room; but they also pipe very beautifully,
even when they are not confined in a cage. In the spring
their song is loudest.

If living in the country, they may be accustomed to:fly
in and out of the room, not only when reared young, but
also when caught adult, and this more easily than any other
bird.

114.-THE BLUE THROAT.

MOTACILLA SUECICA. Linn.-LB G<lRGB BLBU. Bv,ff.-DAB

BLAUUHLCHBN. &cA.

DESORll'TION.-This beautiful bird partly resembles the
White Wagtail, and partly the Redstart, and therefore con
stitutes a link between the two. Its length is five inches
and a half; the tail is two inches and II. quarter long; the
beak- pointed, blackish, yellowish at the angles; the irides
brown; the feet of a :fleshy brown; the toes blackish; the
shin one inoh two lines high; the head, back, and wing
coverts ashy brown, with a darker watering; above each
eye runs a reddish white line; the ch\leks are dark brown,
sprinkled with rusty colour; the throat, half-way down the
breast, is of a beautiful dark sky blue, with a shining white
round spot, about the size of a pea, at the gullet, which,
particularly as the bird sings, enlarges and diminishes
successively, producing the most beautiful effect; the belly
is dirty white; the vent yellowish; and the thighs and
sides reddish grey; the pinion feathers dark brown; and
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.the tail feathers rnaty red at the baa. &me maleB !me
two BIDall silver white spots on the tbl'Ollt.

The female is readily distinguilhed. !II. young birds
merely a blue tinge is seen at the sidea of the iAroat. b.t
in older ones it forms two long stripes at-the aidea of the
neck; the throat blue; the yellow red band of the breut
is wanting; round the gullet there is • yellowish white
tinge; at the sides there is a longiiudinal black stripe; and.
the feet ue flesh coloured.

HABlTAT.-In ita wild state this bird. exists aU 'mer
Europe. It is migratory, and found at the commencement
of April, when on its journey towards the north. It builds
but occasionally with us. When snow and cold weather
occurs, it may be found in great flocks near brooks and
about the hedges surrounding moist meadows, also on dung
heaps near farm.yards. In mountainous districts they search
during summer for those spots where water is to be found.

They may be allowed to run freely about the chamber,
and afford 8mUl!lement by their curious aclioD8. 'nleir
tameness is so great that they will approach clOlely and eat
anything from the hand. If placed in & cage, they sing
very 8.llsiduously. A Nightingale cage is the best to select
for them, that they may not so easily BOil or destroy their
beautiful plumage. Neverlhel6!8 their delicate tail feathers
are soon lost.

FooD.-They feed chiefly upon water insects, earth.
worms, and the cabbage caterpillar, &C. They &110 eat
elder berries.

When first introduced to the room they feed upon anta'
eggs and meal.worms. If allowed to run freely about, these
are mixed with the general food, and they BOon get aceua
tomed to the diet. Occasionally ants' eggs and mea1-wonDB
must be given to them. In the cage they are fed upon the
Nightingale food, and on that food will live six or eight
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yean. They are very voracious, eating daily their own
weight of the firat universal paete, hence they frequently
void their excrement. A daily aupply of fresh water for
~g and bathing mUBt be given them. Like the Red
breast, they nearly conceal their plumage by their profuse
use of water. It is aingular that they always bathe in the
afternoon, which I have obsel'Ved. in many for several suc
cessive yelU'll.

MALADIEB.-Theyare subject to dysentery and atrophy,
which are cured in the manner described. in the introduc
tion.

CAP!'URz.-U is said that the Blue Throat is rare, and
that in Germany they occur only e¥ery five or ten years; but
this is certainly erroneous. Even in Thuringia this opinion
was entertained, until I informed persons in my vicinity of
the time of their return, since which numbers have been
caught yearly. In those spots, near brooks and ponds,
where the earth is a little l~osened., a bait of earth-worms
and meal-worms may be placed, and limed twigs planted
around. The birds are slowly driven thither, and are easily
caught. They also visit the Tit trap and the Nightingale
net, when placed near a hedge or a brook where they are
observed.

In the autumn, when they are IlOOD. in cabbage gardens,
it ia only necessary to place sticks with limed twigs upon
them, with a bait of meal-worms, and they are readily
caught. They will also at this period visit, although rarely,
the trap at the watering-place.

COKYJlIrnATORY QUALITIES.-Its tameness, its cheerful
ness, its beauty, and its song, alike render this bird attractive
to the amateur. Hence it has obtained in Thuringia a new
name, and is most commonly known as the Italian or even
the East Indian Nightingale. It runs very rapidly, jerking
its tail upwards, and spreading it like a fan. It is to be
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regretted that upon first moulting it loses the brightness
of its plumage, the blue on the breast becoming lighter, and
ultimately of a whitish grey.

It becomes in a few days so tame that it will eat from
the band, and it may be accustomed to come at 8 certain
call or whistle. Its song is very fine, and sounds as if it
uttered two voices at once, a harp-like trilling, as the
ground tone between which it pipes its multifarious flute
like strains.

When at liberty in the room, it prefel'B those spots where
the sun shines, and seems to rest upon its belly when it
sings. Its song greatly resembles that of the White Wag
tail, but is much embellished by its harp-like tones.

115.-THE ARBOUR BIRD, OR SMALLER
PETTYCHAP.

:M:OTACILLA HIPPOLAIs. Linn.-LB BEC'J'IN 1 POITBIKB JAmrB.

Temm.-Dm BASTARD NACHTIGALL. Bec1I..

DESCRIPTION.-This admirable singing bird is met with
wherever bushes, groves, and woods abound. It is five
inches and a half long, of which the tail occupies two inches
and a quarter. The beak is seven lines long, straight, ob
tuse, broad at the base, grey, inclining to blue above, and
beneath yellow, passing into flesh colour, with yellowish
angles to the beak.; the irides are dark brown; the feet
lead coloured j tbe legs ten lines higb j the pointed head,
the back, rump, and smaller wing coverts, are olive ashy
grey j a bright yellow stripe runs from the nostrils to the
eyes j the under part of the body is of a beautiful bright
yellow j the wings are dark brown;
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lliBITA.T.-It resides in gardens, copses, and the skirts
of woods, and more especially prefers those woods which

have occasional fir trees. It arrives towards the end of
April, and retires again at the end of August, before moult
ing time. It is kept in a Nightingale cage j but it must
not be moved or disturbed, a8 it would not survive these
changes.

FOOD.-It feeds upon all kinds of insects, smooth cater
p~,tlies, gnats, spiders, and beetles, and even berries.
In confinement it will scarcely eat anything but insects,

Coogle
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flies, and meal-worms; and affords much amWl8ment. It is
difficult to accustom it to the Nightingale food.

BREEDING.-These birds form a v~ry artificial nest, gene
rally built about eight feet from the ground in the fork of a
tree. It is built of the white bark of the beeI:b. dried pl8.nts,
and wool, and the upper edge is fonned of iepsrate white
feathers, whence, from the whiteaess of the materials used,
it has the appearance of being made of paper. It is lined
with delicate grallleB. The female lays five eggs, of a bright
red, but after aeveral days hatching they beeome of a dark
flesh colour, sprinkled "With duk red spots, These birds
breed but once a Y"'~ and it they obt!en'e a person more
than once in the TieiJrity of their n., tlley will desert either
eggs or yoUDg. -

If a peI"lMlll wishes to introdaee thiJt agreeable "ird into
the chamber, .. is often done in Hege, it is' best t<t rear it
from the nest, and feed it upon ants' eep .00. minced ox
heart; but if; BlDst be kept in one spot in • warm situation.
It will then be observed that thi. bird mouJta in December
and January; IIDd, therefore, mipatm wq far to the south
in the winter.

M.A.LADIEs.-In tLeae it~ fihe Nightingale.
CA.PTURE.-Thelle binIa are diSeu1t to capt.ure, and this

is only to be attained by meaDllol limed twigs placed near
the nest. It rarely visits the water trap. They are some
times caught in springs baited with currants, in August.

Thesafeatway•.however,is to real' ~mfrom thenest,ror
the taming of adults rarely succooda. -

COMKENDA1'OBY QUALITUIi.-These birds are called
Bastard Nightingales, for their so:Q.g is flute-like, variable,
continuous, and melodious, mingled with occasional shrill
and shrieking tones. While singing they greatly distend
the throat. Their call-note is dad:, tlack, jUha!!, jiJ1uI!!!
-their pI umage is attractive. '
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116.-THE REED WREN.
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)[OUClII.oU ABVllDm'.IICI:A. Lilm.-F.U1VJ:1'TJ1 D:18 RosEAUX. Buff.
Do TJaCBlWlQD. Bd.

DJIIOBIP'l'Wlf.-This bird is often mistaken for othaN or
a Iimilar plumage, and also confounded in dielcription with
the Beed Thrush, an.d, in ita mode
of liftlt with the Reed :Bunting. It
is five inches long, of which the tail
oecupiea two. The beak is &even
lines long, brown above, yellowUh
beneath; the irides chesnut brown ;
the feet lead eoloured, and the legs
eight lines high; the hinder toe
awl nail very lItout; the upper part of the body and cheeks
are olive brown; the anterior pinion feathen blackish; the
posterior ones dark brown, all margined with olive brown;
the coverts resemble the back; the tail feathers are like the
pinion feathers, but with a broader olive brown margin; the
tail is very much rounded and almost conical.

The female is not greatly different. The head is bright
brown; a white line extends acrotlS the middle of the eyes ;
the whole of the upper part of the liody is reddish grey;
the throat white; breast and belly whitish grey, with a yel
low tinge; the pinion feaUlers of a darker brown than the
tail featllers, and with olive grey edges.

KulTAT.-It is found throughout Europe, in spots wbe10e
reeds and l'UIhh abound. It migratea towards the com
mencement of September, and retume again about the
middle of April It may be noticed actively climbing up the
!RemS of reeds. It is a very delicate bini, and requires to
be kept in a Nightingale'. cage.

FOOD.-It feeds upon all kinds of water iDseeta, and will,
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in cases of necessity, eat berries. In confinement it must
be fed upon the Nightingale food., and requires, in the cage,
to have all kinde of insects given to it, such as flies, gnats, &e.

BREEDING.-Its nest, which is long, and built among the
reeds, to the stems of which it is very artistically plaited., is
generally placed near the water side; externally it consists
of blades of dried grass, and internally of hair and wool.
The eggs, five or six in number, are greenish white, spotted
and sprinkled with olive green. The young must.be reared
upon ants' eggs.

CAPTURE.-Theyare most commonly caught by removing
the turf from a spot, baiting it with meal-worms, and
placing limed twigs over it.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIES.-It is rather an agreeable
songster, with a melody like the Arbour Bird, but not with
the same fulness. What renders it so agreeable is its habit
of commencing its varied song in the evening twilight or the
morning dawn.

ll'1.-THE WILLOW WREN.
MOTACILLJ. AOOlllD>ULA. Linn.-LE BEC-:rIN POBILwr. Temm.

Do FITIs BANGO. Beck.

DESCRIPTION.-This bird is four inches two lines long,
of which the beak occupies five lines and the tail nearly two

inches; the beak is very pointed, the
upper mandible brown; the under
mandible and the throat yellow; the
feet ilesh coloured; the legs eight
lines high; the upper part of the
body is of a deep olive colour;

~iiIf!~~~~~:Eabove the eyes there is a whitish
yellow stripe, and at the ears there is a reddish grey spot;

Coogle
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the cheeks are yellowish; throat and breast whitish yellow.
sprinkled with a deeper yellow; the pinion and tail feathers
dark brown.

PECULURITIES.-This little bird is found where there is
much underwood, especially in those parts where willows
abOlmd. It is a migratory bird, and arrives in the middle
of April, and leaves us at the beginning of October. In
August it is observed in multitudes among willows; at that
time the whole of the under part of the body of young birds
is of a pale brimstone yellow, and is therefore more beautiful
than after moulting.

It feeds upon small insects and their eggs, and also eats
red and black elder berries. If flies are to be procured it
can be familiarised to the chamber even adult; its wings are
not then clipped, and it is allowed to fly about the room.
It will eat fresh and dried ants' eggs, aJ;ld will not reject the
llIliversal food, or crushed hemp seed. It at once selects a..
place to perch in the room, either the corner of a cupboard,
or a cage, or even prefers a string to which cages which are
drawn upwards by means of a roller are attached. From
this spot it flies off at least twice every minute, making the
circuit of the whole room, catching flies in its course. It,
conveys these to its perch and eats them. They are lively.
birds which scarcely soil the furniture, and often utter thein
long shrill notes. They very speedily clear a room of Hies._
When flies begin to be scarce, it is merely necessary to·
throw a few into the food trough, and they will then speedily;
accustom themselves to the chamber food. Their nest is:
built beneath a bush, of the form of an oven, and is con-·
structed of moss and leaves, and lined with feathers. TheY'
lay from six to seven white eggs, which are sprinkled witru
violet. The young are very active: the yellow ones are re
moved and reared upon ants' eggs and roll steeped in milk.

In the autumn these birds are caught in nooses bait£d
B B
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with elder berries. In the spring they may be caught in
hedges into which sticks are thrust and covered with limed
twigs and baited with small meal.worms. Throughout the
lIummer they frequently visit the watering place, for they
are Vf:Jry fond of bathing.

118.-THE RUFOUS WARBLER.

MOTACILLA RUPA. LinR.-FAUVETTE RoUSSE. Bv,I.-DEB WUDU·
ZUlIG. Beck.

DEBCBIPTION.-Next to the Golden Wren this is the
IImaliest of European birds. It ill only four inches long,
of which the beak comprises four lines, and the tail one
inch and three.quarters; the feet are eight lines high, and
black brown j the beak is very pointed, and dark brown j

ibe eyes are dark brown.
In colour it approaches nelLrest to the Willow Wren.

The upper part of the body is reddish grey, lllightly glit
tering with olive green; the cheeks are brownish; the under
part of the body 811 far as the bre&B~ is of a reddish grey,
dirty white on the belly, sprinkled all over, and even beneath
the wings, with small rusty yellow spots j the pinion and
iail feathers are blackish grey.

The female is rather BIDaller, and less sprinkled with
yellow beneath.

PEOULUXITIE8.-Although this bird can endure cold
better than the other warblers, and is to be met with even
88 early 8S March in hedges, gardens, and willow trees, to
rear it for the chamber it must be brought up from the nest.
In April it repairs to the woods, particularly to copses
where its note may frequently be heard. In OctobeP it
:returns in multitudes to gardens and willows, and at the
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commencement of November it retires to warmer situations.
It is found throughout Europe. It feeds upon small insecte
and their eggs, and in autumn upon elder berries. In the
chamber it will live if flies can be procured, and readily
accustoms itself to Nightingales' food.

Its nest is built upon the ground, and consists of a large
round lump of grass, wool, and feathers. The female lays
from five to seven white eggs, speckled with red. The
young are reared upon ants' eggs.

This bird may be allowed to fly freely about the room, or
placed in a narrow cage with several perches.

119.-THE WREN.
SYLVIA TROGLODTTES. Linn.-RoI'll!:LlIiT. Bur.-Du ZAuniiNIG.

:&cA.

DESCRIl'TION.-This is one of the smallest of our chamber
birds. It is three inches and a half long, of which the tail
occupies one inch and a quarter; the beak is five lines long,
slightly curved in front, dark brown above, yellowish white
beneath; the irides nut brown; the feet are grey brown,
seven lines high; the upper part of the body is a rust
brown, indistinctly striped with dark brown; above the
eyes there is a reddish white stripe; the wings dark brown,
and the tail rust coloured, and both are beautifully striped
with black; the under part of the body is reddish grey.

The female is smaller, more reddish brown, marked above
and beneath with indistinct transverse stripes, and the feet
are yellow.

lliBITAT.-It is found throughout Europe, especially in
mountainous and woody districts. It does not migrate,
generally continuing in the vicinity of dwellings.

BB2
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It requires a large wooden or wire cage, but the bars
must be close together. When let fly freely about, it is
impo88ible to keep it long, as its small size favours its
escape.

FOOD.-When wild it feeds throughout the year upon
small insects. In winter it seeks them in barns, stables,
cellars, the clefts of walls, &c. In autumn it will also eat
elder berries.

As soon as it is captured it is necessary to gi~e it meal
worms, flies, and elder berries, and these must be gradually
mixed. with Nightingales' food, which will then become its
usual fare. I am acqllainted with persons who have by
this means kept adult birds a long time.

BREEDING.-Any hole or crevice seems to suit the Wren
in which to build its nest. It is, therefore, found in fissures
of the ground, in hollow trees, between the roots of trees,
under the eaves of houses-in short, wherever it can be con
cealed. It is of an oval form, the outside consisting of
moss, and lined within with feathers and hairs; at the side
or above is the little aperture where they creep in or out.
The female lays from six to eight pretty little white eggs,
which are dotted with red. I know instances in which it
has built its large nest in an arm chair, and in this situa
tion even laid eggs. The young are of a rusty colour,
sprinkled with white and black, and they can be reared
with ants' eggs, the ordinary chamber food being by degrees
mixed with it.

CAPTURE.-If in wiitter a White Throat trap is planted
in a spot where they are observed to frequent, and baited
with meal-worms, they are easily caught.

In the autumn also they can be caught in a noose baited
with elder berries, but with every care they frequently break
their legs.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIES.-It is an extremely ani.
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mated bird, incessantly making all kinds of' agreeable
motions, bowing almost continually.

Although so small, it sing!! with great power, and through
out the whole year. Its song is pleasing and varied, in.
traducing occasionally some notes borrowed from the Canary,
which are even rendered more agreeable, and consist of' dis
tinct loud notes, gradually falling. I have never been able
to keep it longer than a year, although some fanciers say
they may be kept for two or three years.

120.-THE GOLDEN·CRESTED WREN.

MOTACILLA REGULUS. Li"".-RoITELET SOUCI OU POULE. Buff.
DAS GOLDHAHNCHEN. Beck.

DESCRIPTION.-This, the smallest of European birds, is
three inches and a half long, of which the tail occupies one
inch Rnd 0. quarter j the beak is four lines long, thin, very
pointed, and black j the nostrils are covered by 0. feather
split like a comb; the irides dark brown; the feet pale
brown j the legs eight lines high j the forehead. is brown
yellow; from the angles of the beak to the eye a black
l'ltripe extends; the cheeks are ashy grey j the sides of the
neck greenish yellow; the back shoulders and rump Siskin
green j the throat yellowish white j the rest of the under
part of the body dirty white j the wing coverts dark grey j

the tail blackish grey, edged with green.
HABITAT.-These beautiful little birds inhabit the whole

Df the old world. Their favourite abode is fir woods; they
appear to be migratory in the northern regions, leaving in
October, and returning in March-at least they Rrc then ob
served on their passage in Germany, and in May the hedges
are full of them. Our Datives are resident birds, for they
are seen throughout the year, and in wmter they generally
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&Bsociate in small flocks, and range about with the TitB
seeking those parts where food is abundant. The bell
shaped cage is best suited to them: some penon! place
them in a large breeding cage, which should have a branch
of fir or pine. Reared from the nest they may be &CCUIl

tomed to the room if a few branches are strewed about.
They are very fond of these, and if many birds are kept
thoy will perch in a row upon the SlWle twig, ranged closely
together, and sleep in this manner.

FOOD. - When wild they feed on all kinds of insects
and their grubs i as their beaks open widely they will also
swallow large flies. By throwing flies into the trough they
may be easily accustomed ·to the general food of the Night
ingale, and will also subsequently freely eat crushed hemp
seed. But they must not be deprived of insects too sud
denly, and even later they will occasionally require a. few
flies, chopped meal-worms, and dry or fresh ants' eggs;
and to keep them in good health for some yean their general
food must not be too stiff or too moist, and rape seed muat
be carefully kept from them.

BUEDING.-Their round ball-shaped nest is fixed to the
end of 11 branch, generally of the pine or fir, and is very
soft to the touch, from the small particles of moss and tufts
of thistle down of which it consists. In this about nine
flesh coloured eggs are laid, of about the size of a pea. It
is usually found in plantations or meadows, upon the eastern
side of fir trees. The young are easily reared upon chopped
meal.worms, flies, ants' eggs, and roll steeped in milk;
but they mu.st be nearly full fledged before they are
removed from the nest. Those, however, are most easily
reared which are caught after they have flown from the
nest.

CAPTURJl:.-To catch them it is merely necessary to take
~ stick with a. limed twig attaohed, and gently approaching
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the tree where the bird is perched, touch him with it:
they are not at· all shy.

They can also be shot with water, although this is rather
a dangerous underta.king, and requires some precaution. A
fowling piece is loaded with powder, and felt is rammed
upon it. The water is carried in a I!lmall bottle until the
bird is seen, when about two spoonsful are thrown into the
barrel, another ramming of felt is put in, but very carefully,.
lest the water should reach the powder. At a distance of·
twenty feet, this load, discharged at the bird, will wet it s(}
completely, that it may be readily taken by the h~ lJUt if
there are hedges in the vicinity, and a rather strong bird ill.
shot, a ChaOinch for inatance, it will often escape.

They frequently visit the watering place, a.ud then make
their preeence known by their frequent CIIfi.eote, zitt, zitt!
indicating also that the sun .. eet, and that the larger
birda may be expected.

In the courae of a few daYB they become 80 tame as evellt
to eat out of the hand. It is, however, very difficult to.
rear these tender little birda, but if once familiarised they
are YerY hardy.

CoJlllUDUOBY Quu.ttIEs.-From their IDIIJlllnesI!l and
beauty they lII'e very agreeable chamber birdlJ. Their song,
it is·:tne, is very soft, but a is very.modklus. It resembles
that of tile 0Jmary.

121.-THE WHEATEAR.

MOTACILLA 1ENANTBE. Linn.-CUL BLANo. Buff.-n....
WEISS SOBWANZIGE STElllBOHlIATZ:&ll. Ikch.

DEBClUPTIOll'.-A bird well known throughout Europe,
88 well as in the northern parbil of Asia. It has the appear
anoo and the me of the Wagtail, but So ahorter uw. aud .a
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broader breast. It is fiye inches and a half long, of which
the tail occupies one inch and ten lines; its beak is Beven
lines long, and black; the irides black, as well as the feet
the latter are one inch high; the forehead is white, and
this colour extends on each side in a stripe; over the eyes
a black stripe extends from the nostrils across the eyes, and
enlarges upon the cheeks; the whole of the upper part of

the body, and the scapulars, are of a bright grey, watered
with an indistinct reddish tinge around the base of the lower
mandibles; the feathers are reddish white; the neck, throat,
and upper part of the breast are of a bright rusty colour ;
"the rest of the under part of the body white, with a rusty
.yellow tinge at the sides and the vent; the wings are black,
.the large coverts and the posterior pinion feathers with

Googe
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reddish tips; the tail white, its tip black, those of the two
central feathers black to the middle.

The young, before they moult, are brown above, with
rusty spots and reddish yellow beneath, with black dots

. after the first moult: both male and female retain for a
whole year the reddish grey back ot'the adult female.

HA1HTAT.-It is found chiefly in mountainous and stony
districts. During its migrations, it will perch in fields
upon isolated stumps, boundary stones, and other elevated
spots. It is rarely seen in bushes or upon trees. It leaves
during the first half of September, and returns during the
first half or about the middle of April, when the.night frosts
ha.ve ceased.

It must be placed in a Nightingale cage, or in a large
breeding cage. Itmay also be allowed to run freely about, but
not before it has been accustomed to confinement, for if not
well fed at first, it usually dies. But it can rarely be tamed.

FOOD.-When wild it feeds upon all kinds of beetles and
flies, which it catches as they run along. In captivity it
must immediately have a quantity of ants' eggs and meal
worms. It usually dies of dysentery, and, what is most
singular, even when it has not tasted the house food. It
may subsequently be fed upon Nightingale food, and also
occasionally upon roll steeped in milk. It can be preserved
thus for a couple of years.

BBEEDING.-ItS nest, which consists of blades of grass
and bird's feathers plaited together, is usually placed
in the fissures of stone quarries or in holes on banks of
streams, in empty mole-hills, and among heaps of stones.
The female lays from five to six greenish white eggs. The
young are removed nearly fledged, and are fed upon ants'
eggs and roll steeped in milk.

Their CUTURE may be effected. by placing limed twigs
in those spots where they frequent.
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CO](YENDATORY QUALITIES.-Very few would take the
trouble to tu.me this bird when full grown. I have one now
in my room which was familiarised by my accidenta.lly
having given it fresh ants' eggs. Its appearance is hand
some, continually bowing and spreading out its tail; and
its song is not disagreeable, but it has a ha.rsh note in the
middle.

122.-THE WHINCHAT.
MOTACILLA RUBETRA. Linn.-LE GRAND TRAQUET on TAlUBlL

Buff.-DEB BBAU!JII:EHLtzB STEll(SCHlIlATZEB. Beck.

DESCRIPTION.-ThiS is a delicate chamber bird, and is
found among isolated bushes in fields and highwa.ys. It is
four inches ten lines long; its beak and feet are black, the
latter nine lines high; the whole of the upper part; of the
body is black brown, in very old birds black, all the feathers
strongly margined with a bright rusty colour, which causes
it to have a black and rusty coloured striped appearance;
in the spring a white stripe extends from the nostrils, pass
ing over the eyes, beyond the ears; the cheeks and temples
are black; throat and breast yellowish red, the former
enclosed at the chin and sides with white--or rather, there
is a white stripe around the lower mandible and around the
temples and cheeks; the belly, sides, and vent, are reddish
white; the pinion feathers ure black, edged with red; the
pO'Sterior ones with a white base j the basal half of the tail
is white; and the apical half dark brown.

The female is throughout paler; the stripes of the eyes
yellowish white; the upper side of the body dark brown,
with rusty spots; the cMleks dark brown; the throat reddish
white.
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This bird varies until ita third year. The young, whieh
may be observed in summer sitting in crowds upon the
stal.ks of cabbages and vegetables, are rust coloured before
the first moult. The sexes may be distinguished by the
lighter or the darker colours of the back and cheeks.

lIABITAT.-These birds are most frequently met with 011

the edges of forests. It arrives at the commencement of
May, and leaves us again about the end of September. In
August it may be seen in cabbage fields, perched upon the
stump.
It requires to be placed in a Nightingale cage.
FOOD.-When wild, these birds feed upon small ground

beetles and other flying insects. When ca.ught it is scarcely
poBBible to induce them to eat. At first it must have
nothing but small beetles and flies; after which it will eat
meal-worms, and speedily feed upon ants' eggs, and the
usual Nightingale food.

BUEDING.-The nest is usually built in the long grass
of meadows or gardens. It is constructed of dry grass and
moss, and lined with feathers and ha.ir. From five to seven
eggs are laid, of a beautiful bright green colour. YOlmg
birds reared upon ants' eggs are more easy to keep than
old ones, and this is the best way of introducing the bird to
the aviary.

CAPTuRB.-In the spring, when these birds are observed
in fields or meadows, some limed twigs are placed on & spot
to which the birds are gently hunted; and as they perch
upon almost everything th&t projects, they lI.l'e easily
caugh'.

COlOlElIDATORY QUA..LITIES.-It is a handsome bird,
which, however lively and cheerfully it may comport itself
in the fields, is very still and melancholy in confinement.
When allowed to run freely about, it only moves to its
food,. and then resumes its former place, and keeps its head
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buried in its breast. Its song is pleasing, and very much
resembles that of the Goldfinch. It is the more esteemed
from singing not merely during the day, but also in the
twilight, often late at night.

123.-THE STONECHAT.

MOnCILLA RUBICOLA. LillfL-LB TRAQUBT. Bvt.-Du
SCHWARZKEHIGB STEINSCHHATZKB. Buh.

DXSCRIl'TION.-This bird is rather more rare than the
preceding species, being chiefly found in mountains in Ger
many. It is four inches and a half long, of which the tail
measures one inch and a half; the beak is black a.nd four
lines long; the feet are nine lines high, and also black j the
irides are nut brown; the upper side of the body brownish
black, with reddish white margins; the rump white; cheeks
and throat black, the latter margined with white j the
breast rusty red, merging into white towards the belly;
the wings are dark brown, all the feathers margined with
rusty red j the tail is blackish, and all the feathers are
margined with pale rusty red.

The female is paler; the rump brownish; the throat
white, spotted with black; the breast and abdomen paler.

P.aCULIARITIES.-This bird leaves us in September, and
returns at the end of May. In habits it resembles the pre
ceding bird. It feeds upon beetles and flies, and, being a
very delicate bird, requires to be fed in confinement upon
the Nightingale food. Its nest is built beneath a bush, or
in the fissures of stones, and contains five greenish white
eggs. The young are reared upon ants' eggs. The bird is
commonly kept in a cage. They sit very still, and sing like
the White Throat. They are rarely to be familiarised when
adult.
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124.-THE ALPINE WARBLER.
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MOTACILLA ALPINUS. Linn.-FAUVETTE DBa ALPES. Buff.-DIE
ALPENSANGEB, or ELUELLEBCHE. Beck. •

DESCRIPTION.-This bird, from its equivocal markings,
haa been classed with the Larks, with the Starlings, and
with the Warblers. It is about the size of the Skylark.
It is six inches and a half long, of which the tail measures
nearly three inches j the beak is six lines long, dark brown
above, orange yellow beneath, and the mandibles are com
pressed at the sides j the irides yellow j the feet are light
brown, and one inch high j the head, the upper and lower
neck, and the back also, are of a bright ashy grey, or rather
whitish grey, the former spotted with pale brown, and the
latter with dark brown, and the sides of the back, in addi
tion, with rusty spots j the rump is reddish grey j the
throat is white, with dark brown muscle-shaped spots, and
towards the breast it is enclosed with a dark brown line j

the gullet and the breast whitish grey j the sides of the
breast, the belly, and beneath the wings, are of a beautiful
brown red; the abdomen greenish white, with obsolete
dark grey undulating lines j the vent dark brown j the
small wing cover.ts grey, with a greenish reflection j the
pinion feathers are brownish grey, with a brighter edge;
the tail feathers dark brown, marked with a rusty yellow
spot upon the under web.

The female and young birds are variegated with dark
brown upon the abdomen and breast j they are also darker
upon the back j and the beautiful throat appears as if it
were faded.

PECULIARITIEB.-This bird is found upon the mountains
which skirt the Alps in Switzerland and Southern Germany.



In these pasture lands it is 8.B abundant as the Skylark
with UB. In winter it visits the valleys, and frequents
barns near villages, where it is commonly caught in great
numbers. They geuerally perch upon the ground, where
they run as swiftly as the Wagtails, jump upon atones, and
but rarely perch upou trees.

They feed upon all kinds of seeds and inseets. In con
finement they can be fed upon crushed hemp, poppy seed,
lwead, roll, and ants' eggs. They live several years; and
in Switzerland bird·fanciers keep them frequently in Cages.
Their soug is pleasing, but anxious and melancholy. They
comport themBelves elegantly, and in hopping frequently
move the tail and wings.

Their nest is found upon the ground, and occasionally
in the fiasureB of rocks, from which it has received the
name of Rock Lark.

125.-THE PIED WAGTAIL.

MOTACILL4 ALBA. Lin".-LAVJJmID. lJt4'.-Dm WBIsn

BACII,IlDLU, 1J«:1.

DE8CBIPTION.-This bird is well known throughout the
whole of the old world. It is seven inches long, of which

the tail comprises three inches and
a half; the beak is five lines long,
sharply pointed and black; the irides
dark brown; the feet are slender,
black, and one inch high j the vertex,
as far as the neok, is black; the

~~S5~alS'iiillFfest of the upper part of the body,
the sides of the breast, and the small wing covertl!, are
bluish ashy grey; the forehead, the cheeks, aDd sides
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of the neck, are snowy white; the throat and gullet, and
half way down the breast, black; the rest of the lower
part of the body is white j the wings dark brown; the
coverts and posterior pinion featlsers widely margined with
white, whence upon the wings there is an oblique white
line; the tail feathers are black, the external ones almost
entirely white, and the second marked more than half way
with a conical white IlpOt.

The female wants the white forehead. and cheeks; the
black vertex is smaller.

The young, until their first moult, have a very different
appearance. These, with the young of the Yellow Wagtail,
both of which frequent putures in large Hocke, have been
considered a distinct species. The whole of the upper part
of the body is grey, or ashy grey; the throat and abdomltu
dirty white; above the breast there is usually a band, either
entire or interrupted, of & grey or greyish brown colour;
and the wings are margined with white.

These birds being so abundant, exhibit numerous varieties:
80me are found entirely white, and others again variegated
or spotted with white.

HA.1HTAT.-They are not only found in the vicinity of
houses, but also in fields and in woods, and, indeed, wherever
heaps of stones are soon. In Germany they are migratory,
and, like the Swallows, collect in autumn upon roofs, before
taking their departure. They leave us in the beginning of
October; a few warm days at the end of February or the
beginning of March soon entices them back; nor is it
endangered by its early appearwnce, as they readily meet
with flies in the vicinity of houses, which are drawn from
their winter retreats by the warmth of the sun; and the
brooks also supply them with water insects in abun·
dance.

In confinement they may be kept in a cage. If allowed
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to run freely about, sand must be strewed plentifully in the
room, for they are very dirty birds.

FooD.-Their food consists of gnats, spiders, and water
insects, together with their larvm, also flies and other insects
which fatten upon cattle, for which purpose they are con
tinually fiying about them. They also follow the ploughman,
and feed on the insects turned up by his plough.

If you wish to tame them, they require to be fed at first
upon ants' eggs, meal-worms, flies, and other insects, and
they soon familiarise themselves with the ordinary chamber
food, and will also eat bread, meat, and roll crumbs. When
kept in a cage they must be fed upon Nightingale food.

BREll:DING.-They breed two or three times a year. Their
nest is very inartificial, formed of the roots of grass, moss,
and hay, lined with hair, wool, and bristles, and is found in
every kind of hole or fissure, between stones, in hollow
trees, beneath tiles, &c. The female lays five or six eggs,
of a bluish white colour sprinkled with black.

If the young are removed and reared they become ex
ceedingly tame; so tame indeed, that they will go and
return like a pigeon, and will even breed in the room where
they live, and fetch their food from the fields.

MALADIEs.-They are subject, like the two following
species, to dysentery and atrophy, but will Jive four years
or longer in confinement.

C.A.PTURE.-When snow falls in March they may be
caught opposite the window, upon a spot bared from snow,
baited with meal-worms, and snared with limed twigs.
These may be planted upon stone heaps, piles of wood, &c.,
where they are observed to resort.

COMHENDATORY QUALITTES.-Its plumage and its viva
city alike recommend this bird to the fancier. It has the
habit of constantly and rapidly jerking its long tail. Its
song, though not loud, has many admirable variations j and,
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what is a still greater advantage, it Binge the whole year
through, excepting the short moulting time. I have alway.
a Wagtail among my chamber birds, and when the Black
Cap, the Blue Throat, the Lark, and the Linnet sing, it
seems to form a counter-tenor. They are also useful by
catcmng all the flies which settle in the chamber.

126.-THE GREY WAGTAIL.
MOTACILLA BOUULA. L'nn.-BII:BGBBONllTTII: JAmol. Buff.-Dm

GRAU. BACllBTJH.U:. Bch.

DESCRIl'TION.-This beautiful Wagtail is as large as the
preceding. It is seven inches long, of which the tail
occupies nearly four inches. The beak is black j the irides
brown; the feet are of a dark flesh colour, and nine lines
high; the whole of the upper part of the body, and the
small wing coverts, are dark ashy grey, with an olive green
tinge on the head; and the- rump of a beautiful green
yellow; above the eyes there is a white stripe, and another
runs from the end of the lower mandible, down the neck;
and from that of the upper a black stripe extends to the
eye; the throat and gullet are black j the breast, and the
rest of the under part of the body are of an extremely
beautiful bright yellow j the wings are black; the large
coverts white, and the rest edged with ashy grey j the
posterior pinion feathers have a white base and edge, whence
three white lines are formed upon the wings; the long tail
is black, the external feather quite white, and the following
only edged with black.

The female, instead of being black upon the throat and
gullet, is reddish yellow white, and its general colouring is
also paler.

c c
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The male, until its second year, is clouded with white
upon its black throat.

fuBIT.A.T.-When wild this bird is found throughout the
whole of Europe. In mountainous and woody districts
where there are pebbly brooks, they are found in the greatest
numbers. They are birds of passage, which return at the
end of February or the beginning of March, but I know
instances of some having remained throughout mild winters,
and frequenting the neighbourhood of dung-hills and warm
springs. When caught they mUli!t be confined for a time
in a Nightingale cage, and treated in the same manner; for
they are delicate birds, which even with this expensive food
will not survive longer than two years.

FooD.-Water insects constitute their chief nutriment;
they catch them upon stones and water plants. If caught
adult they must in the first place be fed upon ants' eggs
and meal-worms, and thus gradually familiarised; but if
this succeeds in preserving them, they will feed upon the
universal food, if some hard boiled eggs be mixed with it.

BREEDING.-They breed twice a year along the banks of
mill-dams, among stone heaps, &c., and the nest is more
artificially constructed than that of the Red Wagtail. It
.consists of blades of grass and moss, and is lined within
with hair. As early as March the female lays five or six
white eggs, mottled with flesh colour. The young are
reared upon ants' eggs and roll steeped in milk.

CAPTURE.-They are easily caught if sticks to which
limed rods are attached be bated with meal-worms, and
placed by the side or over the watering place which they
frequent.

COMMENDATORY QUA.LITIEs.-Their gait resembles that
.of the Pied Wagtail, but they are more beautiful, and also
sing more powerfully. Although their song consists merely
of two strains, yet thei~ clear pure voice renders it agreeable.
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127.-THE YELLOW WAGTAIL.
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MOTACIt.r.a. FuVA. Linn.-BlIiBGlI:BONETTIC DlIi PBIlITlIiKPS. BtJI.
DIB GXLBE BACHSTJI:LZB. B«h.

DESORIl'TION.-This closely resembles the female of the
preceding, but its short tail makes it appear smaller. It is
six inches and a half long, of which the tail· measures two
inches and a half; the beak is black brown; the irides nut
brown; the· feet are black, and ten lines high; the upper
part of the body is reddish grey, with a deep olive green
tinge, which, upon the rump, merges into Siskin green; the
head is more grey than green; and above the eyes there
is a reddish white streak; the under side of the body is of
a beautiful yellow· in adults of a brimstone yellow, paler on
the throat and breast, but deeper on the abdomen and at
the vent; the wings are dark brown, with reddish white
margins, the larger coverts most strongly margined, whence
two whitish bands appear to run across the wings; the tail
is black, the two external feathers white, with the exception
of a black stripe.

In the female the back is more grey than green j the
belly and vent not so beautiful a yellow; the throat whitish j

the gullet and abdomen reddish yellow, with rusty sprink
lings.

liA.BITAT.-ThiS Wagtail is better known than the pre.
ceding, as it is found throughout Europe, living chiefly about
plains and pasture~. It is always coursing about amongst
sheep and cattle. In September it repairs to warmer
climates in large flocks, and then utters a loud and shrill
cry, which sounds like sipp,8ipp. It returns again at the
end of March. It must.be treated like the preceding, but
it is not so delicate a bird.

Foor.-It feeds chiefly upon those insects that torment
CJ C 2
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cattle in the fields. In confinement it requires the same
treatment as the Grey Wagtail. With the universal food
of barley meal, roll, and milk, it should have some hard
boiled eggl'l intermixed, and it may be preserved for several
years like the Redbreast.

:BRBBDING.-It breeds twice a yea.r on the margins of
banks, in deserted mole--hills, also in the midst of grass and
corn, like the Skylark. The nest is constructed externally
of the blades of graB8, and lined within with wool. The eggs
are greyish white, spotted allover with reddish grey, 88 if
marbled; and usually there are five or six. The young
bird is brighter on the under side of the body than the old
one, and is very similar to the female. They can be rea.red
like the former.

CAl'TURE.-This hlUl its difficulties, and I have alwaya
had much trouble' to obtain this bird. They must be
usually caught upon the nest with limed rods. When snow
I!ltill falls in the spring, a spot may be cleared and baited
with meal.worms, Ilnd set with limed rods, and the birds
chased thither. This is the most usual mode of obtaining
them.

COMMENDATORY QUALII'IEs.-Their beautiful appearance
&I well as their song recommend th.em. 88 chamber birds. I
have always llome of them in. my room, and I consider them.
my handsomest birds. They are very skilful in snapping up
all the Hies, and they do it in a pecu.lial' manner.

128.-THE OX-EYE OR GREATER TIT.

P"uUll M.uoa. Liml.-G:aoSBB MtSANGB on OlWUlOBNIDB. BuJf.
Di;B KoBLII:ElSE. Bd..

DESCRIPTION.-This well known bird is about the sUe or
the :Black Cap, and is five inches ten liJies long, of which
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the tail occupies two inches and a half. The beak, as in all
the Tits, is blackish, conical, hard, pointed, and without
slope; the irides are dark brown; the feet lead coloured;
the shin nine lines high; the claws, as in other Tits, arlf
strong, sharp, and adapted for climbing; the head above is
shining black, which is joined to the back of the throat by
& black band, which surrounds the white of the cheeks and
temples; the occiput is greenish yellow, intermixed with
some white; the back of a beautiful olive green; the rump
bright ashy grey; the breast and the belly yellowish green,
divided longitudinaJIy by a broad black stripe, which is
broadest at the lowe~ part; the vent black in the middle,
white at the sides; the thighs white, spotted with black;
the sides of a pale olive green; the wing coverts bright
brown, the larger ones. with white tips; the pinion feathers
blackish; the posterior ones above olive green beneath,
with white edges; the tail feathers rather forked and
blackish; thEl two middle ones with a bright blue tinge, the
external one white on the outer edge, which extends slightly
to the inner, the remainder margined externally with bright
blue, the second having besides a white tip.

The female is smaller, the back of the head and the
yellow colourmg less brilliant, and the black stripe of the
belly narrower and shorter, losing itself about the middle of
the abdomen, where it is broadest. By means of tije latter
the young males can be distinguished from the females,'
which in other respects they very much resemble.

lLuJIT.A.T.-When wild they inhabit the whole of the old
world, and are found very numerously in mountainous dis
tricts, where gardens, copses, beech woods, and pine forests
alternate. They remain with us, but collect into flocks' in
October, and then during the autumn and the winter they
range from one garden and wood to another. When ia
autumn a succession of these flocks are seen shortly after
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each other, bird-catchers call it their migration, and apply
every means to capture them. In March they again sepa
rate into pairs, and prepare for breeding. They must
either be placed in a wire cage-a bell-shaped cage being
preferable~or, if kept with other birds, they must daily.
have ample food, and that of the best quality, for if this is
scanty, they will attack other birds. and make a repast of
the brains. I know an instance of a Tit attacking a Quail
and killing it in this way. It is merely an idle fancy for
bird-catchers to say that only those with forked~ are
addicted to this habit, but experience teaches us that one
bird is more mischievous than another.

FooD.-They feed upon insects, seeds, and berries. Smooth
caterpillars, both large and small, bees, flies, grasshoppers,
gnats, and moths are therefore exposed to their attack_
They climb up trees like the Woodpecker to search for
insects' eggs, wood lice, &c., beneath the bark and moss. In
the autumn and the winter they devour all kinds of seeds
and grain, especially hemp, fir and pine seed, oats, the
kemels of fruits, the mast of the beech nuts, and even
carrion. They seize their food with their claws, tear it with
their beak, and eat it by means of the tongue.

In confinement they will eat almost everything that
comes to table-meat, bread rolls, sweet cheese, vegetables,
hazel nuts, walnuts, bacon, and all kinds of fat, also the
ordinary chamber food. They are by no means delicate
birds, and it entirely depends upon the attention beatowed,
to preserve them for many years. The better they are fed
the better will they sing, and the less danger is there that
they will attack other birdf. They drink a great deal, and
are fond of bathing.

:BREEDING.-They build in llollow trees, both high and
low, just as they happen to find a convenient hole, or even
in deserted magpies' nests, and in the fissures of walls.
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Their nest is very artificial, and consists of layers of moss,
wool, and feathers. The female lays from eight to ten
whitish eggs, covered with large and small irregularly
arranged dark red dots and stripes, especiaJly at the upper
end. The young do not iiy until they are full grown; they
are pale yellow beneath until moulting time, and the black
colouring is dull.

MALADIEs.-They B.re very subject to giddiness in the
cage, which arises from their being too much fed upon
hemp, which is too exciting a diet. To cure them they
must be placed in a small square cage, or be aJlowed to run
about freely for a time. They suffer also from atrophy and
gout if fed too much upon hemp.

They may be preserved for eight or ten years.
CAPTURE.-These birds, like most of the species of the

Tits, are captured by a variety of arts, and Tit catching is
considered by bird-catchers as the most amusing of all. I
shall here merely mention two of the most certain ways of
catching them for the chamber.

In autumn or spring you go with a caJl.bird, which is
kept in a square bird-cage, to such places, especially orchards,
where these Tits resort, and place the cage upon the ground,
and plant obliquely some sticks to which limed rods are
attached. When they hear the decoy-bird, curiosity, or the
desire to join a fresh companion, BOon brings .them down..
This is rendered more certain if a pipe be made of the
hollow wing bone of a goose, the sound of which, being
heard to a greater distance, will bring aJlthe Tits together
throughout the neighbourhood.

In winter they may be attracted to the trap in gardens if
baited with the kernels of nuts, bacon, and oats.· This trap
is a smaJl box, a foot long, and eight inches high and broad,
the sides of which, if you happen not to hJve boards painted
green, may be made of elder sticks, which are propped by
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four round corner 'pillars, and then it only requires a wooden
loor and covering, tied to the corner sticks. In the centre
or the floor there is a little peg, across this a transverse Btiek
ill placed, upon which on one side the half of a walnut is
fixed, and on the other a piece of bacon; upon this resta
another stick, which kt'Cps the cover open about three or
four inches. When the Tit jumps upon the transverse
wood, or pecka at the nut or the bacon, the roof falls, and
the bird is caught. The cage is placed upon a tree, with
IIOme thrashed oat straw spread beneath it, to which the
Tit. fly, and which they can observe from a distance.

Like all the Titll they frequently approach the water
trap. They are usually found there from seven till nine in
the morning,' and from four till five in the evening.

In autumn they can alao be caught in the noose, which
they viait for the IlI1ke of the bait of service or elder berries ;
but the slip.knot muat be made of horae-hair: thread they
bite asunder lIS soon lIS they feel themselves caught.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIEs.-Their beauty, activity, and
cheerfulnesa recommend them lIS chamber birds, and they
have always been in much esteem; but beyond all this,
their beautiful varying and extremely melodious song greatly
attracta, in which they introduce their two call-notes, the
clear fink, fink, and the harsh lZizert'. The articulate notes
Ii zi dah, si zi dah, and stiti stin, which they repeat sixteen
or twenty times, nre extremely agreeable. That they are
not wanting in capacity to learn the songs of other birda
when reared young, is proved by the old ones adopting
many of the notes of other birds, and especially their call
notea.

They are also taught all kinds of tricks-to draw up their
food by a bucket, to turn a wheel which two mountaineers
appear to move, and to jump at a nut which is htmg by.
thread.
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129.-THE COLE TIT.
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PABUS ATRB. Lin1l.-PlI:TITE CUAIlBOBBmIUlo Bujf.-Dm
TABNEBMEISE. Becli.

DESCRIPrION.-It is four inches two lines long i the tail
one inch and three-quarters, and the beak three lines j the
latter is black, brighter at
the tip; the irides black
brown; the feet lead co
loured, and eight lines high;
the upper part of the head
and neck iII black; from
the occiput a broad whit
ish stripe passes down the
neck; the cheeks and the sides ofthe neck are white, and form,
when the bird sits still, a triangular ~hite spot; the back is
dark ashy blue; the rump ashy grey green; the throat, as
far as the upper part of the breast, is black, the last black
feathers ha.ving white tips; the breast white; the rest of the
under part of the body also white, with an intermixture of
reddish; the smaller coverts of the wings like the back; the
large ones blackish, with white dots at the end, whereby a
double white band is produced; the pinion feathers are
brownish ashy grey, margined with white grey; and the
tail feathers are of the same colour.

If the two sexes are not seen together, it is scarcely pos
sible to know the female from the male ; the former has leBS
black on the breast, and a little leBS white on t4e sides of
the neck.

BABITA-T.-This Tit is found in great multitudes in pine
and fir forests; and, except during the autumn, winter, and
spring, they are seen in woods, copses, and gardens. In
the winter they go in large flocks from one pine wood to
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another. They are fond of the society of the Golden
Crested Wren, which is always found in their company;

one or two crested Tits are also found
with them, and these are apparently
their leaders.

In confinement they are usuaJly
placed in a cage, but they are more
agreeable if allowed to run freely about
among other birds.

FOOD.-They feed upon insects, their eggs, grubs, and
the seeds of all kinds of cones. As in winter the trees are
often covered with hoar frost, and the earth with snow,
nature has taught them to store and to preserve their food.
They will thus conceal a large quantity of the seed of the
fir and pine under the scales of the bark, and fetch it out
again when there is a deficiency of food. This instinct they
also exhibit in confinement, where they endeavour to hide
from the other birds their superfluous and favourite food of
the seeds of firs and the kernels of nuts, and are constantly
examining if it still remain untouched. The Greater Tit and
Blue Tit also act in the same way, but they do not hide
with so much accuracy, and do not appear to have such a
definite object as the Cole Tit. They are generally fed
upon the ordinary food.

BREEDING.-They mostly build their nest in deserted
mole-hills, beneath the hollow edges of old roads, more
rarely in hollow trees, and the fissures of walls. The nest
is merely a layer of small particles of moss, and its lining
consists of roe and deer hair, and the fur of hares. They
lay from six to eight beautiful white eggs, sprinkled with
bright red dots. The young birds at once resemble their
parents, their black colouring being paler. They breed
twice in the year. -

MALADIEs.-They suffer cbiefly from atrophy: sometimes
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this may be prevented by giving them fresh ants' eggs,
especially at moulting time. I had a Cole Tit for six years,
running about my room. They become blind at last and
die of old age.

CAPTUBE.-They are caught like the preceding, but
rather more easily, as they are less timid. A limed rod tied
to a pole, with which you get beneath a tree where they are,
and by touching a bird it is easily caught. Their call-note
is ~iptone. Like most of the Tits, these are delicate birds
when introduced to the chamber, and even die before they
will touch the chamber food.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIES.-It is a very entertaining
and cheerful chamber bird, which does not rest an instant, is
incessantly in motion, and, like all the Tits, hops obliquely.
Its song consists of a multitude of harsh and varying notes,
which is embellished by a loud and clearly ringing ~iji, ~iji,

like the sound of a bell, which is repeated from twenty to
four-and.Ww'enty times in succell8ion. It then usually sits so
quietly as if it were going to give something very beautiful.

130.-THE BLUE TIT, OR TOM TIT.

P~BUS C&BULBUS. Linn.-MESANGE BLBUE. Bujf.-Dm
BLAUDlSlll. Bech.

DESCRIPTloN,-An extremely beautiful bird. It is four
inches and a half long, and the tail measures two inches j

the beak is three lines long, and blackish white at the edge
and tip j the irides dark brown j the feet lead coloured, and
eight lines high; forehead and cheeks are white j a white
stripe extends from the forehead over the eyes, and sur
rounds the beautiful sky-blue vertex, and through the eyes
passel! a black stripe; the black throat merges at the sides
into a. dark blue band, which surrounds the head j at the
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back of th~ neck there is a white spot; the back is of ..
bright Siskin Green j the feathers are more silky than in
the other Tits j the under part of the body is bright yellow j

a longitudinal bright blue stripe extends from the middle of
the breast along the belly and between the legs; the wing
coverts are bright blue-the largest row has white tips; the
tail is sky blue. .

The female is sJ;J1aller; the stripes upon the hea.cl are not
80 distinct; the blue is, as it were,~ with ashy grey ;
and the stripe down the under part of the body is}tcarcely
perceptible.

fuBlTA';f.-Theyare frequently fOlJDd in. oak and beech
woods. In autumn and winter they wander from place to

place, and are then ~ be found in
multitudes in gardens. They must
be treated like the Ox-eye Tit; but
it is better they should run~

_ -~ - ~ about, for thus thm beauiyis better
'-' seen and admired. At night they

may be chased into a cage which
has a hole wherein they can sleep. They are just as quarrel
some and malicious as the Ox-eye, hang at the tails of other
birds, but they are not strong enough to kill them.

FooD.-They enjoy all kinds of insects and their grubs,
and in autumn feed upon berries.. They must be treated like
the Ox-eye. To familiarize them to confinement speedily,
they must have crushed hemp thrown to them for the first
few days. They are fond of bathing.

BREEDIlrG.-They buil~ v.pon trees, near the top, in old
hollow br/ID.ches, and make a layer of moss, hair and feathers.
They lay from eight to ten reddish white eggs, finely spotted
and mottled with brown. The colours of the young bird
are paler, and the blue is not so brillil\Ilt.

M.6.LA.DIES ~D CJ..PTUltE.-The ma.jority which are

Coogle
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eaaght in winter die of giddiness, after being a few days in
the room. They are taken like the Ox-eye Tit.

OoKKElfD~roBY QU..lLITIEB.-'I'hill Tit is easily tamed,
and will live two <Yt three yeat'l!l. They are peculi&rly recom
mended by their beauty and vivacity, and less by their song,
which consists of some indilltinet and but little melodious
strophes, between which BOme higher notes are uttered.

13l.-THE MARSH TIT.

PAIItl8 P.u.mmu& aM.-M!lsAJf<JB DB :M:.uwB. BIff.-Dm
SlJJIHIIItlB. .BtcL

DESCBrPTtOW.-It is four inches and a quarter long, of
which the tail constitutes two inches; the beak is four lines
long, and black; the feet are lead
coloured; the shin bone five lines
high; the upper part of the head,
as far as the neck, is black;
cheeks and temples are white;
the body above brownish ashy
grey, and beneath, excepting the black throat, which a.t the
gullet is sprinkled with black, is of a dirty white; the sides
and vent have a reddish tinge; the wings and tail are black
grey, margined with reddish white.

The female has less black on the throat.
fuBITAT.-They a.re found in summer and winter in

gardens and woods; in winter they collect in small flocks,
and fly from place to place, following one after the other in
a line. They are allowed to run freely about the room.
They are delicate, aDd require to be treated with care, espe-
cially when firet introduced. .

FooD.-They feed upon all kinds of seeds, insel,,'i;s, and
elder berries. In confinement they are fed like other Tits ;

Googe
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but they require, until fa~ed, ante' eggs or elder
berries. I have almost immediately domesticated them by
means of the seeds of the BUll-flower. The latter preserves
them longest. They are fond of hemp roots.

BU:EDnm.-They breed in the hollows of trees, in a
nest made of moss and grass, and lined with deer and cow
hair and feaihers. They lay from ten to twelve eggs, which
are of a rusty white, with yellowish red spots.

C.A.PTUBE.-The kernels of nuts and oats will attract them
to the Tit-trap in winter. To be certain of your capture,
you must place limed sticks upon ripe sun-flowers. In
place8 where these birds do not frequent the garden, the
sun-flowers are sunk in a spot where they resort. If they
have been caught with nuts, it is easy to familiarize them
in the room: in the very same hour afterwards they will
pick about.

COJOIENDATOBY QUALITIEB.-Their appearance, and
their weak but agreeable sounding voice, recommends them
as chamber birds. They occasionally utter a call-note,
especially at pairing time, which makes this Bong extremely
harmonious.

I have never been able to preserve them longer than two
or three years.

132.-THE CRESTED TIT.
Paus CmSUTUS. Linn.-MEsAl!lGE HuppiJI. BvJI.-Dm

llA.U1lENJmlll1 Beck.

DESOBIl'TIOlf.-This bird is four inches and a half long,
of which the tail occupies one inch and a third j the beak
is four lines long, and black j the feet are lead coloured, and
seven lines high; the head is decorated with a crest, running
upwards to a. point, and about an inch high, consisting of
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black feathers with white edges; the forehead is checkered
with white and black; the cheeks bright ashy grey, bordered
beneath and behind with black; a broad reddish white stripe
extends from the angle of the mandibles to the neck; and
on the neck there is a black spot, which surrounds it like 8

cravat, and unites in front on the breast to the black front
of the neck and throat j the back is reddish grey; the
breast and the abdomen whitish; the sides reddish; the
wings and the tail grey brown.

The female is distinguishable from the male only by its
crest being less elevated, and the throat not so black.

HABITAT.-This Tit is found in pine forests, but it is not
so numerous as the other species. They always creep deep
into the bushes, and therefore prefer those spots where
juniper berry bushes abound. In confinment they must be
treated like the Blue Tit; but it is more delicate, and
requires m:ore care and attention to familiarize it. Old
birds seldom survive.

:FOoD.-They feed like the Cole Tit; and in confinement
they require at first ants' eggs and meal worms, before they
will eat the food of the other Tits.

BREEDING.-They build in hollow trees, between stones,
and in deserted large nests. Their nest is like that of the
Cole Tit, and the female lays from six to ten snow-white
eggs, which are thickly marked above, and more sparingly
beneath, with blood-red spots, which usually run into each
other. The young are removed and reared upon pieces of
meal-worm and ants' eggs. It is best to remove both
old and young from the nest, for then the parent bird will
easily rear the young upon ants' eggs. They are caught
like the Cole Tit.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIEs.-Their pleasing form recom
mends them more than their simple note, which has nothing
to distinguish it.
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133.-THE BEARDED TIT.

Puus BIAlIJIIOUB. Liftll.-MEBANGE BA.1UIlJB OU MOUSTACHB.

Bv6.-Dm BUTlIBIu- Beck.

DESCRIPTION.-This beautiful bird is in shape like the
Ox-eye Tit. It is six incbes and a half long, and across the
extended wings ten inches and a half j the beak is four lines
long, slightly curved at the tip, orange yellow, and sur
rounded with black bristles; the forehead yellow ; the feet
black; the legs an inch high; the head is of a bright ashy
colour; beneatb the eyes there is a bunch of black feathers,
which terminate in a point, very like a moustache; the
back of the neck and tbe upper part of the back are yellow
red; the throat white; the breast flesh coloured; belly,
sides, and thighs, like the \lack, but brighter; the vent black;
the tail is three inches and three-quarters long, and conical,
it is nearly of the same colour as the beak; the external
feather is very short, dark at the base, and almost white
towards the end; the third is white at the tip only.

1'he female differs from the male in wanting the black
moustache between the eyes j the vertex is rusty red, with
black spots; and the feathers at the vent are not black,
but of the same colour as the rest of the under side.

HAlIITAT:-It is certainly met with in Germany where
there are lakes, ponds, morasses, or other marshy places,
which contain bushes and reeds. In summer it is rarely
Ileen, as they live in pairs deep among the reeds; but they
may be observed easier in winter, when they range hither
and thither in small flocks, and then perch upon trees and
bushes, their food failing them amonget the reeds. They
are either allowed their liberty in a room, or are confined in
.. large wire cage.

FooD.-They eat many kinds of insects, especially small
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water insects, and the seed of the common reed (..4..runtlo
phragmitiB). The,.1I1ust be fed at first upon poppy seed,
ants' eggs, and meal-worms; they will then eat hemp and
other ordinary chamber fDoli. They are very difficult to
preserve, and it is therefQ!18 better to rear them from the
nest.

BRUDDfG.-Of this bird little is known. Their nest is
built between reeds that are interwoven, is shaped like a.
bag, and consists of blades of grus and the wool of plants
interwQQL The female lays from four to five pale red
variegated eggs. TIle young are removed from the nest
nearly Hedged, and are reued upon ants' eggs and bits of
meal-worms.

CAl'TURl!I.-It ill wry -.At to eateh them. Fisher
men and gamekeepen, ....... the spots where they
usually creep about, eDd.eaoIIl' to IJI!mt it about with limed
twigs, and to drift them tIiliiher.

COlDlENDATORT QuALIftW, Not only the beauty of
their plumage, but &1eo their fOrm. ad Yivacity, make them
agreeable chamber birds. The males also utter several
pleasing strains, which are somewhat similar to the song of
the Blue Tit. Certainly it is to be regretted that this bird
is so difficult to obtain.

D D
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F.B1NO~O.urJJlU. Linn.-8ERlN DE C.urABIE. Buff.-Du.
C.urABIBNVOGItL. Bed,.

DESCRIPTION.-Much has been written concerning the
Canary, which is kept and reared throughout England and
the whole of Europe, and even in America, RU88ia, and
Siberia. The uninitiated are not aware of the extent to which
the Canary is bred and cultivated throughout thiB country.
This bird i8stated to be a native of the Canary Islands,
where it breeds on the banks of small streams in the plea-

Coogle
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sant valleys of those delightful islands. It has been known
in Europe since the commencement of the sixteenth century.
The arrival of this bird is thus explained :-A ship, which,
in addition to other merchandise, had a multitude of Canaries
on board that were consigned to Leghorn, w&8wrecked on
the coast of Italy, and the birds which thereby obtained
their liberty, flew to the nearest land. This happened to be
Elba, where they found so propitious a climate that they
multiplied without the intervention of man, and would pro
bably have naturalised themselves had not the wish to pos
aes8 them been so gre8.t &8 to occasion their being hunted
after till they were entirely extirpated. In Italy, therefore,
we find the first tame Canaries, and they &restill reared
there in great multitudes. At first their rearing was at
tended with considerable difficulty, partly because the mode
of treating these delicate strangers W&8 not BUfficiently under
stood, and partly because the males chiefly, and not the
femaleB, were brought to Europe. There is much difference
in appearance of plumage compared to that of the birds Baid.
to be of the original stock. Darwin's su~posed natural law
of llelection, climate, domestication, and food, may have
tended to bring forth specimens now so different in colour
to the Canary of past ages. The birds, subsequent to their •
domestication in Belgium, Germany, and England, it is
a.BBerted, threw up small patches of lighter or yellow feathers,
and the breeders, by carefully matching those birds that
bore the largest number, succeeded in obtaining bright and
uniform colour more resembling those of the present date.

Their original colour was that of grey merging into green
beneath, almost resembling the coloUI'B of the Linnet, which,
by the above means and intermixture with other birds (in
Italy with the Citril and Serin, in Germany with the Linnet,
Greenfinch, and Siskin), has become so multifarious that
Canaries may be met with of various colours, individually

DDli
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aeen in every degree of shade or combination, and thus pre
sentiDg innumerable diff8l'llllCe8. Those which, like the
I..oiDnet, are blackish ,;rey, or greyish. brown above and green
ish yellow beneath, more like a Greenfinch, are the strongest,
and approach the most clOlle1y to the original colour of
t.heir progenitors. Were it not fully proved that the Canary
birds were nativell of the FortUIUl.te Islands, we might at,tri.

bute their origin to the 88rin and Siskin, or to the Linnet,
Greenfinch, and Citril. Birds oftbe two first specieshave been
IleeI1 bearing exact resemblaDce to that ftoriety of the CaDa1"1
called the Green. Aa to the direct'origin of the various
specimens of BOme of our choicest breeds-for instance, the
appearanoe of the Liard, London Fancy, Cinnamon, and
others-nothing positive C&Il be arrived at. That such
have been bred before the memory of the "old.eat i.nlw.bi
tant" ofour present generation, and, further, that the breeds
existed in past ages, there are printed records to prove. In
a work dated 1709, as many lIB twenty-eight varieties are
mentioned, comprising nearly all those known at the present
period. It is thus far satisfactory to bow their original.
colour. How the changes in lOme have been. effected,
there cm be DO poBBible mlllLDll of ascerlaining more than
above stated. There is no doubt that in selecting and match
ing, much has been a.cIrieved in the way of improving the
many beautiful varieties I shall presently have to describe.

I will here allude to the Belgian Canary, concernillg
whiob let!ll has been known or spoken of until late years.
That the breed is a foreign. importation is well known, but
lIB to its origin, nothing more can be ascertained than that
they have been bred in Germany, France, and Holland, and
imported into this country at very high prices. Their oost
depends upon the colour and form of the bird. That .. selec
tion .. has been studied, by pairing and breeding together those
of the greatest length, until varieties were at last tound
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to be pOllSelllled of the form peculiar to the "Belgian." is
natural to suppose. That there is groand for arriving
at tJris conclusion is founded on the fact .hat there are
fanciers who have educated themselves to at length per
ceive a beauty in something approaching distortioD, aud
an excellence in deformity. I will illustrate my mean
ing by quoting a few practical examples. "A certain
-.ariety of cow is found to possess a long horn. Every
effort is made to incre8llfl and propagate this peculiarity.
until cows are produced whose horns are so long and un
wieldy that they can feed only from specially constructed
troughs; or, if these long-growing, artificially produced
horns take a 'Curved direction inwards, they grow through
the cheeks of the poor creat1ll'llll whom the caprice of men
hBB invested with such extravagance. Others take an oppo
site course, and cause them to be born without this
graceful appendage, and to go through the world harmle.
and defenceless. Look, again, at poultry. The Spanish
fowl, characterised by a white cheek, is produced until· it
comes to be formed of a series of tangh wrinkles ofbleached
skin, which encroaches upon the eyelids, Rnd so practically
to blind the bird; and this is considered by the 'faney I as
8 beauty. The short beak of the Almond Tumbler is made
so short that the poor bird is rendered somewhat dependent
upon man for its subsistence, the organ provided by nature
for the picking up of its food having been shortened until it
almost becomes incapable of ful1illing its functions. Again,
the small foot of the Chinese, and the flat head of some
Indian tribes, are other instances which are considered
beauties to those 'whose tlU!tes have been perverted by early
lU!8OCiations; and birds also, which are apparently deformed
(for example, the .Belgians), and appear ugly and painful to
most who look at them at a show, are, notwithstanding, con
sidered 'the pets of the fancy.' The especial excellence
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coDBists in their length, the curvature of the upper portions
of the spine, and in their ability to &88ume a certain height
by the straightening of the lower (tarsal) joints of the legs."

The Canary in size resembles that of the Linnet, being
about five inches lon~, excepting the Clear Belgian, Manchester
Ooppy, Scotch Fancy, and Yorkshire, the three former breeds
being much longer. The beaks are generally whitish (except
the Lizard's, which is black), stout, and sharply pointed.
The legs are mostly flesb-eoloured. Here, again, the legs of
the Lizard should be black; the legs of variegated birds are
sometimes dark. In 80me instances the females can sca.roely
be distinguished from the males, but the latter have generally
deeper and brighter plumage, being more fierce about the eye,
and brighter and smarter in shape throughout the body. The
temples and space about the eyes are always of a brighter
colour. Males are easily known by breeders of experience,
although there are CS8eB when bird-keepel"S of great practice
may be mistaken in deciding the sex of birds.

o If you prefer a Canary songster-one to please the eye
and ear-eitber a Norwich or a Yorksbire bred bird will
be suitable, if it bas been well tutored. The Norwich are
not 80 long as tbe Yorkshire in shape, but much deeper in
colour. Neither of tbese birds are equal to the German
song-birds as regards sweetness, continuity, and change of
notes, but have tbe advantage of being longer lived, and
will afford ample barmony for an ordinary taste. Unfor
tunately tbe German birds are generally very inferior in
plumage, and on an average not one in a dozen will, in this
country, live beyond a year. When brought to England
they are stimulated and fed high for the purpose of exciting
to a freedom. of song, and when sold and passed into tbe
hands of others, they are generally kept on the ordinary
diet of Canarie8, when, if they do not fall off in song, the
moulting season affect8 them, and they often either discon-
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tinue ainging or die oft'. Many breeders purchase German
songsters for the purpose of learning young birds to partake
of their notes. Such birds may be bought at prices ranging
from 68. to 25,. each. To keep song-birds in good con·
dition they should not be pampered with sugar and other
sweets, or have a too free supply of hemp-seed, which feeds
them fat and gross. Clean water daily, fresh grit sand
once a week, and good sound Canary-seed, with an occa
sional treat of a mixture of hemp, flax, scalded rape-seed,
and now and then a few groats fond a little maw-seed, and
also a sprig of either groundsel, plantain, or water.cress, is
conducive to good health, and these, with a little of the
German paBte, will be sufficient to keep birds in good con
dition. Of course this diet must not always be given, but
changed. If you wish birds to become familiar they should
neither be teased nor frightened, but now and then have
given to them a little crushed biscuit, or a small portion of
egg or light egg-pudding in the way of a treat. It is
astonishing what can be eft'ected in the way of training
birds, when only one or two are kept, and there is plenty
of time and patience to devote.

MOULTING OF CANARIES.

To prove what high feeding and treatment eft'ects, we
have evident facts respecting the horse, beasts, sheep, dogs,
poultry, and other animals. As an example, see what an
improvement is made in the appearance of their coats and
plumage by attention. Epictetus says of the sheep
" For as the sheep do not give up again the grass they have
eaten to show how well they are fed, but prove the good
ness of the paBture and their own CaBe, by concocting their
meat well, and bringing a large fleece, so must you approve
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the excellence of your doctrines to the world, not by dis
putes and plausible harangues, but by digesting them into
practice." So it is with Nature throughout. All living
things were sent for man's use, for him to exercise his skill
and knowledge, and to improve upon. In treating and
feeding birds during moulting every attention must be paid.

At about the age of nine or ten weeks, young birds com
mence to moult, and the time occupied in pa.B8ing through
this sickness lasts about eight or nine weeks. Some moult
more freely than others. If matters proceed satisfactorily,
the period from the chipping of a bird until it is clean
moulted or fine, extends to about sixteen or eighteen weeks.
The early hatched are generally a week or so longer than
others before they begin to moult. The latest hatched
moult the quickest; for, being bred at a time when the
Bea/lon of the year is most sultry (July), and reaching the
age of eight weeks in September, when an autumnal change
affects the birds' system, this causes them to cast more
rapidly than earlier hatched birds. When a Norwich bird
is seven or eight weeks old, it should be put in the moult
ing-cage or place assigned for them, and the marigold
flowers given for them to peck or eat. Many breeders
have the advantage of special moulting-cages or snug
corners free from draughts for their young stock, and,
as the birds attain the" age I have mentioned, keep putting
them in, only do not allow them to become too numerous
in their respective places if they are, not sufficiently spacious
or adapted. Perhaps at the comtnencement they will refuse
to eat the flowers and waste many; this cannot be avoided,
and does not matter, so that, by keeping them supplied, and
being somewhat spare with the seed, you are learning them
to eat the marigolds. At this period you have no cover
over the cage to darken it, but, having one ready, you begin
at first to partly suspend it over the cage-front; for, were
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you to place the birds in almost total darkness at the begin
ning, very pOtlsibly they would not be able to find food. As
you perceive the birds becoming more fond of the flowers,
80 increase the covering over of the cage until you place
your birds in a state of semi-darkness. During the moult
supply no other but Canary-seed, a.nd no green food what
ever, or you will counteract the food they will have to
partake of-viz., Canary-seed, marigold flowers, and saffron
cake and solution. A piece of suet now and then may be
placed betwixt the wires, or a. little linseed given (if they
will eat it), which will make up for all deficiency in not
supplying them with hemp-seed at this time, which is a
most injurious food for the stomach of a young tender bird.
Too much hemp-seed at any age I have found has a too
softening tendency: it does very well at breeding time for
the old birds, and has a stimulating effect. Rape-seed
should not be given to young birds during the moult j it is
too drastic, and a free supply will often affect older Canaries.
It should always be scalded before given. As a general
mle, I advise these matters. There may be exceptions, and
possibly Mr. So-a.nd-so's birds may have done well, but my
long experience practically, and the experience of numerous
others, who think 8B I do, is proof that a too heating,
oleaginous diet, will cause more young birds to become soft
or disorganised in their bowels tha.n when kept on good
sound Canary-seed.

Common sense ought toO convince one that sound Canary
seed, which suppprts both bone and muscle a.nd keeps the
feathers hard, is better than a free use of hemp, which tends
to loosen or relax the system, and encourages a gross fat
ness. During moulting, when beetroot or carrot is suffi.
cientlygrown, you may cut slices, and, after scoring them
both ways with a knife, give them to your birds in the raw
state. When the birds have become more familiar to the

..
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darlUsh 8tate of the place or cage, draw the cover entirely
over the front, for it is neceBBary that they be kept in this
8tate during the growing of the feathers, it also keeps
the birds more 8teady, with leBS liability to damage their
n~w feathers. During this period of feeding in the dark,
bird8 become 8ufficiently plump and fat. Supply fre8h
marigold flowerB two or three timeB daily, and do not omit
to continue them as often as I have Il&ID.ed throughout the
moult, and even after they have done moulting ; and, as
long 11.8 marigold flowers can be obtained, persevere to the
utmoBt by feeding with them. At the finish of the moult
the flowers are aB neceSB!IoI'Y 8Il at the commencement, for it
i8 often thiB peneverin~ finishing touch that will decide
between two birds when they come before the eyes of II

judge. Do not give your birda any of the green leaveB of
the marigold-llothillg but the actual heads or flowers. To
have a good 8upply you 8hould grow succes8ive crop8. Sow
one bed in March, and another early in June; for the latter
sown will supply you when the first flowerB are gone, and
it is m08t essential you ·should have them as late in the
se880n 88 possible to treat the later hatched young. Be
sure your cover is well tied or drawn over the entire front
of the moulting-place, for ·it is necessary to keep draughts
of cold air from the bird8, and also to prevent the light
getting in. Give your birda during moulting Btrong 8affron
801ution, and a solution of cochineal ~nll to drink, and so
supply it that they cannot wash in it. They are both ha.rm.
le8B, but neceuary in asBiBting to improve and striking out
well the rich orange-tinted featherB so deBired and satis
factory to the eyes of a breeder and exhibitor of Norwich
birds. Let the cover over your cages be of a close stout
texture; a thin open one is bad. Do not use paper, unle88
you wish to alarm or disturb your birds eve~ time you look
at them; the birds make holes in it, and it is ill adapted for
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the purpose. Besides the cover over the cages, draw a
blind over the window to keep out the power of the sun.

In 110 cage eighteen inches square, two birds can be
moulted together, if they will agree. Some are very pugna.
cious. Sort out the best shaped, or most likely-looking
male birds for moulting for exhibition. If you are possessed
with a large fly, or spare room, numerous birds can be
moulted together. In that case you must darken as much as
possible the window or sky-light. I have moulted as many as
fifty and upwards at one time, with much advantage, and
without them pecking or damaging one another during the
casting of their feathers. If kept dark, they cannot see to
peck each other's shoulder.feathers, as they frequently will
when together in a light place. If a bird once draws blood
from another in the quill or shoulder-feathers, it is better
to remove the injured one at !,nce, or others will learn the
bad habit, and cause much annoyance. Lizards, Cinnamons,
and Crested birds can be moulted together in a fly very well
in the dark, and for the !!lake of keeping the plumage in
good order, occasionally supply a bath. The one I use i.s
large, and two and a half inches deep, into which ten or a
dozen birds can tumble at once. This I place on a wire
stand of about the same height. When the birds have
bathed, take away the bath, and let them have only the
solutions. The cake with which you must feed the birds
during moulting, can be made by beating well in a basin
three or four eggs, to which afterwards add three penny
worth of saffron made into a solution with about half a
wine glass of soft water; in another basin beat up a
quarter of a pound of butter, to which add the same quan
tity of moist sugat'. Put all together in one basin, and add
about a quarter of a pound of flour. Before you place it in
the baking-dish supply a teaspoonful of the baking-powder,
and grease your dish. The cake will keep for many days,
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•if not where it is too damp. With this also feed your
birds during moult. London Fancy birds are generally
moulted in box cages, and they too are kept well closed
down. The above cake may be supplied to them, or they
can be fed on the yolk of egg and savoy cake, without
which their appearance is not much improved. The moult
ing or box-cages have glass slides, and when the birds are
first placed in them the slides should be partly opened. A
graduated system with them, as with the Norwich, is at
first adopted until the slides are entirely closed. To obtain
first-class moulted London Fancy birds much attention is
required, or the birds are not what are termed clean moulted,
and they present many small dark ticks in their body
feathers. The greater the attention the more you will meet
with success. The Belgian breed of Canary requires very
different attention. They can either be moulted in parti
tions or in cages. With this breed colour is not so mucb
an object as position, although the higher the colour with
the position also the better they are. It is not necessary
to feed on the marigold Howers, although some of the
saffron-cake, mixed with crushed biscuit, to which can be
added a few drops of port or sherry wine, forms, in addition
to Canary and millet seed, a good diet. Their cages should
be covered with a cloth to keep them free from cold air or
draught. No green food or hemp-seed should be given, and
keep a piece of suet for them betwixt the wires. A bath
may occasionally be given, and so fix their perches that
they will be able to easily reach them after the bath. A
little bread soaked in cold water and afterwards squeezed
out, with a few drops of cod liver oil added, and now and
then some maw-seed and groats, will 88sm them much
during the moulting sickness. A little of the best pale
sherry at times blown over them with the mouth in a dewy
cloud tends to get them well up and improve their stand.
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It is rarely these birds require handling even when being
removed from one cage to another. A few lessons during
the age of six or Beven weeks, by directing or driving, or, all

the faney term it, "running them out," for the purpose of
showing true Belgian form, BOon brings them into the habit
of leaving one cage for another. This tutoring is effected
by the aid of a small wand or thin cane used when the wire
show-cage is placed against another, which the birds are
required to leave. A Blight additional length may be ob
tained by drawing out their longer flights and tail nestling
feathers, but this should not be done within six weeks at
lea8t of exhibiting them for show. The most ready way is
to hold the bird back downwards in your left hand, and
aeeurely pressing the last joint of the wing between the left
thumb and finger, with the right you draw the feathel'B.
The most ready way of extracting the tail is, after you have
eaught the birds, open the cage-door, and showing or hold
ing it on the front of the door place, a slight jerk will cause
the birds to fly and "leave their tails behind them" betwixt
your right thumb and finger. Aged birds have sometimes
great difficulty in casting their outermost flight feathel'B;
in this case it is neces88ry that they be drawn. Belgian
birds in particular lOBe confidence in their stand by the
nails becoming too long or Iri.clde shaped, and w.hich should
be carefully cut. Supply your birds well with grit-land, to
which add occasionally some old crushed mortar and chalk,
also now and then a small piece of 88It. They will not eat
more of the latter than will do them good.

BIRD EXHIBITIONS.

DUKTI'm the past fourteen or fifteen years, exhibitions of
birds on an extensive seale have been held in various parts
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of England. Previous to that time they were of somewhat
uncommon occurrence, the shows generally being conducted
in a close manner, by a few indhiduals, at public-houses,
thus preventing their beauty and song being appreciated
by the general public. Birmingham and Nottingham were
among the foremost tOWDS where these shows were publicly
held, followed in quick succession by exhibitions taking
place at the Crystal Palace, Southampton, Derby, Oldham,
Gloucester, Norwich, Brighton, Plymouth, and afterwards
Hanley, Sunderland., Middlesborough, :NewcaBt1e, Ipswich,
York, Northampton, Leeds, Stockton, Berwick on Tweed,
Lowestoft, Sheffield, Leicester, Burton on Trent, Leek,
Macclesfield., Whitehaven, and numerous other towns, until
they have extended throughout England. Bird exhibitions
have a180 been held in many parts of Scotland, and also in
Ireland. In the year 1857, an All-England show of cage
birds was beld at Nottingham, and I was so satisfied with
the entire arrangements, that I ventilated the matter in TAe
lJ'ielrJ, dated March 28 :-

"CANARY BREEDING AND POULTRY SOCIETIES.

"SIR.-Being a constant reader of your valuable journal, I have with
much pleasure noticed the remarks on Canaries. With respect to those
beautiful melodists forming a distinct put in poultry shows, I can only
say a more ill.teresting sight was never witnessed than at the Notting
ham Exhibition. Were they (the birds) paid more attention to than
they are, they would not only tend to make home more cheerful, but
would, in my opinion, be a great acquisition to poultry societies. If
distinct classes for Canaries were set apart, I feel sure it would assist in
supporting societies, as the number of entries at the late Nottingham
Rhow will prove. No expense is incurred in providing cages, for the
birds are sent to the exhibition by the owners in cages (mostly new for
the occasion), which havc only to be arranged on stages provided. It
was the general remark at the Nottingham Poultry Show that nothing
exceeded this (the Canary) department in b('auty and interest. The
centre of the room was tastefully arranged with evergreens, which were
intenpersed with crowns and banners, surrounding which ran tiers of
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covered shelVllB'for the numerous cages. A good pasaage for the visitors
being left, they were enabled to examine and admire each of the birds,
and feast their Bight and cllriosity on the tiny w~rblel'B. To breeders
especially it was a "rich and rare" sight to witness so many truly
beautiful bred birds. Being myself a Canary breeder, I may, perhaps,
take more interest in the snbject than others; but it is my firm convic
tion that, if a separate department W88 made in Poultry Societies for
Canaries, and if breeding them W88 more genera.l1y entered into, societies
would flourish better, and it would tend to cultivate the minds of those
who take part in this interesting p88time.

"(Signed) OEO. J. BARSESBY.

"Derby, :March 23, 1857,"

Since that period the bird cause has flourished much,
and numerous exhibitions have taken place. Those most
attractive, and on an extensive scale, have been held in the
Crystal Palace, Southampton, and Sunderland. With re
spect to the show held at the former place, nothing which
takes place in that palace of grandeur and delight can
possibly surpass in interest the great annual bird show,
collecting together, as it does, in a structure so admirably
adapted for the purpose, the finest specimens of birds from
various parts of England. As beautiful and as charming
as the Palace is, with its music, fountains, terraces, walks,
ponds, statuary, gardens, and galleries, still I think an
additional charm is added when the annual bird show is
held. No exhibition elsewhere is carried out on sO vast a
Beale; and I may assert, that the excellent arrangements
of the manager, Mr. J. Wilkinson, and the able staff of
officials, afford to the many exhibitors the fullest con
fidence that their delicate pets receive every attention
possible under their care,and are well packed when re
turned to their owners. What can be a greater treat than
a. visit to the Crystal Palace annual exhibition of cage
songsters P A short run by rails from the London stations,
through the busy outskirts of the metropolis, and conveying
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one through a very pleasant part of Surrey, quiekIy reacbee
Sydenham. On entering the Palace, the bird show, which
takell place in the tropical part, is 800n found, and where
hundreds of finely-coloured 'and plumed British and foreign
birds, and Canaries and Mules, are pouring forth their
sweet music. It has been truly auerted 1ihat-

.. When biTds of fine feather are gathered together,
Well clothed in their coloU1'B 80 bright,

'Til a Bight worth seeing by each hllDl&D. being.
Not only by day but by night."

The climax of delight and ILBtonishment is here attained,
and you pause and ponder for a time over that you have
seen. This may be realised at the annual show, which is
visited by 80 many fanciers and others who intmest
themselves 80 much about our song-birds.

To give an adequate idea of the show, I may state that
the number of birda entered for exhibition, in the year
1870, reached 1191. In the two first cl.asaes of Canaries
(clea.r Norwich), those for competition were 125, no alight
task in it8elf to pick out half a dozen birds for honours.
The entire entries of the Canary and Mule classes reached
1]83, md from this number, to that of 944, were included
the British birds, and birdll of pasu.ge and migratory birds.
The remaining classes were confined to the vlIl'ious foreign
birda and extra stock, thus" reaching the total namber of
1191 entries. Noone need envy the laboura of the judgel!,
Messrs. Barnesby, Moore, and Wilmore (for Canaries and
Mules), and Mr. Goodwin (for British and foreign birds).
Since that year the show has lost an efficient judge of
British and foreign birds, through th~ death of Mr. Goodwin,
whose place, however, for the show of 1871, W88 ably filled
by the appointment of MeSBrB. J. Jenner Weir, F.L.S.,
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and Harrison Weir, F.R.H.B., assisted by Mr.}<'. W. Wilson,
of the Crystal Palace.

Bet\\,"een the months of October and Ma.rch is the best
time to hold a bird show, owing to the fine state of plumage
the birds are in, and at a time of the year when they are
not required for breeding with. Ethibitions are sometimes
held during the summer months, but they cannot possibly
receive that support from the fanciers, who have most of
their best birds up for breeding. Still, I have witnessed
some capital exhibitions; for instance, the one held in con
nection with the "Grand Yorkshire Gala," which takes
place in the month of June. At the show of 1871 there
were upwards of three hundred specimens for competition
(one hundred more than the show of 1870). There is even
one advantage gained in holding a summer show, which is
obtained by offering prizes for young birds, or those bear
ing their nestling feathers. There is much -pleasure to be
derived from II. combinstion of birds and flowers. Those
who love birds can gratify their ears with the gushing peals
of melody ever bursting forth, or can fully enjoy the sweet
fragrance of the flowers, which are" Nature's jewels, with
whose wealth she decks her summer beauty." So vast is
the interel.-li taken in cage-birds, that at most of the largest
shows exhibitors from distant parts aasemble together.

ADVICE TO EXHIBITORS.

EXHIBITORS sometimes attribute blame to those who have
the management of bird exhibitions, whereas it may have
been' caused through themselves not having acted in strict
accordance with the rules or regulations issued. In filling
up the certificates of entry make them out yourself, and do
not trnst others unless properly qualified. Always write

••
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your nam8l! and addrell8ell distinct; state the agel, 1l6I, and
breeds of the birds to be shown in the various classes, and
fix a price for the sale ofthem. At the time of sending off the
entries, forward also, either by cheque or post-office order,
the amount of money entitling you to show, and securing for
you a prize-list or book's of awards. Fill up and return the
certificates before the expiration of the time specified, for
by neglecting this it is impossible that Becretaries can pay
due attention. Be sure and send off the birds for show so
that they may be received in time to be judged, OJ! they will
not be noticed, and you will be put to unnecessary trouble
and expense. Many prizes have been lost by the birds
arriving too late for competition. Use substantial wrappel'll
in packing, with your name thereon, and Bend tin veBBels for
water, which are better than glaBses,and cannot easily be
broken. When you receive the labels, and before again
sending off, see that the proper ones are tied on the cages.
Always Bend a sufficient supply of food, and pack your birds
up so that they may be forwarded by fast trains at night,
for it' is better even your birds lose a little rest than food.
Bax, or wooden cages, with wire only in the front, are pre
ferable for London Fancies, Norwich, Cinnamon, Mules,
Goldfinches, Linnets, and many other small birds, and can
be better packed. Belgians, (Joppys, and Lizards show
much better in suitable wire cages, and can be more advan
tageously examined by the judges. These will require
more care in packing.. B.y paying attention to the above
remarks, disappointment will often be prevented.

HINTS TO SECRETAlllES ~D COM.Ml'J.'TEES.

TDlOI1£ who Wl.Iierliak& the management of bird exhibiti_
llbould. &tudf. aU atttmtion heing- paid to exhibitan, fol" if;
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:is throngh their aid and support the requisite material
obtained in furnishing the stages. In commencing a

new show it is unwise to issue too extravagant a schedule
prizes at first without reasonable chance of SUCC6Il8, or

of the shaw being continued from yeu to year. It is not
solely through motives of gain that many of the best
fanmen exhibit. Still, with proper ma.nagement, an attrac
ti;ve schedule may be issued if Il8slstance is obtained and
solicited from ladies and gentlemen, who ma.y countenance
the matter with their patponage and purse. This will
afford a guarantee for the success of a show, not only to
those who bring-it out, but wiU be satiefaetory to exhibitors,
who will thereby give their aid with a prospect of receiving
their prize money. I allude thU6, owing to some exhi
bitions h&ving taken place merely with a. speelliative view,
and if not a SU&CeS8 the prize money has' not been paid,
(til only a portion of such. This eft'er!' no encouragement
fur the future. The names and addresses of M'hibitors
mn be obtained from cataJogues issued of other shoWB.
1/he'time of holding an exhibition should be well considered,
otherwise it might clash with one or others previously
heW. Sufficient publicity should always be given, and
printed schedules forwarded by post. From the time of
holding the show a period should intervene for the purpose
of receiving the entriel!, issuing labels, and forming or com
piliilg the ca.talogue. When entries are received, the
aecretary should acknowledge the receipt of the same, which
w4ll Wilt entail mIlCh. expense, considering the present
ch6a¥ rate' of poatage; fuJI if left until the labels are sent
off, which, through bad arrangement, has occurred only the
day; before the birds have been.sent to the show, and some
i1imes have not even been received,. in time, causes annoy
ance and inconvenience. Independent of this, when ex
hibitora send entrieli &D.li. money, it is proper and satia-

II II 2
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factory to know if each have been received. Another very
important point is, that prize lists, when sent for, should
be forwarded as early as possible, for it hll8 too often
happened that they have not been received even until the
show hll8 terminated, or the birds have been sent home.
This neglect sorely tries the patience of an anxious ex
hibitor, which ought to be avoided, and could easily be,
were an assistant or sub-secretary, or one of the committee
appointed for the purpose. I know full well that secre
taries have much anxious and harassing duty to discharge,
besides at one particular juncture losing their rest in super
intending and arranging for the exhibition; but still a
prior appointment of a person to attend to the sending off
the prize lists, as early as they are printed, will prevent un
necessary correspondence and unpleasant remarks. As
most bird shows take place at a time af the year when
the atmosphere is cold and chilly, it is necessary that
the trains be waited upon for the reception of the birds
as they arrive, and not allow them to remain in the
cold. They should be taken to the place Il8signed, imme
diately unpacked, and fed. Canaries generally are very
delicate, and proper care and attention may prevent the
loss of valuable birds. When they are unpacked the
wrappers should be secured and ticketed, and they will be
easily known when again required. Much carelessness exists
with respect to sufficient care not being taken of each exhibi
tor's covers or wrappers, and some who have sent both expen
.sive and serviceable covers have been repaid with others ofa
walueless kind. They will not only be ready when required
for re-packing, but each will get back his own property. A
proper person, one used tu birds, should be appointed to
examine the whole of the birds on the stands or stages to
se~ that they are well supplied with seed and water, for
a httle neglect in this way prevents many good birds being
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in fit condition to be properly judged, besides running the
risk of the birds dying, and ,a loss ensuing to the owners
thereby. No bird or birds ought to be allowed to be
claimed before the time specified for the opening of the
show to the public. One matter reprehensible in its way
is that of a secretary competing for prizes. I have known
instances where special prizes, in the shape of silver cups or
medals, have been offered, and won by the 'secretary. This
is much better avoided; let the competition be between
those entirely unconnected with the a~gements. Secre
taries and committees should pay all due regard to the
funds at their disposal, and discountenance at all times
a wasteful or extravagant expenditure. The paying or
handing over the prizes gained within a specified or reason
able time after the show has been held has a very good effect
.for the future. One very annoying matter to exhibitors is
having to pay unnecessary railway charges for separate
parcels, caused through secret,aries of shows or their offi·
cials returning the cages in too many parcels, whereas
the use of an extra piece of cord for tying several cages
together in one package would prevent useless expense to
exhibitors. I have frequently experienced this annoyance.

THE APPOINTMENT .AND DUTIES OF JUDGES.

IN appointing a judge or judges for a show, men of well
known ability and practice should always be chosen.
Where a body of individuals are formed into a committee
for the purpose of carrying out or managing an exhibition
of birds, no one individual, either directly or indirectly
concerned, should be placed in the position of judge, or
should exercise in the slightest degree any duty in connec-
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tion with the matter moPe than HtIisting to carry ·out the
show to the utmost SUceeBB. "No man can be a judge in hitI
own cause if he is in any way concerned, more than a .kiBg
can or should be allowed to .eoDduct hill own affan CIf ,iDe
state between himself and hill people; or that phytJiciJws,
when sick, .bowd truet to their own skill befure the .adviee
of others; or that Ina,ten of the gymnastic exerci.le.
should be proper judges of their own exhibitions." By the
lIame rule, a perlon should not be permitted. te Judge birds
if he has any intereet in any r:L thebirdB to' be jndged,
either direct or indirect. Such hal occuned in more t1um
one ClLle I know. Bat ·men of bigh-mindedneBB, and full,.
competent, intelligent, impartial, and diIlcriminating, .em
be found to discharge this yer,- important duty. The
position of a judge, in Wha.ttwM Cllopacityhe may be, ill not
an enviable one. FirmnellB, diJcrill1inatioo, patience, a1f'a
bility, and pOlseaaed of a thCll'Ougb praetieal knowledge of
his respective dU~8, are quaJifiea.twnsof vast importece
in a judge, without which be cmnot expect to tind hill
pathway very smooth. With a. c~ar and eertain know
ledge, the ea.pacity of 'forming correct ideas, and lurvin«
the fttmlty of uniting or lIepan.ting those ideas, 80 B8 to
a.rrive .at a decided knowledge of what should constitute
good or inferior specimens, POS8eIBeS a man with the ability
of giving right judgment. Sufficient time should always
be set apart for the adjudication of the various specimens,
for unless this is studied, and a judge is hampered with too
much work, a mere 10086 or hurri.a, sUNey is likely to take
place, unless assisted by another judge. In shows of great
magnitude, and when the time occupied in judging extends
over the entire day, some natural eoxhaustion may be felt
towards the close. It is necelsary that as much attention
be devoted to the latter classes as those earlier judged, and
to further this, the mind should be kept clear anel not
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ai£ecOOd by etroDg stimulante, .uoh as a. too free indulg.
ence of wine or.liquor. Man's nature variea, and some
are able to indulge more than others. I have ever found
tea or coffee most I'IeIfreshing, aDd it 'e~bles me to per
form my duties better, especially towards the close of them.
I have known those who have partaken freely of wine, at
the same time conscientiously endeavouring to fulfil their
task, te succumb through a weaknellS of the flesh, and.
thereby carelessly perform their duties. Punctuality
should be a matter of study by a judge, and it is better
he be in attendance at the time summoned, or even before,
tbn arrive at a later period. Before commencing hia
duties he should be furnished with a schedule of the
classes he has to awa.rd prizes to, and also a book and
pencil to note down the awards. On examining the birdil,
which should be correctly classed, possibly he ma.y notice
some of the specimens not in their proper classes. Those
he will disqualify, as it is no pm of a judge's duty to alter
the position of any bird. Such interference may cause
much trouble to a secretary when the specimens have to
be returned to their respective owners. Still he may draw
the secretary's attention to the error, who may be able to
account for the mistake. Before a judge enters upon his
duty the room or place where the show is held should be
entirely cleared of all persons, unless the assistance.of dis
interested individuals should be required, as is the case in
shows of great magnitude, for the purposes of moving or
carrying cages. The secretary should be in close attend
ance, if required, to answer any question the judge or
judges may ask. The cages containing birds for competi-.
tion should not bear any labels upon them, but the numbers
corresponding with those in the secretary's book. When
a judge has completed his duty, he should give in the return
to the secretary, but retain the book himself, in which he
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had entered the award and made notes, for his own refer
ence, if required. After the awards are given in by the
judge or judges, the Becretary, with the aid of an appointed
official, should proceed to place or attach the prize cards
to the reRpective eageB containing the winning birds,
according to the returns given in by the judge. This is
often performed by a judge himself, but in the best con
ducted exhibitions a judge is relieved of this additional
labour. When a judge has somewhAt rested from his
arduous dutieR, and the prize tickets are all affixed, he
should examine all the classes and see tliat the cages con
taining winning birds bear the proper prize cards. If birds
arrive after the time specified in the schedule, and the
classes in whioh they should be entered have been judged
and booked, they will be too late to be judged, and the dis
appointment and neglect must rest with the owners of
such for not forwarding them earlier. A person, although
acting in the capacity' of a judge, should not be allowed the
privilege of claiming any of the 'specimens prior to the
time fixed upon for opening the exhibition to the public.

CLEAR NORWICH CANARIES.

T~E breeding of these birds is promoted more than any
kind of Canary. They are very compact in form and plum
age, and are much prized by fanciers for their beautiful
colour and blooming appearance, which show to the best
advantage after the casting of the nest feathers. Although
somewhat small, they are of robust make, free in song, and
generally possessed of a bold voice. If well tntored, none,
excepting the German songster, can surpass them for har
mony. The deep colour is much encouraged by a system of
feeding and artificial moulting; still, without breeding from
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high-class stock, the deep colour cannot be satisfactorily
attained. I have referred to the feeding and moulting process
elsewhere. Foul means
of artificial colouring or
defacing these beautiful
birds are, I regret to
say, frequently practised
by unprincipled exhibi
tors, who are often de
tected, much to their
shame and disgrace.

There are six classes
of Norwich birds, exclu
sive ofthe "Crested" and
" Green" kinds. The two
first on the list .are
termed clear yellow and Norwick.--This repreacnts an entirely
clear buff. The yellow clear specimen.
resembles the colour ofan orange; the buff is somewhat paler~
although having a fine mealy tinge or bloom over the rich
colour beneath. The flue of the clear bred birds is white
and silky. Sometimes fine clear birds are thrown from
marked or variegated birds, when the flue will often be
black, especially about the vent. I~ is advisable, at times,
to cross a clear bird with a variegated one, for the pur
pose of serengthening or upholding the colour, for by con
tinwilly matching clear birds together, the progeny become
too mealy, and lose, in a. great measure, the rich buff appear
anC?6. This I knoW' from great experience.

They are judged by the following points :-
BEAK-short and clear for choice.
HEAD-moderate size, with fulness throughout.
NECK-the fulne88 expanding regularly from head to

chest.

Coogle



&CJt---Btnl.ight, wide across, .exhibiting pcngr, -.d .mI
1illed over the spine.

WINGs-the outer ed"aing of the flight feIIthsrs shlJala .,
rich in colour; feathEll'B vmy.oompaot,'e1Tent~_t,
and not crossing at the ~ipa.

TAIIr-inclined to be short, bat very compact and .thin.
CHEST-broad and. full, aDd ~dually~ .... t1Ie

neck.
13oDY-towarAIs the vmlt should taper oft, exhibiting :a

slight flataea., 9Il "e under part especially.
LEas and F.:r-of a light flesh-colour or wJrille, .ad die

nailiI .ut twistetl,

FEAmEM-Of a very compact and rich kiBd.
CQlDUIlll-in JonqUe8 a very rich omnge, caTied as mutB
.. possible throvpout '!.'he bird. The )(esJys.sheu1d
hsve a considerable flowery tint, laaiDg, • edpg, ..
the tips of the feathers.

TICKED OR UNEVEN-MARKED NORWICH:
CANARIES.

THERE are two classes, yellow and buff: Specimens, whether
ticked, blotched; or irregularly marked, are better classed
together. Those slightly ticked often appear Ilil though they
were clear birds, but it would be unwise to enter them with
Buch, for it would not only be unfair to otber exhibitol'BJ but
would give rise to disputes. Excepting for the marks upon
them they are judged by the properties of the Clear Nor
wich. Birds, with more or less ticks or marks, can 'be shown
together. A. mark on either the head, body, wings, tail, or
legs, constitutes a show bird.
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EVEN OR BEST MARJCE.D NORWICH CANARIES.

SMrB difference or opinion having eltisted respectling the tw&
cl8lllles (yellOW' _ ·bu!) f1C Norwich, termed "Marked
or Variegated,» ana
many -exhibitors not
being well 81l8ored or
dil'ecteci 88 to how
they should be mark
ed for show, I deem
it necessary to desig
nate them 88 above,
viz., "Even ar Betit
Marked." This will.
give not only facility
for the cl888es being
pstroniaed, but tho-

roughly :understood. Norwich (even marked). -This represents &

The two dlaseet! of specimen marked dark around each eye
birds will inolude (" .pectacle-eye marks "), and also the
those having four smaller flight feathers dark; the lWt of
marks two of them the bird clear, except the lower portion of
b' 'th" tad the legs, which are often dark. Either

emg e spec e light or dark legs will do for exhibition.
eye" or face marks,
and the other two marks being on the lesser flight feathers,
which ehou1cl be marked as regular as possible. In thelle
classes birds baving eix marks, viz., the eye marks or mce
marks, the 'mar'b on the smaller ~ighta, aod also halYinga
dark feather 811 each aide of the tail, will be good specimens
to compete with. Birds are ofGen bred with the marks on
the wings aud an oval mark on tlte crown of the head with
out any eye mark&. This marking is much fa.voured by
many:6moi.ers throughout England, and although the bir&

Googe
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only possess three marks, still there is considerable uni
formity about them, and it is a question as to whether they
are not equal in beauty to othem I would, therefore,
include them in the same classes as those with four or
six marks. Such birds should be judged together. The
points of perfection will be the same as in the Clear Nor
wich, so far as shape of head, neck, back, chest, body, and
yellow and buff properties are concerned. Sometimes the
legs will be dark, but birds with either fiesh-coloured or dark
legs are eligible. Birds with dusky feathers about the thighs
or near the vent, in addition, are allowed to compete.

Very heavily marked or variegated Norwich birds (one of
each colour, yellow and buff) paired together will sometimes
produce Green Norwich, but of a very different green colour
to the Dark Green birds exhibited in the North of England,
resembling more in shape the Yorkshire breed. The Green
Norwich are much richer in appearaIl1le, having a fine
bronze-like tinge in the plumage. These are sometimes
matched with Clear Norwich to obtain Marked birds. When
a bird is bred from such parents, with clear plumage, and
well moulted, it will frequently have a deep blooming
colour.

CRESTED NORWICH CANARIES.

E:XCEPTIliG the crests, they very much resemble the other
Norwich birds in quality and form, both in the yellow and
buff kinds. Those most in faVOlU' are marked on the smaller
llights or wing feathers, and also with a dark green crest
falling regularly from the centre of the crown over the
beak and eyes. They vary in general formation of crest
from the " Coppy " birds, for instead. of the crest- graduating
into smooth feathers at the back of the head, the crest is
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continued all round it, shQwing as little vacancy of feather or
baldness as possible. There are two points for consideration
in breeding good
crested birds. One
is, that they should
not be bred too large
so as to Rhow evi
dence ofhalf "Coppy"
breed, for they are
likely to l)e disquali
fied at a show; the
other is, that when
bred too close with
small crested stock,
the progeny decrease
in size, and appear Crated Norwiclt.-Marked, as sketch, with
somewhat stunted. dark crest, and smaller flight-feathers
Good bold-looking dark; other parts clear.

birds should always be chosen for breeding purpose, but
two crested birds should not be matched together, for
the offspring often turn out bald and deficient in size
of crest. Generally there are four classes, which are
sufficient, viz., two for the best marked crested yellow
and buff, having dark crests, and lesser flight feathers dark

. and even; and two classes for yellow arid buff of any other
variety of crested Norwich, which should have dark, grizzled,
or clear crests, without the marks on the wings, and also
others more heavily variegated. Next to the best marked
crested specimens (the head and wings), those with fine green
or dark crests, with clear bodies throughout, are esteemed.
The points of perfection are the same as in qther Norwich

. birds with the markings, already described.

Coogle
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CLEAR BELGIAN CANARIE.".

THE Belgian bird-I mean OIe of reeogJlised form-is really
aristocratic in appearanee compared to most other Can8ries~

considering its finely clllselled
head, containing a pair of full
piercing eyea, its raking BDake
like neck, jutting out from well
formed tilioulders anel back, from
which should lie faultJesaly-shaped
wings, not crossing at the tips.
It should possess fine feathers and
colour, a good. ehest, be well
braced up from the chest to the
vent, with a long ta.il, piped, and
good stand to set it off in advan
tage.

Those moat highly prized in
tWa cotmill!y 8118 from .Antwerp~

Brussels, Ghent, 81ld Dietz. The
thiIUl8l' and: more, lSlender speci-

• mens- ar.e termed French BelgiaDllt
Belgian.-Cleal.' throughout. the coarser feathered or larger

birds being- from Hollall.d, am styled Dutch Belgians.
Contrssil, the Be1~an with the "'perky" little plain Canary,
and he 100ka a. high,br~ ~ntlemaa.bird compared to his
little cousin-german; there is-. indeed as mueb difference as
between the race-horse and eart-oolt. After examining the
latter bird, you have the impr8B8ion that he is a hypocrite
in his heart, he is so smirking, 80 soft and depNcating
in all his movements, but directJ.y your back is turned
he raises his head feathers, and often pours forth a shrill,
bold burst of song; turn your head, and he suddenly sub-

Googe
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sides into silence. The bearing of the Belgian is just the
reverse. He is l\ steady, well-trained, fine-looking fellow,
and will return you stare for stare, refusing to retreat an
inch. Generally they are not such songsters as other Canaries,
being weaker, and more tremulous in voice. They are. more
BUbject to disease, especiallr asthma, and the average of life
of shorter duration.. They are bred very freely by the Bel
gian peasants as a pastime. The best breeders promote
principally the breeding of clear birds, not thinking so much
of the marked or variegated kinds, which have of later date
come iuto fashion, through crossing with dark birds of inferior
blood. At one or two of the great shows in Belgium, prizes
are given for the best birds irrespective of colour (either
yellow or mealy). Such birds are held in estimation, and
realize large sums. Very few of these reach the English
fimeiew.. although: there are to be found. breeders in this
ooutltlywho will at times import them.even at fabulous. prices.
Tbere./Ule·tWlO,classe_yellow and butr-and. they are judged
for the following pointa of perfection-

BEAK-slender aud clear.
HlJu.D-smtill and fiat.
l{BCK-Iong and slender•.
BAcs-Iong and good cirele.
SII011LDBBS-high, and well :filled between.
WDfG&-longi.compa&D, aad. thin, lying close to the body,

but.nair crossing. eACh\ other at 1iJ.e tiJJ8.
CJUB'1!"-prominent, but tapering. towards the' vEm1i.
BoDy-long and slender.
~lang and thin,. with the. feathers well wrapJtld over

eaab. ather, and! inclining in cirol.e with back.
LBos-for 161lgth,and ereoiD.6SIil of standi
FEATIIEBS-closeness, with richness of. ooloUll--not coarse
J'nm-slemier. thr<mIboat" with. nai.l& J1Dt iiwisted on one

side.
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TICKED OR UNEVEN-MARKED BELGIAN CANARIES.

Tm:sE two clall8e8 of birds (yellow and buff) are mostly bred
from clear stock, but a Rlight mark, tick, or heavy blotch on
any of the outer or visible feathers either on body, wings,
tails, or legs, constitute show birds. They are, apart from
this, judgP.d for the best Belgian properties, by the same
ruleB, as near as poBSible, as the clear Belgians.

EVEN OR BEST MARKED BELGIAN CANARIES.

THE points of excellence of these two classes of Belgian birds
should resemble Clear-bred Belgians in general figure, but
this is rarely attainable. In addition to the other pro
perties, they should be marked 88 under :-

BEAK-slender and dark.
EYE-MARKS, or Spectade-eyed-a narrow mark round each

eye, tapering to a fine point on each side of the head,
but neither coming to the front of the beak or on to the
neck behind; if only marked on the cap or crown, and
not about the eyes, it should be of a perfect oval shape,
without the dark feathers reaching to the eyes.

WiliGs-the outermost flight-feathers to be white, the
inner flight-feathers dark.

TAIL-the tail, if not clear, but regularly marked with one
or' two dark feathers on each side, to be considered &

good show bird j specimens with entirely dark tails are
eligible for show.

TIlE UNDER PART of the bird from beak to vent to be IS

clear and ll-ee from dark feathers as possible. .
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THE UPPER SURFACE from the marking of the crown of the
head, to be entirely clear to the tail, the wings excepted.

THE LEGs to be dark-the darker the better in each
variety.

THE LONDON FANCY CANARIES.

THIS breed is one of the choicest known, and scarcer than
any other Canary bred. Nothing can possibly surpass the
beauty of these birds when
clean moulted. In their
fil'Ht or nestling feathers,
they very much resemble
the "Lizard" when young ;
but, from long experience,
I have satisfied myself that
the change they undergo in
their various stages of
moulnngisqmtesufficioot
to establish the fact that
they are a distinct breed.
This opinion is fully borne
out by the opinion of several Lon~Pancy.-Clear throughout, ex-

ceptmg the WHOLE of tho FLIGHTS

breeders of the "London and TAlL feathers which Ill'e BLACK.

Fancy" .birds of many
years' experience. One of these informs me he had bretl
and shown birds for the past fifty years, but could not give
any account of the breed, otherwise than that they were alWllY~

understood to be quite distinct from other kindB. Although
resembling the "Lizard" in their nestling felltherl'l, if bred
with a mark on the cap, when clean moulted, the mark,
however large, will disappear, but not. so with the "l~ill&rd"

bird, which retains it. The breed is somewhat small, and
in casting off the nest feathers, they entirely change to a

,. l'
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rich OOWuf, except winlJl and tail, whioh remain black
until the nen moult, when the darknees in winge and tail
is partly lost. Below. are the oorreot properties obtained
from a member of the "Hand-in-Hand" Society, London.

Like the "Norwich" breed, colour in the" London Fancy"
is a great point, both in J onque and Mealy. The Mealy
birds should have their feathers fringed or tipped with
white, and appear more bloomy than the yellow, which
should be of a very deep orange, with a ailky appearance of
feather. The black feathers llhould be 811 bright as posQble,
but blackness of feather is only melTed to when oolour is
equal in two birds. The cap is the principal point; next
breast, saddle, and back. Cap, 88ddle. and· back will sur
pass breast, saddle, and back; ~ and breast will beat
saddle and back; but bre8llt, saddle, and back will beat cap,
although tW it ant point. In a firllt-class show bird every
feather ill the flightll and tail should be black, in Bta1k or
web, a.ud not have an entire white feather; each flight mat
conta.iu. eightelll1 flying feathers, and the tail twelve feathers.

JjW-class birdtl of this breed often. realise 'Very high priees,
w"hiull is not to be wondered at, taking into consideration the
trouble and attention devoted in bringing them out in a
manner satisfactory to the breeders of them. They are judged
by the following points :-

CAP-for colour, magnitude, and regularity.
COLOUR-for richness of yellow, not only in the oar, but

throughout the bird.
WINGS AND TA.IIs-for black, home to the quill.
SIzE--for largeness and elegance of shape.
PINIONB-for magnitude and regularity.
SWA.LLOW-THBOAT--for largeness.
.F..uR BRBAIIT-regular.
LEGS-for blackness.
FLUl!l--for blackness.
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LIZARD CANABIES.
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LUard.-Clear in cap. Breut, either in
the Golden or Silver Ipecimena, slightly
streaked from the neck. Spangles slightly
increasing in IIize from the face down
the back, until resching the middle,
where they are largely developed. Black
winp, fringed with a little lighter
shade. Tail black, fringed the eame.
Lower part of legs and besk black.

WHAT can be prettier than these little spangled beautiel t
Whether they be the rich Jonqu8 or Golden Spangled, or
the Mealy or Silver .
Spangled birds, there
are many points to
admire about each.
The deeper the colour
oftheGoldenSpangled
the better it is, espe
cially in the cap,
fringing or lacing of
the spangles, and the
breast. Thecapshould
be of good size and
oval in shape, extend
ing from the dark
beak to that portion
of the crown behind,
where it should termi
nate somewhat square
and regular. On each
side of the head the
cap should reach the
eye-lids, which should
be dark. " From the neck the spangles gradually increase in
size.• until reaching the back, where tbey are fully and
regularly developed. The legs, feet, and web and stalks of
wings and tail, black. The head when large, wide, and
fiat, is much preferred. The remarks with respect to the
propertiell likewise refer to Silver Spangled specimens, which
besr a mealy or silvery appearance. The breed is much.,,,2

Googe
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promoted III many parts of England. Several years ago
there was a class of Lizards termed" Blue Spangled," and
IIOme pretending to this colour were shown at the Crystal
Palace, Sydenham, hut not being quite blue enough, the
class very properly came to grief. They merely presented
a slaty or greyish-blue-black hue beneath the spangles and
in the down or flue-feathers, which was caused by matching
two mealy Liz'lrds together. Like" London Fancy" birds,
the Lizards are "out of feather," and not so eligible for show,
after their tirst year's moulting feathers are' cast, when
the feathers become tipped with grey or white at the ends
of the flights and tails. The better the breed the less will
they show the white tips on the feathers. Unfair exhibitors
at times resort to the foul doctoring process, to deceive the
judges. Sometimes these birds are neither of a confirmed
Golden nor Silvel' appearance. Such are liable to be dis
qualified, as also are those foul in the wing and tail feathers,
or with a broken cap. The most important point is the cap,
then spangled feathers, throat and breast, wings and tail,
chest and body, head, neck, legs, and beak.

Ther are judged as follows :

BEAK-the darker the better, and short.
HEAD-the crown should be flattish and wide, with size

throughout.
CAP-should possess purity, rich colour, and magnitude

of form, with .great regularity, coming to the beak in
front, and to the back of the crown behind, imd not
lower than the eyebrow or lid, which should be dark.

:NECK-short and thick, with small, clear spangles begin
ning at the back of the cap and gradually increasing in
size towards the body.

BACK AND SPANGLES-should be wide across, clearly and
thickly spangled, the boldest being in the centre, IiIld
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the others gradually decreasing towards the sides and
upper tail covert&

WINGS AND TAlr.--should be black, the bastard wing
feathers particularly 80, the others (pinions) black in
stalk and web, and fringed with orange, or silvery
white, according to class.

THROAT AND BB.EA8T---()range or silvery, according to
class, and regular throughout, the ril:her the orange
the better.

CXKlIT AND BoDy-the former wide and the body of good
size, the bolder the"better.

LEGS AND FEET-throughout, the blackest the best, and
nails not twisted.

F'EATHEBB-very close, and not deficient or pied, with the
underneath Hue of the golden spangled a bluish-black,
a.nd the Hue of the silver spangled more of a dark grey.
In the yellow portions of the golden spangled the richer
the orsnge the better, and in the silver spangled the
colour should be more like newly-cast virgin silver,
especially in the cap.

MANCHESTER COPPY CANABIES.

THE "Manchester Coppy" Canary is larger than the" Bel.
gian," and differently shaped, being stronger in body, with a
long strnight back, which form should be continued to the tail
end. There is considerable grace in a good specimen, bear
ing a noble crest, striking well from, the centre of the crown
over the beak and eyes, and gradually tapering 'off to the
sides of the head neal' the back, whQre the feathers should lie
close. The wings must be long, lying close to the well
formed loins, and not crossing !it the ends. The crest should
be clear in fea-thor, on " hmd of small size, with neck lUld
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back long. The f'eathers must be close and silky, with no
dark under-flue. The mealy birds are somewhat whiter in

Manchutw Ooppll.-Entirely clear-no da.rk feathers &n'ywhere. Clear
creat, which fal1s from the centre of the crown very heavy over the
eyes and beak, but gradual1y tapering into smooth feathers behind.
and down the back of the head.

appearance than other breeds, but the yellow birds should be
possessed of' good colour. The crest should not be spli~ in
the f'ront over the beak. These birds are very long, some of
them being nearly seven inches from head to tail. The best
of'this breed I have f'ound in Lancashire and the neighbour
hood of' Macclesfield. The longer the birds, and better the
crests, the more tbey are prized. The f'ollowing are the most
commendable qualifications :-

BEAJ[-fml&1l and clear.

Coogle
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HEAD-ftat, and Dot very large, having a heavy crest,
quite clear, converging from the centre of the CroWD
to'W'll.rds the beak and eyes very regularly, over which
the feathera should project. From the sideS of the skull
over the eyetl they should gradually taper off, and at
the back part of the head become smooth. The fea
thera of the crest should be close and compact, with no
BJ>lit in the front of the crest over the beak.

NBCX.-long and straight.
BoDy-large and straight, especially the back, which

should increase in size from the neck, and taper gra
dually towards the tail

CHBST-rolmd and expanding from the neck.
WIliO&-very long, lyiDg c10Ie on the loins, and not cross

ing at the ends.
TAIIr-long, Btraight, and very close, being in a line with

the upper part of the body.
FEET AND LEGs--long ad slender.
FEATBEBlI-cloee, clear, and silky in the flue, the colour of

the yellow beiDg 8Omn'hat rich, the mealy almost white.

SCOTCH FANCY CANARIES.

THIS breed, often Btyled the "Glasgow Don 1I or "Scotch
Fancy," is held in high estimation in Scotland, and the
northernmost portion of England, but is Dot much known
on the south side of Yorkshire. It is looked up to with I1ll

much favour by our Scotch brethren 8S the Norwich bird is
by the English fancier. Besides classes for ce clear" birds,
there are those for U flecked" or .. piebald," as they are
termed. They have small beaks, and heads beautifully
round, are na.rrow in the shouldeI'll, with tail. long and
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BEA.K-small.
HEAD-round and small.
NECK-long.
SHOULDERS--close and narrow, not

high.
BACK-well filled.
FEATHERS - quality good, not

coa1'86.
COLOUR-for richness.
LENGTH of bird.
ST.uo>-ereot.

Scotch Fancy.-Entirely
clear.

tapering, forming a perfect curve, like the half moon, and
pOSlleSSed of a 'peculiar action not existing in any other kind

of Canary. They are not often seen
at exhibitions in the south of
England, although they have been
shown at the Crystal Palace, in a
class set aplU"t for Canaries ~f "any. I
other variety." They are judged
principally for the following proper-
ties :-

YORKSHIRE FANCY CANARIES.

IN the northern part of" Merry England," especially, the
breed of Canary named "Yorkshire" finds numerous ad
mirers. 'l'heyare not 80 deep in colour of plumage as the
Norwich, behJ.g more of a lemon yellow, although every
endeavour has been made to impart a high colour. Some
breeders have crossed them with Norwich stock, for the
purpose of improving richness of colour, and with the Coppy
bird to increase their length, but by 80 doing they depart
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from the form peculiar to the "Yorkshire," and they have
no possible chance of gaining prizes with such when properly
judged.

There are two classes for clear Yorkshire, besides those
for even-marked, and uneven-marked or ticked.

Yorbhirt.-Entirclr clear.

The even-marked birds should be nicely pencilled about
the eyes (spectacle-eyed), which markings should gradually
taper off towards the sides of the head, having the wings
evenly marked on the smaller Hight feathers. The birds
should be clear in the body feathers, above and undemeath,
from the beak to the tail.

They are longer than Norwich birds, being straight, or
nearly 80, in the back, longer in neck, and rather more
leggy. The chief points are :-

BEAK-slender.
HEAD-round and moderate size.
NECK-straight and long.
BHouLDus-rather broad, but not high.
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BACK-well filled in and straight.
STAND-firm, and uf bold carriage.
WINGs-long, and not crossed at the ends.
LEas-rather long.
FEET and NAILS-not coarse, or twisted awry.
FEATHE~lose and entire.
TAIL-Close and. straight.

CINNAMON CANABIES.

CI:N:NAMON coloured birds have long been bred, and have
been dubbed with the titles of "Quakers," "Duns," &c.
Of late years a great improvement has taken place in their
appearance. The chief aim of fanciers in the south of
England is to breed them rich in colour, with the form
of the much favoured Norwich birds. Those of the north
country are generally longer, and partake more of the
shape of Yorkshire or half-bred Belgian birds j and they
are nC?t so deep in colour. There are several classes for
them, one being for Jonque or Yellow Cinnamon, one for
Bu1I or Mealy, and another for Marked Cinnamon, and at
some shows even more than these. The Jonque birds
should possess a very rich coloured plumage--the richer the
more prized; the Buffs are not so high coloured, but are very
beautiful when well tinged with mealy bloom. The Marked
Cinnamon are much in favour when evenly marked about
1Ihe eyes and face, and regularly marked on the smaller
ftight. of the wings. Cinnamon birds have different coloured
eyE'S to most other kinds j they are of a pinky reddish hue.
When hatched they may be known from other birds, owing
to the appearance of the eyelids. The fancy for Cinnamon
birds is now very great.

There are several other kinds, such as the German Canary,
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the dark brownish green, the black green, tbe dark green
with crel!tR, white with grizzly crests; al80 crosses betwixt
the London Fancy and the Lizard, the Norwich and Fancy,
Lizard and Norwich (in Derby called the "Spot or CTOIlS

bl"ed "), the Yerkshire and Norwich, and others, most of
whioh niake good cage songsters.

Canaries will readily pair and breed with the Goldfinch,
the Brown Linnet, the Greenfinch, and the Siskin and
Berin.

The cross between the Canary and the Goldfinch in general
prodUel!B the handsomest birds, the yoUDg partaking much
of a 'Yerr beautiful intermixture of both puatB.

The CJ"OIlB between the Canary ad the Sillkin ill mach
like the female Siskin, if the female bird is a Green CuDalY.
But·if this be mealy or yellow, it becomes rather brighter,
IUId mOlltly retains the coloma and figure of the Siakin.

The cross between the Omary and the Berin is distin
guished only by its smaller size, and by it'! short thick beak,
from the common Grey or Green Canary, unless when pro
duced by a Mealy or Yellow hen Canary.

The cross between the Canary and the Linnet. When
the descendant of a (key Canary, its only difference is a
slightly longer tail ~ but it is often variegated or marked
with. light feathenl when the Canary is yellow or mealy.

Other particulars and experience of Mule-breeding will
be hereafter noted in a separate chapter.

H.uuTA.T.-Except during the breeding season, the males,
for singing purposes, are kept in small bird cages, generally
of .the shave of a bell, and made of wire, and must be at
least one foot high, and eight inches in diameter, and fur
niahed with two transverse perches. Other cages are oftep.
used, snch as those of waggon-top shape, or slanting tops
(as the fancy may incline), with the seed-drawer or fount&in at
ODe end, and a vessel for water at the other. Cages of easier
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construction, made of wood, all but the front, are snug and
suitable. They should be from twelve to fourteen incQ.es

long, ten or eleven inches
high, and six inches from
front to back, having
wire fronts, two perches,
and two tins or glasses
for seed andwater. They
can be either stained or
painted any colour suit
able, will answer two
purposes, either for song
birds or for exhibiting

'r;
~ . in; but they are not so
I . well adapted for suspend-'

jog in front of a window
as the bell-shaped cages,
which are more orna
mental. When many
male birds are kept,

theY' can be assorted in lots in larger cag~ The females
(l&n be placed together in breeding cages, or in a fly, according
to circumstances. In the bell-shaped cages, wherein it
must be understood only one bird should be placed, both
the eating and drinking vessels mnst be fixed on the out
side, at the extremities of the lower perch. These should be
surmounted with a cap of tin, so that the bird may not
scatter its food easily. Cleanliness will often prevent these
delicate birds from suffering many disorders, and it is very
desirable that the floor of the ~ae should be made moveable,
that it may be more easily cleansed and strewed with coarse
sand. Being inhabitants of a warm climate, and rendered
delicate by constant residence in rooms, and so in a manner
habituated to a tempe~ture similar to that of their own

lVV
<.
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country, great care in winter is necessary that the same
temperature be preserved, avoiding the exposure to cold air,
which, however refrellhing in summer, cannot be otherwise
than prejudicial to them, causing sickness, and even ueath.
To keep them in a healthy and happy frame, it is very im
portant to observe that in summer they must be frequently
hung in a cage, in brilliant daylight, and, if poBBible, placed
in the warm sunshine, which, especially when bathing, is

. very agreeable to them.
FooD.-This is a most important consideration. The more

simple and true to nature the food is, the better does it agree
with these birds j whereas, when too artificially compounded,
it renders the birds weak and sickly. The best food for them
is the summer rape-seed, scalded, which is sown in spring,
distinguisbed from the winter rape-seed, which is sown iu
autumn: it is larger and blacker than the former, and is not'
so suitable fbr the stomach, being very strong. Like the
Linnet, tbey thrive very well on this food, but it should be
occasionally intermixed with some crushed hemp seed and
Canary seed, for the sake of flavouring it, and this especially
in the spring, when they are intended for breeding. As a
treat, we may give them. a mixture of summer cabbage seed,
groats, whole oats, or oatmeal, with millet, flax, and Canary
seed. Here, as in everything elfie, we should strive to imitate
nature. With this simple mode of treatment I have reared
numerous Canaries, and kept them healthy for many years;
whereas others, who have attended theirs with the greatest
labour and care, have incessantly complained of all kinds of
vexatious and unfortunate casualties. Besides a multitude of
short essays upon the mode of treating Canaries, lengthy
volumes have also been written upon it. These contain a
variety of very artificial modes of treatment, all of which
effect no illore than what the few simple ones here described
will do. The hens likewise are supplied with this food j but
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in winter they are contented with roll or merely barley groats,
moistened in milk, if given to them fresh every day, to keep
it from becoming sour. Be.sidetl, both males and females
have given them in summer some dandelion, ripe plantain
seed, salad, groundsel, and water-crelllleB, which must be pre
vioualy washed and cleansed from anything prejudicial, and
in winter occasiona.lly fed with pieces of sweet apple.

They require fresh water daily both for drinking and
bathing, and at moulting time a rusty nail should be 0cca

sionally placed in theil' driiWng vessel, as this tends to
strengthen the stomach.

They pick up the little angular grains of sand with which
the bottom of the cage may be strewed, and which very much
assists their digestion.

These kinds of food are for the full-grown bird j the young
require different treatment, at least as long as they require
the care of their parent birds, and are being moulted.

BREEDING.-The rearing of these birds is accompanied
with many difficulties, rendered still more so by reason of
the innumerable artificial means that are resorted to.

A bird is known to be old by the prominent scales of ita
legs, and by its strong and long claws. Good breeders are
rare and costly. Some males are always dejected, sing but
little, are indifferent to their mates, and consequently unfitted
for breeding; others are too choloric, incessantly snap at
and hunt the females about, and indeed often kill them and
their young; others, again, are too ardent, persecute the
female while she is hatching, tear the nes~, throw out the
eggs, or continually excite the female to pair, until she quits
the eggs or neglects the young.

The females have also their defects. Some merely lay, and
immediately quit their eggs as soon as laid; others feed their
young badly, maim them, or pluck out all their feathers;
others lay with much exertion and labour, and when they
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shQUld hatch become sickly, or lay each egg after a long in~

terval.
To correct all these defects of character and temperament

in both sexes, certain remedies are said to be efficacious; but
they are almost all deceptive, and the fancier, notwithstlll.ld
ing his attention to~ is often exposed to many dil!ll.p
pointme1J.ts. The heR pI&D, however, it to remove the
birds having these faaltt, .ad I1lbstitllte otbel'B which are
without them.

Hens vary much in temperament j some are very restless,
timid, and bl\d Bitten i~ will permit all possible free
dom during the period Df i.noubation and bringing up their
young. During the early part of the breeding season you
become acquainted with the temper of your henll, and know
better how to treat them. Some treatiJes will say do so-and
so, but still the directions may not be of advantage respecting
some hens. I say the belit guida iI esperience j for the
ground-work, and general knowledge bow to proceed, of
course they are useful. You may, perhaps, be breeding with
ooe or two to twenty pairs, and upwards, anq matters may
run. smoothly on as regards eggs in nests, hens sitting, others
chipped or near chipping, and some of a week or more days'
old, or about leaving their nests. I have known many
such instances of disappointment and misfortune to occur,
aDd all through a little too much meddling with them before
they are safely out of their nests. Even when they are out
of their nests, they require all care, for fright and WlUlt of
caution will at times cause young birds to dart wildly about
the cages until either wWgR or legs are broken.

To obtain birds of a brilliant plumage, it is requillite to
pair together such birds as are of similar markings, and
whose colours are distinct and regular. This is best effected
in separate breeding-cages. Variegated and checkered ones
are often produced in aviaries, where the birds pair to~ethel'
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indiscriminately. Birds of a greenisb and brownish colour
matched with brigbt yellow ones often produce beautiful dusky

white or other favourite colours. A requisite precaution to
be observed is, that a tufted and a smootb.headed bird should
be paired, for if two crested birds be placed together they
often produce the young with a part of the head bald or
otherwise deformed.

Towards the middle of April is the best time to place
the birds in tIle breeding cages or partitions. Breeding
places can be constructed in various ways. Some breeders
use spacious cages. Supposing you have the advantage of
a corner or inlet in & room of between three or four feet in
breadth, six, eight, or ten breeding places can be made by
putting up shelves against which moveable fronts may be
fitted either to button or screw on. Each breeding com
partment should be at least 20 inches long and 18 inches
high. Between two of such places there should be & wooden

Coogle
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slide, in which, for convenience, make a small aperture,
either to be opened or kept clOsed at times when breeding
with two hens and one male, or when you wish to throw the
two partitions into one to afford more room and a better :fly
for several birds after the breeding season is over. Do not
think I wish to encourage the breeding of two hens with
()ne male, for I have ever found, as a rule, that more advan
tage is gained when breeding with birds in pairs.

If you wish to construct your own breeding places, use
for the shelves deal wood, three-quo.rters of an inch thick,
which, when well planed, will be sufficiently strong, and will
not bend. The fronts ofthe cages are better made ofhalf-inch
pine, which is lighter and easier to work up. It does not
require a vast amount of architectural skill to enable one, if
so inclined, to make hill own cages. I have generally found
that where there is a natural taste for bird-breeding, one
soon becomes acquainted with the necessary ideas to meet
all requirements. In wiring your cages or fronte, use
No. 16 or 17 tinned or galvanised wire instead of iron
wire (which soon becomes shabby), for the former freshens
up when the places are taken down to be washed, which
requires to be done when breeding is over, and before placing
or k!'leping your birds in during the following autumn and
winter. I always have my breeding places well cleansed,
twice each year, with the strong soap-suds from tho house
hold washing-tub, to free them from insects and dirty accumu
lation. Before taking to pieces, give them a dres.qing of cam
phor dissolved in spirits of wine, mixing it with turpentine
and oil. This immediately destroys the red bug or vermin,
and in a great measure prevents them from escaping. The
two upright wires, where the sliding partition enters, should
be of stronger wire, say No. 11 or 12. The reason I
advise pine wood for the fronts is, that it is not so liable to
split when boring the boles for wiring. Eefore making the

Q&
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holes, gauge off with rule and pencil to & nicety, the space
from wire to wire being about 1iYe-eightbs of a.n inch. If
much narrower & bird may possibly get its head fast, ami
the 1088 will be great if 8. valuable one. They ca.n easily
get their heads through & space of five-eightbs of an inch
without fear of accident. This is a.lm & good distance for
ahowcages.

For wiring purposes you require two bl'Bd-awls, two pairs
of pliers, the enda or n08ell of one pair to be round {or
turning the ends of the wire for door-places, &c.; also have
a. pair of wire-cutters. I am not only my own wire-worker
and joiner, but perform my own plumbing, staining, and
painting. If I require tin vessels made, I purchase sheets
of tin. For staining I generally use sienna, pounding it
well in a mortar before using. It makes & nice lively oolour.
Lay it on with a brush or piece of sponge. "When dry, give
it a. dre88ing of liquid size, and you will save much varnish
thereby. Mind and procure good varnish, or it will take
long to dry. Some breeders prefer paint. Dark blue looks
very nice, but do not let your wood become greasy prior to
painting. I prefer soldering the upright wires to the er088
bars of wire rather than wrapping them with fine wire, not;
only because the work looks neater and is much stronger,
but it prevents harbours and crevices for the diminutive
vermin which should be kept in check as much as possible;
it also prevents birds getting their claws or feet fast in the
wire. I also make my own solder, by melting soft lead and
pewter into bars. Use resin or apirits of salt for soldering
with, but when using the latter take care to rub off all super
iluous spirits, or the wire will become tarnished. W1len
you have done with the spirits'of salt, do not put it away
with any tools, or they will become very rasty. WheD you
purchase apirits of salt, put a portion of zinc in to kill the
spi.rit~ or yOIl will not be able to work it.. Before you
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can solder you will require a soldering-iron. If your iron
does not work easy, and the solder fails to adhere to
the face of it, you must heat your iron just sufficient to melt
solder, and after slightly filing up the face of the iron, rub
it on a piece of sheet tin with a little solder and resin. You
will then obtain a face to the iron by the solder adhering to
it. It is through making the iron too hot that it loses the
face. To the uninitiated this information will be of much
service, should they require to build or construct their own
cages or breeding-places. My experience has been ohtained
with much trouble and expense. Others interested in the
cause are welcome to it.

If you have not the advantage of a corner in a room for
making the partitions or breeding places, use upright boards
for the sides of the sets of breeding partitions you may con
struct elsewhere. You will have no occasion to put a back
to them if you have a good wall to place them against.
It will not only save wood, but harbour fewer insects. Some
prefer breeding in open rooms. I have known great success
thill way, but it can only be done where one breed of birds
is put up. If you have more than one breed no dependence
can be relied upon for purity of young stock.

Breeding places must enjoy the warmth and light of the
sun, and be supplied with nest boxes, or little wicker
baskets (two, for each pair). If breeding in a room, there
ought to be placed some dwarf pines, which, being cut down
in February, will not readily lose their leaves. A wire in
closure should be made, and placed. before the window, so
that the birds may enjoy the fresh air. It will greatly con-
tribute to make the yoang ones strong and healthy. . .

Those birds which are to b€' paired for the first time should
be placed together in a small cage for a week or ten days, to
aecuStom them to each other. If you wish two feinales to be
paired with one male, the females must previously be &C-

GG2
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customed to each other's society, by being kept in a small
cage. As I have previously remarked, the breeding cage
should have two compartments, separated by a board, in
which a sliding door has been made. In the one compart
ment a lively male is enclosed with a female. When she
has laid her eggs the sliding door is moved, and the male is
admitted to the other female, or if they should happen to'
commence building at the same time turn the male in to each
occasionally. When they have both laid, the sliding door
may be kept open: the male will then visit both females
alternately, and possibly they will not trouble themselves about
each other more than an occasional sparring while defending
their own nests; otherwise, without this precaution,jealousy
would incite them to destroy each other's nests and throw
out the eggs. In a room or aviary a male has sometimes
two or even three females placed beside him; with one of
these the male will more especially pair. But when this
favourite is about to sit, the others will receive a share of
his attention.

If au apartment thus appropriated be supplied with fine
ground moBS, it is scarcely necessary to furnish them with
any other materials for their nests. But they may also
have given them cow and deer hair, and hogs' bristles, dry
and delicate hay, pieces of cotton not quite a finger's length,
and paper shavings. T"ne coal'Ber material they use for the
external structure, and the finer for lining the inside. They
will sometimes show indicatiolls of their instinct by building
nests after their own fasbion, generally being irregular in
figure and not nicely finished, at least externally.

The female, as in the majority of birds, is usually the
architect, the male only selecting its plaoo and procuring
the materials. When the pairing takes place, the female
attracts the male by a continuous piping note, repeated
more quickly the nearer she is to laying. .An interval. of
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seven or eight days, sometimes longer, elapses between the
pairing and laying the first egg. Every day afterwards,
nearly at the aame hour, an egg is laid, their number varyi~g
from two to six. .After laying is ended, the pairing is con
tinued during the time of incubation.

When the hens are good breeders, and. do not commence
sitting from the laying of the first egg, it is superfluous to
attempt to assist nature by artificial means, and it is best to
leave the birds entirely to themselves. In other cases it is
customary to remove the first egg, and replace it by an
ivory or wood one, placing it in a box filled with clean
dry sand or bran, and so taking away the eggs till the
fourth is laid; all are then returned to the nest to be hatched.
They lay three or four times a-year, from April to August,
and some are so assiduous in pairing, that even moulting
does not interrupt them. The eggs are often sea green,
marked at one of the ends with reddish brown or violet spots
or streaks. Still some differ from others in colour and shape,
and are lighter and bluish, without any spots. The eggs of
the Belgian birds may generally be known by their more
delicate shape, being not quite so bulky as others. The
period of incubation lasts thirteen days. If from the sick
liness of the male or of the female any of the eggs are unim
pregnated, they must be taken out of the nest when the hen
has sat for six or eight days, held lightly between the fingers
in the sunshine or in a bright light; the good ones will then
appear dull and filled with veins, while the bad will either
appear quite clear or addled; these latter must be thrown
away. The male rarely relieves the female in hatching, nor
does she very willingly permit it. Immediately after feeding
she returns to the eggs, and if the male should not imme
diately leave the nest, he will be speedily compelled by pecks
and blows. The young are killed in the egg occasionally
through ~oud and near noises, such as thunder, the firing of a
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fowling-piece, ,J.mming of dOOl'll, and any o~her loud knock
ing j but perbaps the most frequent C&uae of failure is through
a b&d Bitter, and being troubled. with the vennin.

As soon 88 the young IU'e hatched, the old birda should
be supplied with one-fourth of hard-boiled egg. p1'e888d
through a wire meve, with stale plain bun, which is prepared
more readily than mincing with 8 knife if reqUired for
several, some UBing with the egg roll steeped in water, and
this pressed out again; and, in another vessel, Bome rape
seed which has been boiled, and has been l'e-waBhed in fresh
water to take away its acidity. It is requisite to take care
that this soft food doetl not become sour, otherwise it will
kill the young, and the cause is often not suspected. Some
persons give them merely their usual food, intermixing it
with some finely-powdered biscuit and hard·boiled egg, but
I have always found the diet above prescribed more effica
cious, especially until the yOUllg are fledged.

It is now that the male takes the chief part in rearing
the young, and upon him devolves the duty of feeding them,
to allow the female to recover from the exhaustion of incu
bation.

There are various points to be observed and to contend
with during the breeding and incubation of the eggs. By
meddling too much with the nests or eggs, or allowing many
strangers to examine or pry about your birds during nest
ing, restless hens will often forsake their nests and young.
Some hens neglect their eggs just before chipping should
begin; others sit only the bare thirteen days. Many will,
if you permit, sit twice that time j but it is unwise to allow
them, unless circumstances require youto save some particular
eggs. Some hens have been proved famous mothers in this
rellpect, but the double sitting produces weakness, especially
if they are not well kept up, and there is not free ventila
tion. A vitiated atmosphere will encourage a fretfulness
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want of due care in providing clean nests and vermin har.
bouring in the stale ones, how can it be wondered at that
matters do not run smooth? Of course, when mishaps
occur, they are generally attributed to the birds. Such,
however, is not always the case. That some birds will be
guilty of acts of mischief and barbarity, even with the best
of attention and care, is true enough. It is so in all crea
tion. When this does happen, and is clearly traced, it is
better they be got rid of. But it does not follow that
because a bird, or pair of birds, have not done well over
one nest, that they should act similarly over others. I have
known several instanoes of young birds having had their
beaks, ends of wings, and feet, pecked and destroyed by the
parents a day or two after they have been chipped. Cases
of this kind are difficult to treat. I have frequently been
called upon for my advice and assistance in the matter. In
some, I have found on entering a breeder's room, the air to
be 80 oppressive as to feel an uneasiness even concerning
oneself, and further, on examining the nests, have discovered
the red·mites infesting them, often in perfect clusters. If a
hen becomes weakened with the thirteen days' sitting, and
nearly all that time has been annoyed or troubled, especially
during the nights, with the vermin-pests, and she burys or
disposes of an egg or so, and sometimes uproots one or two
to an upmost comer of the nest, how is it to be wondered
at if, when· the young are just chipped, the hen vents her
uneasiness on her offspring by pecking at them? This, once
begun, is continued to the total maiming or disfigurement
of the young. Sometimes the male birds will commit
such acts. There are instances where the male birds are
guilty of these diabolical deeds of maiming through an
unnatural disposition, for I have seen them lift them out
of the nests with their beaks, and drop them to the bottom
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of the cage, and there continue to peck at them. I have
Been the male parent even attack birds after they have left
their nesh at the age of eighteen or twenty days old, and
completely scalp them. When they are found thus savage to
their offspring, they (the males) are better removed from
the cage. I have known the parent bird, the hen in parti
cular, bring up the young, even after the early maiming of
them, but only when the young have been placed in clean
nests free from vermin. This convinces me that the an
noyance and worrying by the red·mites has often been
the cause of mischief.

When a dirty nest is removed, it should be burnt.
In cues of severe maiming, the young are better destroyed,
for they will only be cripples. In supplying a clean
nest, let it be a lac ,imile of the one the hen had made.
A day previous to chipping, especially in June or July,
I change the eggs to a clean nest, but before so doing,
adopt my usual practice of moistening them, by dipping
them in water blood warm. This practice is very essen
tial in the earlier part of the breeding season, for it
materially assists in freeing the young from the egg
shell. Clean nests are more necessary in June and July,
for the red·mites are then more troublesome. When the
young are about ten days old, supply another clean nest.
Never mind a little trouble-in fact, you cannot well BUC
ceed without it. To prevent, in So great measure, the hen
plucking the young birds to line her next nest, supply her
with a fresh nest when the young are fourteen days old.
Remove the nest containing the young on to another hook
or nail, and hang the new nest·box or basket in its place. The
cock-bird will readily attend to the young when so removed.
Most hens prefer bailding in the old position. If this is
not done, and you place in a cage So fresh box or basket,
and supply the hen with building material, they will very
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often begin to build on the young birds. This plan will
save many young birds from being disfigured. It is so
essential that birds, required for moulting for exhibition,
should not be plucked by the parents. If so plucked they
are not so rich in plumage as when treated in the moulting
process.

An observant and systematic bird-breeder-when breed ~

ing with several pairs-will keep a book, in which he will
state the respective kinds of birds he may put up to breed.
He will note and number each pair in the book, mark the
cages or partitions with corresponding numbers, write
down what dates such' and such hens began sitting, when
the time of incubation is up, the number of eggs set, and
also the number of birds chipped or reared from the nests.
This will guide him much in sorting out his birds for moult
ing, which is of consequence to the breeder who moults
for exhibition purposes. Memory is apt to fail one at
times.

Male birds are often very mischievous to their young, by
plucking or drawing out their tail feathers soon after they
have left the nest. When this occurs, place the young
birds in a small wire cage apart from the parents, and hang
it on to the front of the breeding partition, supplying the
old birds, as usual, with food. Place the cage so close that
the young, when they fret or cry to be fed, can receive food
from the old ones through the wires, which should be opened
a little. Gradually tempt and learn the young to feed, by
placing bits of soft food on the cage. When they can do
this, take them away altogether.

If it is necessary to feed the young by hand, grated roll
or pounded dried biscuit is taken, and mixed with pounded
rape-seed, and this food is kept in a box. As often as it
is necessary to feed them, a little of it is moistened with
some yolk of egg and water, and given them from a quill.
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This must be done ten or twelve times a-day; about four
quills full is the portion neeessa.ry for each meal.

Unti! the twelfth day the young remain almost naked,
and require to be covered by the female. It will also
sometimes happen, especially in cold dry years, that the
birds scarcely get any plumage. An experiment of
Mad. . . • proves that B tepid bath accelerates their
growth. This lady has aleo facilitated the d.iacloaure of the
young from the shell when too hard for the young to
break through themselves, by means of warm water.
This beautiful experiment may be profitably applied to the
egga of other birds. It is also well known that in warm
moist weather young birds will free themselves from the
shells much elUilier than when a dry atmosphere prevaila.
When a month old, the young may be removed from the
breeding cage. With the usual food of the old birds they
must still be fed for some weeks upon the above kinds, for the
sudden removal of soft food often occasions death. Gradu
ally get them on to feeding upon Canary seed before you
discontinue soft food. It is asserted, and not without
reaBon, that those Canaries which a.re reared in an. arbour,
where they have space to fly about within an enclosure of
wire, are longer.lived and stronger than those which are
reared in a chamber.

.A. curious and important observation which has frequently
been made, namely, when there are two fewes with one
male in a cage, and one dies, the other will hatch the egga laid
by her co·mate, and rear the young as her own, and, during
this foster-mather's care, cautiously avoid the caresses ·of
her mate.

Young birds sometimes leave the nests with the hind
claw deformed from having been brought towards the front.
When this is perceived, loop the hind claw to the shank
with a piece of worsted or soft cotton, not too tight, or it
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will be contracted. Broken shanks can often be cured
by using two splinters up each side, binding it with soft
cotton. Small splinters made out of quills are good for the
purpose, for being hollow they are more adaptable to the
shape of the leg.

I t ill not unusual for birds kept for singing purpoees
to be seized with fits when reached down to be cleaned or
examined. This generally arises from their being hung
high up on the walls, where there is a fire or gas used.
Gas, especially, is moat injurioWi and weakening. Birds
kept in this way often cast their feather..., and fall oft' in
their BOng. There ill no wonder at this happening. Fancy
oneself having to contend with a vitiated or exhausted
atmosphere. It ill frequently remarked by those who ele
vate themselves by standing or getting on to a chair how
oppressive it is to the breathing organ near the ceiling.
In this close and poisonous air the poor birds have to live,
and there is no wonder that the system should become
affected, and the loss of feathers take place. They should
be hun~ or sWipended face high, where the air is purest.
They then enjoy better health, become more familiar, and
do not suffer so mUech from the weakness which causes
the fits. When thus seized, a plunge in a cold bath will
often tend to restore them. Birds are more healthy and
stro:uger in feather when kept apart from artificial heat,
where no fire is kept. Fresh water daily, and a free use
of it to bathe in, is an advantage to them.

To the fancier or breeder of first-class stock, who is
desiroWi of exhibiting birds for honours, the washing pro
cess is most essential. Birds are, independent of breed
and other qualifications, expected to be placed before
the notice ofa judge in all possible beauty and condition
of plumage. Many fine birds have been kept in the rear
rank owing to the smoky or dirty state they have been in
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when exhibited. Whatever bloom they may be possessed
of is partly hidden by the dirt and smoke, and were unclean
birds encouraged before cleanly-looking specimens, an in
ducement would be offered to filth, and exhibitions would
degenerate. In performing the operation of washing, much
care must be exercised. You will require a cage for
drying in before the fire, with a soft cloth placed on the
bottom inside the cage, a shaving brush (the one I use
for the washing operation is made of badger-hair, being
80ft and easy), a fine soft drying cloth for extracting as
mutlh damp as possible out of the feathers before placing
them in the drying cage, and two bowls for washing the
birds in. When you lay hold of a bird to wash it, handle it
firmly, but carefully. Hold the bird in the left hand, with the
head towards the wrist, the tail falling over the forefinger.
When washing, do not press the thumb tight across its
neck, for, by so doing, the neck feathers may possibly
become frilled. Then, after rubbing the brush upon the
soap, apply it to the back of the bird, washing the back
and wings down to the tail Having freely performed in
this manner, turn the bird on its back, and in a similar manner
clean the breast and underneath portion. Operate on the
head and neck, and when you find the dirt well extracted,
rinse in clean warm water, or the feathers will not be in
proper condition when the bird is dry. Do not be afraid
of soap getting into the eyes or mouth, but, of course, be
as careful as possible in this respect. The birds will be
come somewhat prostrate, and appear to an unpractised
person as though they were dying, but it is .not often such
accidents happen. One advantage is to get through the
operation as speedily as possible, keeping the birds warm
the whole of the time. Do not have the water beyond
blood·heat for fear of injuring them, and, previous to wash
ing, place in each bowl a small piece of soda, which assists
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in getting the dirt well out of the feathers. It will occupy
about six or eight minutes to wash each ~ird, and from
twenty minutes to half.an-hour drying. Have a good fire
to dry with, but be careful not to place the birds too near
for fear of burning them. When one is washed, and placed
in the drying cage, proceed to operate upon another, and
as you find the first washed dry place them in another cage.
This will prevent one while drying from soiling the others,
and will afford more room in the drying cage for the re
mainder. One drying-cage will be sufficient for a dozen
or upwards to dry in. Birds kept in the country away
from the smoke of a town, very rarely require so much
cleansing, but keep them how you may in a neighbourhood
where there is much smoke, you cannot even, with close
covering up, prevent birds becoming soiled and dirty in
plumage.

When the tail or wing-feathers are broken, pluck out
the stumps. It will take from five to six weeks for the full
growth of new feathers. It is necessary that all birds should
be exhibited in as perfect a state of plumage as possible.
Avoid as much as possible damaging the wings and tail
feathers of London Fancy and Lizards, for with them the
growth of new feather!! become more grey. When the endS
of the flight or tail feathers become curled, they can easily
be straightened by dipping in hot water and stroked through
the thumb and finger.

A great drawback to succe8sful bird-breeding before the
early part of April, is the loss of hens that frequently
occurs, and the unsatisfactory number of eggs laid, often but
one, two, or three, and those most likely unfertile; whereas
by delaying until a more genial and propitious season sets
in, you have a better chance of success, save the lives of
your hens, and have a full complement of eggs. This
climate i8 so variable, that you should not be tempted by
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early sunshine, or risk having to contend with frOllty nights.
Many exceptions to ill-luck may happen where birds haTe
the advantage of artificial heat, and are bred in a room
over one where a fire or gas has been kept burning during
the day and part of the night. In such instances the birds
derive & certain benefit, but I do not advise either a fire to
be kept, or gaslight (which is very injurious), to be used
in the same room, for the express purpose of forwarding
your birds. I know some writers have advocated heat from
gas as a means of promoting SUceeBS. I know many cases
of the ill-effects caused through the use of it. The case
of one breeder in particular I will mention. He had gas
fixed, and burnt it in a stove every night during March and
April. The birds were forwarded very much, laid several
eggs, and reared a fine young brood, but in early May his
breeding birds began to cast feathers and moult, and an
end was put to his further success. Several of his birds
became very weakly, and died in consequence, at the very
time when they ought to have been doing best. I advise
matters taking more of their natural course, and would urge
breeders not to be too hasty in sending hens to nest, for in
early spring, especially, very cold north or north-east winds
prevail, and they are very pernicious, not only to man and
beasts, but to Canaries also, and there is less chance of the
young chipping so well as when a warmer or more humid
climate sets in. Very often in the early part of April
unfavourable weather for hens laying will prevail, and the
·distressing complaint of inflammation or egg-bound will
occur. When hens are breeding they will mostly, to
wards the laying of their eggs, appear dull. Some may
be more robust than others, and pass through their diffi.
culties easier; not so with some which, especially the day
prior to laying, appear much affected, and towards mid-day,
or the afternoon, become completely prol!trate, and are Dot
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able to reach the perches, or even the nest basket or box to
deposit their eggs. Ie; is an old-fuhioned custom, I know,
for breeders to fix their nesting-places high up in lome
remote comer. I do not approve of this. They do better
when not so high. The hens when 80mewhat ill and
affected make attemps to reach their Dests, and would often
snceeed were they fixed lower in the cage. When a hen
hall strength to reach its nest do not interfere with it, and
no doubt you will find the morniIig's present, and the hen
bearing all the signs of health. If the night be cold and
dry, and great prostration ensues, with no chance of her
reaching the nest, then you run the risk of losing her, and
abe would be better taken out, placed in a small cage with
BOme mOIlS at the bottom, and kept in a room where there
is warmth, with a little oil applied to the vent, and replaced
in the breeding-cage very early the next morning. Again,
if prostration lIhould be so great, showing evident signs of
approaching death (which is very speedy at times, for I
have found vanoUB degrees of prolltration), then administer
one or two drops of castor-oil, and let the hen have a warm
bath (be particular the water is not too warm), by holding
the underneath part of the bird for five or more minutes in
the water. After this anoint the vent with either a little
oil or lard, and then lay it on the moss in the cage before
the fire. You will afford relief to the hen thereby, and
most likely save its life. The cause of this prostration is
a want of proper action through the ungenial weather,
which causes an excitement or inflammation to the womb
or egg receptacle. Young hena are more liable than
those of more mature age. When you find a hen you
expected to lay in the morning ~ a corner on the bottom
of the cage, to all appearance lifeless, that poor sufferer
requires immediate assistance. Apply the oil inwardly
and outwardly al directed, and let it have the warm water
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or a vapour-bath. Both are good, but I prefer the for.mer,
which moistens them more effectually, and keeps up a
dewy moisture longer whilst they are in the small cage
before the fire; whereas the vapour-bath suffices only for
a time, and the skin of the bird sooner becomes dry when
before the fire. It is essential that both heat and moisture
should be brought into play. After the above treatment,
the hen will no doubt soon part with the egg. Do not
break an egg inwards, for they can be better delivered
whole. I have Baved the lives of many hens with the above
treatment. Sometimes young hens will rupture themselves
by forcing the womb completely out. If you cannot, after
the aid of the warm-bath, gently replace it, destroy the
hen, which will be more humane than allowing her to con
tinue in agony until death, which assuredly will take place.

Canaries may also be paired with other birds which .have
a natural affinity to them. The best adapted for this pur
pose, as we have above seen, are the Linnet, the Lesser
Redpole, the Goldfinch, the Siskin, the Serin, and the Citril.
But successful experiments have also been made with the
Greenfinch and the Bullfinch. It has been stated that
Sparrows, Chaffinches, and Yellow Buntings, have been
paired with Canaries;. but from their marked differences
It must be a very difficult matter. Dr. J8l!Ilay, of Frank
fort-on-the-Ma.i.ne, has stated 'that he has reared hybrids
between the male Bullfinch and the female Canary, but
which were hatched and fed by other Canaries; and that
in Bohemia many of these hybrids are reared. "My Bull
finch," he says, "is so social, that as soon as removed from
his companion he cries incessantly, and will not lLgree with
any other bird."

Either of these birds are reared for the purpose of being
removed very young from the nest, in which case, as regards
pairing, the difference of species is of no c9nsideration j a
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tamed adult male bird is most frequently associated with a
hen Canary. The young combine the plumage of the
parents. The hybrids produced from Linnets, Goldfinches,
and Siskins, will learn to sing well, but those with the Red
pole very indifferently.

When the young birds can eat alone, the males commence
warbling, and the females also, but less connectedly, and
from this the sexes may be distinguished. Practised breeders
can mostly tell the males from the females before leaving
their nests from the bold appearance .of them, and the
more blooming nature of the maiden plumage. To teach a
young bird to pipe, he must now be separated from his
comrades, and also from other birds, and placed in a small
wire cage, which must, at the commencement, be covered..
with linen, and subsequently, by degrees, with thicker
woollen cloth, and then a short air or other musical piece··
must be whistled to him, or a fiute or small organ may be·
used. Ris lessons should be repeated five or six times a
day, especially in the evenings and mornings, and in five or .
six months he will be able to acquire the air, according t:l .
the power of his memory.

Canaries may be accustomed to fiy, but the trouble and.
risk are so great, that it is hardly worth the time and care·

.necessary to teach them. The male is first allowed ita.:
liberty in a place where there are trees, and the female is
hung at the window, which speedily attracts the male back
to the cage. This teaching must be continued for five or
six days, but no· handling or violent attempts to take it
should be used.

But in autumn, previous to the migratory period, they
must not be allowed to go free, as they are apt to stray
with the Linnets, with which they lLIlsOCiate when at
liberty.

MAliDIEi!.-These domesticated birds, rarely or never
HK
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enjoying the open air, and having little exercise, are llUb
jected to the following maladies :-

1. Bupture.-This is a common malady, especia.lly in
young birds, and is a kind ()f indigestion which causes in
flammation of the intestines. The symptoms of this malady
are a lean, transparent, blown-up body, full of small red
veins, and in which all the intelltines seem to have fallen to
the lower part of the body, and 800m black and tangled.
Too much nutritious food is the cause of this evil. All
remedies soom iooffective against this malady, but usistance
is sometimes obtained from a spare and simple met, with
some alum or salt put into the drink, and the aid of the
warm bath, and administering one drop of bl'lllldy to two
drops of water.

2. Ph" Yellow GGll in the laetul and i!!fe8 may be cured by
refreshing food; but if there be a tubercle of the size of &

hemp seed, it must be cut off, and the wound must 'be
anointed with fresh butter.

3. Sweating.-Some females whilst hatching have the
sweating sicknetls, which is inju.rioos to the brood, and may
be detected by the feathers of the lower part of the body
being quite wet. The body of the bil-d should be washed
with salt and water, and the entire body with fresh spring
water to wash off the salt, and be dried rapidly before a
gentle heat. This is repeated ()D.ce or twice a.-day. This
sickness, however, is not so prejudicial as is usually con
sidered.

4. Sn~i"'g, occasioned by a stoppage of the 006trils,
may be removed by a very small feather being pasaed
through them.

5. Lo!!s of Voice.-If the male, after moulting, lOS8 his
voice, he must have diet .similar to that given to young
birds. Some persons give them a bit of bacon to peck at.

6. Ormstipation is cured bl giving them plenty of green
~~'\d, such as water-cresses,salad, &c.
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7. Epilep8!/ or Fainti'llfl Fit, are commonly brought on
by two great a delieaey of treatment, and also by timidity.
They ought to be kept free from alarm, either by catching
or tormenting them in any way. Feeding and indulging
them freely with sweet p&mpering food and keeping them
too warm and in an impure atmosphere, tends very much
to weaken the birds, aud will often bring on fits. A ('old
bath is often of great service in restoring them.

8. Ov6'f'!lrown Olaw, or Beak8 require to be pared with
a 8hlll'p pen-knife or scissors. Care must be taken, how
ever, not to cut the claws too close, else the birds may lose
too much blood, and become lame. The end of the red ray
or "eiD, both in the beak and claws, when held against the
light, shows exactly how far they may be cut. During
hatching, also, the nails of the female must be BOmetimes
cu~ tha.t they ma.y not be caught by them when in the nest.

9. Lice are BOmetimes a cause of annoyance to them,
.especially when not kept clean. These lice are in the first
etage of growth of a grey colour, but become the colour of
a diminutive red bug after sucking the blood of birds. They
,quickly accumulate in the nests, which should be destroyed
.a.il.d fresh ones given. Frequent ba.thing, cleanliness in the
cage, and dry sand, mixed with bruised aniseed, scattered
upon the floor, are remedies against these enemies.

If used in breeding, the age of a Canary scarcely ex
tends longer than from seven to ten years j in other circum
iitanceS, when carefully attended to, they may be preserved
for eighteen or twenty years.

COMMENDATORY QUALITIES.-These birds have always been
agreea.ble to the fancier from their beautiful plumage, ele
gant shape, singular capacity, and attractive familiarity, no
less than by the charms of their melodious song. Besides,
an admirable opportunity is presented of observing the dif
ferences of character and temperament which exist in these as

aa2
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in others of their species. We find some melancholy, others
cheerful; some angry, others peaceful; some intelligent,
others dull; some industrious, others idle; some greedy,
others frugal. But they have chiefly made themselves be
loved by their animated, powerful, and varying song, which
lasts almost throughout the whole year (with some even
during moulting time). Those are highly prized that sing
at night, when candles are lighted, but few birds can be
taught this habit. Those birds which intermix in their
melodies several strophes of the song of 'the Nightingale
are considered the finest singer!!. They are called Tyrolese
Canarieil, as it is said they originated in the Tyrol, where
many birds of this kind are reared. After these follow
the English singers, which imitate the song of the Lark.
In Thuringia the best singers are those which can descend
through an octave, in a clear silYery tone, occasionally in
troducing a loud burst, like a trumpet. In breedin~ time,
some of the males sing so incessantly and powerfully, that
they rupture the small vessels of the lungs, and suddenly
drop down dead in the midst of their song.

In the spring, as soon as the breeding instinct is excited
by the eager calls· of the male, the female emits Bome
solitary, broken, and inharmonious notes; and .old ones,
past breeding, often do so throughout the whole year.

These birds are also distinguished by their correctness
of ear, the remarkable skill they possess of imitating all
tones, and their excellent memory. It is very delightful
to hear them when they have learnt the song of the Night
ingal!J. Not only do they imitate the notes of other birds,
and by mixing them with their own greatly improve them
(hence originates the extraordinary variety of their song),
but they will even learn to utter short words with some
degree of correctness.

When you wish to possess and retain a good Bongster, it
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would be as well to observe the following rules, which, from
experience, I have found to be useful. In order that the
~ird should acquire a good style of singing, his education
and training ought to begin when he leaves the nest, care
fully secluding him from all birds but the one whose song
it is wished that he should acquire. The same course must
be adopted during his first and second moulting j after that
time, as he must, as it were, relearn his song, he but too
easily intermixes with it anything that he may just have
heard, and of which he was entirely ignorant the preceding
year. Here also one bird is distinguished beyond another
in its capacity. Care also must be taken to observe whether
the bird prefers solitude or the society of its comrades.
Many birds will continue silent for years unless kept by
themselves; others, on the contrary, will only sing loudly
when excited by the presence of other birds. It is an im
portant matter to attend to their food, so ·that each bird
may have its simple allowance for the day given to it each
morning; they will then enjoy good health, and sing vigo
rously and r.heerfully.

Fatal epidemics in birds will sometimes occur-old and
young alike falling victims to the scourge. This fatality
may be encouraged by keeping too many birds within a
given space, when, what with the disease and that continued
tormentor-

.. The blood-sucking red-mite,
Ever on the hunt at night-

the birds become weak through loss of blood and rest,
being in a poorer condition on account of approaching the
moulting period, when the scourge generally takes place.
It is necesaary that every precaution be taken that the young
lItock, especially, are well and cleanly cared for, as regards
(lure water, grit-sand, and good sound seed. One most
important matter is tl!at th~ 9lllli.'1'! s~dl whi9h ~li~~d 1:1"
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sound and bright, be sifted and well picked before it is
given to the birds. Free use of soft food, and unripe green
food have a tendency to cause swelling. When once my
young birds have got on to Canary seed, I discontinue egg.
Cold draughts of air will orten affect them, and bring on
inftammation and swelling. When they become affected
very often a drop or two of weak brandy and water will be
of great service; also a drop of clUltor-oil and the bread
and milk diet, and a change to a warmer situation will tend
to their recovery. When frequent, mortality occurs, you
IDAy then fear some fatal disease has Bet in. Have the Illlr

vivon all washed and removed to another room, and the
cages and partitions thoroughly cleansed, the walls lime
waBhed, and the pla.ces disinfected with chloride of lime.
As a general diet, at this period, give groats, Canary seed,
crushed plain biscuit, and flax-seed, but no hemp or rape
seed. Occasionally soak a little stale bread in cold water,
and when well squeezed add a few drops of cod.liver oil.
supplying a piece to each the size of a small nut. I have
known more than one hundred birds, old and young, swept
off in a sl10rt time by the Canary epidemic. It causes sad
havoc to those who may experience its dire effects; and
there is nothing like taking active measures to endeavour
to check its progress. Very often seed becoming impreg
nated with the dirt of mice will bring on much illness, and
cause many deaths.

ARTIFICIAL COLOURING.

TmI artificial colouring of birds. especially Canaries, is a
tricky artifice often practised by some, who, much to their
shame and disgrace, resort to the drfacing of Nature',
works for the sake of gain, and to defeat those who pursue
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a just course.. I am, therefore, compelled to allude to the
matter, having, during my many years' experience 8S a
judge of birds, exposed very glaring instances. For the
welfare and success of exhibitions, and for the credit of the
faney in general, every publicity should be given where
instances of such groBS fraud are found. By means of tests
and close scrutiny, deep dyes and weaker colouring matters
have been extracted from the high-coloured Canaries.
I have known Lizard birds to have been tampered with
on their feathers and legs; and Bullfinches, Virginian
Nightingales, Cockatoos, and other specimens have been
highly dressed with deep solutions and powder, for' the
sake of beautifying their appearance. The exposures made
at BOme of the leading exhibitions, have no doubt tended
much towards checking the evil which at one time was
carried on to a great extent. In nine cases out of ten
these attempted frauds are detected; but the judges not
being aware in what way the impositions are to be palmed
npon them, it behoves them to be doubly cautious, and
not pus hastily over those specimens exhibited which at
first sight seem to be the most likely for winning highest
honours. An effectual check is to post up in every show
room the name of the penon 80 offending, and frame a
rule in the schedule prohibiting him from again exhibiting.
There is 8 law to punish those who pass counterfeit
coin; the man who exhibits birds with counterfeit plum
age is no better, and committees and. those who have
the management of bird-shows have, or should have, their
mmedy, to a certain extent, agaiUlt the eviL One
case of bird-painting, but not, in this instance, in con
nection with a show, was that of a man who appeared
before the magistrates at Reading for selling coloured birds.
The man called at II. person's house with two birds in
cages, which he offered fur sale, saying he wa~ a. servant,
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and his mallter would not let him keep them; and he must,
therefore, get rid of them. One of the birds (a very
handsome one), the man said, had been sent to him by his
brother, who was a sailor, from Spain. It was red about
the head, on which it had a black feather gracefully curling
towards its beak j a tinge of blue on the breaBt, and its
wings delicately shaded with yellow and green. The bird
was purchased. The man was afterwards seen offering
other birds for sale, and as he had got no others but those
resembling that particular one sent by his sailor-brother,
he was suspected of being a cheat. On examining the
beautifully plumaged bird it was found that the gay colour
ing was a work of art and deceit, and that its graceful tuft
had been gummed on its head; in fact, it was only a com
mon hen sparrow.

A FEW HINTS TO BREEDERS AND BIRD KEEPERS.

1. AVOID, as much as possible, the borrowing of birds, for
there is 8 great probability of something occurring during
the time the bird is in your possession j this frequently
gives rise to murmuring, which is far better prevented.

2. We all like to have our food clean and apart from im
purities. It is necessary that birds, too, should have their
food clean and wholesome, for by not supplying their seed
free from dust and dirt, disease is often brought on. Every
breeder of birds should be provided with a fine sieve, having
a mesh sufficient to allow only the dust to pallS through.
Likewise use a sieve for the purpose of pressing through the
egg, and bun or bread, which saves more time than when
chopped with a knife. Use also a small hand-net for catch
ing the birds when kept in a room Or spacious fly. Supply
fresh water daily.
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3. Be an enemy to the greatest enemy birds have, viz.,
the red-bug, or vermin. Although such a pest to birds, they
may be kept in check by cleanliness, not allowing stale nests
to lie about, and examining well all crevices and ends of
perches. 'When a cage is infested, even when there is but
one bird in, remove the bird to another cage, and scald and
well clean the other. If you perceive any small grey spots
or mouldy-looking appearances about the crevices of the
cage, there the vermin is lurking. I have found train oil
of much use in applying to the crevices of cages and nest
boxes.

4. On visiting a brother fancier's bird-room to look at
his birds, be cautious, and do not suddenly point your
finger close to the cage; serious accidents ofttimes occur to
choice birds, especially those being prepared for exhibition,
through such incautiousness.

5. Avoid all depreciating remarks concerning other
fanciers' birds, extolling your own at the same time. Self
praise of your own stock is no recommendation.

6. If you wish to purchase a bird, do so from a respect
able breeder or dealer, for it is better you pay a little Ipore
for one you may depend upon than buy from itinerant
vendors.

7. Healthy birds should possess the following qualifica
tions :-Compact and close feathers, wings not drooping,
free from pant and wheezing, .nostrils free from discharge,
no inclination to keep the head under the wings, not to
droop upon the perch, not to accumulate filth about the
vent, or have a difficulty in discharging the excrement. The
above are signs of ill-health.

8. BEWARE OF CATs.-Generally they arenot to betrusted,
however much you may believe you have checked them from
interfering with your birds. They have a very nice taste,
and are excellent climbers and bird-catchers. There are ex-
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ceptions where cats have been kept for BOme time without
touching birds, but as a rule it is contrary to their nature.

9. BEWARE ALSO OJ!' MICE.-Much injury is often caused
by birds becoming poisoned, owing to seed being impre§
nated with the filth of mice. I would adville them being
caught in traps rather than have a cat for the purpose.
Pussy might otherwise take a faney to the birds.

The popular belief that the young birds are II.Ilsiatec;l by
their parents in escsping from their shells receives the fol
lowing correction in a work published by"R. Laishley, en
titled, "A Popular History of British Birds' Eggs." It
states :-" The operation of leaving the shell is a very beau
tiful one, and exhibits very markedly the wisdom aDd con
trivance of the Creator. The beak is furnished with a bony
point, which afterwards drops oil'. This is protruded through
the shell. By means of its feet lUI levers, the animal then
turns itself a little, till by degrees the whole top of the large
end is cut very cleanly off, and a passage is opened for the
imprisoned chick to go free."

" Granivorous birds, or such as live upon vegetables, have
their intestines constructed differently from those of the
rapacious kind. Their gullet dilates just above the breast
bone, and forms itself into a pouch or bag, which is perhaps
better knowl!l. by being called the crop. This crop is replete
with glands, the food being softened by the saliva it con
tains. The food is here prepared in a great mell.llure for the
young birds, as you may see both the cock: and hen heave it
up as it were when feeding their young. When birds take
food for themselves, after becoming macerated, it plBlIeB
from the crop into the belly, where it is ground between
two pair of muscles, called the gizzard, covered on the inBide
with a strong ridgy coating, which rub against one another,
and are cspable of attenuating the hal'd6llt IIU~
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Their action is equal to teeth in other animals. The sand
or gravel found in the gizzard is requisite in preventing the
too violent action of the coats of the stomach against each
other."

"In the construction of nests, every species of birds baa
a peculiar architecture of its own-this being adapted to the
number of eggs, or the temperature and heat of the body.
All small birds make their nests very warm, for having
many eggs it is requisite to distribute equal warmth."

Birds kept in rooms or aviaries are more favoura.bly cir
cumstanced than when in small cages, for in the former the
full Wle of their wings is brought into play. The follow
ing interestWg remarks respecting the formation of a bird's
wing are extracted from a paper, by the Duke of Argyll,
published in 1865 :-" The feathers of a bird's wing have a
natural three-fold division, according to the different wing
bones to which they are attached. The quills which form
the end of the wing are called the' primaries,' those which
form the middle of the vane are called the' secondaries,'
and those which are next the body of the bird are called the
• tertiaries.' The motion of a bird's wing increases from its
minimum at the shoulder-joint to its maximum at the tip.
The primary quills, which form the termination of the wing,
are those on which the chief burden or flight is cut. Each
feather has less and less weight to bear, and less and less
force to exert, in proportion as it lies nearer the body of
the bird; and there is nothing more beautiful in the struc
ture of a wing than the perfect gradation in strength and
stiffness, as well as in modification of form which marks the
series from the first of the primary quills to the la.et and
feebleat. of the tertiaries."
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MULES, HYBRIDS, AND MULE BREEDING.

IF anything in bird breeding tests the patience of a true
fancier most, it is Mule breeding, especially when endeavour
ing to breed higb-class birds. Year after year many truly
fine specimens have been exhibited at the various exhibi
tions. Were it not taking the liberty of naming the many
veteran fanciers of Mules, I could mention numerous ex
hibitors who, with much honour and credit, have shown
birds of great value. The practised fancier alone estimates
the worth of good Mules. The uninitiated in the mysteries of
muling often imagine they are possessed of a Mule when it
is nought· else than a peculiar marked or cross-bred Canary.
Even those, I know for a fact, who have bred Canarics for
many years, not high-classed birds for exbibition purposes,
have laboured under a wrong impression. One striking
instance came under my notice at a show held at Derby in
1866, and which I referred to in the Land and Water in
October of the same year :-" J was standing close to I:L man
who was examining a cage of six Silver-spangled Lizards,
and on his being asked .by another person what birds they
were, he, in my hearing, told him they were Mules, bred
from the Brown Linnet and Canary. Now this man had
'been a breeder of birds, according to his own statement,
'thirty years, and yet made so extraordinary an assertion.
He had evidently bred nothing else but common birds, or
at least he could have had no experience beyond a cer
tain point, and he was quite indignant on being told he
was mistaken in calling them Mules." Another instance
in Derby was that of a breeder informing me he knew
or had heard of a man breeding II. splendid marked" Mule
bird," as he termed it, which information coming to my
knowledge, and loving a good Mule, I paid the owner a
visit, and having examined his stock, but :nQt seeing the
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choice object of my special visit, I asked to be allowed to
soo his Mule, when he pointed to a cage just above my head,
which, to my great surprise, contained nought else than a
cross-bred bird betwixt a Lizard and common Canary!
Now, I will only suppose this person breeding with this
particular so-called" M.ule," and a Canary, the following
season with success, and as regards young stock, I firmly
believe (for I could not make him think it was other than
a Mule), he would feel fully convinced he was the po"sessor
of hybrids.

I also paid a visit to Leicester in 1868, to see nn old
fancier who asserted he had a "clear Linnet and Canary
Mule," for which he asked the sum of £4. To my great
astonishment, although I doubted him having such a bird, I
found it was a common bred hen Canary! I was once
returning from a show at Middleton, near Manchester.
where I had been judging, and on arriving at Buxton, a.
boy entered the railway carnage, carrying with him a.
covered cage. I asked the boy what he had got in the cage.
when he replied, "A green Linnet Mule, his father said it
was, and he (his father) had refused 108. for it It's a.
Darbyshire bred bird, sir." I could not help smiling at the
boy's innocence and readiness, and also his statement of its
being a Derbyshire bred bird, 8S though it were better than
one bred elsewhere. On asking him to let me look at the
bird, I found it to be a slightly marked common GreeB
Canary, and not a "Green Linnet Mule." It has fre
quently been said that Mules will breed with Canaries,
and that the first year, if it be a Mule hen, that the e8gs
from such will only be the size of a pea. This matter I
have tested. I have had Mule hens go to nest and lay eggs
the full size, but they have always been unfertile. I have
devoted all possible attention in endeavouring to succeed in

.various ways, but always without any succeBS, more than
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experience. I have found that Goldfinch cock Mules will
often become uncommon fWlsy with hen Ca.u.riel, and will
pay D8 much attention 8.8 a Oanary cock, and apparently
perform all the functiona necessary for producing yonug, as
Mr. Hugh Hanly IlO truly obBmTed. I have had eoek
Mules help to briDg up young birds hatehed from eggB from
Canaries, and have often been p1ealed to notice .. cock
:Mille throw up the food and feed the young all well &8 .a
Canary.

GOLDFINCH AND OANARY MULEs.-The Mules bred.
from the Goldfinch and Canary a.re more beautiful than
those of any other breed, especially the JonqueB. I:hue
never yet seen an entirely clear good specimen, equal in
clearness and appearance to the Mealye, although many
hundreds of the best birds in England have come 1IIlder
my inspection. On the other hand, many fine clear Mealy
Mules have been shown. There are six or eight classes Bet

apart for these birds, viz., two for Olesr Mules, or 811 nearly
approaching clear birds (clear for choice) as polBible; two
for Variegated or Even-Marked, which include birds marked
about each eye, or each wing, or with a dark feather on
each side of the tail; two (in some shows, not general) fw
Uneven-Marked birds; and two for dark Mules. In forlMl'
years the dark Mules were not considered of much value,
but by a wille alteration they were· admitted into the sche
dules, and the consequence has been that many very fine
birds have often been exhibited. The Mules in general
favour are those even-marked about the eyes and wings.

Of late years they ha.ve been exhibited in luch fauJt..
lesil plumage as to gain the attention of numerous a.dmirers.
I have been possessed of numerous fine specimens in my
time, and am. proud to say that at the Southampton
show, in 1868, I 8ll.cceeded in carrying off the Bilver cup
and two silver medals with Mule!! alone. The famous
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Jonque Mule gained for me a dozen first and second prizes
at various exhibitions in England and Glasgow, for which
honou1'8 he had travelled thousauds of miles. Three yeara
in succession I ffXhibited it at Glasgow, on the Ja.st occasion
in company with a fine even-marked Meaay Mule, each of
which won for me a first prize, and a couple of well executed
gilt morocco trophies in the year 1864. The bird, with
another specimen, somewhat inferior, soon afterwards pa.ssed
from 'my hands to those of '" gentleman residing near Man
chester, for the sum of £10. :But although my Jonque
Mule was so exC(\llent in every respect, I have since seen
othe1'8 shown equallya.s good from Prestwich (near Man
chester), Sunderland, and Durham. The two best Jonque
Goldfinch Mules I ever witnell8ed were exhibited by a
Plymouth fancier, and won highest honours at the
Crystal Palace Bird Show in 1870. Without exception,
they were admitted to'be the finest specimens ever seen in
England in the m6mGry of those who saw them. There
have, during the past few years, been many beautiful Mealy
Goldfinch Mules shown. One in particular deserves notice.
This bird was bred by a member of the London Fancy
"Hand-m-Hand" Society, who resided at Walworth, Surrey.
The bird, after being exhibited at the Palace show and at
Southampton, became the property of noted exhibitors
living in :Bristol, and ne&r Leicester-square, London, but it
BOon pasw into the hands of a Derby fancier, from whom
it wa.s purchased by a famous Mule exhibitor at Prestwich.
The bird wa.s eventually claimed by a gentleman at Durham.
It WIlS shown on many occasions, but was never defeated.

BROWN LIl'niET AND CAJiA-RY MULEs.-Good Mules of
this breed are Bearce. It iB not a common or everyday
occurrence to breed Goldfinch Mules pOBBessed. of light or
pied feathers, but it is more difficult to breed Brown Li~t
Mules ofmueh better aFpearance ofplumage than a SpaJ;Tow.
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Even the very best of them are much inferior in plumage
to a Goldfinch and Canary Mule. The difficulty in breeding
Linnet Mules light is great, but when they are so bred, the
value of such is high, and the nearer they resemble the
colour of a clear Canary the more they are enhanced in
worth. They are rarely bred with uniformity of marking
and in this respect they somewhat vary from Goldfinch
Mules. Those regularly marked on the wings, and
about the heads, with clear bodies, and in condition and
plumage, are most prized. I have had several choice
specimens which have won for me first honours. Linnet
Mules, when well tutored under a good songster, make the
best of song-birds, their harmony generally being so very
melodious. Linnets are not so mischievous with the nests
and eggs as Goldfinches, and if paired to a Canary hen will
pay all attention to her and the young. When they take
well to young birds they are excellent feeders, and will
bring them up strong. I have known them sometimes to
be unkind, approach a nest, and, without much ceremony,
lay hold of the birds just hatched and throw them to
the bottom of the cage, and mutilate them. They may
be treated nearly the same 8S Goldfinches, but occasionally
a little rapeseed (scalded) should be given. The seed known
by the name of" kedloek," a kind of wild rape, is a good
diet as a change. The Mules may be treated the same as
Canaries, only a little more hemp and flax may be supplied
occasionally.

SISKIN AND CANARY MULEs.-The Siskin (which gene
rally prefers to cling to the wires ofa cage instead ofroosting
on the perch) will freely breed with the Canary, and some
of the offspring take after the Siskin in plumage, being
of a greenish or greyish-green appearance, and bearing the
Siskin mal ks or lines 011 each side of the head over the
eyes. I have bred several well marked with light or pied
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feathers in the wings and tailF. In size the Mules are a
little larger than the Si~kin, and are of close plumage. :r,r
brought up under a free song-bird they will sing very sweetly
and free. I have had them almost equal to Canaries m
song. They are very active, and somewhat pugnacious.

GUENFINCH.oUfD C.oUfARY MULEs.-Mules of this breed
are more bulky in form, showing much of the Greenfineh
in plumage and beak; they are dtill and moderate in ap
pearance and colour, although good in feather. They are
scarce worth the time and expense .bestowed in breeding,
and are much inferior in song.

BULLFINCH 4-ND CANARY MULES.-I have certainly seen
two specimens in my lifetime stated to be "Bullfinch and
Canary Mules," and those have been exhibited at the Crystal
Palace shows, and have come under my hands for adjudi
cation. With respect to these' so-called Mules much doubt
has existed. The first was exhibited at the show of 1870. rn
length and shape it partook much of the .1 Yorkshire" bred
bird, and the only portion of the bird that at all resembled
the Bullfinch w¥ the peculiar shape of the upper mandible.
The form of the beak exactly resembled that of a Lizard
Canary lance had with a similar curvature. I have seen
many peculiarities in the beaks of. birds, so that I could
not place much reliance on that point, and the bird being
a clear specimen was a very unlikely colour for a cross
betwixt a Bullfinch and Canary. Many other judges had
doubts concerning the so-called Bullfinch and Canary Mule.
Moreover, one of the best naturalists of the' present day
expressed his belief that the bird was only a Canary with a
malformed beak. At the following show another specimen
of a "'Bullfinch and Canary" mule was shown, but this,
although appearing a more likely one of the kind, was
·c.o~dered by those fully competent to form an op'inion to be
,. QrQitB between the Bullfinch and Chaffinch-indeed there
. "I: I l .
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is generally considerable mystification about the matter.
Still I do not wish to discourage any breeder from trying,
and am not going to assert that such has not been the cue.

HUBIDs.-SpecimeIlll bred from the Bullfinch and Gold
finch, and Greenfinch and Goldfinch, a.re well worthy of
notice. For several y68ol"ll many exceedingly :fine birds,
bearing distinct evidence of each breed, have been Been at
the best shows.
. When breeding with Goldfinches, Linnets, and Siskina,

supply each' with a piece of the following food :-Soak a
piece of stale bread the size of a ball in cold water for an
hour, afterwards squeeze out the water, and rub itt half a
thimbleful of cod liver oil, and give to each a bit the size
of a nut, with some maw-seed. This will tend to keep them I

bright and close in plumage. Now and then give a little
crushed biscuit, a few groats, some fiax seed, no rape, unless
scalded (and that to the Linnets), and not too much hemp.
Dandelion, as early in spring as convenient, is very necessary.

MULE BBEEDING.-.As the Goldfinch breeds more freely
with the Canary than any other British bird, I will confine
my rema.rks more pa.rticularly to it, and give my own
experience and observations. In the .. merry month or
:May" I commence Mule breeding, having previously pre
pared my Goldfinches by extra feeding. I have many
instances noted down of Mules having been bred prior to
the time I have named-even as early al'l February, but in
that pa.rticular instance the Goldfinch and hen Canary had
been kept in a room during winter, where there was fire
and gas. Birds so kept will breed ea.rlier; but they
begin to moult at the time they ought to be doing best.
Fire or gas heat I do not recommend, preferring to wait
until genial weather should set in.

Goldfinches give signs of good condition when in full and
A'IIltinu011ll SOIlg, by freely cc slamming,It and frequently
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repeating the "lippet-slam-sir-widdy" notes, which are
considered the most choice. A Mule breeder may ju.dge
whether his Finch is "well-up" by the utterance of the
" chee-ter-wee-yer" notes, and the amusing rudder-like
swaggering of its tail immediately upwards. I never attempt
to breed with a yearling Goldfinch, preferring an old bird
a white-legged one, as it is termed by many, the colour
undergoing a change from black to white, through being
kept and moulted in the house. Many· breeders prefer a
dark-legged bird-a one-year-old, fresh caught. To test
whether they can breed from yearling Finches let them be
taken when they are "grey-pates," and tried the foliowing
spring. Possibly hex:e and there an odd Finch may be
forward enough for breeding; but, as a rule, they will not
breed in the house when only one year old. Some persOD&
advise a "three-,by-six," others a " cheverel." The former
is known by having the three outer tail feathers " mooned "
with the white mark in the end of each, and the six feathers .
in the centre being black. All Goldfinches are not so
marked, most of them having but ~o of the outer tail
feathers on each side with the white mark upon them. A
"cheverel," or "chibald," is known by the mark on the
throat, dividing the red around the beak, but sometimes
only a small speck of white appears. This latter kind is in
most demand, and some fanciers believe they cannot breed
& good Mule unless they possess a " cheverel "Finch. This
is a complete delusion. I have had varied success from aU
kinds. One of the best Goldfinches I ever had was a small
bird, very indifferent in colour. This bird, soon after
coming from PlymQuth, lost an eye, but it did not prevent
it breeding freely with a mealy-crested-almost a white
hen-with which I had good success. With this pair I
bred Bome very handsome Mules, some almost clear-one,
in particular, after taking a first prize, finding a home at

I I 2
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Calke Abbey, near Derby. The mother of this Mule never
bred a nest of young without· some of them being very light
and well marked; but the Goldftnch having died, I parted
with the hen, and the following year the gentleman to
"hom I sold her bred from her a nest of Mules "as
dark as mice." My one-eyed Finch was neither a "three
by-six" nor a .. cheverel "-nothing but a common-looking
bird. On the other hand, I have bred good Mules from
Ine looking Finches p08Be88ed of plenty of showy colour,
and have proved to my entire satisfaction that good Mules
can be bred without selecting a " cheverel " Finch.

For several years I obtained young Goldfinches (nestlings)
from a pear-tree, in an orchard at a. place called Barrowash,
Dear Derby. I kept them until they were two years old,
and bred from them-some of the breeding-hens being good
marked bUds, others indifferent and dark. In connection
with Goldfinches, those I reared yearly from the nests did
not exhibit the wildness and fluttering habits of other
Finchllll. They became so quiet and free that they w.ould
feed from my mouth or pull at my whiskers when placing
myself close to the cage. Mule breeding, asI have befere
remarked, requires much attention and patience, and many
fanciers are disappointed, season after season, with the ap
pearance of the young brood, although the hens have been
of a good strain; a clear bird, which it ofteu takes years to'
Obtain, which is evenly pencilled about the eyes, with a
pair of faultless wings, bearing a rich yellow throughout th&
bars of the same, and with a fine bronze tinge on the face,
is invaluable. These points in a fine specimen, added t()
bloomy appearance throughout, and Pt?-me condition, 'accom
panied with f* size and form, and a pair of bright, full
eyes. peering through a clean cut and snake-like head, gives
quite an aristocratic appearance to the Mule. Unlike Nor
wich, London Fancy and Lizards, they do not deteriorat&



in appearance after moulting. I have known first-class birds
to realise as much as £10 each. To attain success, every
attention must be paid to the Finches, not only at the
breeding time, but during the winter previous, respecting
their diet. I vary the diet with flax, millet, groats, maw
seed, coarse Scotch meal, a little egg, and stale bun, and
thistle-seed. When thistles are ripening, I generally secure
a supply of heads, but cut off the down previous to placing
them with the Goldfinches. Now and then a small piece of
the soaked bread, with cod-liver oil rubbed into it, has a
tendency to prevent asthma. Breeding in cages I prefer for
muleing-the "birds are more under control, especially the
Goldfinch. I have tried each way. On one occasion I had
placed half a dozen hens with a couple of Finches in my
room, supplying them with the requisite building materials,
and all went well for a time; but one day, on entering my
room, I saw portions of egg-shells here and there. On
examining the nests one day, not an egg or bird was to be
found. The Goldfinches ,had been at work. Upon the
floor, here and there, I found eggs containing birds near
upon chipping, and also young birds on the floor, de
stroyed and mutilated about the wings and feet. I set my
hens to work without a mate, and with the first that com
mences to build I place the Goldfinch. When another hen
begins nesting, I place the Goldfinch with her for a time,
<lhanging him from one to the other. One Goldfinch is
sufficient for three or four hena. I prefer using the Gold
finches with several hens, but never allow them to remain

"with the hens up to the time of laying, for fear of the eggs
being broken. Hens not paired with the Goldfinches will
sit well upon their eggs, so that there is some difl'erenc:e
from Canary breeding. When two birds are paired togethe},
of course it would be unwise to take away the male, tor
possibly the hen would fret, and leave her eggs. .
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In other respect;& hens for Muleing may be treated 88 in
Canary breeding. They are liable to the same accidents,
but are not so subject to be egg-bound, owing to the
time of the year (May) when they are put up for Mule
breeding. Previous to brooding with the Goldfinch, if the
hen is of a BtrlUn known to throw the youug with broken or
pied plumage, I coutrive to have a nest for her with a
Canary. According to the colour of the hen, so I place with
her a male Canary of the same colour. I generally breed my
Mules from hens termed common hens, of a lemon or brim
stone appearance. I have also bred several excellent Mules
from t.be Yorkshire hen; they are more sleek and somewhat
longer than when the Mules are bred from a short thick-set
hen. I have frequently bred from Norwich hens, but with
less sue:cellll. Still, when light-coloured Mules are bred from
Norwich hens, they are more bloomy. I have known really
first-ela88 Mules to have been bred from Norwich hens. It
does not follow that Mule-breeding hens should always be
clear or free from dark feathers. I have bred from a heavily
marked strain, and had nice marked Mules, and have known
others to be equally fortunate in this respect. But I prefer
breeding from a strain from which good marked or light
coloured Mules have been bred. When I can contrive 1;c)

obtain a nest of young, and afterwards breed them in-and-in
88 regards relationship and colour, I prefer it. Such birds I
have proved to be most reliable for marked Mules. I know
many who make a yearly practice of breeding Mules, whQo
would not waste their time by Canary breeding.

Most Mule breeders will agree with me that there is
much chance work in Mule breeding; but on this point I am
satisfied, that if a breeder were to try a dozen hens bred from
known Muleing strains, liga.inat the like number of chance or
hap-hazard hens, that the advantage would be considerably
in favour of the former. Light-coloured Mules may be
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known as soon as they are chipped, owing to their light
or flesh-coloured appearance. If they appear dark in the
skin when they are chipped, make up your milId for
dark Mules. There is much prying and quizzing in this
:respect, and it has often amused me to hear SOIDe breeders
assert that they have a "clear Mule in the nest," when by
chance or accident it' may have happened that the male
Canary has had access to the hen whilst breeding with the
Goldfinch..

The following are the points by which Canary Mules are
judged:-

BBAKs-rather larger and more pointed than the Canary's.
HEAD-not so round and full as the Canary's.
NEoK-somewhat slender.
EYEs-fierce, spectacle-marked, with dark feathers around.
FAOE--Of a bronze red hue, the stronger the colour the

better, and as free as possiblu from slaty-coloured
feathers about the cheeks.

BODy-smart throughout and clear, having no dark or
slate-coloured feathers about the loins or uppermost part
of the tail.

WINGS-Smaller flight feathers dark, the larger flight
feathers barred with a yellow bloomy tinge from the
shoulders.

.FEATHBR8-throughout close and in good condition. The
yellow or jonque specimens should possess strong colour.
The mealy specimens almost white, with bloomy yellow
tinge strong on the large flight feathers, and slightly
showing on the breast.

TAIL--Clear preferred, but if having a dark feather on each
side, which is frequently the case in good specimens, to
be considered a good show bird.

LBGs AND Fur-not coarse, twisted awry, or nails deficient.
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Clear Goldfinch and Canary Mulee IIho1ltd. have similar
propeJ.ties to the above, excepting the speetBele eye-marks
and BtDaller flight feathers. Such birds are rarely bred, but
they are of great value. Like the above, there are two kinds,
the jonque and mealy.

In shape and form the dark Goldfinch and Canary Mules
are the same as the foregoing, but should be dark on the
,vings and tails. There are jonque and mealy specimens.
The former should possess as much golden bronze appearance
as possible throughont. The face around the beak should be
very bright, presenting a rich bronze scarlet. The breast
feathe1'll should not be light, but of a rich golden tinge. "The
mealy specimens are a little stronger in build, and should
have as much colour as possible, but presenting a fine mealy
tinge.

The Brown Linnet and Canary Mules resemble the
Canary in the light feath61'll throughout; but size, con
dition, plumage, and regularity of marks, make them more
flhowy and valuable. There is but one class for these birds,
although they vary in appearance. Some are nearly white,
~the1'll of a yellowish or buff colour. Fil'Ilt-class specimens
Me rare, the difficulty in breeding sucn being very great.
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